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HYDRAULIC SWITCHING CONTROL – OBJECTIVES, CONCEPTS,
CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
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Abstract: Hydraulic switching control operates via the switching of valves. Numerous principles
exist, some of which are already routinely applied, some others have been studied, but many more
are possible. A successful realization of many switching techniques requires fairly advanced
hydraulic components, foremost fast switching valves, fast check valves and compact
accumulators which can resist high load cycles, and a sound understanding of the relevant
processes by advanced modelling, simulation, and experimental analysis. Switching control can
bring the following advantages: lower costs, higher robustness, better standardization, easier
control due to better repeatability and less hysteresis; better energetic efficiency by the application
of energy saving converter principles; generation of very fast motion for relatively high loads. Some
elementary switching principles and switching converter principles are described in this paper. The
authors expect an early industrial application of novel switching techniques in heavy duty and in
agricultural machines.
Keywords: Hydraulic switching control, switching converters, buck converter, electric hydraulic
analogy.
1

Introduction

The idea to employ switching systems for realizing some sort of hydraulic transformers is an old
idea as the hydraulic ram of Montgolfier from 1796 and Pollard’s work on pulsating hydraulic power
transmission (1964) [1] show. The major motivation for the current attempts to realize hydraulic
switching control is the success of switching control in modern electric drive technology.
Hydraulic switching control is a sub-domain of digital hydraulics, which is characterized by
performing control only by the use of components with discrete states (see [2]). In hydraulic
switching control these discrete state components are switching valves. Control input parameters
are some timing characteristics of these valves which can be: the pulse-width of a pulse width
modulated valve switching, the duration of individual pulses, switching frequencies, or the phase
shifts of switching pulses of different valves, to mention just a few.
The basic motivations for switching control are:
•

•
•
•

To use the simple component switching valve instead of the more complex servo or
proportional valves, to achieve one or several of the following goals: lower costs, higher
robustness, better standardization
Easier control: better repeatability, less hysteresis
Better energetic efficiency by the application of energy saving converter principles
Generation of very fast motion for relatively high loads

Like in power electronics, the variety of possible switching concepts is very large and there is not
just one optimal solution for many applications but rather a few optimal for a small class of
applications. Some concepts evaluated so far are:
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•

Non energy saving concepts: Elementary switching control concepts [3], the LCM ‘ DigiActuator’ [4], combinations of pulse code and switching control concepts [5].
• Energy saving switching control principles: the Gall&Senn principle [6], buck- [7], resonance[8], wave- [9], motor-converters [10, 11].
Some hydraulic switching principles are routinely applied since decades in the following
applications: ABS break systems, variable valve timing for compressor valves [12], clutch actuation
of gears in passenger cars [13], on-line gap adjustment of continuous casting segments [14, 15].
All these drivers require relatively low power and flow rate, respectively. Fast switching valves for
such power ratings can be realized much easier than for higher flow rates and also pulsation and
noise excitation levels are relatively low. The application of switching control to high power drives is
facing the following main challenges:
• Appropriately powerful fast switching and check valves, and fast, compact, and reliable
accumulators.
• The sound understanding and the mastering of pulsating phenomena and of acoustic noise.
• Control algorithms for switching control, which not only provide a proper control of the
intended motions, force, or pressure but which also cope with the challenges of switching
control, in particular with pulsation.
Switching control is also a useful technology for other than mechanical actuation. Not only modern
diesel fuel injection, in particular common rail systems, apply switching principles but also the
cooling of rollers employs this technology to realize the so called thermal crown in steel and
aluminium rolling [16, 17].
There is no limitation of the application of such switching control concepts in principle. Currently,
the only reasonable question is which applications are best suited for an early application of these
technologies. This is not just a technical matter but depends even more on the disposition of end
users to take the front runner role. To convince potential end users a single advantage, like just
being more efficient, may be a too weak argument, there must rather be several advantages. In the
next chapter some switching control concepts are presented. In chapter 3 areas of early
applications of hydraulic switching control are discussed. An outlook on the further development of
switching control will be given in chapter 4.
2
2.1

Switching control concepts
Electric – hydraulic analogy and duality

Hydraulic and electric machines are power converters with one mechanical port, a shaft or a rod.
Electrical machines employ a dynamical principle for torque or force generation, respectively. This
corresponds to hydrodynamic machines, like turbines or centrifugal pumps. Hydrostatic machines,
however, employ a static principle which is dual to the dynamic principles. In the dynamic
principles machines, torque or force depend on the flow variable, i.e. on the electric current or on
the flow rate, respectively; in hydrostatic principles machines torque or force depend on the
pressure. We limit this investigation to hydrostatic machines. The duality of static and dynamic
machines has significant consequences for switching control.
A very elementary circuit for switching control of an electrical motor is shown in Figure 1a. The
current i of the electric motor which is driven by a PWM voltage signal has a small fluctuation due
to the flattening effect of the motor inductance. The angular speed’s (ω) fluctuation is even smaller,
because the inertia of the rotor and of attached moving mechanical parts have a flattening effect
too. Both flattening effects are very expressed due to the high switching frequencies of modern
drives, which are in the order of 104 Hz. That leads to a quite constant speed.
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Figure 1: Elementary switching control circuits of a) an electrical motor, b) a hydraulic actuator

Hydraulic elementary switching control, as shown in Figure 1b, intrinsically generates higher speed
fluctuations because the acceleration corresponds to the hydraulic force F which is approximately
a rectangular signal. This requires extra devices to get rid of the strong pressure pulsation due to
switching, particularly if the mechanical inertia of the system to be actuated is relatively small.
A further main difference between electrical and hydraulic switching systems is the high capacity of
hydraulic systems. In Figure 1b, for instance, that capacity stems from oil compressibility in the
chambers of the cylinder and in the connecting lines. One hardly can get rid of this capacity, which
causes energetic losses in combination with the resistance of the valve at higher switching
frequencies. There is some resonance effect resulting in an energy optimal switching frequency
(see [18]). In electrical switching systems parasitic capacities are a negligible problem unless
switching frequencies are extremely high.
On the components level a strong analogy exists between electrical and hydraulic switching
systems. This concerns mainly the key component valve, the performance of which is a limiting
factor for advancements in switching control. The availability of fast electric ‘valves’ is a major
reason why electrical engineering leads the way. The progress there, for instance with respect to
switching frequency or power range, was guided by advancements in power semiconductors
technology.
2.2

Elementary switching control principles

In elementary switching control just one or more valves are put in front of a hydraulic cylinder or
motor, respectively. There are no other components, like pulsation attenuation devices or
transmission lines, which exhibit a significant dynamics at the actual operating condition, between
valves and the actuator. The simplest circuit is shown in Figure 2, comprising just two 2-2 way
valves. Switching frequency is a major operation parameter for the performance of such a system
since high frequencies flatten pressure and velocity pulsation significantly.
Fload
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Figure 2: Elementary switching control schematic (left) and typical signals in one way mode of operation (right)
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One way mode
In the so called one way mode of operation, only one switching valve is actuated. To lift the load
Fload, valve VP is actuated, e.g. employing PWM control with a frequency ω /2π = 1/ TSW and a duty
cycle κ, to lower the load VT is activated. The one way mode switching cannot provide better
efficiency than resistance control with continuously operating valves. If there is no flow from the
tank line to the cylinder in a load lifting operation, continuous or switching control give the same
energetic efficiency η.

η=

(1)

Fload
p
=
p S A pS

The fluctuation in chamber pressure p and in piston velocity s& depends on several parameters. In
[19] the following approximate value for the nondimensional pressure fluctuation ψfl = (max(p)min(p))/pS is derived under the assumptions of constant supply pressures pS, pT, a very fast
switching, and that the nonlinear state equation can be linearized around the mean values of
pressure and speed and at position x0 = ξ0 smax.

ψ fl =

(1 − κ )κ (g cω − f load aω ) 2π
b + ξ0

cω

(2)

ε

The meaning of the nondimensional quantities in this result is given by the following set of relations

p = ψ pS ; ξ =
aω =
aω =

QN
A smaxω

s
smax

; t =τ /ω ; v =

dξ
p
V0
pS Α
; ε = S ; b=
; cω =
dτ
E
A smax
m smaxω 2

⎛
ψm
g = aω ⎜ 1 −ψ m +
⎜
1 −ψ m
⎝
aω
f
κ ; ψ m = load
cω

pS
Fload
; f load =
;
pN
m smaxω 2

aω
g c − f load
; vm = ω
cω
2 1 −ψ m

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

The fluctuation of the nondimensional speed v around its mean value vm is of order O(1/ω 2). ψm is
the nondimensional pressure mean value. pS is the system pressure, s the piston position, smax the
cylinder stroke, t is the physical, τ the nondimensional time, V0 is the dead volume of the cylinder
chamber at s = 0, m the moved mass, A the piston area, QN the nominal flow rates of both valves
(at nominal pressure loss pN). An analysis of Eqs. (2), (3) shows that pressure fluctuation can be
reduced by a high switching frequency ω , by a valve with a low nominal flow rate QN, and by a high
dead volume V0. QN, however, is determined by the required speed of the system, higher V0 limits
the stiffness of the system which may deteriorate the control performance of a closed loop drive.
Therefore, the only independent parameter to improve fluctuation is switching frequency.
Large drives which are running relatively low maximum speed require smaller ω to stay below a
certain pressure fluctuation level than high speed, short stroke drives.
Two way mode
In this mode pressure and tank valves are switched alternately. Under certain conditions this may
yield better or worse efficiency than the one way mode of operation. A better efficiency is obtained
if the oscillation of the load m are such that in phases when VT is switched on oil is sucked from the
tank line, a worse efficiency in opposite case.
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Figure 3: 1 Results of a numeric computation of an elementary switching system in dual mode; switching
frequency is: a) identical to natural frequency of the system; b) twenty times the ntaural frequency ; c) wobbled
between one tenth and five times the natural frequency; values of the other parameters: aω = 1; cω = 1; fload = 0.5; κ
= 0.5; (b+ξ0) = 1.

Figure 3 shows results of numerical simulations of an elementary switching system according to
Figure 2 in two way mode at different switching frequencies. High efficiency is obtained if this
frequency is below and up to the natural frequency of the hydraulic drive’s free oscillation,
determined by the load inertia m and the compliance of the hydraulic cylinder. Going much beyond
that frequency reduces fluctuation but efficiency drops and may even fall below that of resistance
control because part of the flow from the pressure line is transferred to the tank line. This can be
avoided with check valves as has been proposed in [6]. The major drawback of this type of
switching control is that a good efficiency is bound to high pressure fluctuation, because only if
pressure p reaches nearly system and tank levels in each switching cycle, a good efficiency can be
obtained. This requires the frequency not to go much beyond the natural frequency of the system
and, therefore, also the speed fluctuation will be high in many cases.
The considerations presented so far were based on the assumptions that
• the supply lines have constant pressure and are not disturbed by the strongly pulsating flows
going to or coming from the switching system
• the line between the valves and the actuator are ideal, thus do not exhibit significant
impedances.
Particularly for very high frequencies this requires adequate components, e.g. fast response
accumulators, and special care in the design of the hydraulic system.
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2.3

Switching converters

Converters use some intermediate system between the switching valves and the actuator to
resolve the trade-off problem of elementary switching control mentioned before. Figure 4 shows
schematics of four switching converters.
Wave Converter
This converter type was investigated in [9, 20]. By resonant switching standing waves are
generated in a properly designed pipe network. This network acts as a filter that annihilates lower
order pulsation (several low order Fourier Spectrum components) such that at the exit port only
very small pressure or flow rate oscillations occur. The output pressure is proportional to the pulse
width κ.
The resonance condition requires the length L of the first order twin pipe to have half wavelength.
For a switching frequency of 100 Hz L is approx. 6 m. This length condition is the main drawback
for a practical implementation unless switching frequencies > 500 Hz are possible.
Resonance Converter
It employs an oscillating mass in form of some piston which is supported by a spring. By switching
the cylinder chamber alternately to pressure-, tank-, and exit-line the piston oscillates and hydraulic
fluid is transmitted to the consumer. The system operates close to the resonance frequency of the
spring mass system utilizing the frequency response characteristics close to the resonance point
for flow rate control. More information and results are given in [8, 21]. This system can be made
fairly compact for switching frequencies beyond 100 Hz. It is a step-down and step-up converter,
thus even output pressures exceeding the system pressure can be realized. The optimal timing of
the consecutive switching of the valves is critical for efficiency.
Buck Converter
This is a very simple system and corresponds directly to most electrical switching power supply
devices. More can be found in [7, 22]. It is a step-down converter but can also recuperate energy
from the hydraulic system. The inductance pipe’s length depends on the switching frequency, the
higher the shorter this pipe.
Motor Converter
It follows same principles as the buck converter, only the inductance element is not the fluid inertia
of a pipe but the rotary inertia of a pump-motor unit (see, e.g. [7, 8]). The advantage is that this
inertia can be controlled independently from the capacitance and resistance of the system. The
disadvantages of this concept are the costs and weight of the pump-motor unit and the hydraulic
capacitance in such units which is a source for losses at higher switching frequencies.
Wave Converter
Resonance Converter

Buck (Step-down) Converter

Motor Converter
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Figure 4: Four types of switching converters

2.4

Exemplary results of the hydraulic buck converter (HBC)

An extensive study of the HBC, its principles, modelling, components design, and control, can be
found in the thesis [22], some results concerning its application to mobile robots in [23, 24, 25], and
the application of several HBCs in parallel to avoid the accumulator (Acc in Figure 4) in [26]. Figure
5 presents some steady state performance results of a low power HBC prototype. This converter
can also recuperate energy which yields a substantial energy improvement over a resistance
control concept.

Figure 5: HBC prototype and its steady state efficiency results; (system data: inductance pipe: length: 1.2 m,
diameter 3 mm, oil: Shell Tellus 15 cSt @ 40°C; switching valves: LCM FSVi (QN=10 l/lin @ 5 bar); switching
frequency: 100 Hz; accumulators: piston accumulators, developed by the authors; find all data in [22] and [24]).
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Figure 6: HBC (as shown in Figure 5) in motion control, lifting an lowering a load (Cylinder: 63 mm x 45 mm
piston/rod size, stroke xmax = 600 mm); applied control concept: flatness based controller (details in [22]).

Assessment of the HBC:
Pros: This is a simple system which can reduce energy consumption considerably; energy
recuperation is possible.
Cons: The size of the inductance pipe may be a problem, unless higher switching frequencies are
possible; winding of the inductance pipe to a coil deteriorates efficiency; the accumulator is a highly
loaded system and makes the system soft; this requires some sophisticated control to achieve a
good dynamical performance; arrangement of several HBCs in parallel and running them in a
phase shifted operation is a means to skip the accumulator and improves dynamical performance;
performance can become as good as with fast servo-valves, yet with much lower energy
consumption (see [26] for details). Such multiple converter concepts facilitate also a simple
standardization, since power rating can be easily adjusted by an appropriate number of converter
units. A schematic of such multiple converters is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Schematic of a multiple (N) HBC system driving one cylinder and computed performance comparison
with a servo drive for the case of a ramp like motion (for details see [26]), some data: The cylinder areas are 1.2
and 0.6 m² and the dead volume in the piston chamber is 150 l, which is sufficient for a good pressure
attenuation in case of a phase shifted HBC configuration. A typical velocity for positioning the piston is 4 mm/s,
which requires a flow rate of about 300 l/min in this case. Such large flow rates cannot be reasonably handled by
a single hydraulic buck converter with state of the art switching valves. Thus, the presented simulations
consider 6 HBCs in parallel, which operate at a switching frequency of 50 Hz. The pipe inductance of one
individual HBC is about 2.5 m with a hydraulic diameter of 10 mm.

3

Favourable domains of early applications of switching control

Practical implementation of hydraulic switching control is a challenging undertaking despite its long
history as a basic idea. It is a fairly new technology, if it has to meet today’s requirements on
hydraulic drives, since it needs also very advanced components and system understanding.
Implementation in advanced machinery or plants requires some risk taking. The question is, which
branches and areas of applications are most favourable for switching control. The authors see the
following domains:
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•

•

•

Metal production systems: they require high forces, high dynamics and high precision,
the conditions are often very crude, the systems, particularly in steel production, very
extended. Servo-hydraulic drives show excellent performance in terms of dynamics and
precision; their drawbacks are: high oil cleanliness requirements, which puts high burden
on system installation and maintenance, wear of valve metering edges, drift problems
concerning valve zero position, and high energetic losses, for instance due to the leakage
of zero lap or under lapped servo valves, and high costs.
Digital hydraulics and switching hydraulics are a promising alternative, to avoid some of the
mentioned deficiencies of servo-drives. This requires switching valves with a fast dynamic
response, and appropriate control concepts.
Energy saving is not yet a topic of utmost importance. But there is a gradual increase of
awareness of customers and, may be, stronger legislative regulations in the one or other
field. In steel production, for instance, the political pressure to reduce CO2 consumption and
the fact that the core processes, like blast furnaces or steel making by basic oxygen
furnaces are already highly optimized processes put some pressure on other energy
consuming processes, like the many mechanical drives and actuators, even though their
relative share of total energy consumption is very low.
Agricultural machinery: there is an ongoing trend of mechatronization; this affects also
drives and actuators; in [27] the example automatic level control system of a pick-up
employing hydraulic actuation is presented; agricultural machines technologies must be low
cost, capable of standing the often hard operating conditions, and very service friendly.
Switching valves are definitely much more robust than servo or proportional valves and
cheaper. An important aspect is also standardization of components leading to a smaller
range of product variants which is a major condition for low cost production; this is highly
supported by switching control since impedance forming is done by other means but the
valve’s nominal flow rate or the spool position.
Energy saving is definitely an aspect of high relevance in future; firstly, to save fuel costs,
but secondly, to enable higher actuation functionality under the given power limitations of
the tractor’s engine or the power transmissions. Currently, there are initiatives (for instance,
[28]) to install high voltage power supply systems to overcome power limitations of
mechanical and hydraulic transmissions between tractors and implements and to improve
efficiency. This should be a strong motivation to think about new concepts for hydraulic
drives for such machinery.
Tool machines: Hydraulic servo drives have been a dominant technology in tool machines
till the upcoming of modern speed variable electrical drives. Hydraulic drives have lost
ground and are mainly limited to such drives where either very high forces or high
compactness are required. There is a trend toward hybrid drives, combining speed variable
electrical motors with a hydrostatic transmission (see, e.g., [29, 30]) for high load
applications. The hydrostatic transmission provides force amplification but can also provide,
for instance, gear shift, load holding, and fast emergency stop. In such symbiotic drives
switching, if needed, fast switching, are basic operations. Particularly in the latter case,
typical components and hydraulic processes of hydraulic switching control become
relevant. In [31] a hydraulic micro positioning drive for tool machine applications is
mentioned. Even though this particular case employs servo valve technology for control,
switching control is an interesting alterative in terms of cost, compactness, and robustness.
In particular compact actuators will gain more importance for increasing the functionality of
tool machines under the condition of already very complex systems which leave little room
for additional components. For the success of hydraulic actuation in this field new solutions
for the complete hydraulic system must be found. The objectives are to get an overall
compact and modular actuation system for functions with high forces, little room space,
ultimate response, and high robustness. Hyrid combinations with electrical drives are also a
direction of novel advantageous drive solutions which would benefit from advanced digital
hydraulic components.
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4

Conclusions

Hydraulic switching control is an alternative to existing analog control techniques with several
advantages. In contrast to many other hydraulic innovations it requires a whole bunch of
innovations for a successful realization: principles, components, and a new system design
approach which considers the coupling between dynamical processes, hydraulic pulsation,
mechanical oscillation acoustic noise and the design of the system. If a critical mass of such
innovative elements exists and can be obtained from several vendors, a rush of digital hydraulic
systems will occur. This and the energy saving options will enable new functionality for several
machine systems at fairly low cost and with adequate performance. Also electro-hydraulic hybrid
drives and actuators will benefit from advancements of hydraulic switching control, both on the
components and on the system level.
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Abstract: The paper presents certain considerations regarding the activity of maintenance of the
fluid power equipments and systems, including the equipment required for performing tests for
checking and retesting the performance levels of the fluid power equipments, after they have been
subjected to improvements or repairs.
It is also presented a case study, where, after an important technical intervention at a hydrostatic
pump, it was required to be performed tests on the stand, both for checking and attesting
performances after repair and for its adjustment, followed by the presentation of the scientific
results achieved.
Keywords: maintenance, fluid power, hydraulic equipments, testing
1. Introduction
It is well known that the use in optimum conditions of the fluid power equipments depends a lot on
the right selection and adjustment of the hydraulic components, especially of the safety elements
[1]. The maintenance activities play a significant role, together with a hydraulic fluid with a low
content of impurities as well. The fluid filtering fineness used at a hydraulic installation it is
essential and strictly determined by the filtering fineness, imposed by the hydraulic element
requiring the lowest filtering class, for ex. 0-1-5 NAS Classes), [2]. At the running of the hydraulic
equipment it is required to detect the flaws from their very initial stage, before causing malfunctions
to the equipment, sometimes this meaning even during the maintenance, revision and repair
operations.
The maintenance encloses operations of revision, inspection, supply, lubrication and periodical
interventions, performed in order to prolong the lifespan of the hydraulic equipment. There are
certain specific maintenance procedures, during the first period of work and also during the normal
working period, which must be strictly applied.
The maintenance is a planned activity, which takes into account the operational mode of the
equipment, the stress level and the environmental conditions .The maintenance operations include
general works applied to all the hydraulic installations and, also, specific works, for the installation,
in general, or different component of interest.
The volume and frequency of the maintenance works depend on the requirements regarding
reliability, being determined by the degree of failure admitted for various utilizations.
Generally, in maintenance works, an important role is played by the checkup of the oil temperature
and level of the contents of impurities, all these being performed with adequate apparatus. The
overheating and high level of noise, generated by certain component parts, is obvious signs that it
is necessary to make a revision or even some general repair.
The revision and repair activities sometimes lead to important interventions upon the hydraulic
components, implying the replacement of certain parts or elements from the general structure,
which can lead to a change in the working performance of these components.
The general objective of the revision and repair is to prevent malfunction and prolong the lifespan
of the hydraulic equipment [3].
The maintenance of the hydraulic installations represent an assembly of activities which aim to
maintain in good operational conditions the equipment by means of the following works: Planned
repairs; Maintenance; Accidental repairs (not planned);
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Monitoring the behaviour during use of the equipment. The supply with spare parts and materials
required for repairs and maintenance; The elaboration of the technical documentation for repairs
and maintenance; and The modernization of the equipment.
2. Troubleshooting and repairing of the hydraulic installations
2.1. The diagnostic of the flaws at hydraulic installations
The diagnosis of the flaws from a hydraulic installation is conditioned by the assimilation of the
general knowledge regarding the hydraulic drives as well as of the knowledge in detail of the
operational scheme of the faulty installation.
The diagnose starts from the effect found, generated by one or more factors. The diagnose
process is a complex one, which takes into account associated effects and in correlation with the
effect found, on the basis of some logical hypothesis, leads to the initial cause of the occurrence
When diagnosing flaws, must be updated the sources of noise and abnormal temperatures, cause,
generally, the flaws occurring in the hydraulic installations are followed by these two phenomena
Hence the flaw is spotted, for determining its cause, can be performed measurements for noise,
pressure and flows. For this, starting from the designing stage of the hydraulic installation, it is
required to be provided special couplings for manometers and flow meters.
The flaw tracking is made by successive checkings of the hydraulic component parts analyzed. It is
not possible to use an order of checking, applicable in all cases.
In the first stage, the checkups are made only by means of manometers which provide qualitative
information regarding the found flaw For obtaining quantitative information, it is necessary to
perform flow measurements as well, requiring a more complex test and diagnose apparatus,
developed by well known companies like PARKER [5] and HYDAC [6] etc., Fig.1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Testing and diagnostic
Sensocontrol from PARKER

Fig. 2 HMG 510 Portable Data
Recorder from HYDAC

The analysis of the flaws is alleviated, if the return lines to the tank and drainage are made of
transparent plastic tubing. In this way, may be noticed the leaks and the fluid return, and it is
possible to evaluate accurately the working correctness of the delivery elements and the losses by
drainage. It is also useful to collect general information about the operational mode, maintenance
volume, previous flaws and repairs.
2.2. The characteristic flaws of the hydraulic installations
Generally, at a hydraulic installation are distinguished two types of flaws:
- Flaws found at the periodical checkups and which at the moment when found, did not resulted to
have been damaged any component;
- Flaws found as a result of the deterioration of a component system.
From the first category of flaws, characteristic to the hydraulic power installations, the most
common are the following: Improper external seal; Overheating of the operational fluid or certain
components; Abnormal noise appeared at a certain component or at the whole installation.
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2.2.1 The improper external or internal seals
The faulty external seals on the pressure circuits are easy to be found, whenever noticing hydraulic
fluid leaks. For example, the improper seal of the circuit of admission-aspiration of the pump, in the
case of depressurization, cannot be found directly, but by its effects, the uneven mode of operation
of the pump, pump s overheating, foaming hydraulic fluid and noise. This flaw is found by
measuring the depression at the pump entry. Its decrease from the value set during the normal
work, indicate the aspiration of fake air. Generally, the lack of a proper external and internal seal
may come from flaws of the sealing systems of the hydraulic components and couplings from the
installation.
2.2.2. The overheating of the hydraulic fluid
This flaw is detected by means of a thermometer placed usually on the oil reservoir, or by hand
touch for temperatures up to 500 C. When this value is exceeded it is signaled that something had
happened in the proper operation and it is required an examination of the entire installation.
The excessive heating of the hydraulic fluid may be generated by the incorrect supply of the pump,
by the pump s wear, the debiting for a long time through a drossel or stroke, a malfunction of the
cooling installation
Another source of heating may be pump s wear. This can be caused by a normal wear
phenomenon after a long time of work or it is caused by improper use of the pump with fluid
contaminated with impurities, or in an inadequate mode of admission aspiration which produced
the premature wear of the pump.
2.2.3. The increase of the noise level in the installation
Another frequently met flaw is the increase of noise over the admitted limit. The potential sources,
generating over noise, in a hydraulic installation are: the incorrect supply of the pump, vibrations
generated by the defected couplings of the bodies in motion, the noises produced by the pressure
valves or vibrations of the pressure pipes which have no adequate fixation, in relation with
wavelength of the system oscillations.
2.3. Troubleshooting
The correct diagnose of the flaws and causes as well as the good quality remediation, provide the
proper work of the installation in the initial conditions of performance, preventing the reoccurrence
of the same flaw or of a derived one and in the case of replacing an aggregate, it confers reliability
equal with that of the replaced one.
As general rule regarding the interventions in the hydraulic installations, is that of following the
requirements regarding the purity of the operational fluid. If the rules are not properly observed,
this may very probably lead to the malfunction of the hydraulic installation.
After occurring a major flaw it is required the checkup of the content of impurities from the hydraulic
fluid. If it is exceeded the admitted limit of impurities, the installation needs washing and cleaning
thoroughly.
For determining the impurity class of the hydraulic fluid used at the hydraulic installations,
prestigious firms developed the necessary apparatus, which can detect fast the content of
impurities and to which class or category it belongs in an ISO or NAS class. For example,
PARKER, [7], developed a system of monitoring and analyze of the impurities, LCM 20
Contamination Monitor, shown in Fig. 3 a and b, which can analyze separately a sample of fluid, or
may be connected on line in derivation or directly in the hydraulic installation. At the end of the
testing, this apparatus generates a document with the number of particles found for each category
of sizes and to which class it belongs.
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a ) Front view

b) back view

Fig. 3 LCM 20 Contamination Monitor from PARKER

In the case of repairing some hydraulic pumps and motors, the repair is, generally, made by
replacing the component parts and subassemblies with some original ones and more rarely by
manufacturing and metallization and rectifications of the parts.
After repairing the hydraulic pumps and motors, these must be checked and tested on an adequate
stand, on which to be possible to check their technical performances as well as the lack of the
abnormal noise and overheating. The stand must also offer conditions for the adjustment of the
control devices with which are these equipped (pressure, flow, power compensators etc.) for
adjusting them in accordance with the needs.
3. The repairing and testing of a pump with axial pistons
Within a complex technological installation, the drive of some mechanical systems is made by
means of a hydraulic drive installation, where the main source of fluid under pressure is supplied
by pumps with axial pistons, provided with pressure compensator.
The technological complex is older, but lately it has been modernized, the main components
replaced, the old hydrostatic pumps with the new pumps with axial pistons PV 092 produced by
PARKER
During the actual stage of revision, for shortening its time, a pump with axial pistons has been
replaced with a new one, identical with the former, the old pump being subsequently repaired. After
about a month of work the new pump started to produce overheat and the noise during work
became abnormal, fact which determined the responsible factors to disassemble it from the
installation and replace the new pump with the old one which works acceptably. The client
complained about the impossibility of adjusting the pressure level of the regulator-compensator
and the displacement geometrical volume of the pump.
The new pump was brought at INOE 2000-IHP, which undertook the action of diagnose,
troubleshooting and testing. Because at the date when the pump was disassembled, the color of
the fluid from the tank of the installation was dark, were taken samples of hydraulic oil and made
tests for finding the impurities contained in the fluid, by means of a PARKER apparatus. The result
was surprising, cause the quantity and size of the impurities was from class 12 NAS 1638,
equivalent with 22/21/18 to ISO 4406, which was far over the accepted limit of about 7 NAS Class
The oil it, also, contained water. According to the producer s catalogue PARKER, the filtering
requirements for the hydraulic oil is in general of class 19/13 to ISO 4406, equivalent with class 8
NAS 1368 and for component parts with higher lifespan it is of 16/13 to ISO 4046, equivalent with
class 5 NAS 1638 Taking into account these facts, it was very obvious that the conditions of work
of the new pump were not appropriate, were even dangerous for a new pump with minimum
adjustments and little use Therefore, was recommended, to the beneficiary company, to replace
completely the hydraulic oil from tank.
3.1. The diagnose of the hydrostatic pump
The hydrostatic pump with axial pistons, which was investigated, is a pump with pressure
compensators type PV 092, Fig. 4, manufactured by PARKER [6]. The main technical data of the
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pump are as follows: Pump code PV 092; Pump type with axial pistons; Displacement 92 cm3/rot;
Max pressure 350 bar; Nominal pressure 280 bar; Max rev. 3000 rot min.

a) Pump view

b) pump inside body

Fig. 4 The hydrostatic pump with axial pistons

After dissembling and examining the pump, were found the following: the component parts are not
much damaged; the port plate is in a good condition; the pressure plate presents scratches of 5-10
μm, insignificant for work; the Assembly pistons plate with bronze coating is good, but the crimping
of a piston is deteriorated, cause a semicircular piece broke.
Very probably the break produced cause of a material flaw (blows, inclusions) or the existence of
certain internal tensions.
From the way, it looks the break occurred during disassembly cause neither the detached parts nor
the adjacent parts have scratches or traces
The lost motion from the crimping of the pistons are a bit bigger than normal being possible to
produce in certain conditions some noise even after a longer operation. On the pump casing were
noticed rust stains, probably cause there is water in the oil, but the consequences were not very
serious. At a careful examination, on the shaft cannot be seen any blue areas which to put into
evidence the occurrence of a high temperature and an overheating of the pump. The bearing with
cylindrical balls type NU NJ 2209 E YVL (di = 45 mm; De = 85 mm; l = 23 mm) has an axial loose of
0.8 mm quasi-normal which could generate some beats if the pump s coupling cannot provide the
coaxial connection between motor and pump. The interior ring of the bearing has an axial loose
between it and the shut safety ring *Seeger of 0.3 mm, which can generate some sort of banging
during work. The pressure compensator was completely dismantled but was not found any
deterioration of parts or spring breaks etc. It was found that it was attempted to regulate pressure
at a different level, but the method for performing that action was not properly known by the
operator thus being unable to perform it.
3.2. The repair of the detected flaws
After diagnosing the pump, for repairing the flaws, were proposed and performed the following
operations for improving the pump condition
1. Purchase a complete kit of axial pistons from the manufacturing company and assemble it
in the pump body;
2. Adjust decrease the axial loose of the interior ring of the bearing with balls by inserting a flat
ring which ensures a second support for the interior ring thicker with 0,2 0,3 mm;
3. If it is necessary the bearing with balls will be replaced too, with another with a lower loose
between the rings;
4. The testing of the pump on the stand, watching carefully the eventual occurrence of over
noise and overheating during work as well as the possibilities of adjustment of the pressure
compensator depending on the desired pressure value and the possibility of performing an
adjustment variation of the pump’s displacement, depending on the pre-set flow.
After drawing the conclusions at testing, it is decided if the pump may be or not recommended to
be assembled in the hydraulic installation.
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3.3. Testing on stand of Pump’s workability and adjustability
After repairing it, the pump with axial pistons and pressure compensator was mounted on the stand
for testing the pumps with variable flow, stand from the Lab for testing hydraulic apparatus for high
pressure from IHP.
3.3.1 The pump’s testing objectives and scheme
The testing of the pump had focused on the following objectives:
- The possibility of adjusting the pump’s flow by the variation of the displacement
/geometrical volume;
- The possibility of adjusting pressure at the pressure compensator/regulator;
- Watch the way the pump works, with all normal values.
For testing the workability and adjustability, the pump was mounted on a stand, according to the
scheme of testing, Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Scheme of testing

As it may be seen in Fig.5, the pump PP, subjected to tests, was coupled, by means of an elastic
coupling, to the ax of the electric asynchrony motor, which is supplied by network through a
frequency inverter VF, which allows the variation of the electric motor revolution. The pump is
presented graphically in a symbolic form, in detail, in Fig.5, where are put into evidence the
scheme of the displacement adjustment device RC and the scheme of the pressure compensator
PC.
The testing of the pump consisted in performing different flow, adjustments by means of the special
device provided for modifying the pump s displacement RC, as well as other various pressure
adjustments at the pressure compensator PC Were tested the adjustment of the revolution by
adjusting the electric motor’s supply frequency.
3.3.2 The presentation of the testing stand
The stand for testing the pumps with variable displacement, from INOE 2000 IHP, shown in Fig. 6,
materializes the testing scheme from Fig. 5.
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a) overall view of the stand

b) pump on the stand

c) Flow transducer, manometer,
throttle and pressure limitator

d) data acquisition system
for the fluid flow

Fig. 6. Stand views

3.3.3 The operation mode for testing the pump
The operation performed on the testing stand consisted in the following:
After starting the pump’s motor, Fig. 6b, with the throttle DR completely open for each max.
pressure value set adjusted at the compensator PC, the throttle was gradually close, until the
compensator passed the pump on null, flow = 0. For each pressure value desired and read on the
manometer M, Fig. 6c, included in the range of pressure values, from 0 to the max set value, was
noted the corresponding flow value, detected by the flow transducer TD and indicated by the
electronic measurement system from Fig.6 d. The results were listed in the tables 2, from below.
3.3.4 The adjustment of the pump flow
The adjustment of the pump flow was made by readjusting the displacement of the pump, from the
screw, especially provided, and by modifying the frequency of the electric current supply of the
motor.
The flow variation by turning on the screw of the displacement RC:
The flow variation was made at a revolution of 1000 rot/min, corresponding to a frequency read on
the electric panel of 33,333 Hz, by turning on the screw adjusting displacement, this being placed
on the pump body for changing the angle of inclination of the pump disk. This allowed obtaining a
max flow of about 92 l/min, of some intermediary flow values and of a very low flow close to 0.
The flow variation by means of varying the supply frequency:
In addition to the initial requirements, during testing the pump, was aimed to reach a variation of
the pump flow at min pressure, close to 0, for a revolution of 1000 rot per min corresponding to a
frequency of 33,333 Hz, when the flow value was of about 90 92 l/min, as well as for a revolution of
about 1500 rot/min corresponding to a frequency of 49.86 Hz, when the flow value was of 134-136
l/min.
3.3.5 The adjustment of pressure at the pressure compensator
The pump which was tested, equipped with a pressure compensator/ regulator, was subjected to
special tests for proving the possibility of adjusting the pressure compensator, observing by means
of different adjustments its modality of response namely the flow variation at the pressure increase
In this respect were performed the following tests:
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The adjustment of the max operational pressure at the compensator.
For this, was taken into account the real constructive solution which allows a number of rotations at
the adjustment screw, about 9,5, for covering the entire adjustment range. After 2.3 shifts, starts
the adjustment of the max. desired pressure, at which the pressure compensator tips and
determines the pump to decrease the flow to almost a null one. The tipping pressure increases,
when the number of shifts increased at the adjustment screw, according to the table 1, from below:
Table 1
Nr. of shifts at the adjustment screw
The tipping pressure PC bar]

2,75 3,25
20
75

3,5
100

4,0
150

Variation of the flow and pressure on pump static characteristic
In table 2, from down, are shown the flow and pressure variations for different set values at the
pressure compensator CP, till the tipping of the pump and making it have null flow.
Table 2
ADJUSTMENT OF THE PRESSURE COMPENSATOR (PC)
ADJUSTMENT PC at 15 – 16 bar
Pressure[bar]
5
10 12 15
16 Flow [l /min]
52,5 52 51 46,3 0
Adjustment PC at 65 – 70 bar
Pressure[bar]
10 20
30 40
50
60 65
Flow [l/min]
52 49,7
49 48,4 47,5 47 45
Adjustment PC at 140 – 145 bar
Pressure bar]
10 20
50
80
100
12 14
0
0
Flow [ min]
52 51
49,9 48,4 47,2 46 43

70
0
145
0

3.3.6 Watch noise and temperature values during operation
The testing on the stand of the pump, took place during summer at the following temperatures: the
environmental temperature 33 – 38.0 0C; the oil temperature 54.5 -57.5 0C and pump temperatures
33-/6.5 0C.
Noise and temperature during operation
During the tests, was carefully followed the noise and found that was in normal limits.
The temperature measured on the pump body, increased during experimentation, but not so much,
this being a result of the high temp. from the laboratory and of the oil, this getting higher cause of
the small amount existent in the tank, the oil being recalculated more often.
3.3.7 Finding the static characteristics of the pump with pressure compensator
As a result of the experimental measurements, performed for the 3 levels set at the pressure
compensator, were detected the static characteristics of the pump with axial pistons, equipped with
pressure compensator, these static characteristics are represented in Fig.7 a, b, c.
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a) adjusting at 15-16 bar

b) adjusting at 65-70 bar

c) adjusting at 140-145 bar

Fig.7. The static characteristics of the pump with pressure compensator

4. Conclusions and remarks
From the information presented above, it may be noticed the significant role of an adequate
maintenance of the hydraulic installations, for ensuring a long lifespan. This comes out from the
theoretical approach from the beginning and from the real case studied in the second part. It was
concluded that the tested pump has a normal behavior, having the possibility of adjusting the
displacement and the pressure compensator as well, these being proven by means of the
performed tests. The pump was found adequate for being assembled at the hydraulic installation
with the condition of a careful assemblage and of a proper maintenance, being recommended to
use good quality hydraulic oil, with the required characteristics, according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
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Abstract: In the recent years, walking vehicles have been studied because the industrial plants,
the mechanized agriculture and other fields increasingly require that the robots possessed a
walking mechanism to replace the humans. The modular walking robots are used to
unconventional displacement of the technological loads over the unarranged terrains. The walking
robots moving on a terrain, strewn with many obstacles, which can be convex or concave, there is
a danger that the position of these robots are not stable At the Polytechnic University of Bucharest
has been developed a walking modular robot to handle farming tools. This paper describes such a
walking modular robot. The mechanical structure of the walking robot can be represented as a
complex system of bodies assembled by kinematic pairs.
Using hydraulic actuators can generally drive systems of this size and weight more efficiently. This
walking robot has three two-legged modules. Every leg has three freedom degrees and a tactile
sensor to measure the contact, which consists of lower and upper levels. The body of the MERO
(MEchanism RObot) walking robot carries a gyroscopic bearing sensor to measure the pitch and
roll angles of the platform.
The legs are powered by hydraulic drives and are equipped with positions sensors. They are to
control a walking robot in the adaptability to a natural ground.
This paper describes such a walking modular robot. The mechanical structure of the walking robot
can be represented as a complex system of bodies assembled by kinematic pairs.
Keywords: robot, walking robot, robot control, shift mechanism.
1. Introduction
In agriculture and forestry, due to the specific characteristic conditions created by vegetation and
state of the ground, as well as in order to protect the environment, caterpillar or wheeled machines
used nowadays for performing the activities in these domains have a limited mobility and usually
destroy and/or damage the environment, vegetation and young trees in their movements from one
place to another. The artificial compaction is the consequence of an exaggerated, unreasonable
traffic in the field for farming, transport, hydrological and other similar activities. The negative
effects of the compaction, irrespective of its nature and causes, are multiple. Thus, the water
retention capacity and especially permeability are decreased, worsening the ground water state
and, generally, the soil humidity. Aeration is reduced and at the same time, it often increases
considerably the resistance to penetration of the tools used for tilling, digging, excavating etc.
Concerning the ground compaction, two main problems are posed. On the soils that are not
compacted but where specific equipments will be used for various processing works, special
measures are required with a view to prevent their compaction. In this respect, bearing in mind the
nowadays mechanization conditions, the needed measures should be taken to avoid the aforesaid.
Walking robots better protect the environment, as their contact to the ground is discrete, which
considerably diminishes the area underwent to crushing; the robot’s weight can be optimally
distributed all over the leaning surface, by controlling the forces. Altering the distance to the
ground, the robot can pass over young trees or other vegetation, growing in the passage area.
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Avoiding hurdles such as logs or tree trunks is a considerable advantage. Likewise, the
movement on an unarranged terrain, represents another advantage of the walking robot, as
against the other types of vehicles.
Compared to the wheeled or caterpillar robot, the walking robot is a mechatronic system, its
practical use requiring both the computer-assisted surveillance and the thorough checking by the
movement systems. During this century, the locomotion using feets as a movement system, was
reckoned an inefficient movement means. Nevertheless, if we take into account the infrastructure’s
costs to artificially create the roads for wheeled robot or own roads for the caterpillar robot,
arguments for these two robot types, diminish, in some of the cases.
Walking’s main feature is the very fact that the movement is not affected by the ground’s
configuration. More and more applications requiring movement on a natural, unarranged terrain,
made the feet-movement solution become more and more attractive.
Here they are, the main features justifying the superiority of the walking robot as compared to
the wheeled or caterpillared ones:
- capability to move on unarranged grounds;
- by changing its height (ground clearance) the walking robot can step over certain hurdles;
- the possibility to change the configuration of the walking robot’s shift system;
- feet’s contact to the ground is discontinuous (it is accomplished only in the leaning phase),
when a foot has the opportunity to select the contact point, while descending on the ground,
contingent of the latter’s surface;
- the possibility to move on a soft ground, which is sometimes more difficult for the wheeled or
the caterpillar robot;
- the walking robot’s active suspension, accomplished by setting proximity and force sensors in
the outermost part of feets, enables the movement
on uneven ground, under stable
circumstances;
- the specific energy consumption is smaller with the movement on natural unarranged grounds
as against other types of mobile robots;
- better preservation of the ground, that the robot moves on, especially in case it is made use of
in specific farming or forestry activities;
2. Building of experimental MERO modular walking robot
The new modular walking robot MERO [4],[3]. design by the authors, is a multi-functional
mechatronic system designed to carry out planned movements aimed at accomplishing several
scheduled target.
The walking robot operates and completes tasks by permanently inter-acting with the environment
where there are known or unknown physical objects and obstacles. Its environmental interactions
may be technological (by mechanical effort or contact) or contextual ones (route identification,
obstacle avoidance, etc).
The New Modular Mobil Walking Robot MERO represents a special category of robots,
characterized by having the power source embarked on the platform. This weight of this source is
an important part of the total charge that the walking machine can be transported. That is the
reason why the walking system must be designed so that the mechanical work necessary for
displacement, or the highest power necessary for act it, should be minimal.
The major power consumption of a walking machine is divided into three different categories:
- the energy consumed for generating forces required to sustained the body in gravitational field; in
other word, this is the energy consumed to compensate the potential energy variation;
- the energy consumed by leg mechanism actuators, for the walking robot displacement in
acceleration and deceleration phases;
- the energy lost by friction forces and moments in kinematic pairs.
The modular walking robot weight can be distributed optimally on the support areas by controlling
the forces and the variation of the distance from the soil level, allowing robots to walk over young
trees or other plants growing along the passage area [4],[3]. The easiness in obstacle avoidance tree stumps, logs, felled trees is another advantage of walking robot use.
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Fig.1 The structure of the leg – RRP

Fig.2 The new modular walking robot MERO-computer graphics model (under construction)
The new modular walking robot MERO will have up of the following parts:
a) the mechanical system made up of one, two or three modules articulated and shaped according
to the requirements of the movement on an uneven ground, the robot’s shift system is thus built
that it may accomplish many toes’ trajectories, which can alter by each step.
b) the actuating system of feets have a hydraulic or electric drive;
c) the distribution system is controlled by 18 servo-valves or servo-motors, according to the robot’s
configuration;
d) the energy feeding system;
e) the system of data acquiring on the shift the system’s configuration and the environment;
f). the control panel processing signals received from the driving and the acquiring systems.
2.1The hydraulic powered system of the MERO modular walking robot
During its brief evolution over the past three decades, the robotics has provided but very few new
remarkable solutions to the building of the hydraulic, electric or pneumatic systems for activating
mechanism operating. To control the movement of the oscillatory linear and rotary engines, the
robotics took over and implemented the latest novelties in the above said field. The performances
by the activation systems, condition the acceptance of a basic kinematic structure for the walking
robot’s movement as for the leading control algorithms. The invention of the walking robots and
their capability to move on irregular terrain and their kinematic and dynamic performances, and last
but not least, that meet autonomy requirements, imposed new standards as regards size, weight,
performance, accuracy and quality for all the mechanical, hydraulic and electronic equipment.
Making a minute analysis of the operational capabilities related to the available power sources that
can be set in on the walking robots platforms with all the advantages and disadvantages one
knows or admits and by taking into account the fact that the modular walking robot, the authors has
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developed, is by far more than an experiment, we opted for hydraulic system. The hydraulic
powered system distinguishes it self by robustness, a small ration between the weight of its
compounds and its nominal power and it

Fig.3 Model of the conventional hydraulic powered system
offers exquisite adjustment capabilities provided that it occurs high regime pressures. The fluid in
the Rz tank is absorbed by the PDC1 and PDC2 pumps and it is sent though the F1 and F2
filters, to the DD1 and DD2 respectively discrete distributors which according to the cyclograms,
send it to the SV1,…SV18 (12) servo-valves, Depending on the signal applied to the servo-valves
(∆i), in accordance with the walking program, they distribute to the hydraulic motors CHi, MHj (i=3,
,j=6) the fluid having a Q = f(∆i) flow capacity.(fig.3)
Contingent on the shifts by the piston rods of the hydraulic motor, imposed by the kinematic
parameters of the leading scoops of the leg, according to the simultaneous or successive walking
program, the flow capacity required by activating is carried out by the two PDC1 and PDC2 pumps,
as shown in the cyclograms.
The structural complexity of the hydraulic circuits, the intimate knowledge of the phenomena,
which change during the time and of their mechanism, claims a mathematical pattern to present as
clearly and truthfully as possible - the conduct by the driving system of the modular walking robot.
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2.2 Stability of walking robot’s movement
Part of the characteristic parameters of the walking robot may change widely enough when using
it as transportation means. For instance, an additional load on board, changes the barycenter’s
position and the inertia moments of the module’s platform. Environmental factors such as the wind
or other elements may bias the robot, and their influence is barely predictable. Such disturbances
may cause considerable deviations in the robot’s real movement, than expected. Drawing up and
using efficient methods of finding out the causes of such deviations, as well as of avoiding such
causes, represent an appropriate way of enhancing the walking robot’s proficiency, and this at
lower power costs.
Working out and complete enough mathematical pattern for studying the movement of a walking
robot, is interesting, both as regards the structure of its control system and verifying the simplifying
principles and hypotheses, that the control program’s algorithms rely on.. The static stability issue
is solved by calculating the positions of each foot against the axes system, jointed to the platform,
and whose origin is in the latter’s barycenter.
The above depicted walking robot encompasses the following devices:
1) the calculating system, sending signals to the drive’s control of the driving pairs s in the leg
mechanisms;
2) the block acquiring data on the movement system’s configuration and the environment;
3) leg operation system;
4) power supply block.
The calculating system’s comand device, carries out the following operations:
- it shapes the walking’s stereotypes, and the required corrections, in accordance with the
configuration of the ground, that the robot is moving on;
- it sets up walking’s static stability limits and ensures the robot’s stability conditions, by
appropriately placing the support points, as against the platform;
- it stabilizes the platform’s horizontal position contingent of the ground’s configuration (provided no
further requirements are made);
- it keeps the platform’s given height, above the ground’s level (unless other requirements exist);
- it interprets the operator’s orders.
The data acquiring system is made up of the following parts:

- the position sensor measuring the pair’s variables, namely the relative positions of the
kinematic elements adjacent to the driving pairs;
- the feet’s tactile transducers signaling the feet’s contact with the support area;
- the force cell measuring the reaction forces between ground and feet;
- the verticality sensors measuring the platform’s deviations from the horizontal positioning unless
any further conditions;
- the measuring systems of the platform’s height as compared to the ground’s surface;
- the measuring devices in the transfer phase of the feet’s height as against the ground’s level.
The walking robot has a 3-leveled control system. The first level plays the part of a control signal
broadcaster to the drive motors set up in the legs’ joints, and ensures the robot’s movement to a
prescribed direction and at a given speed. Language of this level is that of the differential
equations.
The second level controls the walking, namely it tunes the legs’ movements and provides the
required data to achieve the walking. The algorithms of the walking types describe activity at this
level.
The third control level defines the walking type, speed and it orientation. An operator, at this level
can also ensure control. He can use the control panel to achieve the connection to the robot in
order to define the walking type and to send special orders, defining the movement speed vector.
2.3 Distribution of forces in the mechanisms of the robot walking displacement
The walking robots moving on a terrain, strewn with many obstacles, which can be convex or
concave, there is a danger that the position of these robots are not stable.
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One of conditions imposed on the motion of walking machines is the stability. The movement of
the legged robots can be divided in two modes:
- under condition of the static stability;
- under condition of the dynamical stability.
The main difference between robots which walked under the static stability and under the
dynamical stability conditions originates from the fact that during statically walking, the vertical
projection of the gravity center of the robot must lies into the supporting polygon, where as during
the dynamical walking, this condition can be not satisfied.
The problem of quasi-statical stability analysis in condition of arbitrary step when the
accelerations of points of component elements are much smaller than gravity acceleration is
identical with the problem of stability analysis when the robot does not walk. The inertial forces are
neglected and the walking can be controlled in a kinematics way.
For the new version MERO modular walking robot consists of three modules below shows the
procedure for determining the reaction forces. (Fig.4)
Feet are modeled by points in the centers of gravity of their surfaces. The land is shaped by
moving robot plane passing through the supports.
Stability modular walking robots, bipedal three modules, is discussed during the journey, when it
focuses only on three legs.

Fig. 4 The reaction forces at points of contact leg with the ground

Equations which is defined planes land, and passing through points P1, P4 and P6 (Fig. 1) are:
l1( x − xP1) + m1( y − yP1) + n1( z − z P1) = 0;
l4 ( x − xP 4 ) + m4 ( y − yP 4 ) + n4 ( z − z P 4 ) = 0;
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(1)
l6 ( x − xP 6 ) + m6 ( y − y P 6 ) + n6 ( z − z P 6 ) = 0,
where: li, mi şi ni, i = 1, 4, 6, are coefficients of the normals to planes executives support.
On the structure of the robot act reinforced a system of forces, ie forces and weight of the load
components. Torsorul this system is the point of reduction A of components
F = Fx i + Fx j + Fx k şi M = M x i + M x j + M x k ,where: Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz
projections on the axes are fixed system components (the resulting net force and moment)
The reaction forces of the supports P1, P4 şi P6 are: Ri = N i + T i , i = 1, 4, 6,
Where, the normal components N i

of support planes are perpendicular and tangential

components (frictional forces) T i are contained in planes of support
The equations of equilibrium of forces and moments are:
Fx + N1l1 + T1u1 + N 4l4 + T4u4 + N 6l6 + T6u6 = 0 ;
Fy + N1m1 + T1v1 + N 4m4 + T4v4 + N 6m6 + T6v6 = 0 ;

(2)

Fx + N1n1 + T1w1 + N 4n4 + T4 w4 + N 6n6 + T6 w6 = 0 ;
0
− z A y A F1x
M1x
zA
0
− x A F1 y + M1 y + M1R1 + M 4R 4 + M 6R 6 = 0,
M 1z
− y A xA
0 F1z

(3)

where: ui, vi, wi directors of the straight lines are the coefficients of the support components of the
tangential reaction forces of the supports,
0

− z Pi

y Pi

0
xPi

− xPi
0

M i = z Pi
− y Pi

Nix + Tix
R i = Niy + Tiy , i = 1, 4, 6.
Niz + Tiz

These lines are contained in the underlying support planes, so

liui + mi vi + ni wi = 0,
(4)

ui2 + vi2 + wi2 = 1, i = 1, 4, 6.
(5)

System of equations (1), (2), (3) şi (4) resolve uncertainties in relation to N1, N4, N6, T1x,
T1y, T4z, T4x, T4y, T4z, T6x, T6y, T6z.
If one or more of the conditions Tix2 + Tiy2 + Tiz2 < μNi , i = 1, 4, 6,
is not satisfied at some point, the robot moves by sliding to a position where all inequalities above
are verified ( μ is the coefficient of friction between feet and ground).
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Fig.. 5 Computer graphics simulation the types gaits of the new modular walking robots MERO

2.4 Results and conclusion
The application described here was developed with the purpose of easing the simulation and
providing a better understanding of different walk strategies of the new MERO modular robots
(crab-like leg RRP) in different configurations. Two main configurations were taken into
consideration: RRP - 3 module assembly, one module in the front and two modules in the back, in
a triangle shape.
There are two distinct windows that start when the application is launched: The control window
(Fig.6) and the visual window (Fig. 7).

Fig.. 6 Control Window

Fig.. 7 Visual Window
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The control window supplies the user with every tool needed to simulate different aspects of
the robot, visible in the visual window. The application allows zooming, axes rotation and free
rotation inside de visual window in order to highlight different. There are three modes of working
with this application.
The first one and the simplest is the “Jog” mode. By enabling this mode the user can then select
witch module he wants to jog and can do so by moving sliders that correspond to each degree of
freedom of every joint of the selected robot.
The second mode allows loading an .xls (Microsoft Excel) file containing on each row a set of
joint angles or distances in case of a translational joint. The file is analyzed by the application and
simulated in the visual window line by line, the robot moving in the way described by the file. There
are also functions of interpolating the points given in the file and saving the resulted trajectories of
the robot’s leg in a different file.
This simulation is done by applying direct cinematic and drawing each of the robot’s segment
according to the file input. The user can also modify the lengths of each of the robot’s segments by
modifying the values in the text-boxes on the control window. The last work mode of the application
is somewhat the reversed of the previous one. The loaded file contains a trajectory for each leg of
the robot.
These calculated values can be then transmitted to the real robot through Ethernet UDP frames
or by RS232/RS485 in a proprietary protocol designed for MERO robots. As future feature, the
application will also capture the movement of the real robot and compare it with the simulated one
in terms of response and trajectory accuracy. An other feature that is being considered is a forth
work mode that implies the initial robot’s configuration and an unarranged virtual terrain, the
application being used to find the best way to overcome the obstacles by choosing one or a
combination of two or more previously loaded and learned walk strategies.
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REHABILITATION AND TESTING OF AXIAL PISTON
AND ADJUSTABLE FLOW HIGH-WEAR PUMPS
Dipl.Eng. Petrica KREVEY, Dipl.Eng. Radu SAUCIUC, Dipl.Eng. Genoveva VRÂNCEANU
1

INOE 2000-IHP, e-mail address: krevey.ihp@fluidas.ro, sauciuc.ihp@fluidas.ro, vrinceanu.ihp@fluidas.ro

Abstract: Rehabilitation of hydraulic elements within the generator circuit of axial piston pumps
with adjustable flow leads to obtaining kinematic and functional parameters very close to the
original, which is one way of restoring the nominal parameters of this type of pump.
The method of replacing a new set of active elements within the generator circuit is more
expensive and agreed to a lower percentage by customers.
Keywords: Rehabilitation, testing, wearing, efficiency
1. Introduction
Wearing of some elements of flow control mechanism and of active and control elements within
the flow and pressure generator circuit affects the functional parameters namely by reducing
volumetric efficiency, increasing operating temperature and reducing nominal working pressure.
By replacing a full set of active elements (pistons, skates, skate drive plate, bearing, distribution
board), there can be obtained functional parameters identical to those of a new pump.
2. Rehabilitation and testing of piston pumps
Rehabilitation of hydraulic elements implies the takeover of clearance and deviations in shape of
these elements, within the generator circuit, resulting from recoverable wearing, using
compensators, and so kinematic and functional parameters to stay as close as possible to the
original.
The purpose is, in each case separately, to remedy wearing by refurbishing as few as possible
elements within the generator circuit with minimum expenditure, in view of obtaining functional
parameters as close as possible to the initial parameters of a new pump. To this purpose INOE
2000-IHP has developed by self endowment a stand for testing functional parameters (see fig.1)
In case of testing a new pump PV180R1K1T1NMRC with axial pistons and adjustable flow with
pressure regulator PVCMERCM9-type PARKER, the following are taken into account:
a) TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRODUCT
- Capacity: 180 cm3/rev;
- Nominal pressure: 320 bar;
- Nominal speed: 1.450 rev/min
b) TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION THAT WAS THE BASIS OF THE TESTS
- Procedure : STANDARD
- Catalogue sheets and leaflets.
c) TECHNICAL MEANS USED DURING THE TESTS
3.1. Working fluid environment:
- working fluid: Hydraulic oil H46, viscosity ν = 33 ± 3 mm2/s at t = 50 ± 5oC
- fineness of filtration: 25 μm;
- temperature of working fluid: 37± 5oC;
3.2.The apparatus used:
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- flow transducer, precision ± 0.1%; Q=15….300l/min; pn=400 bar; EVS 3100; HYDAC;
- pressure manometer, precision class 1; range 0…400 bar; HANSA –FLEX;
- throttle valve on the pump discharge route; HK V 257 5-3/4; Dn 20; Q= 84 l/min; pn= 400 bar;
- throttle valve on the pump draining route; HK V 257 5-1/2; Dn 15; Q= 47 l/min; pn= 400 bar.
3.3 Annexes for tests:
- couplings, nipples, plugs, enclosures, etc.
d) TESTING SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
The testing schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1.

U

5

3

6
A

B

9
1

4

T

8

8
A

7
B

3

2

Fig. 1.
1 – Variable flow pump (to be tested)
2 – oil filter on the suction (suction nozzle)
3 – anti-vibration manometer 0…400 bar
4 – Three-phase asynchronous electric engine
of 18Kw; n=1460 rev/min.
5 – flow transducer 15…300l/min

6 – throttle valve on discharge route Dn 20
7- throttle valve on draining route Dn 15
8 – manometer on the drainage 0…5 bar
9 – filling and ventilation filter

From measurements made according to Table 1, after rehabilitation of several hydraulic elements
within the generator circuit there was observed that when testing the pump its volumetric efficiency
at idle speed is within the values prescribed by manufacturer.
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Table 1
Item

Discharge
flow
Q [l/min]

Drainage
flow
Q [l/min]

27.8
27.3
26.8
26.3
25.8
25.3
24.9
24.4
23.8
23.2
22.7
22.1

1

Rotation
n [rev/min]

Effective
pressure,
drainage
pe[bar]

Effective
pressure,
discharge
pe[par]

Obs.

MEASURED DATA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Item.

3

27.8/980=28.3 cm /rev

1.
*

Displacement
calculated [cm3/rev]
Vg0= Q0/n0 (without
load)

980
3
0
980
20
980
40
980
60
970
80
960
100
950
120
950
140
950
160
920
180
900
200
10
840
310
2
CALCULATED DATA
Displacement
Volumetric efficiency
calculated at maximum
load Vgs=Qs/ns
V gs
[cm3/rev]
η=
v

3

22.1/840=26.3 cm /rev

V

-

-

go

*

(26.3/28.3 )=0.93*

Maximum theoretical displacement of the pump tested
Vgt = 180 cm3/rev

The appreciation of rehabilitation operations is made by evaluating the pump volumetric efficiency
according to Table 2.

Item.

Testing

Results
Provided
Achieved
0.97-0.96
0.95

1.

Volumetric efficiency at no load

2.

Volumetric efficiency under the maximum
load
*

Pumps Catalogue PARKER (see fig.2)
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0.96*

0.93

Table 2
Obs.
It is included in
the technical
norms
It has a variation
with the increase
of pressure
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Fig. 2.
When testing the pump under load there was found a slight decrease of volumetric efficiency
compared to the one prescribed by manufacturer.
Obtaining the functional parameters depends also on rigorous setting of control and adjustment
elements, in this case the pressure regulator, to obtain a static feature similar to that of the
manufacturer (see fig.3)

a

b
Figure 3.
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Drainage losses were within the losses prescribed by manufacturer (10 ... 18 l / min) at test
pressure of 310 bar (see diagram in fig.4).

Figure 4.
Since the electric engine used for the test is of 18 kW, and there is the possibility to vary the speed
with a frequency converter of 22 kW, there was drawn the static characteristic of the pump
equipped with pressure regulator.
The stand for testing whose hydraulic schematic diagram is shown in fig. 1 and made by INOE
2000-IHP is shown in fig. 5, the pump mounted on the stand - in fig.6, and the tested pump is
presented in fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Tested pump

Fig. 5 Testing stand
Fig. 6 The pump mounted on the
stand

Deviations obtained after rehabilitation can be seen in the static characteristic of the pump
equipped with pressure regulator, raised after rehabilitation (Fig. 8), line (a), compared to the
manufacturer's static characteristic, line (b).
Steep fall in flow in the case of the manufacturer's schematic diagram is caused by the fact that on
achieving the pressure set at the pressure regulator, the pump tilted by minimum flow (~0).
If the case of the pump tested after rehabilitation at INOE-IHP, reducing pump flow was performed
gradually, using the throttle valve 6 (see fig.1), starting from pressure of 100 bar, pressure at which
the feature gradient is identical to that of the manufacturer.

Fig.8 The static characteristic of the pump equipped with pressure regulator
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3. Conclusions
¾ After rehabilitation of this axial piston and adjustable flow pump, kinematic and functional
characteristics are kept within acceptable limits;
¾ Depending on the number of components replaced in rehabilitation there can be noticed the
achievement of parameters (flow, pressure) nearest or even equivalent to those of a new
pump;
¾ Drainage flow and pressure is fitting in the diagram of the catalogue (see fig.3);
¾ The pressure regulator will be set at the customer, according to requested working
pressure;
¾ Volumetric efficiency at no load is kept within the catalogue data;
¾ Volumetric efficiency under load decreases with increasing pressure.
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THE VISION-BASED MECHATRONIC SYSTEMS USED IN PRODUCTION
QUALITY CONTROL OF HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS
Sorin SOREA, Anca ATANASESCU, Alexandru CONSTANTINESCU
INCDMTM Bucharest, cefin@cefin.ro

Abstract:
A topical issue in economic theory and practice is total quality management, which requires
the involvement of all organizational and functional structures to ensure adequate quality of
products and services.
In support of this concept, vision-based mechatronic systems can be integrated as top
products in the activities of control and inspection of parts, sub-assemblies and products in the final
stage of assembly.
The paper presents two equipment designed by INCDMTM Bucharest related to the quality
control process using vision-based mechatronic systems, with direct applicability in industry,
particularly in hydraulics.
Keywords: mechatronic, vision, control, hydraulics
1. Introduction
In the context of latest constraints encountered in industry (rapidly evolving technologies,
market changes, migration of staff) which compels the company to engage in flexible and efficient
organization of production factors, the ability to continuously improve product quality becomes a
goal and a means to ensure competitiveness and performance on the Community market.
The prosperity of an enterprise is ensured by the high quality of its products and services
compared with that of its competitors, the customers’ confidence in its products and services being
a major competitive advantage. The quality control of products or services generally provides
performance improvement in any enterprise, by improving resource efficiency, reducing costs by
the elimination of losses caused by lack of quality.
A topical issue in economic theory and practice is total quality management, which requires
the involvement of all organizational and functional structures to ensure adequate quality of
products and services.
In support of this concept, the vision-based mechatronic systems can be integrated as top
products in the activities of control and inspection of parts, sub-assemblies and products in the final
stage of assembly.
Any action of control and information obtained by these means of control and inspection is
included in the reporting system. Subsequently, they are processed, analyzed, determining actions
accordingly.
We present below some of the achievements of our institute regarding the use of visionbased mechatronic systems for quality control process, with direct reference to industrial
applications, particularly in hydraulics.
However, summarising, clarifications are required with respect to the criteria for using these
vision-based mechatronic systems in diverse industrial control applications.
2. General characterization of the vision-based mechatronic systems
Nowadays, vision-based mechatronic systems are expanding, since there are there are two
application categories where they apply:
- applications using PC based equipment with CCD or CMOS cameras;
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- applications based on smart cameras, smart image sensors or compact/ embedded
image systems.

There are three market segments based on the characteristics of vision control systems (see
Figure 1.)
image sensors

smart cameras
smart image sensors

embedded image systems

Figure 1.
The three segments are based on the seven criteria of segmentation, as follows (Figure 2):
Image Sensors

Smart Cameras
Smart Image Sensors

Embedded Image
Systems.

Integrated

Less integrated

The highest price

The highest price

High

High

Complex

Complex

Integration level

Integrated

Price

Lowest Price

Flexibility /
programmability

Low

I/O

Simple

Processing power

Low

Higher

Higher

Memory

Low

Average

High

Resolution

Low

High

High

Figure 2
The comparison of the three segments brings into discussion performance criteria, system
architecture and cost effectiveness (see Figure 3):
Performance criteria
Advantages
Image Sensors
1
Lowest price
Ease of Use

Smart Cameras
Smart Image Sensors
2
Maintenance - lower than "3"
Direct access to image
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3
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Integrated lighting
Integration level - lower
than "3"

Disadvantages
Image Sensors
1
Programmability - Low
(may use a limited
number of simple
functions)
Configurability - Low

processor (as opposed to "3")
Flexibility and programmability
greater than "1"
Capacity to handle more
advanced applications than "1"

Smart Cameras
Smart Image Sensors
2
More difficult to use than "1"
More expensive than "1"

May use different types of
cameras
Enhanced CPU performance
for image processing
Capacity to handle more
advanced applications than
"1"

Embedded Image Systems.
3
More difficult to use than "1"
and “2”
More expensive than "1"

Figure 3.
Summarize these criteria in the following table:
Table 1
Optoelectronic systems
based on PC
Flexibility
Ruggedness

Excellent
Poor

Size

Multi-component/ Camera can
be very small

Functions
Performance
Ease of use
Configuration
Power
Scalability

Extensible
Extensible
Requires computer
Expandable
Extensible
Excellent

Sensors / smart cameras
Poor
Excellent
Unitary
Not necessarily small camera
Limited
Limited
Does not require a computer
Fixed
Limited
Poor

2. Control application using a PC based vision equipment
The first equipment that will be presented refers to a stand for inline interoperational
controlling of mechanical parts. The part is a "primary shaft" and the equipment was implemented
on the production line of a local manufacturer.
On this stand there are carried out the neutrality control of the gasket seat surface following
the super-finishing operation and the feature control of a Ø10mm bolt hole following the operations
of washing and deburring.
The control stand consists of an enclosure with two independent control posts namely:
1.
one “primary shaft” control post for checking the neutrality specification of the
gasket seat surface (pos.1 -Figure 4);
2.
a post for checking the Ø10mm bolt hole, following the washing and deburring
operations (pos.2 - Figure 4).
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Figure 4
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The first control post (Figure 5) is composed of:

Fig.5
A1) Single axis translation stage for “primary shaft” positioning. On this table, the “primary
shaft” is caught and fixed between its peaks. The displacement of the stage and consequently the
movement of the “primary shaft” in relation to the fixed control booth, i.e. the optical axis of the
image acquisition system, is measured using a horizontal linear transducer endowed with precision
digital display.
B1) The image acquisition optoelectronic subsystem consisting of a manual zoom optical
system, with 4.5x - 0.7x primary magnifications and a color 1/2" CCD camera. The optoelectronic
subsystem is mounted on a vertical column and manually displaced vertically by means of two
mechanisms that ensure: one a rough positioning and the other a precise positioning to set up the
image.
The image acquired by a frame-grabber installed in an industrial PC is visualized and
stored in real time using a specialized software developed in our institute as well. Also the image is
displayed in real time on a 19 “ industrial monitor within the control stand.
C1) The specialized software developed for this application. The main features are:
−
image acquisition and viewing,
−
generation of the electronic targeting reticle. It is used to determine the relative
position of the table in relation to the optical axis of the image acquisition optoelectronic system,
−
storing (saving) images of checked shafts.
The software is implemented on an industrial computer that provides Ethernet connection.
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The second checkpoint (Figure 6), which verifies the Ø10mm bore hole following the
operations of washing and deburring consists of:

Figure 6.
A2) V-shaped prisms type setting device
The relative position of the prisms may change along the direction of the “primary shaft”
axis to optimally position the shaft on the prism. One of the prisms is provided with a fixing device
with a screw meant to fasten the part into the control position.
B2) Endoscopy kit installed in a protective enclosure, consisting of :
−
flexible endoscope,
−
CCD camera adapter ,
−
color ½ " CCD camera
−
variable light source.
The image of the Ø10mm bore hole is viewed on the same 19" industrial monitor.
Switching between the two posts to receive the control image is done by the operator from the
control panel.
The second checkpoint uses the same specialized software used in the first checkpoint as
described above, with the main functions:
- image acquisition and viewing for the Ø10mm bore hole
- saving images of the Ø10mm bore hole
The stand described above is used to exert random inter-phase control.
The stand is not automatized at this stage.
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3. Application based on a smart image sensor
In the quality control applications where mechatronic systems are used successfully,
mistake-proofing systems of the vision type are also worth noticing. This is a quality management
concept developed in Japan to prevent human error which may occur on the production lines.
Mistake-proofing systems are designed to prevent people from committing mistakes, intentionally
or accidentally. Mistake-proofing systems, also known as poka-yoke, are normally used to stop the
system and warn the operator that something has gone wrong.
In our institute a flexible Mistake-proofing monitoring cell was designed using smart image
sensors among other classical sensors.
The flexible cell has been designed as a modular system intended to assist the human
operator in an assembling post on a production line characterized by : parts moving at a high rate,
high diversity of parts to be assembled, high similarity between versions of the parts to be
assembled, frequent changes of manufacturing series.
Practically, in the same assembling workstation, the human operator has to perform similar
operations which involve different subsets for different versions of the manufactured product.
Because of high rate and similarity of versions, error probability is very high, the operator may
misplace a subset, which may prove inappropriate. Usually, the error is detected much later on the
manufacturing line, or even during a later stage, which requires removing the product from the line,
disassembling it, recalibrating and adjusting it and so on, with major consequences on
manufacturing costs.
The mistake-proofing flexible monitoring cell consists of three functional modules identified
as being typical in most cases:
- Identification module intended to recognize the version of the part in the assembly station;
- Monitoring module intended to signal specific operations for the identified version and to
track down actions taken by the operator in order to validate or signal correct / incorrect actions;
- Command and control module intended to acquire data from all sensors in the post, to
command the actuators and signal elements, to interface with the operator and to communicate
with the higher level (at the level of production line).
The smart image sensor is integrated in a system on a conveyor belt located at the
beginning of an assembly line and is designed to evaluate the conformity of the workpiece located
on the belt to the variety selected to be assembled in that workstation.
For this application we used an object recognition smart sensor from IFM, of the Efector
Dualis Contour Sensor type.
This smart sensor integrates the optical objective, the LED lighting and the evaluation
system into a robust, industrial case.
The fact that the smart image sensor includes both the optical imaging system and the
computer and communication system recommends it to be used in real-time on high rate assembly
lines.
An commonly example in industrial applications from various fields is detecting the
conformity of the presence of a threaded hole in a part on the assembly line (Fig. 7). Thread
absence from metal parts can cause oil leakage and eventually engine failure. A smart sensor of
the Pixel Counter type detects inconsistencies in threaded surfaces so that defective parts can be
removed prior to assembling. This smart image sensor, programmable, provides pass or fail
control verdicts.
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Figure 7
Another application specific to hydraulic industry is presented in Figure 8.
This application identifies the presence of a gasket on a compensator body in a gear pump
to be assembled.(Figure 8).

Figure 8

An IFM Contour Sensor is programmed to verify if the operator has set the gasket before
having set the compensator. In this case, the smart image sensor, provides pass or fail verdicts too
(Figure 9a - 9b).

Figure 9a. Image for a “Pass” verdict
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Figure 9b. Image for a “Fail” verdict
4. Conclusions
The vision-based mechatronic systems can solve industrial control problems which until now were
impossible to be solved using conventional sensors and technologies.
The advantages induced by the implementation of this technology can generate a significant
qualitative leap, these vision systems enabling 100% quality inspection of an automatic production
lines.
This has huge benefits because the full checking of quality and compliance of the products can
save significant sums. The faulty products can be eliminated since the early stages, that otherwise
would have passed through further processing and would generate other costs.
The ability of the vision-based mechatronic systems to “give eyes” to the industrial equipment and
production control, allows their use in the various operations of :
− Guidance of robots so they no longer need to get pre-arranged parts and get the ability
to avoid collisions,
− Automatic sorting according to different visual parameters of the product,
− Tracking and managing the product serialization
− Control and inspection to determine the conformity of form, appearance, color,
geometric size etc.
− Check the presence (or absence) of parts or elements in a part
− Assembly error checking.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE SERVO MECHANISM
FOR ADJUSTING THE CAPACITY OF THE RADIAL PISTON PUMPS
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Abstract: The paper presents the simulation of static and dynamic behavior of system capacity
control radial piston pumps using the program AMESim.
Keywords: simulation, pumps, rung signal, sinusoidal signal
1. Introduction
To analyze the static and dynamic behavior of the control system capacity of radial piston pumps,
was used a powerful and performant graphical program, AMES / Imagine. For the composition of
the simulation models were used standardized symbols specific hydraulic elements existing in the
library
program.
AMESim is a simulation environment built on multiport considerations. The exchange of
information between the components is bidirectional and thus made fewer lines of communication.
At the same time the simulation environment shapes almost exactly real models of the dynamic
systems simulated. Another important feature of the program is the automatic choice of the method
of integration of the systems of equations that can be adapted during simulation according to the
characteristics
of
equations.
From the user point of view, the program is a suggestive graphical interface that displays the
evolution of the whole system during the simulation process.
2. Structure for simulation of servo
In fig. 1 is shown the structure for simulation of servo positioning. It is then specified the
correspondence between the components of the simulation model and the physical model
elements [1]. The analyzed system is the real mechatronic control system eccentricity / flow, which
is composed of:
- Electro-hydraulic proportional distributor 4/3 with center closed - Item 8;
- Supply group with oil under pressure - Item 3, 4 and 2;
- Tank - Item 1;
- Position transducer - Item 13;
- Compensator - Item 16;
- Linear hydraulic motor + inertial load + viscous frictions - Item 14, 15, 11, 10 and 12;
- Signal generator - Item 7.
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Fig.1 The network for simulation of the servo control of radial piston pump capacity
Their correspondence with the real control system eccentricity is shown in Fig. 2. For an easy
identification it was complied the numbering of positions from Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Physical structure of the positioning system for adjusting the eccentricity
In these pictures are distinguished in the following:
1. tank;
9. small piston chamber;
10. small piston spring;
2. pressure limiting valve;
3. Volumetric pump
11. piston with small area;
4. electric motor;
12. inertial mass (sliding ring);
13. inductive position transducer;
5. electromechanical converter;
6. electronic compensator;
14. piston with large area;
7. the command prescription channel;
15. piston spring with large area;
16. large piston chamber.
8. proportional distributor body;

3. Static and dynamic characteristics of the system
To determine the static and dynamic characteristics of the system, it was controlled by triangular
electrical signals voltage step and sinusoidal type in the field (0 ... 10) V DC. Frequency signal,
type ramp was chosen small enough to generate a quasi-static regime.The were obtained features
from simulation which are presented in Fig. 3....7, the monitored parameter at the (output of the)
system output being eccentricity, whose values, when used as an experimental model pump is:

e = (ϕ ...5)mm.
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Command prescribed Uc

Reply obtained by simulation, e

command
simulated
reponse

Command prescribed Uc

command
simulated
reponse

Fig. 4. System response to sinusoidal signal, frequency 0.1 Hz
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Reply obtained by simulation, e

Fig. 3. System response to the ramp signal, frequency 0.1 Hz
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Command prescribed Uc

Command prescribed Uc

Command
Simulated

Fig. 6. Response to the signal rung
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Fig. 5. Static characteristic, frequency of 0.05 Hz

The amplitude characteristic
obtained by simulation

The phase shift characteristic
obtained by simulation
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Fig. 7. Bode diagram

4. Conclusions
All features obtained using AMESim program, have very small deviations between the command
and simulation which means that the obtained results simulate with a very good accuracy
functioning of the control eccentricity system.
Considered the reference, the results obtained by numerical simulation will be validated
experimentally. Experimental research results and comparison with the simulated results will be
presented in another article.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MECHATRONIC SYSTEM WITH
TELEMONITORING AND PREDICTIVE TELEMAINTENANCE CONTROL
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Abstract: The Internet provides a low cost way to connect a computer anywhere in the world. Any
computer that can connect to a local Internet Service Provider (ISP) can communicate with any
other industrial equipment with access to the Internet. With the Internet proliferation, more and
more facilities have to remote monitoring and telementenance control. This came with the
introduction of the networking administration and protocols. The use of these technologies for
Predictive Maintenance professionals can be critical to the success of the Predictive Maintenance
program at an industrial plant.
Keywords: Mechatronics Design, Industrial Telemonitoring, Predictive Maintenance
1. Introduction
Lately witnessing shows an unprecedented growth interactivity in hierarchical relationships
of the industrial end users and providers. In the previous stages of computerization, companies
have used IT to streamline internal working`s of the organization. These steps coincided with major
trends in management, who planned outsourcing, reengineering and downsizing site. Last
manifestation of these trends has been the implementation of often complex integrated information
systems, aiming at automating internal processes and tracking operative suppliers. Using the
Internet should be a different logic, whose central axis is not only a more efficient individual
companies, but it merged with the maintenance and service environment.
Competitive advantage comes not only from the ability to implement technological
applications that allow acceleration of internal processes or automate them but especially the
ability to broadcast system efficiencies of enterprise customers and its suppliers. Major axes of
enhancing the collaboration with other business partners consist of the ability to communicate,
establish permanent links, to facilitate rapid completion of monitoring and service in the industrial
mecatronic field. This can be done without reengineering the enterprise, being sufficient an
analysis of their organizational boundaries, followed by the finding a place in the enterprise
network, market and state. Mechatronic systems, either stationary or mobile, joint or tentacular
arm, wheeled carts, simple or complex types of structures are currently used in various fields,
especially in hazardous environments or dangerous for humans, such as : handling of toxic
substances. Under these circumstances, even the location of the defect detection in the drive and
run basic robot becomes a problem. Defects in robotic structures may be caused by external
environmental conditions (operating environment) or internal conditions (structure, sensors,
actuators and scheduling management).
All the situations described above can be controlled via a monitoring system (selfdiagnosis), which will detect any changes and analyze and control the robot according to a suitable
algorithm. Monitoring system, depending on its complexity, may adopt the following management
strategies (from simple to complex): Only Fault detection and isolation possibly suggesting actions
and/or the avoidance of defective parts, robot motion further provided that conditions stability and
safety for minor defects; further movement.
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2. Tele-Maintenance Definition
Tele-maintenance is a compound word whose first term refers to the prefix "Tele", meaning
from distance. "Tele" might also derive from "teleprocessing" that is the use of telecommunications
equipment and systems by a computer or a computer service involving input/output at locations
remote from the computer itself [1]. The communication process is defined as the information flow
from a source point to a receiver point and telecommunication is a communication over long
distances [1]. "Tele" could also derive from the neologism "telematica" that is a synonym of
teleprocessing. According to the definition, in fact, "Telematica" or "telematic process" is a
combination both of telecommunication and of data processing.
Data processing is any operation or combination of operations on data, including everything
that happens to data from the time they are observed or collected to the time they are destroyed. It
is also known as information processing.
"Maintenance", the second term of "Tele-maintenance", is the combination of all technical
and administrative actions, including supervision actions, intended to retain an item in, or restore it
to, a state in which it can perform a required function [IEC 50 (191)]. Tele-maintenance, therefore,
is the combination of all technical and administrative actions, including supervision actions,
intended to retain an item in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform a required function [IEC
50 (191)]. Actions are carried out in a remote site and are supported partially or totally by
teleprocessing/telematica (telecommunication plus data processing).
Tele-maintenance is a general term that can be better qualified by more specific terms
utilised to indicate only specific teleprocesses such as:
Tele-monitoring is the supervision of equipment/plant correct working in a remote site by
continuous or cyclic check of parameters. Tele-monitoring enables the operator to continually
monitor the performance of the system from a central point. The information can be stored and
returned very quickly to enable future development of the system. Where the system operates
outside prearranged limit values the operator can respond very quickly. In the Gas Industry the
term "monitoring" is prevailingly associated to the check of process parameters (pressure, flow
rates, temperature, gas quality), of correct working of equipment (valves, compressors), and of
alarm detection (intrusion systems). Synonyms: remote monitoring, remote reading.
Tele-metering is the transmission of readings of instruments to a remote location by
means of wires, radio waves or other means (Ref. 2). In the Gas Industry the term "metering" is
prevailingly associated to the supply measurements (m3 at contractual conditions). Synonyms:
telemetry, remote metering, remote meter reading, automatic meter reading (AMR), remote
reading, gas meter-reading system.
Tele-control is the control of any device by communication (Ref. 3). It is characterised by
actions carried out by means of devices to direct and regulate a process or a sequence of events
in a remote site.
Tele-control enables plant to be operated from a central point directly or indirectly via the
operator. It allows also switching from a damaged to an efficient equipment if redundancy exists. In
the Gas Industry the Tele-control is mainly used to vary the set up of the network in relation to
operational needs (valves adjustment by means of actuators, actions on the anti-intrusion
systems). Synonyms: remote control.
Tele-diagnosis is the set of structured measurements aimed at locating and explaining
detectable errors or faults of equipment/plant placed in remote site. The diagnosis might be also
realised with expert systems. The diagnosis can be carried out in the remote site with transmission
of results to the headquarters or vice versa.
Tele-assistance are the activities led by an expert team in the headquarters, and carried
out in the remote site by unskilled personnel.
Tele-repair is the restoration of unserviceable parts, components or assemblies in a
remote site. It is peculiar to the software maintenance. The software installed on the remote sites is
emulated in the headquarters, it is checked, modified and re-installed.
Tele-servicing is the supply of crafts, tools, materials and spare parts or supply of services
by third parties on remote sites as consequence of a client request.
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2. Difference Between Preventive and Predictive Maintenance [2]
Predictive maintenance tends to include direct measurement of the item. Example,
mechatronic system for the measuring of the dimensional parameters. While Preventive
Maintenance includes the periodical evaluation of the transducers and calibration status. The
manufacturing company is telling you that the life span of the transducers is 3 years and calibration
procedure must be initiatind every 7 days. So just before expiring 3 years you have decided to
replace the transucers with a new and scheduled for maintenance every 7 days for calibration. This
is called Preventive Maintenance. Business developments also led to the development of the
maintenance technology. The organization of the conduct of maintenance activities are aspects of
location of the company, field of activity, characteristics of the means of production, etc. .. Systemic
approach involves considering the following types of maintenance organization, which according to
the resources and objectives, are designed to ensure optimal availability of technical systems, the
Figure 2.1:

Figure 2.1 - Systemic approach of maintenance [4]
Prior to highlight the benefits of good maintenance activities performed, we show what are
the main categories of losses in case of its neglect.
3. COMPLEX MECHATRONIC SYSTEM FOR MEASURING REVERSE MODULE ON
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
The work refers to the modernization of an existing complex measurement systems in order
to add functions and maintenance remote monitoring.
Complex measurement system performs dimensional inspection and marking function for
one subassembly of an automotive system.
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Figure 3.1 – The bloc diagram of the mechatronic system
The project proposes to examine existing technologies already implemented in the system
and
research aimed at identifying progress in the field, internationally and at home, and trends
manifested in the design, evaluation and implementation of an annex for monitoring and remote
control.
4. EQUIPMENT ARCHITECTURE
General block diagram of the equipment is shown in the following figure and it shows where
the main functional modules and their relationship for a general characterization of how the
achievement of key functions is done.
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Figure 4.1 - SINAUT ST7cc control center system
Stations

5. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The machine plant showed in the Figure 5.1 allows the measurement of two sets of odds
ITS modules and marking return if the values obtained is within the limits allowed. To do this, the
system consists of three complex control points, with the following functions:
- at the first workstation cylindricity deviations are measured;
- at the second workstation spherical deviations are measured;
- at the third workstation it is evaluated if the previous measurement values are allowed and
is impressed as a code matrix containing the series on each of the three components of the
module (body, lid and sleeve) and as characters indicating the measured values.
The components of the system is showed in Figure 5.1:
1. Central unit: industrial PC – Siemmens
2. IR protection safety barrier
3. Mechatronic intelligent point1 - head of complex dimensional control
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Figure 5.1 – The mechatronic system

4. Mechatronic intelligent measuring point 2 – axial dimensional control
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Mechatronic intelligent point3 – Marker printer (matrix code)
Lighting column for signalling

Automation cabinet (PLC)
The marking central unit
Operator command box

Depending on the measurement results the piece is marked with a marking system
equipped with video cameras for confirmation.
This complex mechatronic system is a dimensional control system equipped with a PLC
that controls temperature sensors, optical barriers, position sensors for the drive system, sensors
for closed doors and realizes the interaction between user and the dimensional control system
through the operator panel.
For processing and transmitting data and system status, the system was completed with
specialized equipment for data transmission through the network compatible with the industry
standards.
Optical barriers and door sensors are used to provide user protection according to the rules
imposed by EU Directives
For internet networking connection I use the Module IWLAN / PB PN IO – which can be
installed on a standard DIN rail and antenna can be mounted using a connector. The module
features are: protection type IP20, a jack 9-pin D-sub for connecting to PROFIBUS, a interface RSMA antenna connection, the possibility of connecting an external link and LED status indicators.
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Figure 5.2 - SIMATIC NET S7-300/400 - Industrial Ethernet
6. Data collection problems
The mechatronic system described above receives control signals through the network
communication while in process data acquired by the sensors are all directed to controller via the
network. With this topology, additional delays occur due to data transfer. These network delays can
be classified in terms of the direction of data transfers as:
¾ Sensor delays – these delays are present in the direct path of the command.
¾ Delay times can be grouped, for ease of the analysis as a single time constant,
called "control delay". Both delays introduced by the network can be smaller or
larger than the sampling period T.
In the first case the process can be conducted under optimal conditions (assuming no lost
packets).
In the second case, major problems of discontinuity of the management process may lead
to unsatisfactory developments process.
From practically maintenance and telecontrol based on the main procedure showed in
Figure 6.1 are proposed following steps [4]:
¾ To establish the dynamic characteristics of process-driven evaluation, including
actuators and transducers in order to choice the sampling period and performance
network-testing to be used in the monitoring of functionality.
¾ To establish the system parameters to be monitorised
¾ To establish the maintenance protocol and priority.
As a result of implementation of the above steps three distinct situations of telemaintenance
processes were identified.
Predictive indicators for systems parameters – including the measuring errors tendency and
distribution
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Figure 6.1 – The practicaly telemaintenance service [4]
7. Conclusions
Currently the telemaintenance systems are being developed and progressively installed on
industrial sites. They are particularly interesting in the fields constituting some risks for the human
beings, those fields where human intervention and/or the production stops are very expensive.
Many operational systems are also found in "intelligent" mechatronic systems and in large
remonte telecontrolling mechatronic systems.
According to the competence and/or to the function of the operator at the production site,
he may also have access to certain functions of the telemaintenance computing system, and may
collaborate with the expert by telephone and a console (Figure 6.1). This last case is the subject of
research. The operator who is on the production site is likely to perform some maintenance
actions on the machine following expert instructions. Nevertheless, for certain repairs, the expert
will probably need to go to the production site, or to send a specialist.
It is obvious that the telemaintenance system is integrated into man-machine system in
which the characteristics and the tasks of the telemaintenance expert will have a direct influence
on the successfully result of the project concerning the telemaintenance system design.
The designer of such telemaintenance systems will need to consider such notions.
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1. Introduction
The mechatronic system for winding rolled wire ensures wire stringing on spool coil by coil,
by controlling movements of the debugger head, adapting itself to changes in spool rotational
speed; spool rotational speed is dictated by the rolling process parameters and also the wire
load of the spool, that is diameter of the coil being wound.
The mechatronic system presented contains an electro-hydraulic linear axis consisting of a
bilateral rod hydraulic cylinder, on its liner being located the debugger head, controlled with a
proportional flow distributor, transducers monitoring spool rotational speed and the speed of
the debugger head, electronics necessary for interfacing the execution elements and
transducers with the programmable controller (the PLC), the PLC running a software
application that implements the functionality of the mechatronic system, and also two data
communication lines, one serial RS485 line with MODBUS protocol implemented and one
Ethernet line, that allows connection to TCP / IP networks, on which MODBUS protocol is
implemented.
2. Presentation of the mechatronic system

Figure 1. Functional block diagram of the mechatronic system
In fig. 1 is shown the functional block diagram of the mechatronic system. The value of
spool rotational speed is measured with spool rotational speed transducer, incremental
encoder type, providing pulse electrical signal, 500 pulses per complete rotation of the spool.
This transducer, along with the frequency meter software implemented in the programmable
controller, allows calculation of spool rotational speed, value that will be used by the running
algorithm, implemented in the PLC, to calculate the desired speed of the debugger head.
The actual speed value of the debugger head is measured with the transducer for debugger
head speed, type wired incremental encoder, providing an electrical signal type pulse every 0.1
mm. This transducer, along with the frequency meter software implemented in the
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programmable controller, allows calculation of actual speed of movement of the debugger
head.
Another important parameter required for achieving synchronization between debugger
head movement and spool rotational speed is the wire diameter value, which is entered by the
operator via the local console of the PLC or, by means of the communication lines RS485 and
TCP/IP, this parameter is entered by using the programming software of the PLC running on a
computer within a network.
The proportional distributor controls flow through the bilateral rod hydraulic cylinder,
cylinder which drives the debugger head; the electric control proportional to the flow is
calculated by the PLC via an automated Proportional-Integrative regulator, which compares the
desired speed value, value calculated as the product between wire diameter value and spool
rotation speed value, with the debugger head speed value, actual speed value measured using
the wired incremental encoder.
Interfaces with data communication networks, namely the master-slave network
implemented on RS485 communication line and the TCP/IP network implemented on Ethernet
line, allow monitoring and parameterization of the mechatronic system through a programming
software application of the PLC, software running on a networked PC.

Figure 2. Winder of the rolling mill
In fig. 3 (a, b) is shown the operating software of the PLC in a "ladder diagrams" format. The
software implements the start-up of the engine inside the hydraulic unit without load, following that
after reaching the operating rotational speed of the engine to be directed entry into load, i.e.
incurrence of hydraulic pressure. The software also implements measurement of the spool
rotational speed and the value of the movement speed of the debugger head using two frequency
meters. Values of the two frequencies are scaled and compared by an automated regulator which
implements a control algorithm type Proportional-Integrative; the value present at the output of the
automated regulator is applied to the proportional distributor controlling the flow in hydraulic
cylinder, flow whose value is proportional to this command. The debugger head, mounted on the
hydraulic cylinder liner is equipped with two proximity sensors providing the PLC the information
that either of the two ends of spool was reached; the operating software of the PLC uses this
information to switch the active field of the proportional distributor, directing hydraulic oil distribution
via the path P-> A, B-> T or via the path P->B; A->T, thus determining the displacement direction
of hydraulic cylinder.
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Figure 3. Listing of the PLC operating software in a "ladder diagrams" format
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3. Conclusions and original contributions
The current solution for actuating the debugger head of the rolling mill winder requires
synchronization in open loop of spool rotational speed with debugger speed; the approach
proposed in this material requires monitoring of the spool rotation speed value and the value of
the debugger speed, actuation of debugger head being carried out in closed speed loop, the
speed being calculated based on the diameter of the wire being wound and spool rotational
speed value; this approach reduces by at least an order of magnitude the positioning errors of
debugger head compared to its actuation in open loop. Another advantage of the proposed
solution is the integration of debugger actuation in an IT system, by providing it with data
communication lines, enabling centralized monitoring and parameterization of this system and
also logging of events occurring in its operation and functioning.
Original contributions made by the authors refer to achieving a speed control loop of a
hydraulic cylinder using a general purpose PLC, use of a transducer type wired incremental
encoder to monitor the value of the hydraulic cylinder drive speed and integration of these
components into a complex mechatronic system which can be interfaced with the IT system of
the beneficiary by means of the two data communication lines.
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Abstract: This paper deals with strategies and scientific methods of approaching of Adaptronics as
key technology for the future, which will facilitate systems and high-tech micro-systems
performance and know-how, and the relevance of most businesses of higher competitivity.
Approach of Adaptronics was possible only because of Mechatronics and Integronics
innovative developments, becoming active technology vector, structural and practical in most
industries and hyper-intelligent products and systems, in technological purposes for
evolutionary development of intelligent cybernetic manufacturing.
Keywords: adaptronics, mechatronics, integronics, hyper-intelligent systems, key technology for
the future
1. Introduction
Scientific strategy for design - realization - implementation of Adaptronics as part of the key
technology for the future facilitates performance and know-how for systems and high-tech micronano-systems engineering and relevance to most businesses.
Therefore, Adaptronics and Adaptronics application, follows as advanced technology, as
an intelligent innovative and multidisciplinary technology that brings together synergistically
scientific discoveries news related to fundamental and applied knowledge in integronics and
mechatronics science, intelligent structural mechanics science, intelligent materials
science, intelligent architectural science of sensors and actuators, intelligent measurement
and integrated control science, as well as computer and informatics science.
Adaptronic strategy follows as high-tech products, new and highly competitive products
and systems that facilitate both performance and creation and evolution of know-how, adds active
structural and applicable technological vector for technological purposes of change, improvement
and sustainable development and developer vector for changing operating method of environment
requirements and influencing and monitoring of all structures of any kind.
Moreover, the success of Adaptronics and adaptronic strategy is guaranteed by cooperating
between many different scientific and technical disciplines, between technology and industry and
between research-innovation and industrial application and commercial innovation, on national and
international markets, supporting intensive technology transfer, information and knowledge to a
competitive and with a high level of labour employment.
In brief, Adaptronics and Adaptronic strategy create and form an important international
platform for key technology for the future, new adaptronic active technologies, structurally
applicable in developing innovative products and systems, a new operating mode for change, a
new construction of structures of any kind, a new approach to monitoring and influencing, a new
form of energy recovery, a new real modelling of real-time control of phenomena and their effects,
and a new implementation of competitive and highly competitive products and systems as a direct
response to the more growing and changing needs.
The research and approach of this paper in the scientific strategies of adaptronics field,
reffers to the intelligent domain of mechatronics, integronics and adaptronics regarding intelligent
systems for measuring, verifying, control integrated in intelligent manufacturing processes (ex.
automotive industry and metrology).
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2. ADAPTRONICS design
2.1. Optimization and Adaptability of mechatronic and integronic technologies and systems
By optimization and adaptability of mechatronic and integronic systems and
technologies is synthesized the first concept of adaptronic design, through which is realized
the modelling and simulation of parameterized applications and appropriate for structures and
functions in order to meet measurable objectives and quantified requirements and corresponding
to processes for all problems and solutions.
The typical design variables are expressed in properties that define stiffness, by the typical
control variables are represented gain factors and actuator/sensor system-specific properties,
while goals are related to structural mass and control subsystems, of desired power, of full time
response values, etc.
In terms of techniques for solving optimization problems is often used an overall
strategy appropriate to deal with problems coupled structurally and of optimal control, such as:
¾ addressing fully coupled problem and solving problems simultaneously;
¾ using a decomposed or assembled approach, where an optimal structural design with
constraints for achieving a good performance is performed first, followed by the design of
optimal control with optimal constrains for consideration of structural requirements and
followed possibly by a optimal structural design;
¾ heuristic decomposition method;
¾ mathematical techniques with and without optimization algorithms;
¾ etc.
The new concept mentioned, also calls for a package of software related to simulation of
mechatronic and integronic systems, optimized and adjusted, which can be considered as
representative, but not complete.
Many parts of the software package, participate in this new concept, for the dynamic
and static analysis of optimized and adapted systems to determine frequencies and their own
states, for multi-structural and multi-functional assemblies to reduce patterns, and for modal or
condensed representations, including certain models of sub-systems.
Thus, in the software package, are observed programmes that are used in enhancing
and adapting technical and technological systems, such as ANSYS, MATLAB, SIMULINK, etc.
By combining design software packages with industrial and commercial software
packages, is offered a wide range of data acquisition and processing capabilities combined
with graphical user interfaces in an engineering perspective on the future adaptronic
system.
2.2 Technological and constructive adaptive fusion of mechatronic and integronic systems
for industrial and commercial use
Through the technology and constructive fusion adaptive to mechatronic and
integronic systems is synthesized the second adaptronic construction concept, which is
made and assembled as a synergistic combination of technical and technological solutions in
mechanical engineering, electronics and information and respectively it is carried the material,
structural and functional integration, of mechatronic and integronic components and sub-systems
in a systemic mini-structural multi-functional and multi-adaptive compact whole.
With this new adaptronic concept, it is built a new inter-disciplinary mix compendium
of several areas of engineering and intelligent manufacturing that supports the information
revolution that marked the "intelligent switch" from post-industrialized society to information
society.
This adaptronic concept uses the replacement of functional, structural and technological
variables with new, optimized or upgraded variables, to complement other design variables, realtime response, efficiency, selection, metrological and technological parameterization, prevention
defects, continuous evaluation of the adaptronic systems effects, etc.
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In this context, the aggregate of variables considered, expresses in fact, the defining and
behaviour of components and sub-systems resulted from applying the new adaptronic concept,
characterizing the properties, the new functional and structural links, intelligent control of structural
chain and of sensor-actuator system, any constraints occurring in the system and other
phenomena caused directly or indirectly by any work environment of adaptronic system.
Adaptronic concept of technological and constructive fusion, adapted to mechatronic
and integronic systems, synthesizes the full technical, technological, functional and decisional
potential integrated in intelligent assemblies and always adaptive to new working and environment
conditions, both by self-changing or self-implementing as:
• Innovative mechatronic and micro-mechatronic adaptronic ensemble (Figure 1)
• Innovative integronic and micro-integronic adaptronic ensemble (Figure 2)
• Innovative sensor/actuator and micro-nano sensor/actuator adaptronic ensemble (Figure 3)
• Innovative robotics and micro-nano-robotic adaptronic ensemble (Figure 4)
• Innovative mechatronic adaptronic integronic human adaptive ensemble (Figure 5)
• Adaptronic innovative ensemble (Figure 6)

Figure 1. Innovative integronic and micro-integronic mechatronic ensemble
According to the figure mentioned: innovative mechatronic and micro-nano-mechatronic
adaptronic ensemble (Jacobs, 1997), as advanced and high-tech domain and as intelligent
engineering, fusions synergistically and merging structural / material / technical / technological /
operational and decisional the advanced mechatronics and micro-nano-mechatronics with adaptive
mix-innovative solutions and constructive adaptive technology, mechanical, electronic and
computer, hardware and software and intelligent control, this assembly uses innovative technology
integrating core of intelligent manufacturing, advanced materials, systems, micronanotechnologies, simulation and modelling, intelligent signal processing, intelligent control, and so
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on, the results of these adaptronic assemblies are intelligent technology systems and structural
hyper-intelligent adaptronic mechatronic, application of these results are identified in engineeringintelligent machines, smart cars, industrial, mechatronics, optics, aerospace, military, robotics,
intelligent measurement, and so on; applications of results innovative domain and micromechatronic mechatronic adaptronic - systems and intelligent technology multi-functional structural
and mechatronic hyper-intelligent adaptronic are found in industrial and commercial environment,
now and in the future information society.

Figure 2. Innovative integronic and micro-integronic adaptronic ensemble
According to the figure mentioned: innovative integronic and micro-nano-integronic
adaptronic ensemble (Flemming, 1997) as advanced and high-tech field and as intelligent and
hyper-intelligent engineering, merges and integrates synergistic - material / structural / technical /
technological / functional / coordinator / decision and transport Information , the high-tech domain
of Integronics and Micro-Nano-Integronics with mix-innovative solutions constructive adaptive and
technological, integrative, mechanical, electronic and informatics integronic intelligent, integrative
hard and software, integrated intelligent control, integrated expert diagnosis, this synergy and
integration use innovative fundamental smart technologies of advanced materials, fabrication
intelligent systems, micro-nanotechnologies, simulation, intelligent processing, signal, intelligent
control, and so on, the results of this synergy of advanced high-tech areas are systems and
intelligent technology multi-functional structured hyper-intelligent adaptronic integronic, applications
of these results are identified in industrial engineering, smart cars, adaptronics, optics, aerospace,
military, micro-nano-robotics, adaptronics, and so on; applications of results for the innovative
domain integronic and micro-nano-integronic adaptronic - systems and intelligent technology multifunctional structural and micro-nano-integronic hyper-intelligent adaptronic integronic are found in
industrial and commercial environments, the information society now and in the future.
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Figure 3. Innovative sensor/actuator and micro-nano sensor actuator adaptronic ensemble
According to the figure mentioned: Innovative sensor/actuator and micro-nano sensor /
actuator adaptronic ensemble, as intelligent and high-tech domain and as advanced engineering,
fusions architectural and combinative - structural / material / technical / technological / decision
making and informational, advanced domain of sensorics and actuatorics and micro - nanosensorics and micro-nano-actuatorics, the solutions mix - constructive and technological innovative
adaptive and mix solutions - innovative integrative adaptive hardware and software, this
architectural fusion and combination use integrated intelligent manufacturing technologies and
advanced smart materials, the results of these mergers is architectures integrating sensory system
matrix and assembled actuator subsystem implementations in products and systems for intelligent
manufacturing processes in the economy and industry applications of these results are found in
many industrial and commercial environments.
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Figure 4. Innovative robotics and micro-nano-robotic adaptronic ensemble
According to the figure mentioned: Innovative robotics and micro-nano-robotic adaptronic
ensemble (Thrashers et. al, 1996), as advanced intelligent field and as a intelligent engineering,
fusions structural and vectored - technical / technological and decision-making, high-tech robotics
and micro-nano-robotics domain with innovative solutions mix constructive and adaptive
technology and innovative solutions mix adaptive hardware and software technologies; this vector
and structural fusion uses intelligent manufacturing technologies and micro - nano manufacturing
and advanced intelligent and smart materials and advanced - intelligent micro-nano-materials; the
results of such vectorial and structural fusion are robotic and micro-nano-robotic products and
systems with direct implementation of industrial and commercial products that supports intelligent
manufacturing processes; applications of these results are found in many locations in business,
using their own or other multi-structural and multi-functional complex structures.
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Figure 5. Innovative mechatronic adaptronic integronic human adaptive ensemble
According to the figure mentioned: Innovative mechatronic adaptronic integronic human
adaptive ensemble (Gheorghe et. al, 2012), as intelligent high-tech domain and as advanced
intelligent engineering, fusions structural, functional, decisional and informational, high-tech
domain of mechatronic integronic adaptronic products human adaptive with solutions mix constructive and innovative adaptive and technology adaptive and solutions mix - innovative
adaptive hardware and software technologies; this fusion structural - functional - decision information using intelligent manufacturing technologies and micro-nano-manufacturing
technologies and intelligent materials and advanced intelligent smart micro-nano advanced
materials; results of this mix fusion are mechatronic products and systems adaptronic integronic
adaptive to man with industrial uses, multiplication and implementations in manufacturing,
processing and commercial applications; applications of these results can be found in the
economy, industry and society, with direct effects on economic life - social, now and in the future.
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Figure 6. Adaptronic innovative ensemble
According to the figure mentioned: adaptronic innovative ensemble (Gheorghe et. al, 2011),
as intelligent and hyper-intelligent advanced field, as sophisticated and high-tech field as intelligent
and hyper-intelligent engineering, fusions synergistically and combinative, technical and
technological, structural and functional, decisional and informational advanced sophistication
domain of adaptronics built on integrative fields of mechatronics and integronics with mixinnovative solutions technological and constructive integrative adaptive, adaptive mix - intelligent
integronic innovative solutions, adaptive mix innovative adaptive intelligent mechatronic solutions,
solutions mix - innovative mechanical / electronic and adaptive integrative, solutions mix innovative smart integronic adaptive, mix solutions - innovative adaptive and intelligent control
solutions integrated mix of innovative hardware and software performance and highly competitive,
this synergistic fusion and high combination of adaptronic use basic technologies such as
intelligent manufacturing technologies, structural mechanics, systems, micro-nanotechnology,
sensors and actuators architectures, advanced materials, signal processing, intelligent control, and
so on, the results of this merger are highly combinative adaptronic structural and multi-functional
products and intelligent hyper-intelligent adaptronic systems, applications of these results are
identified and used in engineering-smart cars, smart advanced materials, smart car, medical,
mechanical, mechatronic, integronics, optical communications, robotics, and so on; these
applications are numerous in industrial and commercial environments, now and in the future
information society.
3. ADAPTRONICS – key technology for the future
Adaptronics – key technology for the future, is based since 2000, on Mechatronics
and Integrative Mechatronics and Integronics, when it was designed and implemented as
advanced high-tech field. Adaptronics - is an innovative intelligent and multiinterdisciplinary technology that brings together synergistically inter-disciplinary scientific
discoveries news related to fundamental and applied knowledge in the science of structural
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mechanics, materials science, sensors and actuators architectural science, the science of
measurement and intelligent control as well as computer and information science. Adaptronics as
key future technology facilitates both the performance and the know-how of mechatronic and
integronic, micro and micro-nano-integronic nano-mechatronic systems and micro-systems
and development of products and systems and competitive products, being found more and
more effective in relevance to most businesses. Thus, Adaptronics is reflected both as a new
technology for the future as well as products and systems for new, intelligent informatic products.
Adaptronic design and application were possible only because of innovative developments of
Mechatronics, Integrative Mechatronics and Integronics potential providing future improvements
and significant upgrades of technologies and systems for the advanced high-tech field. Currently,
Adaptronics - as new concept for the future - is the best science and the best new area for
national and international markets and industries particularly: airspace, automotive industry,
railway technology industry, shipping industry, medical technology industry, acoustic industry,
industrial measurement technology and automatic intelligent control integrated mechatronic
measurement industry, mechanical industry, process industry, engineering industry manipulation
and automation of production. In the scientific development of the descriptor: <<Adaptronics>>
is added the structural active and applicable technological vector in most industries and
system innovative vector of products, intelligent materials, intelligent sensors and
actuators and measurement control and regulation functions, all in changing, improvement
and evolutionary development technological purposes. Therefore, Adaptronics – as vector
for developing new in the high-tech advanced domain by adapting complex scientific,
conceptual / structural / functional and decisional structures, products, systems and technologies,
can be used to change the operating environment requirements to actively control vibration,
noise and distortion, to recover energy from vibrating systems and mechanical inertia and
influence and monitor all structures of any kind. In addition, Adaptronics will allow the new
design of mechanical and integronic systems and a new potential for improving and
upgrading the technical performance of products and systems as well as of the extended profile
of products and systems. Adaptronics - a new science, was designed and developed for the
first time in the world in Germany by Fraunhofer, since 2000 and gradually more European
countries have began to modernize and develop this advanced high-tech field and especially
countries that have developed and applied mechatronics, Integrative Mechatronics and
Integronics, among these countries being Romania by the National Institute of Research Development in Mechatronics and Measurement Technique - INCDMTM Bucharest, which
has already created an <<Adaptronics Centre>> since 2010. In this respect, INCDMTM, works
since 2010 in the development and implementation of "Adaptronics", with more involvement
in intelligent measuring engineering and particularly in intelligent mechatronic and integronic
measurement and integrated control system in the intelligent car industry, by designing
adaptronic systems and equipment in new and with much improved structural and
functional architecture, and with much improved technical performance and technology.
Therefore, there is the belief that this new " adaptronic technology " is of major importance
for the implementation of competitive and hyper-intelligent products, and is necessary to meet
growing and changing requirements of modern and improved new systems and products, at the
same time with developing the smallest and largest possible and more efficient flexibility. In fact,
the success of "Adaptronics" is guaranteed by the cooperation between many different scientific
and technical disciplines and expertise in science, technology and industry and is understood by
a leading research unit and oriented towards applications as is INCDMTM in Romania.
The further expansion of "Adaptronics" in INCDMTM and Romania, in Europe and in
the world market, will focus on the integrative dialogue between research - development innovation and industrial and commercial application.
Currently, Adaptronics - as an inter-multi-disciplinary science, is dynamically expanding,
including significant national and international markets, branch industries and in particular
mechanical process industry, mechatronic and integronic industry, airspace industry, medical
technology industry, automobile industry, etc.
As innovative science, Adaptronics intensively supports and transfers technology,
information and knowledge, leads to competitive growth and increased level of employment.
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As science vector, Adaptronics creates and forms a major "international key adaptronic
platform technology for the future."
As an integrative synthesis, structural Adaptronics is an active technology - applicable in
most branches of industry, it is an opening of completely new possibilities for the development
of innovative products and basic innovative systems, it is a new change in operating mode, it is a
new construction of structures of any kind, is a new approach to monitoring and influencing, it is
a new form of energy recovery from mechanical energy and inertia, is a new active control
modelling of real phenomena and their effects, it is a new design of mechanical systems, it is a
potential of new products and systems to improve performance and extend their profiles, it is a
new implementation of competitive and highly competitive products and systems, it is a direct
response to the ever growing and changing demands, it is the lowest time lowest for adaptronic
development, it is the optimal cooperation between multi-and inter-disciplinary experts in science
and industry and it is a complex interaction between research - innovation and transfer and
commercial application. However, Adaptronics, develops the latest solutions for systems with
adaptronic components as well as the latest trends in the advanced high-tech field.
4. Conclusions
Adaptronics, as a scientific strategy and an integrative multi-inter science, is used as a
cutting edge opening new possibilities for design, construction and implementation of innovative
adaptronic products and systems, a new approach to monitoring complex interactions and
cooperation in the value chain of research - innovation - technology transfer - industrial and
commercial application.
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Abstract: The paper presents a flow analysis through hydraulic resistances with cylindrical spool
and sleeve with circular orifices. A comparative flow study was performed on two models with the
same geometric characteristics, having different command openings. From this point of view
velocity and pressure fields distribution was considered. The analyzed aspects were flow regime
and cavitation phenomenon appearance.
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1. Introduction
Hydraulic systems have emerged and developed rapidly, mainly due to the need to adjust the high
and very high forces with a high precision, while they allow position and speed control for the
default load. The paper refers to hydraulic resistances with cylindrical spool, these being most
often used in proportional hydraulic equipment, namely to the ones having sleeve with orifices.
This type of hydraulic resistances allows a better flow control, due to the fact that although the
command spool’s opening is larger, the flow section remains small.
The objective of the study is to optimize the geometric configuration of the orifices in the sleeve, in
order to achieve turbulent flow regime, low values for hydrodynamic forces and, if possible, to
avoid cavitation in small command openings. Regarding this, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
numerical analysis helps by visualizing the flow and the phenomena that occurs during flow,
without actually completing the model.
The paper presents a comparative analysis of flow in two hydraulic resistance models with
cylindrical spool and sleeve with circular orifices. For the first model a sleeve with 6 circular orifices
was chosen, having a 6 mm diameter (figure 1) and a 0,45 mm command opening , while the
second has a 4 circular orifice sleeve, of the same diameter (6 mm), but with a 0,30 mm command
opening (figure 2). Small command openings were chosen because this condition involves the
effects of hydrodynamic forces that disrupt the dynamic behavior of hydraulic equipment, but also
because of possibility of cavitation appearance, due to low pressure values

Figure 1 Model 1

Figure 2 Model 2
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The designed geometric models
were imported into Ansys Design
Modeler where the fluid layer mesh
was created, for the both. Models’
mesh grid contains aproximatly 2,4
milions tetraheadral elements. Due
to high velocity gradients obtained in
the command opening areas, the
discretization grid is refined, for a
better prediction of the flow,
becoming more sparse as we move
away from the minimum cross
section (figure 3)
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In terms of imposed boundary conditions,
account was taken of the incoming fluid’s
velocity, i.e. 6 m /s, which led to a flow rate
of ~ 10 l/min, and, for the fluid, hydraulic
oil was considered with 867 kg/m3 density
and ν = 45cSt kinematic viscosity .The
turbulence model chosen for these
simulations was k-ε RNG (Renormalization
Group). This model derives from the k-ε
turbulence model, enhanced by adding a
term in the ε equation, thus significantly
increasing the work accuracy and by
implementing renormalization theory that
allows obtaining satisfactory results for
smaller Reynolds numbers

Figure 3 3-D Mesh detail

2. Numerical analysis
Regarding the flow regime, research is based on the need of a turbulent flow regime and a
constant flow coefficient (α) that has a value as close to 1. This close to 1 value of the flow
coefficient is based on the fact that it includes in its value all the hydraulic resistances. According to
the flow rate equation of a diaphragmatic resistance (eq.1):

Q = α ⋅ A⋅

2Δp

(1),

ρ

in order to ensure the flow rate proportionality with the command opening, a necessary condition in
proportional hydraulics, both the flow coefficient α and pressure drop need to be constant. α has a
constant value only in turbulent flow regime. In these circumstances the flow coefficient is
independent on the Reynolds number, but it will be highly dependent on the pressure drop.
Laminar flow regime should be avoided because in this regime the flow coefficient depends on the
working fluid’s temperature.
To calculate Re we need the following data:

Command opening
Area
Flow rate
Hydraulic diameter
Minimum cross-section velocity
Reynolds number

Model 1
0.45*10-3
0.96*10-6
169,6*10-6
0.6*10-3
176.6
14128

Model 2
0.3*10-3
0.53*10-6
169,6*10-6
0.4*10-3
320
11377

MU
m
m2
m3/s
m
m/s

The calculations for both geometries show that the flow regime is a turbulent one , so the flow
coefficient has a constant value.
In figure 4 the velocity field distribution for both models are shown. Note that, due to decrease of
the flow cross section, the flow velocity in these areas increase. Simulation results coincide with
the results obtained by calculation. Thus for the first model, with command opening of 0.45 mm, 6
holes sleeve, top speed is about 29 m/s, while for the second model, with command opening of 0.3
mm and only 4 holes in the sleeve, the maximum speed is about 80 m/s.
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Model 1
Model 2
Figure 4 Velocity distribution in transversal plane

Model 1
Model 2
Figure 5 Pressure profile in a transversal plane
In figure 5 are presented the pressure fields, observing that in the minimum section area, the value
of pressure decreases, in both cases, so much that the area is considered possible cavitational.
This can be corrected by modifying input parameters, but also by changing the edge spool’s
geometry. Figure 6 shows the same distribution of pressure, but in another plane, this time a
transversal one. According to the chart’s colors, in dark blue we can see the zones where the
cavitation phenomenon may occur.

Model 1

Model 2

Figure 6 Pressure field distribution in longitudinal plane
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3. Conclusions
This paper has presented a comparison between the results obtained by numerical simulation of
flow through two hydraulic resistance models with cylindrical spool and sleeve with circular. The
command openings were 0,45 mm for the first model and 0,30 mm for the second. Same tendency
is observed of velocity increase in the area of interest, respectively pressure decrease, in the same
area, below the vaporization limit, which entail cavitation phenomenon
The Reynolds numbers for both models have values over 10000, which leads to a turbulent flow,
as we need. The necessity for a turbulent flow regime emerges from the requirement of a constant
flow coefficient, one that doesn’t depend on the working fluid’s temperature.
It was observed that as the flow section decreases, velocity gradient is increasing, fact confirmed
by Bernoulli's equation. Also at the same flow rate, higher values of velocity were registered for the
model with 4 holes in the sleeve (80 m / s) than the 6 holes (29 m / s).
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Abstract: In this paper it is approached the theoretical study of axial piston volumic hydraulic
motors, with fixed unit volume from the family F1 (manufactured by the S.C. Hidraulica Plopeni
licensed after Rexroth) equipped with a mecano-electro-hydraulic structure control
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1. Introduction
Hydraulic equipments which are used in mechanical engineering generally require the
completion of static and dynamic behaviour correlated with application requirements that are used.
You can highlight a few:
•
Trend of increasing work pressures allowing considerable reductions gauge pumps
and motors and thus provides an improved dynamic behaviour. Limiting this trend is due to the
high precision of the execution component parts (high cost performance) and quality seals.
•
Repeatability regulation entails
the use of performance sensors and the
introduction of non-conventional control algorithms which don’t require high computing power.
•
Removing large volumes, parasitic components using command and control motors
directly to reduce as much time constants of formation pressure load.
•
The tendency of mecanotricisising of this equipments along with the associated
information flow separation (made almost exclusively by electronic means) of the primary energy.
On principle, rotary hydraulic motors made of a fluid transformation of hydraulic energy
provided by a pump into mechanical energy through a limited number of mechanisms (piston, vane
and gear) where necessary control of torque and speed.
This study includes simulated hydraulic motor behavior in the modified configuration and
aims to estimate's performance and at the same time finding solutions to correct specific elements
to improve some performance.
To eliminate the effect of influencing factors were not used in the calculation relations
existing in literature were determined based on simplifying assumptions. The only assumption
taken into acount establishing the numerical model was that of constancy modulus of hydraulic oil
used in relation to temperature and pressure. Coefficients involved in relationships were
determined based on experimental data from literature on physical performance fluids.
To determine the mathematical model of hydraulic motor functioning structure-mechanical
electro-hydraulic control means addressing the following issues:
•
Setting the behaviour of the mechanical structure of the whole hydraulic motor control system
•

Setting the dynamic behavior of mechanical-electrical control
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•

Determination of the hydraulic motor control structure

2. Defining functional motor sizes
The motor that is the subject of study in this paper, is part of the axial piston with piston port
block tilting its angular position defining the unit volume of the motor.
The motor is shown in Figure 1.1. This type of hydraulic motor is one of the most used
control and hydraulic systems due to reduced gauge, reversibility and relatively low moment of
inertia of the moving part. It is part of the high speed hydraulic motors.

Fig. 1.1. Axial piston motor and tilted block: 1 - shaft, 2 - radial cylindrical roller bearing, 3 - angular
ball bearing, 4 - piston disc drive, 5 - spherical bush, 6 - rod; 7 - housing, 8 - cylinder block 9 Distribution board, 10 - needle roller bearing, 11 - cover joints; 12 - tree guide cylinder block;
13 - spring disc; 14 - connecting rod retaining plate
Block piston port is rotated by the motor shaft. The pistons are arranged round the block,
with axes parallel to the axis of rotation. Reciprocating movement thereof is determined by a disk
whose axis is inclined to the axis of rotation of the piston block port. The pistons are fixed
hydrostatic drive with a skates rod crank mechanism. Separation of the piston and connecting rod
disc is hampered by their crimping process.
Successive power piston is achieved through a fixed distribution plate, which is the
hydrostatic bearing while between it and block port pistons. Due to block port relationship and
contact its piston plate spherical distribution profile, the maximum operating pressure is limited to a
continuous functioning of 350 ÷ 420 bar.
Energetic and cavitational performances of these motorrs are very good. Volumetric
efficiency and total efficiency have high values (ηv = 0.93 ÷ 0.97, ηt = 0.84 ÷ 0.93)
These motors are compact and is recommended for use in closed circuit especially in
hydraulic systems of mobile equipments. This type of motor is manufactured in the adjustable
version.
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Fig. 1.2 Adjustable motor constructive assembly F6
This distribution board with this block 2 and piston port 1 will be moved by positioning
engine 3 (with area ratio K = A2/A1). Control valve, consisting of tray 4 and sleeve 4 ', is a type A
“semipunte”, covering "zero" (actually working with one edge control C2 connecting the engine
room positioning and power supply and motor, which is present supply pressure ps. Such pressure
(which acts continuously on area A1 piston positioning motor and area 5) must have certain values
that can overcome the resistance of the spring pre-set and can move a1 compartment 4 the control
valve. C2 Through this movement and camera positioning engine to be operated at supply
pressure ps, and the fact that A2> A1 engine positioning moves the purposes of reducing the tilt
angle, α, while compressing the package a2 spring, which will balance the forces on the valve
chest, causing his return to the normal position. If the pressure is below ps corresponding
prestressing spring package dispenser drawer a2 4, A2 area will ensure the tank motor positioning,
the maximum engine capacity, so for a given flow, speed is minimal.
Hydraulic diagram of this motor is shown in Figure 1.3.

Fig. 1.3 Scheme F6 hydraulic drive motor with hydraulic prescription
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2. Proposed design of axial piston hydraulic motor
Starting from the premise that, when working heavy loads at low speeds, it is needed “slow”
volume motors that are stable when operating at low speeds and provides high yields moments,
we designed a constructive version of axial piston hydraulic motor, which is shown in Figure 1.4
This model was intended as a constructive adjust motor speed to achieve without
dissipation of energy by regulating the power flow, but be able to transmit the motor shaft a great
time throughout the revolution range.
Slow axial piston hydraulic motors consists of piston 5 which is blocked by its cover 8. Bet
on port block slides axial piston pistons 4, linked by rods and ball joints of tilting disc 3 (gear
driven). Bore pistons are supplied pressure source or tank made via rotary distributor 6. This
solution makes rotating disc to perform a movement around spherical ball joint that connects the
piston port block 5.
Rotation of the rotary distributor 6 is accomplished by the electric motor 7 (which can be DC
or stepper).

Fig. 2.1 Slow hydraulic motor: 1 - output shaft, 2 - toothed wheel driven, 3 - driving sprocket (tilting
disc), 4 - piston 5 - block port pistons, 6 - distributor, 7 - electric motor, 8 – housing

Output shaft is coupled with a tilting disc gear coupled with front teeth that because of ball
movement have permanently tilting disc clutch about 1/3 of the number of teeth.
The two wheels differ in the number of teeth via an unit.
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A full rotation of the rotary distributor (one complete oscillation of the disc tilt (3) output shaft
rotates at an angle equivalent of a tooth. Example if the gears have 90 and 91 teeth, the angle of
rotation of the output shaft is ϕ =

360
2π
= 4o (or
= 0, 07 rad ).
90
90

Hydraulic motor rotates the output shaft only if rotary distributor is trained, making a rigid
position feedback.
This solution makes sense not matter rotation (same output shaft rotational rotary dealer)
and not change the debit hole.
Thus the output shaft synchronous movement aims spherical tilting disc, making the time
required by the driven mechanism

3. Conclusions
In this paper it is presented a constructive solution for designing a hydraulic motor rotating
slowly, starting from the basic structure of axial piston hydraulic motors. Hydraulic motor by rotating
output shaft, ensures synchronization with the input shaft, resulting in a rigid position feedback.
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Abstract: there is detailed presented the way of calculation of the speed of the rotation threephase hydraulic motor with alternant flows function of the generator driving speed, the constructive
parameters of the whole system, considering the elasticity of the phase pipes and the oil column
compressibility under pressure. As a result of the mathematical relations determination, there are
presented for the both interconnecting schemes comparative diagrams between the curves of the
obtained theoretical speeds and the curves obtained by experimental results interpretation, which
are validating the elaborated mathematical model.
Keywords: alternating flow, three-phase hydraulic motor, rotational speed
1. Introduction
Alternating flow driven systems involves a new approach of the driving systems using pressurized
liquids, because we have here, in the entire system, along the pipes, an energy transmissions
without volumetric flow transportation between the energy converters, hydraulic generator and
hydraulic motor. [2], [4], [5]
The classical solutions of hydraulic systems imply a unidirectional flow of the fluid through pipes
between the energy converters. The hydraulic transmission using alternating flows is based on the
bidirectional displacement of a predefined volume of fluid through the connection pipes between
the alternating flow and pressure energy generator and the motor. Within these systems, the active
stroke of the hydraulic motor pistons, is produced by the pressurized fluid flow from the generator,
while, for the retraction stroke there is necessary a supplementary connection (in a star or delta
configuration) to a pressure generator, working in opposite phase with respect to the first one. [3]
Generally, an alternating flow driven hydraulic transmission consists in a alternating flows and
pressures generator and a motor, the connection between them being realized with a number of
pipes equal with the number of phases, the pipes being filled with fluid at a certain (preestablished) pressure. During the functioning of the system the pressure and the flow within each
pipe varies in a sinusoidal way, around an average value.
In order to have a proper functioning it is compulsory that the average pressure from each pipe to
have the same value and to have a constant value in time. Therefore, to obtain the correct
functionality we create from the beginning either a pressure in each phase, higher than the
amplitude maximum value, or this pressure is modifying itself during the functioning. This result is
obtained by using both a series of hydraulic resistances rigorously calculated which interconnect all
the phases and a hydraulic accumulator connected to them. The resistances must eliminate the
maximum average pressure rising value in one second when the diminution of the flow amplitude
from a phase does not exceeds 1%. The accumulator presence makes the pressure in a
connection to be all the time approximately constant, it being able to take over the oil surplus from
the dilatations and in the same time to complete the eventually oil loses. [7]
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2. General considerations regaarding the alternating flow of the three-phase hydraulic
gerator
If we consider a axial piston hydraulic generator, represented in figure1, the instantaneous
variation of the piston volume and volumetric flow can be determinate as follows: [1]

Figure 1. Schematical reprezentation of an alternating flow generator [1]
The instantaneous variation of the piston stroke is defined as:

x gi =

x g max
2

⋅ [1 − cos(ϕ 0 + ωt )]

1

The instantaneous variation of the piston volume is:

Vi =

x g max ⋅ π ⋅ d p2
8

⋅ [1 − cos (ϕ 0 + ω t )]

2

Considering the previous relations the instantaneous variation of the volumetric flow is:

π ⋅ d p2 ⋅ x g max
dV i
Qi =
=
⋅ sin (ϕ 0 + ω t )
d (ϕ 0 + ω t )
8

3

The movement of the hydraulic motor pistons will be always determinate by the phase piston which
will take in one moment the highest volumetric flow. Form figure 2 we observe that for each phase
2π
there it is an
section in which the instantaneous flow is higher than in the other two phases.
3
For the first phase, the instantaneous flow Qi1, is corresponding to the
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Figure 2. Instantaneous volumetric flow evolution.
Considering the constructive characteristics of the hydraulic generator and motor, and using the
medium flow formula, we can calculate the rotational speed of the output shaft of the hydraulic
motor as follows. [2], [6]
The instantaneous volumetric flow is defined as:

Qi = ω g ⋅

xg
2

⋅ S g ⋅ sin(ωt + ϕ 0 )

4

in which x g is the generator piston stroke, Sg is the generator piston surface, and ω g is the angular
frequency of the generator.
The medium value of the volumetric flow for a phase of the hydraulic generator, for an active angle
ϕ g = ϕ g 2 − ϕ g 1 , is defined using the equation:
ϕg 2

Qimed g =

1
⋅ Q i ⋅ dϕ g
ϕ g 2 − ϕ g1 ϕ g

∫

5

g1

Considering the

π
6

and

5π
interval, for the first phase, figure 2, we obtain the medium value of
6

the volumetric flow as:
Q1med g =

1
5π π
−
6
6

5π
6

⋅

∫ ωg ⋅

π

xg
2

⋅ S g ⋅ sin ϕ g ⋅ dϕ g

6

and resolving that, we obtain:

Q1med g = 0,413 ⋅ ω g ⋅ x g ⋅ S g
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3. Rotational speed determination of the alternating flow driven three-phase hydraulic
motors

A schematically representation of the alternating flow driven hydraulic motor is presented in figure
3.

Figure 3. The movement of the phase piston of the hydraulic motor.
According to figure 3 linear speed of the hydraulic motor piston
relation:

Vm

can be calculated with the next

= ω m ⋅ rm

Vm

7

in which ω m is the angular speed of the hydraulic motor and rm is the action radius of the phase
piston.
Knowing that ω =

π ⋅n
30

, in which n is the rotational speed, then we obtain:

Vm

=

π ⋅ nm
30

⋅ rm

Considering the continuity equation, the speed of the motor piston is:
Vm

=

Q1m
Sm

8

If the volumetric flow of the generator is totally used by the hydraulic motor (ideal case) then the
rotational speed of the motor is:
nm =

Q1med 30
⋅
Sm ⋅ rm π

9

For the first phase of the alternating flow driven system we obtain:
nm =

3 3 ng ⋅ x g ⋅ Sg
⋅
4π
rm ⋅ Sm
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Considering the active surface of the motor piston as:
Sm =

π
4

(

2
2
⋅ d pm
− d tm

)

and for the hydraulic generator:
Sm =

2
π ⋅ d pg

4

in which dpm is the motor piston diameter, dtm is the motor piston rod diameter and dpg is the
generator piston diameter, and also assuming that K g = x g ⋅ S g and K m = r m ⋅ S m being
constructive constants for the hydraulic generator and the hydraulic motor, then the equation
defining the ideal rotational speed of the alternating flow drives motor is:
nm =

3 3 Kg
⋅
⋅ ng
4π K m

11

Equation 11 indicates a similar evolution of the rotational speed of the hydraulic motor like in the
conventional hydraulic systems, depending on the hydraulic generator rotational speed and
constructive parameters.
Figure 4 present a numerical simulation of the rotational speed of the alternating flow driven
hydraulic motor, using the equation 11.

Motor rotational speed
[rot/min]

600

Hydraulic generator
pistons stroke

500
400
300
200
100
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

Generator rotational speed[rot/min]
Generator piston stroke 7 mm

Generator piston stroke 8,5 mm

Generator piston stroke 10 mm

Generator piston stroke 12 mm

Figure 4. Ideal case evolution of the motor-generator rotational speeds.
The mathematical model was developed considering the two energy converters, hydraulic
generator and hydraulic motor, at short distance between them, and also the fluid column being
uncompressible. In these conditions the volumetric flow provided by the generator is totally used by
the hydraulic motor.
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4. Conclusions and future developments

If the constructive characteristics of the hydraulic converters are kept constants, then, for the same
rotational speed of the hydraulic generator ng, the numerical constant of the equation 11 aim at 1
with the increase of phase numbers, which means a decrease of the active interval of each phase
piston of the hydraulic generator.
Considering the increasing of the hydraulic generator piston strokes from 7 mm to 12 mm, the ratio
of the rotational speeds hydraulic generator - hydraulic motor is modifying from 8,88 : 1 at 5,18 : 1.
In the real case the transmission medium is a elastic one, and also the connection pipes.
Considering that, the mathematical model must be improved by using the elasticity constant of the
fluid and of the pipes materials, depending on the pressure level and the length of interconnection
pipes.
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Abstract: This paper aims at dissemination of experimental research work conducted at IHP
Bucharest, in order to determine the actual performance of hydrostatic adjustable pumps. To this
end laboratory tests were conducted on a radial piston pump MOOG type, which can automatically
vary the flow rate by adjusting the eccentricity of the stator ring. The paper presents the
experimental modern means used for this purpose, the type of experimental tests, results and their
interpretation.
Keywords: hydrostatic adjustable pump, experimental tests
1. Introduction
On the adjustable hydrostatic pump tests were conducted under static and dynamic mode [1], [2].
Technique used for the dynamic tests was based on flow measurement by the indirect method,
which consists of measuring the differential pressure across a diaphragm mounted on the pump
discharge pipe. In this way, the two pressure transducers mounted in the downstream and
upstream of the diaphragm measure almost instantaneously pressures and thus, very fast, is
known the flow rate value.
2. Presentation of the test stand
Functional schematic diagram of the stand, figure 1, contains: radial piston pump tested PPR,
driven by the AC electric motor ME, with power of 37 kW and 1465 rev/min; electropump EP,
providing overcharging of aspiration of the pump tested; the filter F, for protection to contamination
of the aspirated oil; diaphragm DM and pressure transducers TP1, TP2, which measure the flow
discharged by the pump; transducer TPr for measuring the discharge pressure of the pump tested,
proportional pressure valve SPP with a role in protection and simulation of the load; throttle DR, for
load adjustment at the pump tested; the electric control hydraulic distributor D which in position "0"
allows adjustment of valve SPP, in position "b" allows the pump discharge, and in position "a"
allows load adjustment by means of throttle DR and calibration of the flow measuring diaphragm by
means of the turbine flowmeter TD.
The stand also contains a data acquisition system SAD, type NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS, BusPowered M Series Multifunction DAQ for USB - 16-Bit, up to 400 kS/s, up to 32 Analog Inputs,
Isolation, interface between pressure transducers, type DRUK SYSCOM 18, cod PTX 1400-400,
Pn=400 bar, G1/4” (TP1, TP2, TPr), flow transducer type HYDAC, cod EVS 3100-1PTX 1400-400,
60l/min (TD), and temperature transducer type DRUK SYSCOM 18, cod PT 100-50...+400OC,
G1/2” (TT), on the one hand, command for adjustment of capacity of the pump tested Vc and
acquisition of information about capacity achieved Vr, on the other hand, the command for
pressure control of the tested pump discharge Pc and acquisition of information about the acieved
discharge pressure Pr; a computer system PC, type NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS, cod NI PXI-1031
with an installed data acquisition and processing software type NI LabVIEW; a stabilized voltage
source STS; a random function generator GFA. For accuracy of measurements, noise of the
acquired signals was filtered by means of a “low-passing” filter, with a cutting frequency of 100 Hz.
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Fig. 1- Functional diagram of the test stand for the pump PPR.

3. Calibration of flow measurement diaphragm
Under dynamic mode flow was measured with the measuring diaphragm located right on the
discharge of the pump DM (acc. Figure 1). For calibration of the diaphragm, the flow was
measured accurately with a turbine flow meter "Turboquant". The calibration feature of the
diaphragm was raised, namely the functional dependence of the flow, as measured by the turbine
transducer, on the pressure drop at the diaphragm, measured with the pressure transducers TP1
and TP2. Coordinates of the points on the interpolated calibration feature of the diaphragm are
shown in Tables 1 ... 3.
Table 1- Diaphragm calibration results: 0.000-1.723 bar; 0.000-19.393 l/min.

∆P,
bar
Q
l/min

0.000 0.260 0.380

0.520

0.740

1.090

1.330

1.723

0.000 6.856 8.594 10.633 12.757 15.547 17.228 19.393

Table 2- Diaphragm calibration results: 6.740-9.012 bar; 38.916-49.987 l/min.

∆P,
2.116
2.592
3.069
3.597
4.125
4.774
5.423
6.082
bar
Q
21.554 23.860 25.936 28.169 30.262 32.252 34.624 36.783
l/min
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Table 3- Diaphragm calibration results: 6.740-9.012 bar; 38.916-49.987 l/min.

∆P,
6.740
7.558
8.435
8.510
9.012
bar
Q
38.916 41.495 43.955 44.113 49.987
l/min

4. Experimental measurements under static mode
To determine the behavior of the pump under static mode there were applied control signals Uc
within the range 0 - 10 V, ascending and descending, sinusoidal and ramp-shaped, with
frequencies of 1 Hz, 0.7 Hz, 0.35 Hz and 0.1 Hz. All measurements were made at pressure p = 20
bar and oil temperature Toil= 40 ± 50C.
4.1. Response to ascending / descending ramp
Measurements were made for control signals with maximum amplitude (10Vd.c.) and frequencies
of 1 Hz, 0.7 Hz, 0.35 Hz and 0.1 Hz. For frequencies of 1 Hz results are shown in the diagrams of
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 –Variation over time of flow Q, l /min and eccentricity e, mm, to ramp signal with frequency of 1 Hz.

4.2. Response to low frequency sinusoidal signal
Measurements were made for control signals with maximum amplitude (10Vd.c.) and frequencies
of 1 Hz, 0.7 Hz, 0.35 Hz and 0.1 Hz. For frequencies of 0.1 Hz results are shown in the diagrams
of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 –Variation over time of flow Q, l / min and eccentricity e, mm, to sinusoidal signal with frequency of 0.1
Hz.

4.3. Pump static characteristic

Fig. 4 – Pump static characteristic, flow Q, l/min depending on the prescribed command, voltage Uc, V,to
ramp signal with frequency of 0.005 Hz.

Dependence of the prescribed command on the flow achieved by the pump was determined for
ascending/ descending ramp-shaped control signal and frequencies between 0.1 Hz and 0.005 Hz.
It appears that the hysteresis decreases with decreasing frequency, a phenomenon explained by
the fact that the quantities progress being slower, on their decreasing variance there is more time
for the transitional regimes, relaxation of materials (especially in springs), etc. to diminish their
effects. For the frequency of 0.005 Hz the static control characteristic of the pump is shown in
Fig.4.
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5. Experimental measurements under dynamic mode
5.1. Response to step signal of the flow discharged by pump
Determination of the response to step signal was performed to multiple amplitudes, respectively
100% (10 V), 75% (7.5 V) and 50% (5V) to see how response times depend on this parameter. At
each of amplitudes the system was excited also with a train of step signals of different frequency,
respectively 0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz, to see if the response is maintained to frequency change.
Response of the positioning system of the stator ring of the radial piston adjustable pump to step
signals that have values less than 25% and 50% of the maximum value does not differ essentially,
in aspect and performance (over adjustment, delay time, stabilization time) from the response to
the maximum value signals, of 10Vd.c.
Figure 5 presents the variation over time of the pump flow to step control signal, with amplitude of
100% (10V) and frequency of 0.1 Hz. From this test results: delay time = 116 ms, stabilization time
= 193 ms, over adjustment = zero.

Fig. 5 – Response over time of pump flow Q, l/min to step control signal, with amplitude of 100% (10V) and
frequency of 0.1Hz.

5.2. Response to sinusoidal signal of the flow discharged by pump
To determine the response of the pump adjusted flow there were applied control signals with
different values of frequency (0.5 Hz, 6 Hz and 10 Hz) and amplitude (100%, 75%). Fig.6 presents
the response to sinusoidal signal with amplitude of 100% (10Vd.c.) and frequency of 6 Hz.
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Fig. 6 – Response over time of pump flow Q, l/min to sinusoidal control signal, with amplitude of 100% (10V)
and frequency of 6 Hz.

Response of the positioning system to sinusoidal control signals of various frequencies shows that
the amplitude of the response decreases, and the phase difference between "control" and
"response" increases when the frequency of control signal decreases. Based on these responses
there was mapped the Bode diagram.
5.3. Response in frequency

Fig. 7 – Response in frequency of pump flow Q, l/min to sinusoidal control signal, with amplitude of 100%
(10V) and frequency of 0.1-20 Hz.

To determine the limit frequency at which the pump performs flow adjustability there was applied a
sinusoidal control signal with maximum amplitude (10Vd.c.) and with ascending frequency, starting
from 0.1 Hz to 20 Hz for 10 sec. The evolution over time of the flow adjusted by the pump
represents the response in frequency of the positioning system developed, shown in Fig.7.
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It was noted that when increasing the frequency first minimum flow rates decrease and then the
maximum ones; the phenomenon is due to the two springs of the small pistons (large and small
spring), components of the positioning system of the pump stator ring, which adjusts the amount of
eccentricity e, mm.
5.4. Bode Diagram
Dynamic performance of the radial piston pump, fitted with mechatronic servomechanism for
positioning of the stator ring, is highlighted by: attenuation of the response amplitude characteristic,
depending on frequency of the control signal; characteristic of phase shift (delay) of response from
command, depending on frequency of the control signal. Together, the two characteristics form the
Bode diagram, shown in Fig.8. Amplitude and phase shift measurements were made for eight
points of frequency: 0.1 Hz, 0.2 Hz, 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz. From the Bode
diagram it results that the amplitude attenuation of 3 dB, i.e. a 30% reduction of the response
amplitude, occurs at a frequency of 2.4 Hz of the control signal. At this frequency the phase
displacement is 350.

a)
b)
Fig. 8 – a) Bode diagram: Attenuation, dB-Frequency, Hz; b) Phase displacement, deg- Frequency, Hz.

Conclusions
•

The article presents a minimal structure of a modern stand, on which can be carried out tests under
static and dynamic mode for volumetric rotary machines, namely hydrostatic pumps and motors,
fixed or adjustable.

•

Performance of this stand has been highlighted by testing a radial piston pump, MOOG production,
with capacity adjustable by means of a mechatronic system for positioning the stator ring between 032 cm3/ rev.

•

The following performance of the pump resulted: a good proportionality between the control signal
Uc, V and the flow displaced at constant rotational speed, l/min (from static characteristics); delay
time = 116 ms, stabilization time = 193 ms, over adjustment = zero (from response to step signal);
attenuation = 30%, phase shift = 350 (from Bode diagram).
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NEW CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STUDY OF DESTRUCTION BY
CAVITATION OF TWO BIPHASIC (AUSTENITE + FERRITE) STAINLESS
STEEL FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF BLADES AND ROTOR
HYDRAULIC MACHINES
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Summary: New research in the field of hydraulic turbines and pumps follow
knowing how to respond to destruction by cavitation erosion composition of steels used in
the manufacture of rotor blades. Research in this direction fall and the results presented in
the paper. Thus, we analyze and discuss aspects of the degradation products on two
stainless steel with biphasic structure (austenite and ferrite, to varying degrees) using
photographic images of the microstructure, mechanical strength and deformability
properties and comparison with standard steel based OH12NDL parameters and
characteristic curves of cavitation erosion. Analyzed steels have similar contents of
chromium, nickel and 0.05% carbon and it provides higher availability, reduced risk to weld
cracking. The results and conclusions obtained are useful for designers and technologists
specialized in materials for the generation of stainless steel, able to increase the life of
highly stressed parts cavitation. Cavitation tests are made T1magnetostrictive vibrator
device with nickel tube from Cavitation Laboratory in the University Politehnica Timisoara.
Keywords: microstructure, mechanical properties, chemical composition,
resistance to cavitation, erosion of cavitation, vibrator device
1. INTRODUCTION
Destruction of materials by cavitation erosion remains a constant concern of scientists and
especially hydromechanical equipment manufacturers, ships and boats, because of changes to
geometry bodies in contact with the fluid cavity, with implications for performance and service life
of equipment. Technological solutions, increase the life of the components of these machines,
especially hydraulic turbine which operates as cavitation, has forced researchers to focus their
studies to analyze the material in terms of resistance to destruction by erosion and cavitation
phenomena occurring in the material structure. This course is required by many factors influencing
cavitation erosion: the structural component, chemical constitution, technology development
workpiece, heat treatment, chemical, mechanical, etc. Therefore, the results presented are
outdated and out of step with the new orientations of professionals in the field to study the
morphology of the damage caused by cavitation erosion, a steel for cars.

2. MATERIALS INVESTIGATED
The materials studied are part of stainless steel, for casting blades and rotor
hydraulic turbines and other components operating in developed cavitation regime. The
made which were taken the samples for determination of mechanical, metallographic
analysis and cavitation erosion tests are in the material base of the Cavitation Laboratory,
University Politehnica Timisoara and received in 1980 from the former Resita Mechanical
Factory, under a cooperation agreement.
Because, the two steels are not produced by standard rules, for identifiers, in this
paper are denoted by O1 and O2.
Chemical composition determined Expertise Center Special Materials are presented
in Table 1 and the values of the main mechanical properties with influence of the cavitation
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resistance are summarized in Table 2. In these tables are shown and data characterizing
OH12NDL steel (denoted by OE *), considered standard for turbines in Romania, due to
good cavitational qualities, proven in operation aggregates from Gates Iron I and II [1, 3, 5]

Oțel

O1
O2
OE*

Table 1. Chemical composition of stainless steels investigated
Chemical composition, %gr
C
Si
Mn
P
S
Cr
Ni
Mo
sau
Cu
0.05
0.99
2.5
0.03 0.012 20.62
8.71
0.05
1.73
2.48
0.04 0.015 20.88
8.00
2.66
Mo
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.09
0.03
12.8
1.25
0.9
Cu

Fe

rest
rest
rest

*-Steel OH12NDL standard for hydraulic turbines in Romania, considered good resistance to cavitation
erosion

Table 2.Values of the mechanical properties
Oțel
The tensile
Yield strength,
strength,
Rρ0.2 , MPa
Rm, MPa
635
270
O1
590
270
O2
650
400
OE*

Elongation at
break,
A, %
40
40
-

With chart Schäffler / bibliography thesis Juchela and Karabenciov, works hilarity /
based on equivalents of chromium (22.105% to 26.135% for steel and steel O1 O2) and
nickel (11.46% to 10.74% for steel and steel O1 O2) with relations (1), were determined
structural constitutions approximate data in Table 3.
Crech. = %Cr + % Mo + 1.5 × % Si + 0.5 × %Cb

(1)

Niech. = % Ni + 30 × %C + 0.5 × % Mn
Table 3. Microstructural constitution
The proportion of phase, %
Steel
Martensite
Austenite
Ferrite
80
20
O1
45
55
O2
88%
12
OE*
-

3.EQUIPMENT AND METHOD FOR TESTING CAVITATION
Cavitation erosion tests were performed on T1 magnetostrictive vibrator device [1],
Figure 1, using a vibratory cavitation test [2].
Operating parameters of the device are:
- Power: 500 W
- Vibration frequency: 7000 Hz ÷ 0.3%
- Double vibration amplitude: 94 μm
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- Sample diameter: 12 mm
- Power supply: 220 V/50 Hz
- Sample type: vibrator
- Liquid medium: double-distilled water, whose temperature was kept constant
throughout the tests at 21 ÷ 1 0C.
- Total duration of the attack: 165 minutes

Fig. 1 Vibrator magnetostrictive device with nickel tube T1
1. Nickel tube; 2. The coils of continuous current and alternating current;
3. sample for test; 4. bowl of water
Experimental procedures complied with the standard ASTM [6]

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Characteristic curves and parameters
Figure 2 displays the characteristic curves, which give the average erosion depth
variations cumulative MDE (t) and its velocity MDER (t) during cavitation attack.
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a)

b)
Fig. 2 cavitation erosion curves
a) Variation of penetration depth of erosion, b) change in mean depth of penetration rate of
erosion
In Table 4 are shown resistance to cavitation 1/MDER determined value value to
reverse that tends to stabilize mean depth of erosion rate
Table 4. Cavitation resistance value at the end of cavitation attack
Steel
1/MDER, min/mm
3.989.103
1.537
O1
3.271.103
1.26
O2
3
2.595.10
1
OE*
By analyzing the curves in Figure 2 cup dispersion of experimental points and their
shape compared to standard steel is found that they have constant behavior during
cavitation attack and high resistance steel standard. This finding shows that steel
structures can generate the most resistant structural constituents (martensite) can be
replaced with proportions between austenite and ferrite well established allies.
The data in Table 4 show that the cavitation resistance of both stainless steel as the
ratio of 1/MDER parameters compared to standard steel OE * (OH12NDL) tends to an
increase of about 1.26-1.537. This conclusion is advantageous hydraulic turbine builders
and exploiters because of low carbon content avoid cracking and pre-warming, the
neccesary process for predominant martensitic steels structure, such as OE *.
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3.2 Analysis of morphology degradation
Metallographic optical microscope analysis aimed at highlighting the microstructural
characteristics of materials and development of degradation caused by vibratory
cavitation. The microphotographs, for the two stainless steel, are shown in Figures 3,
images are taken perpendicular to the sample surface, in Figure 4, before the attack
cavitation.

a
b
a) O1-500X steel
b) Steel O2-500X
(oxalic acid electrolytic attack) (attack metallographic FeCl3 + HCl + H2O)
Fig. 4 Metallographic structures
Metallographic structures have been highlighted by reagent FeCl3 + HCl + H2O and
5% oxalic acid attack is up to 10 seconds.
If O1 steel is observed to have a biphasic structure of ferrite and austenite, with
large grains to form, within them, of a structure under grains extremely fine, beneficial
mechanical behavior but also to corrosion by cavitation.
If O2 steel, highlights a structure of solid solution α.
Macroscopic analysis of stainless steels investigated aimed at highlighting
appearance subject cavitation and maximum penetration depth measurement cavitation
metallic materials. Maximum depth of penetration was possible after cutting cavitation in
axial plane, perpendicular to the eroded surface for 165 minutes and metallographic
preparation. To look stereomicrostructural to evaluate cavitation three diameters were
measured after different directions determined percentage of area affected by cavitation
results using the sample mean diameter and the diameter of the section affected by
cavitation, Table 5.
Table 5. Determination of percentage area afected by cavitation

Stainless
steel

Average
diameter of
the sample,
μm

O1
O2

13560
13718

Average diameter
of the section
affected by
cavitation,
μm
8374
8456

Percentage
the section
affected by
cavitation, %
38,14
41.26

From Figure 3 it is observed that stainless steel O1, the cavities evenly distributed
within the area affected by cavitation. Area affected by erosion is the rate of 38.14%.
Maximum depth of penetration of cavitation is about 335 μm (fig.3b).
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a)

b)

Fig.3. O1 macroscopic appearance of stainless steel at end attack cavitation:
to look stereomicrostructural (8X) b-maximum penetration depth measured perpendicular
eroded surface (10X);

a)
b)
Fig.4. O2 macroscopic appearance of stainless steel at end attack cavitation:
to look stereomicrostructural (8X) b-maximum penetration depth measured perpendicular
eroded surface (10X);
In stainless steel surface affected by cavitation O2 is well defined, with large
caverns and area affected by cavitation of 41.26% (Fig. 4.a) and the maximum penetration
depth of 420 μm (Fig. 4.b).
SEM images shown in Figure 5 a and b, aim to highlight how structural damage was
done to the two steels.
Photomicrograph of fig.5.a, O1 steel, highlights a cavity surface equal proportions of
fine and large cavity with intergranular cracks, propagation by slip cleavage highlighting
lines and breaking the fragile nature of intergranular propagation and highlighting areas by
cleavage fracture propagation.

a)

b)
Fig. 5. SEM images (magnification 500X)
O1 to stainless steel, stainless steel b-O2
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In fig. 5.b, austenitic-ferritic stainless steel O2, there is a very fine surface cavity
with: nonmetallic inclusions, cleavage surfaces highlighting the fine intergranular cracks
and brittle fracture character and highlighting the cleavage planes and wave propagation
breaking front.
To know the causes that led to their behavior and resistance to
cavitation, cavitation parents layers of eroded surfaces were subjected to Vickers
microhardness measurements. Microhardness values were made at a distance of about 12 mm, with a measurement error of ± 2.3%. The values obtained are shown in Table 5.

Stainless
seel
O1
O2

Table 5. Vickers microhardness values
Microhardness Vickers (µHV0,1)
Field 1
Field 2
Field 3
Average
155
162
167
161
136
131
129
132

Higher microhardness value O1 steel, explain why its erosion rate stabilization
MDER, figure 2, start much faster and occurs at a lower value steel O2.

CONCLUSION
1. The new stainless steels O1 and O2, with the structural constitution biphasic
(austenite and ferrite), were resistances, to erosion caused by vibration cavitation, higher
to standard steel OE * and can be used in casting blades and rotors of pumps and
hydraulic turbines.
2. The results show that it can generate different steels, with different structure, of the
martensitic structure, which are preferable for high capacity welding, as to avoid cracking
and preheating.
3. The generated stainless steels are the current trend, in which the percentage of
carbon is limited below 1.0%, just to avoid of the difficulties encountered at repair process
by welding.
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Abstract:
The equipment which must work at high values of speed and response frequencies and
reach optimum performance need to have their hydraulic installations equipped with servo valves.
The costs of production of the servo valves are very high, due to their mechanical complexity and
they are not compatible at all with the contaminated fluids, cause of the small gaps between the
parts in motion and of the very small apertures of nozzles. If these installations are not properly
maintained servo valves can be damaged very quickly and can only be remedied in centers
(laboratories) by specialized personnel. The paper presents ways of identifying a faulty servo
valves, symptoms and possible causes and their testing.
Keywords: hydraulic, servovalve, testing, maintenance
1. Introduction
The equipment which must work at high values of speed and response frequencies and
reach optimum performance need to have their hydraulic installations equipped with servo valves.
The modern servo valves are very reliable components, due to the major improvements applied to
them in the course of time. The costs of production of the servo valves are very high, due to their
mechanical complexity and they are not compatible at all with the contaminated fluids, cause of the
small lost motions between the parts in motion and of the very small apertures. These very
performant equipment are therefore suitable for sophisticated systems and require a rigurous
maintenance.
These prerequisites regarding precision and dynamics of the hydraulic drives lead to the
use of hydraulic devices of control with high performances. The dynamic performances of the
servo valves with direct command, are limited at 80 Hz and of those with piloting stage at about
100 Hz. Beside the influence of the hydrodinamic forces, the performances of the hydraulic
devices are much influenced by the dynamics of the electromechanic actuators, which drive,
directly or indirectly the slide.
The close loop drives have been utilized a lot lately. In a drive of this kind with close loop or
with servo control, the servo valves are the key elements, with the greatest impact upon the static
and dynamic features of the drive system.
The servo valves must provide high fluid flows and dynamic features, high rigidity of the
system at load and very slight deviations of position of the operating element, from the prescribed
position.
For reaching this must be accomplished the following:
- High degree of accuracy at the execution of the bushand servo valve slide, for obtaining
a symmetric and linear signal flow function
- Reduction of the mass of the parts in motion
-

Reduction of the interference forces which have a negative impact upon the slide
dynamics friction forces, hydrostatic forces, hydrodynamic forces and impulse forces
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-

Reduction of power losses of the piloted servo valves and minimization of the control
chambers volumes
Improvement of the dynamics of the electromechanic convertor.

2. The description of the servo valves
Due to the afferent performances, the most widely spred servo valves are the distributors with two
slides see fig.1 These type of servo valves have beside the compulsory pilot, a stage of hydraulic
amplification, distributor type. The pilot which comprises the couple motor and the nozzle flap
amplifier may be considered and sometimes it is even utilized as a servo valve with an
amplification stage. This is a classic distributor with marks executed in a higher precision class.
The diagram of this type of servo valve may be seen in fig.2

Fig. 1 Moog servo valve series G761
A B

P T

Fig. 2 2 stage servo valve scheme
The servo valves are commanded with electric signal applied to the spools of the couple motor.
The two spools may be connected serially or in parallel. With a few exceptions, the servo valves
use only c.c.signal.
The hydraulic installations which enclose servo valves must take into account some very strict
conditions:
• The installed flow of the pump must be 10% higher than the highest flow supplied by the
servo valve
• The servo valves must be protected with a filter of 5 + 15 um This filter is recommended to
be put as an individual protection for each servo valve. It is recommended that the safety
filter of the servo valve to be deprived of by pass valve
• The pressure valve which maintains pressure almost constant on the input in the valve
must be chosen in such a waz that for the range of the flows discharged in the basin during
work the variation of the adjusted pressure to be below 10 bar
• It is recommended that the hydraulic cylinders which equip the hydraulic installation to be
with bilateral rod of the same dyameter. This ensures a good stability allowing also an
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•
•

•

easier and more accurate calculation of the hydraulic system and also bring simplification
of the electronic control system.
It is recommended that servo valves to be placed as close as possible to hydraulic motors
they serve. Is indicated as links of servo valve with hydraulic motor to be rigid (pipes) or not
to vary their volume at pressure variations.
It is recommended that between pumping group and servo valve be mounted a
hydropneumatic accumulator whose size is determined by the pump flow and the operating
mode of the system. It is necessary to provide manual controls to bring hydraulic motors in
the original starting position.
It is recommended that the hydraulic system be equipped with oil cooling - heating system
to ensure a temperature of 45 to 55 °C during operation.

3. Finding faults in installations with servo valves
If it is found that the system that comprises a servo valves is not working, for testing can be
replaced with another spare servo valves, and if you do not have a backup servovalve will proceed
as follows:
• Shall be measured the command signal of servovalve thus checking the electronic system
operation:
- If electronic block does not give electronic signal to needed parameters search fault here and fix
- If electronic block give control signal and if one can not vary manual the signal it must be used an
external signal generator.
- If the load does not move (at external command signal) put gauges on the supply and return
ports of servo valve. If the supply pressure is good that means the pressure source is good and
then continue searching fault.
• Place pressure gauges on motor ports. Vary the control signal and check output pressure
at motor ports.
- If we have not a gradual increase in pressure means that the servovalve is damaged.
Faulty servovalves must be removed from a system only after the place around them it is
cleaned. For servovalve removal first disconnects electrical connector, remove the screws with
which it is fixed and mount the replacement servo valve whose protective cover was removed
previously. Finally, the protective cover is mounted on demounted servo valve, to prevent dirt
entering in the joints and losing O-rings.
To see if servovalves can be repaired these should be sent to specialized laboratories
operated by highly qualified personnel .
4. Repairing servovalves
•
•
•
•
•
•

The symptoms of main defect encountered in servovalves can be:
the servovalve give flow only one way and the electric control gives no results (nozzle
clogged)
servovalve not respond to commands (broken coil, clogged nozzles);
Presence of flow without giving an electric command, flow which decreases at electric
command in a certain sense (shifted null);
Unequal flow at equal control level for both polarities (asymmetry)
large hysteresis on reversing electrical control (friction between the spool and sleeve due to
impurities)
High flow at null that can not be canceled by adjutments (high wear of spool and sleeve
edges)
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Removal and installation of servo valves should be done only by specialized personnel and
only based on accurate and complete instructions. The place where is made removal and
instalation must be perfect clean. Because of the size of the nozzles and small gaps between
moving parts any impurity can cause blockage of servovalve. Dismantled parts shall be placed on
a non-metallic surface. On removal is well to note (mark the relative positions of the parts). Spool
must be handled with care not to damage the edges. He should not be placed on hard surfaces. It
is advisable to avoid removing the nozzle if it leads to change their position and if does not have
the possibility of resettlement at fixed odds. If they are removed have to avoid damaging them,
especially if there does not exist conditions to recalibrate them. After cleaning and repair
servovalve component parts are assembled at place, then appropriate adjustments will be made
and will be drawn static characteristic.
5. Testing of servovalves
Testing of servovalves is made on specialized stands. Such a stand for servo valves testing
(Fig. 3) consists of: a tank on which is fixed a plate for connecting servovalve in testing circuit, a
pumping group, pressure and flow transducers, a servocontroler and a computer equipped with
data acquisition board.
Testing is as follows:
1) Check that stand and equipment fitted on it corresponds with mounting scheme;
2) Adjust supply pressure to servovalve at nominal value
3) The input current is passed several times through the circuit
4) The testing application is opened on the computer and then start the testing, after that the
program generating the increasing steps of control signal and flow given by the servovalve is
recorded and after draw the characteristic diagram
5) Check that the machine pressure remains relatively constant throughout the current cycle
6) periodic signal applied continuously allows recording characteristics during a complete cycle

Fig. 3 Servo valve mounted on stand for testing
Periodic signal during a complete cycle ± Imax [mA] (maximum control current in both
directions) applied to servo valve for plotting the characteristic is generated by a software
application (Fig. 4). The application allows recording the data for further processing. The
application generates the control signal and carries signals from the transducers through a data
acquisition board.
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.
Fig. 4 Panel of the testing application made in TestPoint medium
From a recorded chart can be seen if hysteresis is large, if the parameters stipulated in the
data sheet (maximum output at maximum control signal) are touched and if the chart is asymmetric
or if nulll is shifted.
6. Terms of putting into service the installation with a new instaled servo valve
Before mounting a servo valve in the system is necessary, especially in complex
installations that had a very long operating since last oil change, to make a washing of a hydraulic
installation. For this the servo valve is replaced with a special adapter plate for washing, on which
is mounted an electrically controlled directional valve that can provide equivalent flow with that one
given by the servo valve.
In some cases instead of servo valve is mounted a simple plate that directly connect the
tank port with inlet pressure port. All pumps are started at low pressures (with safety valves
opened, checking not to appear control signals to servo valves). Adjust safety valves at the values
set by the designer.
Are given commands to the directional valve who replaced the servo valve to achieve the
rated machine cycle speed of hydraulic motors. Check at the same time outward leakage
appearance. Aftyer a while it stops the operation of the installation and replace the washer plate
with the new servo valve. Are gived to the servo valve electrical signals covering all the field of
control. Give commands in automatic mode making the final adjustments at the control electronics
as well as the hydraulic. It is well that all adjustments to be made at recommended hydraulic
medium temperature and designer prescription which is in domain 45 to 50° C. The null of servo
valve should be adjusted according to actual conditions of automatically cycle (supply pressure,
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back pressure and oil temperature). Verification of correct adjustment of null is made by cutting
electric connection of servo valve, in which case if the electronics is well adjusted, operated
element must remain in place. After 3 hours filter cartridges are replaced with new ones.
6. Conclusions
Servo valves are high performance equipment and are suitable for installations and
sophisticated systems.
Servo valves are sensitive devices and their use must meet a number of strict conditions
such as:
- proper filter of oil to keep them in working order;
- respecting the installation instructions for servo valves can be achieved maximum of
performance.
Repair of servo valves must be performed only by qualified personnel, otherwise these can
be irreversibly affected.
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Abstract: Do hybrid drive are the future? Limited resources of fossil fuels causing increasingly
frequent questions about the future of propulsion systems. In this paper, on the basis of available
information, was described the basic structure, types, and the potential benefits of multisources
drive systems. The author's intention is to initiate a discussion which type of drive system:
hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical, electrical, is potentially the best solution to use in the future.
Keywords: Hybrid drive system, ecology, energy, efficiency.
1. Introduction.
Drive systems of machines and vehicles with an accumulation of energy is one of the
elements of environmental technology. In a fast-changing cyclically repeated external loads of
working machines and vehicles drive systems provide a reduction of primary energy consumption,
and therefore exhaust gases emissions. They also allow to recuperate a kinetic or potential energy.
Generally, lower energy consumption of drive systems of machines and vehicles, can be obtain by
[4]:
- increasing an efficiency of drive system components,
- appropriate matching of high-efficient zones of components of powertrain,
- use of multi-source (hybrid) drive system, allowing to recuperate a kinetic or potential energy.
To design rational drive systems there should be used above listed postulates. It requires
knowledge from transformation, transmission, distribution and energy recuperation field and meet
several additional requirements. This applies in particular:
- Knowledge of the characteristics of the load (energetic characteristic), including flow variables
(linear and angular velocity, flow rate) and effort variables (power, torque, pressure). It could
be represented as: operating point, load curves, area of work or cycle work, or in the
spectrum of loads.
- Knowledge of an energy characteristics (energy efficiency or losses).
- Evaluation of an energy efficiency of alternative solutions of the drive system for the same load
conditions.
- Problems solving connected with structures and components selection for the drive system.
- Problems solving connected with controls issues, in particular the synthesis of control systems.
In the literature, the concept of multi-sources (or hybrid) drive systems, is known for several
decades [1], [2], [3], [4]. Research and development on these issues, from economic and
technological reasons, were periodic- sometimes very intensive, sometimes weak activity. They
were closely related with the fuel crisis. Nowadays R&D activity in this area is more and more
connected with an environmental aspects.
"Keeping up" of energy source for variable load is characteristic for classic drive systems. It
is directly connected with the energy efficiency of the system, which often reaches values even
below 10%. It has a significant impact on the operating costs such as: fuel and lubricants
consumption, or durability of the drive system. This applies in particular to internal combustion
engines.
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One of the ways to solve this problem is multisources (hybrid) drive systems, characterized
by the cooperation of at least two energy sources, wherein at least one of them must be the
secondary source of energy.
The concept of "primary source of energy" should be understood as a source of energy
with constant parameters, providing energy to the system regardless of the changes taking place in
the load. This may be for example a heat engine. The "primary source of energy" is characterized
by irreversible energy flow- only from source to the system.
The term "secondary source of energy" (an accumulator) means a device for accumulating
potential or kinetic energy. The battery stores the surplus and / or recoverable energy. The
accumulation can be realized by electrochemical, hydraulic or mechanical batteries. Secondary
source of energy is characterized by reversible work.
Due to the direction of energy flow and location of the sources, there are two types of
structures of hybrid systems:
- series (fig.1),
- parallel (fig.2).

PRIMARY SOURCE
OF ENERGY

LOAD

SECONDARY
SOURCE OF
Emech

Emech
CONTROL
SYSTEM

Fig. 1. Schema of series hybrid drive system.

PRIMARY SOURCE
OF ENERGY

LOAD

SECONDARY SOURCE
OF ENERGY

CONTROL
SYSTEM
Fig. 2. Schema of parallel hybrid drive system [4].
There are many solutions of secondary sources of energy. The most widespread and
historically oldest, is undoubtedly a mechanical press (serial system), in which the electric motor
operates with power equal to the average power in the cycle. Increased energy demand is met
from secondary sources of energy- in this case flywheel. When the press is in idling mode, flywheel
gathers an energy supplied to the system by an electric motor. Other examples could be: the
steam engine, compressor or IC engine, where the flywheel is used to stabilization of angular
velocity [5].
Nowadays more and more companies propose a hybrid machinery and equipment of
propulsion systems. Information on the details of construction and principles of their controls, is
limited to the manual, because of trade secret or competition between companies. In some cases,
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the construction of hybrid machines is a result of experimental tests and an engineers intuition and
their experience
2. Energy sources for hybrid vehicles
There are a few power sources for hybrid vehicles [5]:
2.1. On-board or out-board rechargeable energy storage system (RESS).
A rechargeable energy storage system or RESS is a system that stores energy for delivery
of power and which is rechargeable. Production storage systems use electric rechargeable traction
batteries, electric double-layer capacitors or flywheel energy storage [21].
2.2. Coal, wood or other solid combustibles.
Solid fuel refers to traditional types of combustible solid fuels like firewood and coal. While
these fuel types are readily available (some of them actually grow on trees), not all of them are
sustainable in the long term. Coal, for example, is a fossil fuel, and its use in the production of
electricity is said to make it the largest contributor to the human-made increase in CO2 in the
atmosphere. The use of coal in solid fuel heaters is, however, increasingly uncommon. Types of
solid fuel:
- wood,
- charcoal,
- peat,
- coal,
- hexamine fuel tablets,
- organic pellets.
2.3. Electricity, Electromagnetic fields, Radio waves.
Electricity is the set of physical phenomena associated with the presence and flow of
electric charge. Electricity gives a wide variety of well-known effects, such as lightning, static
electricity, electromagnetic induction and the flow of electrical current. In addition, electricity
permits the creation and reception of electromagnetic radiation such as radio waves [5].
2.4. Compressed or liquefied natural gas.
Compressed natural gas (CNG) is a fossil fuel substitute for gasoline (petrol), Diesel fuel, or
propane/LPG. Although its combustion does produce greenhouse gases, it is a more
environmentally clean alternative to those fuels, and it is much safer than other fuels in the event of
a spill (natural gas is lighter than air, and disperses quickly when released). CNG may also be
mixed with biogas, produced from landfills or wastewater, which doesn't increase the concentration
of carbon in the atmosphere [22].
CNG is made by compressing natural gas (which is mainly composed of methane [CH4]), to
less than 1% of the volume it occupies at standard atmospheric pressure. It is stored and
distributed in hard containers at a pressure of 200–248 bar (2900–3600 psi), usually in cylindrical
or spherical shapes.
2.5. Human powered e.g. pedalling or rowing.
Human powered transport includes walking, bicycles, velomobiles, row boats, and other
environmentally friendly ways of getting around. In addition to the health benefits of the exercise
provided, they are far more environmentally friendly than most other options. The only downside is
the speed limitations, and how far one can travel before getting exhausted [5].
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2.6. Hydrogen.
A hydrogen vehicle is a vehicle that uses hydrogen as its onboard fuel for motive power.
Hydrogen vehicles include hydrogen fueled space rockets, as well as automobiles and other
transportation vehicles. The power plants of such vehicles convert the chemical energy of
hydrogen to mechanical energy either by burning hydrogen in an internal combustion engine, or by
reacting hydrogen with oxygen in a fuel cell to run electric motors. Widespread use of hydrogen for
fueling transportation is a key element of a proposed hydrogen economy [11].
2.7. Petrol or Diesel fuel.
Petrol and diesel are petroleum-derived liquid mixtures used as fuels. Though both have
similar base product but have different properties and usage.
Petrol is a petroleum-derived liquid mixture consisting mostly of aliphatic hydrocarbons and
enhanced with aromatic hydrocarbons toluene, benzene or iso-octane to increase octane ratings,
primarily used as fuel in internal combustion engines. Diesel is a specific fractional distillate of
petroleum fuel oil or a washed form of vegetable oil that is used as fuel in a diesel engine invented
by German engineer Rudolf Diesel [8].
2.8. Solar.
Solar energy, radiant light and heat from the sun, has been harnessed by humans since
ancient times using a range of ever-evolving technologies. Solar energy technologies include solar
heating, solar photovoltaics, solar thermal electricity and solar architecture, which can make
considerable contributions to solving some of the most urgent problems the world now faces
The total solar energy absorbed by Earth's atmosphere, oceans and land masses is
approximately 3,850,000 exajoules (EJ) per year.[6] In 2002, this was more energy in one hour
than the world used in one year
2.9. Wind.
Wind is the flow of gases on a large scale. On Earth, wind consists of the bulk movement of
air. In outer space, solar wind is the movement of gases or charged particles from the sun through
space, while planetary wind is the outgassing of light chemical elements from a planet's
atmosphere into space. Winds are commonly classified by their spatial scale, their speed, the
types of forces that cause them, the regions in which they occur, and their effect.
3. Engine type.
3.1. Hybrid electric-petroleum vehicles
When the term hybrid vehicle is used, it most often refers to a Hybrid electric vehicle. These
encompass such vehicles as the Saturn Vue, Toyota Prius, Toyota Camry Hybrid, Ford Escape
Hybrid, Toyota Highlander Hybrid, Honda Insight, Honda Civic Hybrid, Lexus RX 400h and 450h
and others. A petroleum-electric hybrid most commonly uses internal combustion engines
(generally gasoline or Diesel engines, powered by a variety of fuels) and electric batteries to power
the vehicle. There are many types of petroleum-electric hybrid drivetrains, from Full hybrid to Mild
hybrid, which offer varying advantages and disadvantages [5].
3.2. Continuously outboard recharged electric vehicle (COREV).
Given suitable infrastructure, permissions and vehicles, BEVs can be recharged while the
user drives. The BEV establishes contact with an electrified rail, plate or overhead wires on the
highway via an attached conducting wheel or other similar mechanism (see Conduit current
collection). The BEV's batteries are recharged by this process on the highway and can then be
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used normally on other roads until the battery is discharged. Some of battery-electric locomotives
used for maintenance trains on the London Underground are capable of this mode of operation.
Power is picked up from the electtrified rails where possible, switching to battery power where the
electricity supply is disconnected.
3.3. Hybrid fuel (dual mode).
In addition to vehicles that use two or more different devices for propulsion, some also
consider vehicles that use distinct energy sources or input types ("fuels") using the same engine to
be hybrids, although to avoid confusion with hybrids as described above and to use correctly the
terms, these are perhaps more correctly described as dual mode vehicles [5]:
- Some electric trolleybuses can switch between an on board diesel engine and overhead
electrical power depending on conditions (see dual mode bus). In principle, this could be
combined with a battery subsystem to create a true plug-in hybrid trolleybus, although as of
2006[update], no such design seems to have been announced.
- Flexible-fuel vehicles can use a mixture of input fuels mixed in one tank — typically gasoline
and ethanol, or methanol, or biobutanol.
- Bi-fuel vehicle:Liquified petroleum gas and natural gas are very different from petroleum or
diesel and cannot be used in the same tanks, so it would be impossible to build an (LPG or
NG) flexible fuel system. Instead vehicles are built with two, parallel, fuel systems feeding
one engine. While the duplicated tanks cost space in some applications, the increased range
and flexibility where (LPG or NG) infrastructure is incomplete may be a significant incentive
to purchase.
- Some vehicles have been modified to use another fuel source if it is available, such as cars
modified to run on autogas (LPG) and diesels modified to run on waste vegetable oil that has
not been processed into biodiesel.
- Power-assist mechanisms for bicycles and other human-powered vehicles are also included
(see Motorized bicycle).
3.4 Fluid power hybrid.
Hydraulic and pneumatic hybrid vehicles use an engine to charge a pressure accumulator
to drive the wheels via hydraulic or pneumatic (i.e. compressed air) drive units. In most cases the
engine is detached from the drivetrain merely only to change the energy accumulator. The
transmission is seamless.
3.5 Electric-human power hybrid vehicle.
Another form of hybrid vehicle are human power-electric vehicles. These include such
vehicles as the Sinclair C5, Twike, electric bicycles, and electric skateboards [5].
4. Environmental issues.
4.1. Fuel consumption and emissions reductions.
Start/Stop: In the NEDC (New European driving cycle) a fuel consumption reduction of 5-8
percent can be achieved with engine stop at vehicle standstill (fig. 3) [23].
Optimised operation: Engine operation with low engine load can be substituted by electric
driving. Further, the combination of combustion engine and electric machine offers the possibility to
shift the engine load point
Brake energy recovery: Recovery of the brake energy results in a fuel consumption
reduction of 3-10 percent in the NEDC, depending on the layout of the hybrid powertrain, the
maximum power of the electric machine and the efficiencies of the powertrain components
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Fig.3 . Fuel consumption benefit of hybrid vehicles [23].

Figure 4 shows the simulated fuel consumption values for a conventional vehicle, the
parallel hybrid and the parallel hybrid with fuel cell range extender.

Fig. 4. Simulated fuel consumption values for a conventional vehicle, the parallel hybrid and the
parallel hybrid with fuel cell range extender [23].
Hybridisation offers a big potential to reduce the fuel consumption especially in the ECE
(urban part of the NEDC cycle) as all hybrid features – start/stop, electric driving and energy
recovery – can be fully used.
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4.2. Hybrid vehicle emissions.
Hybrid vehicle emissions today are getting close to or even lower than the recommended
level set by the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency). The recommended levels they suggest
for a typical passenger vehicle should be equated to 5.5 metric tons of carbon dioxide. The three
most popular hybrid vehicles, Honda Civic, Honda Insight and Toyota Prius, set the standards
even higher by producing 4.1, 3.5, and 3.5 tons showing a major improvement in carbon dioxide
emissions. Hybrid vehicles can reduce air emissions of smog-forming pollutants by up to 90% and
cut carbon dioxide emissions in half.
4.3. Environmental impact of hybrid car battery.

Fig. 5. Comparison of energy densities of rechargeable batteries [18].
Though hybrid cars consume less gas than conventional cars, there is still an issue
regarding the environmental damage of the hybrid car battery. Today most hybrid car batteries are
one of two types: 1) nickel metal hydride, or 2) lithium ion; both are regarded as more
environmentally friendly than lead-based batteries which constitute the bulk of petro car starter
batteries today. There are many types of batteries (fig. 5). Some are far more toxic than others.
Lithium ion is the least toxic of the three mentioned above.[19]
The toxicity levels and environmental impact of nickel metal hydride batteries the type
currently used in hybrids are much lower than batteries like lead acid or nickel cadmium. However,
nickel-based batteries are known carcinogens, and have been shown to cause a variety of
teratogenic effects.[20]
The Lithium-ion battery has attracted attention due to its potential for use in hybrid electric
vehicles. Hitachi is a leader in its development. In addition to its smaller size and lighter weight,
lithium-ion batteries deliver performance that helps to protect the environment with features such
as improved charge efficiency without memory effect. The lithium-ion batteries are appealing
because they have the highest energy density of any rechargeable batteries and can produce a
voltage more than three times that of nickel–metal hydride battery cell while simultaneously storing
large quantities of electricity as well. The batteries also produce higher output (boosting vehicle
power), higher efficiency (avoiding wasteful use of electricity), and provides excellent durability,
compared with the life of the battery being roughly equivalent to the life of the vehicle. Additionally,
use of lithium-ion batteries reduces the overall weight of the vehicle and also achieves improved
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fuel economy of 30% better than petro-powered vehicles with a consequent reduction in CO2
emissions helping to prevent global warming [19].
4.4. Raw materials increasing costs.

Fig. 6. Abundance of elements in the Earth crust per million of Si atoms [11], [12].
There is an impending increase in the costs of many rare materials (fig.6) used in the
manufacture of hybrid cars [15]. For example, the rare earth element dysprosium is required to
fabricate many of the advanced electric motors and battery systems in hybrid propulsion systems
[15], [16]. Neodymium is another rare earth metal which is a crucial ingredient in high-strength
magnets that are found in permanent magnet electric motors[13].
Nearly all the rare earth elements in the world come from China [14], and many analysts
believe that an overall increase in Chinese electronics manufacturing will consume this entire
supply by 2012 [15]. In addition, export quotas on Chinese rare earth elements have resulted in an
unknown amount of supply [11],[14].
A few non-Chinese sources such as the advanced Hoidas Lake project in northern Canada
as well as Mount Weld in Australia are currently under development; however, the barriers to entry
are high [17] and require years to go online.
5. Conclusions.
So what we have to do? We have to planing future without oil.
With the price of crude hovering above $140 a barrel there is significant pressure to reduce
and manage our energy consumption. Goldman Sachs has predicted that we will soon hit $200 per
barrel [24].
Politicians and commentators are quick to offer solutions or attribute blame. However many
of them deny the fact that in the not too distant future, supply will not be able to keep up with
demand. Drilling cannot fix this and speculators are not to blame. Speculators are simply reading
the markets. Making pariahs out of speculators is yet another way to avoid the reality of the energy
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problems we face. And drilling for oil in Alaska or off America's shores will further degrade the
environment and do nothing to reduce the price of oil [24].
Even the much maligned government of China has put energy efficiency on the top of their
agenda. Within the realm of today's technology it is entirely possible to achieve a 10% reduction in
energy consumption. Although inflation is a real problem, there are some upsides to increased oil
prices. The high price of oil exerts pressure to reduce consumption and research alternatives [24].
Although oil is still part of the energy equation, in the future we will have a more diversified
energy economy that is much less dependent on oil. If we are to be weaned off of oil we will need
to focus on energy in a methodical way. From a policy point of view we need incentives and
disincentives in support of efficiency and alternatives. We need national and global energy
strategies [24].
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Abstract: The article presents a series of tribological researches regarding the increasing of the
performances of fluid power equipments, developed in the Laboratory of Tribology and
Lubrication Systems, within Hydraulics and Pneumatics Research Institute in BucharestINOE 2000-IHP, including some concrete results obtained. In particular, are presented, some
researches on the tribological behavior of sealing systems of hydraulic cylinders, as well as several
testing devices of some tribology couplings which are specific to hydraulic equipment.
Keywords: tribology, hydraulics, testing laboratory, testing stand, lubrication systems,
1 Introduction
Having over 50 years of experience in Fluid Power field, in the current research, besides the
theoretical aspects needed to be clarified a series of specific aspects,, in the institute a particular
attention has the experimental research, designed to confirm the theoretical research, or showing
certain performance of the components or for the equipment which are investigated..
The main research directions in the activity of the institute are:
• hydrotronics, mechatronics and tribology;
• green energies;
• technological transfer.
Between the 10 research laboratories, which were developed in the institute, one of the most
important laboratories is The Research Laboratory for Tribology and Lubrication Equipments,
where were developed o series of research activities regarding the knowing the tribological
behavior of the hydraulic elements and systems, in order to optimize the energetic efficiency of all
hydraulic driving systems. It is meant for research in the general field of tribology, especially for the
systems and equipments centralized lubrication, that are important for the security of technological
systems.
3. The main direction of the tribological research
In the Research Laboratory for Tribology and Lubrication Equipments, the main
direction of the research activities, which are developed are:
1. The tribological research of the sealing systems from the hydraulic drive sistems, especially
from the hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders:
2. The tribological investigation of the material couples with radial relative motion, from
hydraulic drive systems (radial bearings, radial seals, radial joints, etc..), including
hydrostatic radial bearings;
3. Tribological Research of the the material couples with relative frontal /axial motion, from the
hydraulic drive systems (flat bearings, axial or frontal, front seals, etc..), Including
hydrostatic thrust bearings;
4. Tribological Research of the material couples with the relative translational motion, from
the hydraulic drive systems (axial couples, translational seals, and, also, the specific
translational systems of the piston on cylinder;
5. Tribological research on classical, modern and modernized lubrication systems.
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4. The tribological research of the sealing systems of the hydraulic cylinders
Hydraulic cylinders, which are basic components of hydraulic control and actuation systems,
convert hydrostatic energy into mechanical energy, by achieving, in a certain time, a certain force,
with a certain speed in a straight stroke and must ensure a proper dynamic behavior,
The researches, regarding the tribological behavior of the sealing system of the hydraulic cylinders,
were developed together the specialists from the University of Poitiers, Poitiers, France. Until now,
were developed two steps:
1. Experimental research regarding experimental the determination of frictional forces
that occur between the rods of hydraulic cylinders and their seals.;
2. Experimental research in order to measure the friction forces which appear in the
pistons seal of the hydraulic cylinders.
4.1 Experimental researches for determining of the frictional forces from sealing of rod of
hydraulic cylinders
This are presented some aspects of conducting, within INOE 2000-IHP, of experimental research
on the determination of frictional forces that occur between the rods of hydraulic cylinders and
their seals. In the first part, are presented some specific elements of the experimental stand
developed and in the second part are presented some graphical results.
For experimental determination of frictional forces, occurring between the seals and hydraulic
cylinder rod, was designed and developed a testing stand equipped with modern “on-line”
system for measuring the evolution of the parameters of interest. The main unit of the test stand is
the experimental device, which contains the investigated sealing and is mounted on the framework
of the drive system Figure 1, where it can be seen both the dual sealing sleeve which contains the
two gasket U shape, Figure 2, the pressure and temperature transducer, as well as the force
transducer, Figure 3. A general view of the stand can seen in Figure 4, a, b.

Fig. 1: The experimental
device mounted on stand.

Fig.2 The pressure and
temperature transducer.

a): General view if the stand

Fig. 3 The force transducer.

b) The manual acting of the pump

Fig. 4: The general view of the testing stand
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Some experimental graphical results for rod sealing
To concretize the above mentioned, below will show some examples of complex graphics
obtained for certain pressure and speed steps, which will reveal some interesting and
instructive points.
Thus, in Figure 5 si Figura 6, are represented the complex characteristic graphs for pressure
steps values of 100 bar and 200 bar and theoretical 100 mm/s).

Fig. 5 The complex graphics for rod sealing at pressure of 100 bar.
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Fig. 6 The complex graphics for rod sealing at pressure of 200 bar.

4.2. Experimental research for measuring the friction forces which appear in the pistons
seal of the hydraulic cylinders
The mobile/dynamic translation sealing are specific to the hydraulic cylinders, Figure 7a, where
realize the sealing on the piston with diameter d, being in reciprocating translation motion on
the stroke, in a fluid medium with the constant viscosity η and under pressure p. In Figure 7b, d
is the piston diameter, S is the stroke, v and vr are velocities in the both senses

b)

a)
Fig. 7 Hidraulic cylinders piston sealing

For evaluating the friction forces from the piston seal of the hydraulic cylinders, there was
designed and developed a special experimental device, which was conceived purposefully for
working by mounting on an existing stand, which provides operational strokes for piston.
The adopted technical solution was the replacement of the piston, with one new piston double
sealed, which contains two spaces where are placed 2 U seal shape type seals, fixed with the
wings facing one another.
The pressure of working oil, sealed by the two gaskets tested, is created by using a hand pump,
which has a pressure gauge to indicate directly the working pressure and, also, a local display
pressure transducer.
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The experimental device, prezented in Figure 8, operates in vertical position and it needs the
mounting of the rod of the experimental device on the mobile rod of the hydraulic cylinder from one
existing Stand.. Figure 9 presents the pressure and temperature transducer and Figure 10
presents the force transducer, used to measure the friction forces.

Fig. 8: The experimental device mounted on stand.

Fig. 9: The pressure and
temperature transducer.

Fig. 10: The force transducer.

Also, the stand has others transducers as: stroke transducer, a digital thermometer for the
ambient temperature and flow transducer.
By means of special electric cables, all signals provided by transducers reach the
acquisition board installed on the computer, and this one, based on specialized software,
allows the capture, storage and processing of data.

Some experimental graphical results for piston sealing
To concretize the above mentioned, below will show some examples of complex graphics
obtained for certain pressure and speed steps, which will reveal some interesting and instructive
points.
Thus, in Figure 11 si Figure 12, are represented the complex characteristic graphs for
pressure steps values of 100 bar and 200 bar and theoretical 100 mm/s).
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Fig. 11 The complex graphics for piston sealing at pressure of 100 bar.

Fig. 12 The complex graphics for piston sealing at pressure of 100 bar.
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5. The testing device for radial hydrostatic bearings and radial sealing systems
In the Research Laboratory for Tribology and Lubrication Equipments, there is an electromechanical-hydraulic testing device for radial hydrostatic bearings and radial sealing systems,
which enables the development of research for industrial applications, regarding measuring of the
friction couple/moment which appears in the working regimes of the machinery and equipments.
This testing device is presented in the Figures 13, where it can see, also, the Hydraulic action
scheme.

–Top view-

–Side view-

Hydraulic action scheme
Figure 13: The testing device for radial seals and radial hydrostatic bearings
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6. The testing device for frontal hydrostatic bearings and axial sealing systems,
A second device, also, an electro-mechanical-hydraulic device, which is in the Research
Laboratory for Tribology and Lubrication Equipments, allows to develop the experimental
researches of the axial/frontal hydrostatic bearings and frontal sealing systems, belonging from
industrial applications. The testing device is presented in Figure 14.

The physical testing device

Hydraulic action scheme

Figure 14. The testing device for frontal seals and frontal hydrostatic bearings
7 The durability Testing of the translational seals systems from the hydraulic cylinders
Other testing device is for durability testing for the transnational seals system from hydraulic
cylinders, which is presented in the Figure 15.

The aquisition system

The phisical testing device

The scheme of aquisition system

The design of testing device

Figure 15: The testing device of seals durability
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8. Classical, modern and modernized lubrication systems
In the Tribology Laboratory was effectuated o lot of studies regarding the basic and
modern lubrication systems used in the industrial equipments, in order to create new technical
solution and for improve the used now on the old machineries.
The laboratory has a number of functional panels, for the main systems of centralized
lubrication, namely for volume dosing systems, Figure 16, progressive dosing systems, Figure 17,
the lubrication systems with two lines, Figure 18, the recirculation system with electronic
monitoring, Figure 19, and, also, the micro lubrication systems and spray lubrication systems..
These functional panels are used in training activities of our institute, which are developed
with the industrial companies, in order to transfer the basic knowledge

Figure 16: The volumic dosing lubrication
systems,

Figure 17: The progressive dosing lubrication
systems

Figure 18: The lubrication systems with two
lines

Figure 19: The recirculation lubrication system
with electronic monitoring

These functional panels materializing, at small scale, the real lubrication systems of
the machines and technological equipment from the industry, and can be used for testing for
specific lubrication components, for the training activities in the lubrication field, and, also, for
functional demonstrations of the main/based lubrication systems.
9. Conclusions
The paper presents a series of tribological research which have developed in Tribology and
Lubrication Systems from Hydraulics & Pneumatics Research Institute-INOE 2000-IHP, regarding
the increasing of the performances of the fluid power equipments.
• The paper presents, in detail, the measurement device and the stand for measuring
frictional forces in rod seals and in piston seals of hydraulic cylinders and there are shown
graphic examples of their variation.
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Valid measurements of frictional forces are obtained in downward stroke, due to the
phenomenon of natural alignment of the piston rod and the force transducer that eliminates
the occurrence of additional jamming forces.
• It is shown that the three graphs for two consecutive cycles, which are almost identical,
demonstrate repeatability of the process.
• In the paper are presented examples of complex graphical variation, for 100 bar and 200
bar, two examples for rod friction forces and two for piston friction forces.
• The measurement system, based on advanced transducers and electronic and
computerized data processing, guarantees the accuracy of measurements performed on
the stand.
The paper presents diferent researching devices for radial and frontal hydrostatic bearings
and sealing systems, and, also, some classical, modern and modernized lubrication systems
Finally, considering all the above, it can say that the Tribology and Lubication Systems
Laboratory from INOE 2000-IHP has an important endowment and can develop interesting
research works on tribology and lubrication industrial equipments.
The development of large scale works, needs integrated research strengths, that can be
achieved through cooperation between universities and institutes with expertise in the field, from
different countries, which is posible only on one European research projects
•
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Abstract:
In the article we present several new solutions of hydraulic drives for mobile vehicles from
the Poclain Hydraulics. Company Poclain Hydraulics has expertise in the fields construction,
agriculture, handling, industry, marines, transportation, environment.
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1. Introduction
POCLAIN HYDRAULICS has become the world leader in hydrostatic transmissions based on
high performance cam-lobe radial-piston motors. This expertise has led to its expansion in fast
growing niche markets, such as mobile machinery used in agriculture, construction, public works
and material handling. Beyond this off-road and all-terrain vehicle market expertise, today we offer
innovative solutions through hydraulic hybridations.
2. Our Hydraulic Solutions for Sustainable Mobility
2.1 What is a hydrostatic transmission?
A power transmission system that uses oil to provide torque to the wheels. It includes all the parts
situated between the motor and the wheels that transfer the energy to the driving wheels.
There are several types of transmissions that ensure the drive of vehicles (table1):
• Mechanical Transmission
• Electric Transmission
• Hydrostatic Transmission
Mechanical Power

Electronic Power

Hydraulic Power

Is transfered by :

Parts (pinions, pulleys,
etc)
Ö design constraints and
wear

Electrons
Ö design flexibility

Oil (heat-transfer fluid)
Ö design flexibility

Is defined using:

P=CxW
(Torque x Speed of
Rotation )

P=UxI
(Voltage x
Intensity)

P=PxQ
(Pressure x Flow)

Is characterised
by:

A low power density

A low power
density

A high power density

Table1
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Fig.1 Looking at the vehicles (from above with the steering wheels at the top)

Mechanical Transmission
1. Engine
2. Gearbox
3. Differential

Electric Transmission
1.
2.
3.
4.

Battery
Electronic
Electric motor
Reducer

Hydraulic Transmission
1. Engine
2. Hydraulic Pump
3. Hydraulic Motor

Table 2

Fig. 2 Scheme of hydraulic drive in close circuit
2.2 Our technology
Components (fig.2)
The pump (1) is driven by the engine and sends oil to the hydraulic motor (2), driving the wheels of
the vehicle. The purpose of this type of device is to provide unequalled torque, necessary for
vehicles working in extreme conditions while offering great freedom of design.
How the hydrostatic transmission functions
The pump (1) sends the oil through a hose under high pressure P (in red). This oil is delivered to
the motor (2). It is distributed into a cylinder-block (3) that contains pistons (4). Pushed by the oil,
they come into contact with a cam (5) whose lobed shape forces the cylinder-block unit to rotate.
This drives a shaft that transfers this rotation to a wheel,enabling movement of the machinery.
The oil is released from the motor through a hose, under lower pressure (in blue), and at a reduced
temperature thanks to the exchange system integrated into the motor (in green), which diverts a
portion of “hot” oil back through the oil cooler (6) and to the tank (7). If extra torque is required
because of steep slopes or rough ground the fluid’s pressure increases.
Valves (8) protect the circuit from pressure spikes. Flow and pressure can be controlled by the
valves in the hydraulic circuit. The hydraulic fluid is the medium that transmits the power of the
hydrostatic transmission.
3."Eco-label" fluids compatibility
Poclain Hydraulics has conducted testing campaigns in its laboratories for the following two types
of biodegradable oils and has validated their compatibility:
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- Synthetic ester-based oils (HEES) that are biodegradable but generally of petrochemical origin;
- Food-based oils (canola or sunflower), that are both biodegradable and compatible with any
accidental contact with food products.
It should be noted that an old machine can use these oils, provided some precautions are taken.
4. AddiDrive™Assist
Overview: an additional hydrostatic transmission offering trucks and convoys better mobility in
difficult driving conditions such as: mud, snow, sand, etc. This hydraulic aid, installed on the front
or rear axles is an ecological alternative to full-time all-wheel drive, engaging on-demand only
when needed for higher torque and improved traction control. Providing dramatically reduced
weight and improved center of gravity (because the cab height is identical to a non-driven front
truck axle), improvements are realized in fuel consumption and additional payload while
simultaneously improving vehicle stability and safety.
4.1The Poclain Hydraulics Technical Solution: AddiDrive™Assist
The Proposed System (fig.3 ): hydraulic motors integrated into the axle
Two hydraulic motors (1) are directly integrated onto the spindle of either a steering axle or a fixed
axle. They are connected by a pump (2) at the output of the gearbox power take-off (PTO) (4) and
a hydraulic valve (3) and are electrically controlled from the dashboard, so you can activate this
hydraulic transmission on-demand, even when the vehicle is moving.

4
2

1

3

1
Fig. 3 Poclain Hydraulic System with AddiDrive™Assist
1 – The Heart of the System: the MFE08 Hydraulic Motor (fig.4 )

Fig.4 MFE08 Hydraulic Motor
This motor provides greater off-road capabilities thanks to its’ high torque (up to 15 600 Nm per
axle). In difficult road conditions, the driver shifts the transmission from mechanical to mechanical
plus hydraulic transmissions at speeds up to 28 km/h. Once this speed is reached, the hydraulic
motors can be freewheeled at up to 600 RPM with close to 100 percent efficiency. As the motor is
highly compact, it can be inserted into the wheel of an existing axle, without modifying the chassis.
2 – A variable displacement pump, coupled through a PTO to the engine, delivering pressure up
to
420 bar.
3 - A valve used to engage, disengage, and freewheel the motor
4 - The gearbox with PTO output
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5 – The engine
4.2 Comparison with All Wheel Drive Vehicles (table 3)

Performance / Consumption

AddiDrive™Assist (on tractor)

All Wheel Drive Vehicles

Approximate mass of system (2 motors +
pump+ valve) = 120 kg

Require heavier components
• transfer case
• front axle
• planetary gear
i.e. a total mass of 500 kg,
increasing fuel consumption and
decreasing payload

The height of the vehicle is not increased
(integrates into standard chassis)

Height of vehicles is increased due
to front axle (+ 14 cm).
Consequently, the center of gravity
is higher, reducing stability and
mobility

Freewheel without mechanical friction so
therefore minimal efficiency losses

Drag torque due to friction between
mechanical parts: ~ 15 kW, i.e. 5 10 % reduction in fuel economy

Safety

Less wear on brakes and clutch
Control of vehicle in difficult driving conditions
(such as snow covered roads)
Hydrostatic braking, acting as an integral
retarder without using the service brakes or
separate retarder

Friction braking wear

Table 3
On a trailer (fig.5):

Fig. 5 Components on a trailer
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1 –hydraulic motor or axle ; 2 – valves ; 3 –joystick and display ; 4 – Ecu and speed sensor ; 5
hydraulic pump.
There is no alternative technology to the hydraulic trailer assistance. Trailer assistance
increases the mobility of heavy-load trailers. For example, two “8x6” trucks can carry the equivalent
payload of three “6x4” trucks in off-road conditions, offering a great productivity advantage.
Results
• 5 to 10% improvement in fuel economy.
• Increases the mobility of transport vehicles which lowers the number of different types of vehicles
required.
5. AddiDrive™ CreepDrive
Overview: this hybrid mechanical-hydraulic transmission is designed for vehicles that travel at
normal speeds and work at low speeds. Shifting into hydraulic transmission at low revs reduces
wear on clutches and brakes, limits particle emissions and lowers fuel consumption, while
guaranteeing a constant speed.
5.1 The Poclain Hydraulics Technical Solution: CreepDrive™
The proposed system (fig.6 ): a single component enables you to shift from a mechanical to a
hydraulic transmission.

3
1

4

2

Fig. 6 Poclain Hydraulic System with CreepDrive™
1 – Engine
2 – PTO Gearbox
3 – Variable Displacement Pump
4 – CDM 222-050
At the heart of the CreepDrive™: the CM222-050 motor
The CDM 222-050 integrates into a radial piston hydraulic motor that is activated by a pneumatic
control when the speed is lower than 10 km/h.
It delivers 40 kW of max. power, with a displacement of up to 1000 cc. Being compact and lightweight (124 kg), it can easily be inserted on transmission shafts.
5.2 Comparison with a Traditional Mechanical Transmission (table 4 )
Traditional Mechanical
Transmissions

Pollution /
Consumption

CreepDrive™

No stress on the clutch

Strong stress on the clutch at low
speeds, wear and therefore the
emission of fine particles (PM10)
from the brakes

Independence between the speed of the
combustion engine and that of the vehicle
progress lead to a reduction in consumption

Overspeeds at start-up lead to a
high consumption
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Noise reduction (no combustion engine
acceleration)

Noise pollution due to the
increases and losses in revs

Allows the combustion engine’s performances
to be optimised at high speeds, thus reducing
losses and limiting consumption

The combustion engine is
dimensioned to operate at both low
and high speeds and thus releases
more pollution at low speeds.

Hydrostatic braking (dynamic braking, based
on the flow of the variable displacement
pump. Motors can operate with retarders).
Hard-wearing with no heat emission.

Friction braking (wear and particle
emission)

Table 4
6. Conclusions
Hydraulic drive systems of mobile vehicles suggested by company Poclain Hydraulics solve
practical situations with their advantages and disadvantages.
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Abstract: The article presents a technical solution for recovery of potential energy, with industrial
application for electro-driven lifting platforms which are used for lifting persons with disabilities. We
know that a load (weight) elevated to a certain height, involves the use of a form of energy, which
in most cases is not recovered, not even partially, but it is dissipated into the environment. The
basic idea of the solution presented is the recovery of potential energy from the descent load
(weight), its conversion and storage, followed by its use in lifting phase of load.
Keywords: energy recovery, lifting platform, hydraulic system
1. Introduction
Depending on the destination, there are several types of platform lifts.
An important category is represented by the platforms lifts typically used by people with disabilities
for their access to public buildings (town halls, local councils, hospitals, police, theaters, museums,
etc.), to which it relates, in particular, this article.
But there are platform lifts that are used in other areas such as construction, which also are used
for various operations performed at height.
All these platforms, most hydraulic, at every stroke upward, generating energy required to perform
the work needed, and then this potential energy is dissipated into the environment, usually by
narrowing cross section of the liquid which such warms and requires additional energy to cool the
working fluid.
Under these conditions, the efficiency of these devices is quite low.
Technical problem which arises is whether we can recover at least part of the potential energy.
But for this, need to find intelligent technical solutions with high efficiency.
That is why, in this paper, is presented a solution that can recover some of the available potential
energy and to improve the energy efficiency of the platform.
2. Presentation of the existing/classic lifting platform
The existing platform lifts, code 125-0 PA, designed and executed by INOE 2000-IHP Bucharest is
shown in Figure 1, which was used for implementation of the energy recovery potential, consists
of:
a) a mechanism of articulated bars, consists of two parts in the form of "X" articulate and
arranged one above the other, having the upper working platform itself. Parts are metal
profiles (round and square pipes etc.) welded and articulated by bolts.
b) one hydraulic cylinder for actuating platform, code CSL 2016 (producer Hydraulics Plopeni),
having the following functions:
- output rod: platform reaches desired height or maximum allowed;
- stationary: if the cylinder holes are hydraulic locked, thus platform is strong stationary,
allowing the operator to work as long as he want;
- rod- withdrawal: platform descends controlled.
Technical characteristics of the hydraulic cylinder are:
- hole diameter = 50.8 mm
- diameter rod = 31.75 mm
- total course = 406.4 mm
- nominal pressure = 175 bar.
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Fig. 2 Hydraulic diagram

Fig.1 Classical platform lift

Hydraulic drive "classical", meaning without recovery potential energy: constructive, specific
construction with minimum dimensions that fit in size of platform lifts even stowed position (closed)
completely. Actuated electrical elements (electric motor distributor tightly closed) uses electrical
phase 220V / 50Hz ("household").
Hydraulic actuation component can be seen in Figure 2: The main components are:
-pos. 1 = oil tank. With oil volum V0 = 10 dm3;
-pos. 2 = oil filter (strainer) mounted on pump suction;
-pos. 3 = asynchronous electric motor 220V/50Hz, N = 0.75 kW, n = 1460 rpm;
-pos. 4 = gear pump Vg = 3.2 cm3/rev, ensuring a flow of 4.7 dm3/min, useful working pressure
(producer Hesper Bucharest);
-pos. 5 = pressure valve (safety) directive, which allows a pressure of max. 100 bar;
-pos. 6 = one-way valve;
-pos. 7 = distributor tightly closed, type "cartridge", electric actuators (220V/50Hz).â
6, 7 positions have the role of lock the stationary hydraulic platform, mechanical default, in the
desired position.
-pos. 8 = fill filter tank / air filter tank
-pos. 9 = valve manually operated, having the role of descent of the platform in case of failure of
electric nature;
-pos. 10 = throttle, cruise control acting as the descent of the platform;
-pos. 11 = safety valve, the role of locking of the fall platform in case the breakage of pipes (pipes,
hoses);
-pos. 12 = the manometer with glycerin Ø 63, 0-250 bar.
3. Presentation of the lifting platform with energy recovery system
The lifting platform with the energy recovery system, shown in Figure 3, consists of elements
existing platform, classic, which is implementing the system/method of recovery potential energy.
System or hydraulic module of recovery energy completes "classic" hydraulic system in order to
recovery the potential energy during descent load (weight), through its capture, storage in
batteries, followed then by its reuse in phase of lifting weight.
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Hydraulic energy recovery system is shown in Figure 4 and has the following composition:
-pos. 15 = transducer course;
-pos. 16 = the manometer with glycerin, Ø 63, 0-250 bar
-pos. 17 = security block accumulator Dn 10, Pn = 400 bar (HYDAC);
-pos. 18 = accumulator with membrane V0 = 2.5 dm3, Pn = 400 bar (HYDAC);
-pos. 19 = hydraulic block devices (HIDROSIB Sibiu);
-pos. 20 = throttle valve Dn 6, Pn = 400 bar;
-pos. 21 = flow transducer (flowmeter);
-pos. 22 = hydraulic cylinder, CH25U-63/40-350-3BM0 code, with pressure multiplier role;
-pos. 23 = one-way valve SUP6 code, 1-0, Dn 6, Pn = 315 bar (HIDROSIB Sibiu);
-pos. 24, 25, 26 = distributors tightly closed and electric drive Dn 6, Pn = 315 bar, 220V/50Hz.

Fig. 3 Lifting platform with potential energy
recovery system

Fig.4 Hydraulic energy recovery scheme

4. Functional description platform lifts with energy recovery
The functioning of platform lifts with potential energy recovery system, is based on the potential
energy storage in the descent phase of platform / load in a hydraulic accumulator with membrane
and its reuse in the lifting phase.
During the descent phase, hydraulic energy (pressure x flow) is multiplied by a hydraulic
cylinder acting as multiplier and transferred into an accumulator with membrane, it can store up to
start lifting phase, after which the hydraulic energy is transmitted to the hydraulic cylinder drive
platform.
Hydraulic cylinder used for energy multiplication, multiply the output pressure of 1.675 times the
input pressure (if present), the multiplication of pressure depending on the size of the piston and
cylinder rod.
Below are described the main phases of platform lifts drive:
A) Lifting platform:
- command to start the electric motor, Item 3 and electromagnetic drive 'b' of distributor, Item 26;
- electromagnets "a", "c" and "d" disengaged.
Driving circuit: 4-6, P1 and from P1: * 24-25-18 * PM-11-13 (hydraulic cylinder drive of the platform
13, thus lifting platform)
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* 23, cylinder rod multiplier 22 is withdrawn, the liquid from piston chamber is evacuated to the tank
by 26.
B) Stop (stationary platform):
Electrical drives previous are canceled, multiplier cylinder rod is withdrawn and all hydraulic
circuits to the tank are closed.
The platform stationary strong in place.
C) Lowering platform:
- simultaneous are commanded electromagnetic drive "a" and "c" of distributors Item 7 and 24;
- Item 3 electric motor is not acted;
- electromagnets "b" and "d" of distributors, Item 26 and 25 are disengaged.
Driving circuit:
-under the influence of weight (load), oil hydraulic from cylinder piston chamber of the platform 1311-Pm-24-P1-P2-7-cylinder piston of chamber multiplier 22 which multiplies the pressure, 23-18.
So at the end of this phase, the platform lowers, the accumulator 18 is loaded with pressure
cylinder multiplied by the multiplier 22 and the cylinder rod is out.
D) Lifting platform with energy recovered:
- the electromagnet "d" of distributor Item 25 is acted
Driving circuit:
- from the accumulator pos-18-25-PM-11-chamber piston of hydraulic cylinder of the platform, Item
13, so the platform is raised to the desired height, cylinder rod multiplier Item 22 still remains
outstanding.
5. Conclusions
The authors of this work, researchers at INOE 2000-IHP Bucharest, proposed theoretically and
practically through experimentation on the physical model of the idea presented, the following:
- Hydraulic design approach and rethinking the idea of energy recovery drive hydraulic (pressure x
flow) from passive phase of action, its storing in active phases of work;
- reduce electricity consumption, considering increase trend of its price;
- applying on an industrial scale of those listed, considering minimal modifications of existing lifting
platforms on the market.
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Abstract: The present paper is concerned with the problems occurring in the design and
manufacturing of the mobile equipments destined for asphalt pouring. The continuous development
of the civil engineering works implies a new conception of the equipments used in this branch of
industrial activity. That is why, the range of the devices used in civil engineering works utilizing
hydraulic actuators became in our days very large, this category of equipments becoming one of
the principal users of hydraulic driving systems. After presenting some principles aspects of driving
equipments for mobile devices there are presented various types of hydrostatic actuators used in
mobile equipments. Analyzing the specific design problems, we insisted upon the computation of
the hydraulic diagram putting in evidence some examples of hydrostatic traction in close circuit
with integral hydrostatic transformation.
The main advantages of the hydraulic driving systems are: the stability of the moving velocity,
rapid adjustment or inversion of the movement and the possibility to standardize both the elements
and the whole system. These advantages determined the rapid extension of the hydraulic drive
systems in the civil engineering plants.
Key words: Hydraulic driving systems, Civil engineering plant, Asphalt pouring equipments

1. Introduction
The continuous development of the civil engineering works implies a new conception of the
equipments used in this branch of industrial activity. The introduction and the development of
hydraulic actuators for the majority of the civil engineering plants, represented a qualitative jump
for the improvement of these devices. The introduction of hydraulic driving for the discussed
equipments must take into consideration the following characteristics:
- the dimensions and the weight must be cut to a minimum to find room in the limited
dimensions of the vehicle and to maintain a reduced fuel consumption;
- the driving possibilities for pump (or pumps) are limited;
- the hydraulic installation is subjected to severe conditions from the ergonomic and
maneuvering points of view as a result of both the reduced room and the multiple tasks of the
driver, most of them requiring great manual dexterity;
- between the pumping, distribution and adjusting elements and those for execution, often
exist relative movements and that circumstance implies the use of flexible pipes;
- the access for the repair work and correct maintenance are sometimes inauspicious and in
the same time the equipment is running in an unfavorable environment (dust, mud, rain and great
temperature variations); supplementary, sometime the personnel does not have adequate
qualifications for the maintenance of hydraulic equipments.
Despite of those adversities, in the building of the mobile equipments there are in use a great
number of hydraulic devices from both points of view as nomenclature and as manufacturing
volume.
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2. The hydraulic transmission in the manufacturing of the equipments for asphalt
pouring
The object of the driving system is the hydraulic transmission, which consist invariably from two
basic components (fig. 1): the volumetric pump 1, which transform the mechanical energy taken
from the driver 2, in hydraulic energy, preponderantly potential energy (pressure) and the
hydrostatic motor, which reconvert the hydraulic energy into a mechanical one but with modified
parameters; this energy that is afterwards transmitted to the working mechanism 4.
Although the driving systems are con-fronted with a great variety of conditions (various
technological processes, different environments and stresses) there are a lot of unique features the
most important being:
- the system running is based on the same power processes;

Fig. 1. The diagram of a hydraulic driving system

Fig. 2. The principle hydraulic diagram in close circuit
- the flow between the pump and the motor is the same; but from this point of view this systems
can be divided into two great groups: with open circuit (for which the liquid is under the
atmospheric pressure at the level of the oil tank) and with close circuit (for which the energy level is
exchanged between the pump and the motor in a circuit without contact to the atmosphere).
For the following discussions the chosen hydraulic diagram is presented in fig. 2.
The transmission is equipped with a pump A4VG having axial pistons and inclined disks as well as
a motor A6V with axial pistons and an inclined block both produced by the German business house
REXROTH. The system has a mixed transmission, the primary adjustment being continuous
through changing the inclination of the disk and the secondary adjustment being realized in steps,
through tipping the pistons block, in two positions.
The primary adjustment is localized at the primary unit. Simply by changing the geometric volume
of the primary unit (the pump) and maintaining the other parameters, there are obtained various
working regimes. The secondary adjustment is localized at the level of the rotating motor and is
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realized by modifying the pressure. Different working positions of the units with axial pistons,
respectively the modifications their geometric volumes are obtained with the help of hydraulic
servo-flow control valves. The protection of the mechanical elements is assured through the
pressure valves included in the pump. The principal pump adjustment cylinder, in the absence of
the driving pressure, maintain the pump disk –through back springs- at the angle zero, so that the
pump does not deliver liquid.
In the moment of distributor commutation the cylinder tilt the disk in the commanded direction,
determining a value different from zero of the geometric volume, and the pump deliver oil in the
commanded direction. The motor, in the supplying moment has the maximum geometric volume
and begin to rotate with the normal speed.
The presented drive system can operate both as motor and brake. For a system in close circuit the
braking operation is realized in counter-flow. That means a superposition of two flows:
-the flow given by the motor, running as pump, from the beginning of the braking;
-the flow absorbed or delivered by the pump working either as motor or pump.
It is to observe three running regimes of the pump:
a. Running as a motor and maintaining the delivery direction, permitting the adjustment of
the geometric volume from the maximum value to zero. The reverse flow can be considered as
negative and assures a moderate braking similarly to those of the motor brake for common motor
vehicle.
b. The inactive regime, with “zero” reverse flow (zero geometric volume). The pump does
not deliver liquid and assure an abrupt brake closing the flow delivered by the motor, and
provoking the opening of the pressure valve for the branch under pressure.
c. The pumping regime, with changing the delivery direction and permitting the adjustment
of the geometric regime from zero to the maximum value. The counter flow is considered “positive”
and assures a violent brake provoking overpressures controlled by the shock valves.
3. Diagram of hydraulic traction, in close circuit, with integral hydrostatic transformations.
Typical examples.
3.1. Diagram with manual adjustment of the velocity, without automatic limitation of the consumed
(fig.3)
The system is characterized through the manual command of the pump discharge adjustment. The
command can be executed both direct, as is presented in fig. 3a and with hydraulic assistance as
in fig. 3b. The moving direction of the vehicle is achieved directly by the pump adjustment device.
The maximum level of the consumed power is not supervised by the hydraulic system at
overloads, so there is possible the sudden shutdown of the thermal motor.
3.2. The diagram with manual adjustment of the velocity and with automatic limitation of the
consumed power, through the “sliding” under load of thermal motor (fig.4)
In such a diagram the moving direction of the vehicle is selected with the directional control valve
4, with an electric command. The adjustment of the movement velocity is done by acting manual
(or with a pedal) the device 3. The limitation of the consumed power till to the value momentary
developed by the thermal motor is realized in this way: with the increase of the traction load, the
rotation speed of the motor 1 decreases, producing the decrease of the command pump 2
discharge; this reduction has as effect –when the valve of the device 3 is maintained in the same
position- the reduction of the command pressure of the pump adjusting device and implicitly the
decrease of the main pump discharge.
3.3. The diagram with manual adjustment of the velocity and with automatic limitation of the
consumed power, through “sliding” under load of thermal motor (fig.5).
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4
For the selection of the movement direction, both the automatic adjustment of the velocity and the
limitation of the consumed power is realized through devices similarly to those in fig. 4. From the
presented device with valve the system in fig. 5a differs only through the elements for the manual
adjustment of the velocity. The system in fig. 5.b is provided with the same device but having
hydraulic piston, which annihilate the command pressure, and in the same time the flow capacity of
the main pump, in the moments when the traction load exceeds the values established by the
spring adjustment.
The system in fig.5.c annihilate the advance movement through the increase of the load upon an
auxiliary device, hydraulic actuated by a supplementary pump driven by same thermal motor.
3.4. The diagram with manual adjustment of the velocity and the automatic limitation of the
consumed power through a power valve (fig.6).
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Fig.5
The tilting angle, respective the main pump 2 discharge is controlled by three variable elements:
the rotational speed “n” of the thermal motor 1, automatically adjusted by the device 6; the working
pressure “p” acting upon the surface “s” of the power limiting device 4 and the command pressure
“pc” acting upon the surface “S” of the command device 5.

Fig. 6
As a consequence the flow capacity “Q” varies with the mentioned elements:
Q=K1n(psS-pS)
P=K2Qp=K1K2n(pcS-pS)

(1.1)
(1.2)

From the presented relations it can be seen that -in principle- the consumed power “P” can be
maintained constant, for a constant command pressure „pc”. This pressure, which selects the
maximum advance velocity, is manually commanded with the help of the flow control valve 8. At
the neutral position of the flow control valve pc=0 the vehicle is at rest. With the increase of the
stroke “c” of the spool valve 8, in one or the other direction, increases also the tension in the
spring, of the valve 7, respective the command pressure „pc” and implicit the flow capacity „Q”.
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3.5. Diagram with manual adjustment of the velocity, automatic limitation of the consumed power
through the power valve and with mechanic command of the thermal motor rotational speed (fig.7)
The command section, which creates the command pressure “pc”, is identical to that of the
precedent case. Because the pump adjusting device needs an increased pressure, it is provided
the circuit „pa”. The command applied upon the actuating flow control valve 1 is simultaneously
transmitted, on a mechanic way, at the hand lever or the pedal for the acceleration of the thermal
motor.
The limitation of the consumed power is realized with the help of the power valve 3. When the
pressure „p” on the working circuit overcame the value anterior adjusted with the spring of the
valve 3 (respective the value that coupled at the pump maximum flow capacity attains the level of
the installed power) the valve 3 opens, less or more, provoking the decrease of the command
pressure „pc” and simultaneously the valve 3 opens more or less provoking the decrease of the
command pressure, the decrease of the flow capacity and in this way the vehicle velocity.

Fig. 7
3.6. Diagram with manual adjustment of the velocity, automatic limitation of the consumed power
through the power valve and with hydraulic command of the thermal motor rotational speed (fig.8)
The diagram is identical with the precedent one, with a small difference, namely the device for the
motor acceleration is hydraulic actuated with the help of a flow control valve 2, supplementary to
those for the command of the principal pump flow capacity (flow control valve 1).
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Fig. 8
It is to be mentioned that the circuit for the command of acceleration cannot be the same with
those for „pc” because an overloading „pc” will be reduced automatically as a result of the
intervention of the power valve so the rotation velocity will be also simultaneously reduced.
4. Conclusions
1. The majority of the hydrostatic traction systems included in the working devices are realized
in close circuit, from strategic reasons, specific to the building of mobile devices (reduced weights
and volumes).
2. Introducing hydraulic adjustable pumps and motors in the diagram (fig.2) has favorable
effects concerning the elastic adaptation of the traction characteristics (force and velocity) to the
terrain conditions, the thermal motor (frequently of Diesel type) remaining at a stable running point.
3. Supplementary, the system presented in fig.2 offer the possibility of continuous adjustment
of the motor regime with the help of a servo commanded pump.
4. In accordance with the considered equipment, it is possible to adopt one of the presented
transmission or a combination of two or more variants (fig.3... 8).
5. Pursuing the equipment evolution it can be concluded that the mechanical transmission is
gradually replaced by the hydraulic transmissions, because the later present the following
advantages:
- Continuous adjustment without shocks, for the whole range of rotational velocities and
torques.
- High torque at the beginning of motion.
- Safe working at normal parameters to positive and negative slopes.
- Simple handling without the necessity of great efforts from the driver.
- Great efficiency and reliability.
- Easy maintenance.
In order to assure the basic functions, the presented hydraulic systems, besides the fundamental
elements, are provided with some supplementary devices necessary for specific adjustments.
As a general conclusion it must be said that a severe procedure in the use of the hydraulic
transmission devices must be compulsory respected.
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Abstract: Determination the size of losses by friction under load tensioning devices used and their
comparison with values given in the literature, the tensioning devices made by companies profile
[1], [2], [3]. Friction is determined based on theoretical relationships and experimental with a
specially designed stand that determines the actual power draw. Knowing that the actual value
pulling force is less than the theoretical load force due to friction in the system, we obtain a relative
loss through friction. Based on both research theoretical and experimental, we get conclusions on
both friction losses and linearity check real force pulling.
Keywords: pretensioning, tensioning devices, friction losses
1. Introduction
Determination the size of losses by friction under load tensioning devices used and their
comparison with values given in the literature, the tensioning devices made by companies profile
[1], [2], [3].
Friction force due to friction tensioning devices that oppose the advance piston. This force
is opposite force must be added active and effective tensioning force.
2. Theoretical determination of friction single – wire tensioning devices
(Arial, 11pt, Regular) To determine by theoretical friction single - wire tensioning devices, will leave
the relationship (1.1) which gives the theoretical value of load force.
(1.1)

Fînc = S ⋅ P
where:
S - cylinder piston surface tension conducting effective cm2,
P - pressure hydraulic power source developed for prestressing in bar.

The actual value pulling force is less than the theoretical load force due to friction in the
system and, as such, we have a relative friction loss is given by (1.2)
(1.2)

ΔFf =

Fînc − Fexp
Fexp

100[%]

where:
Fexp = real strength developed tensioning device measured the load at the output hydraulic
pressure source work.
It is noted that in determining relative losses by friction we need the theoretical values of
the loading force and the actual force values are obtained experimentally.
Theoretical loading force values, calculated for the period 60 bar - 390 bar, in increments of
10 to 10 bar are shown in Tab. 2.1.
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Table 2.1 The theoretical values to pretensioning a strand
Pressure
[bar]
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170

Force 16 [tF] Pressure 700 [bar]
Force
Pressure
Force
Pressure
[tF]
[bar]
[tF]
[bar]
2,598
180
7,794
300
3,031
190
8,227
310
3,464
200
8,66
320
3,897
210
9,093
330
4,33
220
9,526
340
4,763
230
9,959
350
5,196
240
10,392
360
5,629
250
10,825
370
6,062
260
11,258
380
6,495
270
11,691
390
6,928
280
12,124
7,361
290
12,557

Force
[tF]
12,99
13,423
13,856
14,289
14,722
15,155
15,588
16,021
16,454
16,887

3. Experimental determination of pulling force at single – wire
tensioning devices
Real pulling force will be determined using the stand shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1. Experimental facility for determining friction from tensioner
TF - force transducer, PT - pressure transducer
Will be testing to two tensioning devices research conducted in the Department of Hydraulic
and Pneumatic Systems Engineering (DISAHP) Department of Machine Tools of Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering and Management Industial Technical University "Gheorghe Asachi" from
Iassy of which can strain tendons in force for 16 tF, one with working stroke of 200mm and second
500 mm. These devices are conducting cylinder piston surface tension of: 43.3 cm2.
Stand components to determine friction tensioning devices are shown in Fig. 3.1:
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• High pressure hydraulic source for tension;
• Stand experimental with mantle corbles
• wire TBP 9
• DMS force measuring unit applied wire calibrating the display of force pulling on high
pressure hydraulic source;
• pressure transducer 0 to 1200 bar,
• force transducer 0 to 25 ft;
• digital display of pressure;
• digital display of force;
• single –wire tensioning device
• power supply 220V, Uca.
Calibration of force transducer 0-25 tF
To measure the pulling force by pressure transducer included in high pressure hydraulic
source, it is necessary to calibrate the pressure transducer in units of force
In this respect it will use a DMS force measuring unit type DMS 25, produced by Paul
Maschinenfabrick calibrated and not damaged. DMS force measuring unit is installed between
blocking system and the single-wire tensioning device as shown in Fig. 3.1.
It will introduce the best possible positioning two washers glued on both sides DMS force
measuring unit. Will be effective tension-type TBP9 wire, by using the tensioning force of 16 tF and
200 mm stroke. Tension is achieved at working pressure hydraulic power source 100, 200, 300
and 400 bar.
Values of strength obtained DMS force measuring unit indicated by the digital display are
read and note that in Tab. 3.1.

Working
pressure
[bar]
100
200
300
400

Table 3.1 The force calibrating digital display unit pressure
Value read from the force
Value read from a digital display
measuring equipment [tF]
unit pressure [tF]
(at DMS force measuring unit)
(at electro-hydraulic power unit)
1
2
3
SD
1
2
3
SD
4,05
4,15
4,1
3,85
4,05
3,95
4,1
3,95
8,25
8,5
8,35
7,95
8,15
8,25
8,37
8,12
12,50
12,35
12,20
12,05
12,15
12,10
12,35
12,1
16,25
16,50
16,35
16,05
16,30
16,25
16,37
16,2

To make the correction digital device display pressure, use the relation (3.1)

k=

(3.1)

average value obtained with DMS force measuring unit
average value obtained with pressure display device

They obtained values of Tab. 3.2

Working
pressure
[bar]

100
200
300
400

Table 3.2 Values for different levels of pressure correction
Value read from the force Value read from a digital
Digital correction
measuring equipment [tF]
display unit pressure
value
(at DMS force measuring
[tF]
unit))
(at electro-hydraulic
power unit)
4,1
3,95
1,0380
8,37
8,12
1,0308
12,35
12,1
1,0207
16,37
16,2
1,0105
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Calculation is the standard deviation digital correction value is obtained: k = 1.025
We say that after correcting digital display device using the relation 3.3, the force indicated
by the digital display device is less than 2.5% of DMS force measuring unit or, in other words, the
strength of strand is higher by 2 5%.
Next, digital display calibrated pressure device to the value found by calculation by applying
average correction factor displays program.
Repeat measurements after the above mode and obtain very similar values of pulling force
on both equipment were analyzed for all measurements.
A first set of tests were performed on the tensioning device of 16 tF and 200 mm stroke
work and to doing so.
For each pressure step in Tab. 2.1. were performed three sets of measurements yielding
three values of pulling force. These values, together with relevant theoretical load force taken from
Tab. 2.1 are shown in Tab. 3.3. Here, are numerically and arithmetic averages of sets of 3 values
measured experimental force and friction losses relative to the device.

No.
crt.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Pressure
[bar]
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300

Fexp
[tF]

Table 3.3. Experimental results obtained for losses
tensioning device of 16 tF with stroke 200 mm
Relative
SD
Fînc
loss in
Fexp
device
[tF]

1

2

3

2,4
2,83
3,25
3,67
4,06
4,52
4,9
5,42
5,82
6,21
6,57
6,97
7,32
7,82
8,3
8,58
9,01
9,48
9,9
10,39
10,78
11,12
11,46
11,96
12,34

2,56
2,79
3,27
3,7
4,04
4,53
5,03
5,33
5,84
6,24
6,56
6,96
7,41
8,02
8,45
8,75
9,12
9,69
10,03
10,34
10,81
11,02
11,54
12
12,52

2,61
2,68
3,26
3,71
4,12
4,61
5,03
5,43
5,82
6,28
6,6
7
7,46
8,06
8,42
8,72
9,15
9,62
10,02
10,34
10,82
11,21
11,6
12,02
12,65
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[tF]

2,52
2,77
3,26
3,69
4,07
4,55
4,99
5,39
5,83
6,24
6,58
6,98
7,40
7,97
8,39
8,68
9,09
9,60
9,98
10,36
10,80
11,12
11,53
11,99
12,50

2,598
3,031
3,464
3,897
4,33
4,763
5,196
5,629
6,062
6,495
6,928
7,361
7,794
8,227
8,66
9,093
9,526
9,959
10,392
10,825
11,258
11,691
12,124
12,557
12,99

[%]
2,87
8,72
5,89
5,23
5,93
4,40
4,03
4,19
3,88
3,87
5,07
5,22
5,10
3,16
3,12
4,51
4,54
3,64
3,93
4,33
4,04
4,91
4,87
4,49
3,75
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

12,75
13,11
13,64
14,1
14,51
14,9
15,21
15,7
16,05

13
13,35
13,81
14,12
14,61
15,02
15,43
15,94
16,34

13,06
13,35
13,81
14,2
14,62
15,02
15,43
15,93
16,26

12,94
13,27
13,75
14,14
14,58
14,98
15,36
15,86
16,22

13,423
13,856
14,289
14,722
15,155
15,588
16,021
16,454
16,887

3,62
4,23
3,75
3,95
3,79
3,90
4,15
3,63
3,97

From experiments with efective pull force values obtained for the single – wire tensionig
device of 16tF and stroke of 200 mm, graphs were drawn based on the values of pressure, without
pressure multiplier Fig. 3.2 and pressure multiplier Fig. 3.3, in order to check the linearity real
force.

Fig. 3.2. Force at low pressure variation made with tensioning device for 16 tF with 200 mm
stroke

Fig. 3.3. Force at high pressure variation made with tensioning device for 16 tF with 200
mm stroke
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Tests performed on the same single – wire tensioning device but with 500 mm stroke; were
made using the same methodology as in the previous case, the values obtained are presented in
Tab. 3.4.

No. Pressure
crt.
[bar]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

Fexp
[tF]
1

2

2,43
2,8
3,22
3,68
4,08
4,4
4,7
5,2
5,76
6,02
6,53
6,92
7,46
7,85
8,25
8,58
8,92
9,28
9,81
10,23
10,61
11,23
11,48
12,03
12,46
12,92
13,3
13,65
14,02
14,4
14,71
15,21
15,58
16,01

2,4
2,85
3,23
3,67
4,09
4,41
4,85
5,25
5,73
6,03
6,51
7,02
7,46
7,9
8,24
8,62
8,9
9,35
9,76
10,21
10,65
11,36
11,73
11,92
12,51
12,91
13,2
13,86
14
14,64
14,84
15,4
15,52
16,01

Table 3.4. Experimental results obtained for losses
tensioning device of 16 tF with stroke 500 mm
Relative
SD
Fînc
loss in
Fexp
device
[tF]

[tF]

3

2,42
2,82
3,23
3,71
4,12
4,45
4,89
5,23
5,73
6,03
6,53
7,12
7,47
7,83
8,47
8,61
8,94
9,29
9,81
10,25
10,54
11,36
11,71
12,03
12,4
12,86
13,28
13,72
14,03
14,64
14,85
15,34
15,75
16,03

2,598
3,031
3,464
3,897
4,330
4,763
5,196
5,629
6,062
6,495
6,928
7,361
7,794
8,227
8,660
9,093
9,526
9,959
10,392
10,825
11,258
11,691
12,124
12,557
12,990
13,423
13,856
14,289
14,722
15,155
15,588
16,021
16,454
16,887

2,417
2,823
3,227
3,687
4,097
4,420
4,813
5,227
5,740
6,027
6,523
7,020
7,463
7,860
8,320
8,603
8,920
9,307
9,793
10,230
10,600
11,317
11,640
11,993
12,457
12,897
13,260
13,743
14,017
14,560
14,800
15,317
15,617
16,017

[%]
6,98
6,85
6,85
5,40
5,39
7,20
7,36
7,15
5,31
7,21
5,84
4,63
4,24
4,46
3,93
5,39
6,36
6,55
5,76
5,50
5,84
3,20
3,99
4,49
4,11
3,92
4,30
3,82
4,79
3,93
5,06
4,40
5,09
5,15

The efective force values obtained experimentally for pretensioning device of 16tF with
stroke of 500 mm graphs were drawn based on the values of pressure, without pressure multiplier
Fig. 3.4 and with pressure multiplier Fig. 3.5, in order to check the linearity real force.
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Fig. 3.4. Force at low pressure variation made with pretensioning device for 16 tF with 500 mm
stroke

Fig. 3.5. Force at high pressure variation made with pretensioning device for 16 tF with 500 mm
stroke
4. Conclusions
The data analysis presented in Tab. 3.3 and 3.4 and the graphs in Fig. 3.2. - 3.5, we draw
the following conclusions:
⇒
The four graphs shown real strength is observed that the variation can be
considered linear, so we can say that the real strength varies directly proportional to pressure as
the force varies theoretical (equation 1.1.)
⇒
Also the tab. 3.3 and Tab. 3.4, it is observed that the relative loss of power by
friction device limits vary between 3.16% and 8.72%, maximum known in the literature [1], [2], [3],
pretensioning devices with similar characteristics is 10% - 15%.
⇒
The above led to the conclusion that the devices studied achieved comparable
performance with devices made by other manufacturers, which validates the use of this device
stand prestressed tension reinforcement.
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ABSTRACT
This paper concludes that the operational principle of the pressure transducer with drawer consists in
the balance of forces that indirectly measure pressure with an elastic component.
1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In many liquid controllers or automatic air-hydraulic systems, the pressure transducer is an important
element. No matter the kinematic diagram, the operational principle consists in the balance of forces that
indirectly measure pressure by means of an elastic standard component. In this case pressure variation
will produce a variable force able to make the drawer slide.
A variant of this transducer type is represented in figure 1.
This transducer carries out a conversion from pressure variation in the drawer’s sliding movement.

A
EE

x
x

BH
S

Δp
T

P

T

Figure 1. Pressure transducer with drawer. Legend: BH – hydraulic block; EE – elastic component; S –
drawer; P – pressure source; x – drawer sliding movement; ∆p –pressure variation; A – drawer area;
T – tank.
2. TRANSFER FUNCTION CALCULUS
The following letter notes are used to establish the transfer function: k – spring constant [daN/cm]; ∆p –
applied pressure variation [daN/cm2]; As – drawer section area [cm2]; ms – drawer and 1/3 of spring
mass [kg]; α – viscose friction coefficient of drawer [daN·s/cm]; x –drawer sliding movement [cm]; δ –
damping
factor [-]; ωn – system pulsation [1/s].
The viscose friction coefficient is influenced by liquid losses under pressure at piston level and is
expressed as:
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v oil ⋅ ρ oil ⋅ l s
⋅ As2
3
π ⋅ ⋅D s ⋅ j s

α = R 0 ⋅ As2 =

(1)

where: Ds – drawer diameter [cm]; js – drawer diameter clearance in hydraulic block [cm]; ls –
drawer length [cm]; νoil -liquid kinematic viscosity [daN/cm]; ρoil – liquid density [kg/m3].
A pressure variation is added to the equilibrium equation to get drawer’s speed and acceleration.
In condition of rest an equilibrium equation at forces level is written:
∆p·As = k·x where Δp =

k⋅x
As

(2)

In order that drawer can reach certain speed, additional pressure is necessary to cover viscose factor
force of liquid, expressed by viscose friction coefficient:

Δp ⋅ As = α

α dx
dx
⋅
; Δp =
dt
As dt

(3)

Using Newton’s second law:

Δp ⋅ As = m s

ms d 2 x
d 2x
⇒
p
Δ
=
⋅
As dt 2
dt 2

(4)

By adding up pressure components:

k ⋅ x α dx m s d 2 x
+
⋅ +
⋅
As
As dt As dt 2

Δp =

(5)

Laplace function is applied and the result is:

Δp (s )

m
k
α
X (s ) +
sX (s ) + s s 2 (s )X
As
As
As

(6)

And is written as the transfer function:

X (s )
=
Δp ( s )

As
k
ms 2 ⎛ α ⎞
s + ⎜ ⎟s + 1
k
⎝k⎠

If we note: ω n =

(7)

k
α
- its own pulsation and δ =
2k
ms

k
α
=
- damping factor, the transfer
ms 2 k ⋅ ms

function can be written as:
As
X (s )
k
(8)
=
Δp(s ) m 2 ⎛ 2 ⋅ δ ⎞
⎟⎟ s + 1
s + ⎜⎜
ω n2
⎝ ωn ⎠
For studying frequency field we note s = ω⋅i and the transfer function nominator can be expressed as:

⎛ 2 ⋅δ
s + ⎜⎜
2
ωn
⎝ ωn

⎞
⎛ω
⎟⎟ s + 1 = ⎜⎜
⎠
⎝ωn

⎛ω
+ 1 = 1 − ⎜⎜
⎝ωn

2

1

2

2

⎞ 2
ω
⎟⎟ i + 2 ⋅ δ
i+
ωn
⎠

(9)

⎞
ω
⎟⎟ + 2 ⋅ δ
i
ωn
⎠
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By replacing expression 9 in 8 and rationalizing nominator, the transfer function location is expressed
as:

LT(ωi ) =

−

⎡ ⎛ ω
K ⎢1 − ⎜⎜
⎢⎣ ⎝ ω n
⎡ ⎛ ω
⎢1 − ⎜⎜
⎢⎣ ⎝ ω n

2

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

2

⎞ ⎛
ω
⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ 2 ⋅ δ ⋅
ωn
⎠ ⎝

⎛ ω
2 ⋅ δ ⋅ ⎜⎜
⎝ ωn
⎡ ⎛ ω
⎢1 − ⎜⎜
⎢⎣ ⎝ ω n

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

⎞ ⎛
ω
⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ 2 ⋅ δ ⋅
ωn
⎠ ⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

−
(10) To study transfer function in frequency field a Mathcad

⋅i

program was written, to plot: amplitude
– frequency logistic feature (figure 2), phase - frequency logistic feature (figure 3) and the transfer
function location (figure 4). The study has been simulated by varying frequency between 0 - 300 Hz, for
three damping factors (0< δ < 1, δ = 1, δ > 1).
3. TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
Notes: 1 daN = 10 N; 1 bar = 105 Pa
Initial data: m s = 0,25

2
kg
daN·s2
daN
-8 m
; k = 3000
; js = 20·10-3 mm; Ds =
; ρ oil = 850 3 ; voil = 6·10
s
m
m
m

10 mm; ls = 20 mm.
Solution: As =

πDs2
4

; As = 7,854·10-5 m2- drawer area;

friction coefficient; ω n =
multiplication factor;

δ =

α=

voil ⋅ ρ oil ⋅ l s
daN·s
; α = 0,025
- viscose
3
πDs j s
cm

cm 3
A
k
; ωn=109,545 Hz - proper pulsation; K am = s ; K am = 0,026
daN
k
ms

α
2 k ⋅ ms

; δ = 0,046 - damping factor; i = 0…1000; ωi = i Hz - logarithm
2

2
⎡ ⎛ ω ⎞2 ⎤
⎛
ωi ⎞
i
frequency characteristic; N (i , δ ) = ⎢1 − ⎜
⎟⎟ ⎥ + ⎜⎜ 2 ⋅ δ ⋅
⎟ - transfer function nominator;
⎜
ω n ⎟⎠
⎢⎣ ⎝ ω n ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎝
⎤
⎡ ⎛ ω ⎞2
ω
⎢1 - ⎜⎜ i ⎟⎟ − 2 δ ⋅ i ⋅ i ⎥
ωn ⎥
⎢ ⎝ωn ⎠
⎦ - transfer function location;
LT (i , δ ) = K am ⋅ ⎣
N (i , δ )

Am(i, δ ) = Re(LT(i, δ )) + Im(LT(i, δ )) -amplitude value.
2

2

Amplitude - frequency characteristic, represented in figure 2, is expressed as:
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⎛ Am(i, δ ) ⎞
⎟⎟
A1i = 20 ⋅ log⎜⎜
⎝ K am ⎠
21 20

A1i

0

A2i
A3i
− 38.609

20

40
1 .10

3

0.01

0.1

−3
9.129× 10

1

10

ωi

9.129

ωn
Figure 2. Amplitude – frequency logistic feature
Damping factor is given three values:
⎛
⎞
δ2 = 0,7 A 2 i = 20 ⋅ log ⎜ Am (i , δ 2 ) ⎟
⎜ K
⎟
am
⎝
⎠

⎛ Am(i, δ 3) ⎞
⎟⎟
⎝ K am ⎠

δ3 = 1,2 A3i = 20 ⋅ log⎜⎜

Damping factor is given several values:

⎛ Im(LT (i, δ )) ⎞ 1
⎟⎟ ⋅
Φ(i, δ ) = −atan⎜⎜
- phase-frequency characteristic (represented in figure 3)
⎝ Re(LT (i, δ )) ⎠ deg

δ2 = 1 δ3 = 1,5 Φ1i = Φ(i,δ) Φ2i = Φ(i, δ2) Φ3i = Φ(i, δ3).
Transfer
location:
δ
=
0,4
is
89.81

represented

in

fig.

100

Φ1i
Φ2i

0

Φ3i
− 89.842

100

0

0.22

0.44

0.67

0.89

1.11

ωi

0

ωn
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Figure 3. Phase - frequency logistic feature
0

Im( LT( i, δ) ) ⋅ 109

0

5

Im( LT( i, δ2) ) ⋅ 1010
Im( LT( i, δ3) ) ⋅ 1010

10

0

15

− 17.004

20

5

0

− 3.272

5

10

15

20

25

Re( LT( i, δ) ) ⋅ 109 , Re( LT( i, δ2) ) ⋅ 1010 , Re( LT( i, δ3) ) ⋅ 1010 , − 1

30
26.18

Figure 4. Transfer function location

4. CONCLUSIONS
-

the system is absolutely stable when the three coefficients are positive;
the response to stage signal is non-periodic when δ > 1 and periodically damped when 0<δ< 1;
the response to frequency produces resonance when δ = 0,707;
with input frequencies of 0...300 Hz the system stays almost constant;
frequency characteristics lead to the conclusion that this transducer acts as a low-pass filter;
the pressure transducer is a proportional mechanic system with a second rat inertia.
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Abstract: The capture and the reuse of different forms of energy have became over the past
decade a new research domain, topical, in order to save energy especially in the conditions of
increases of the fuel prices. If the energy can not be defined only using a very general principle of
physics, the energy transformation, ie the transition of energy from one form to another, is easily
observed and measured using laboratory instruments.
To this scope the product Lifting equipment with recovery system of potential energy, developed
as a prototype as a result of a research work, aims the recovery by hydraulic way of the potential
energy under latent and active form of the masses which rise and fall controlled in gravitational
field.
Keywords: energy recovery, hydraulic sistems, energy saving, innovation
1. Introduction
As is known, the energy of the moving objects is called kinetic energy and converts in
gravitational potential energy if a a weight is stopped at different heights. For example, a
suspended weight or a quantity of liquid which is in a dam shows a form of waiting-latent potential
energy. The change position of the weight by dropping in gravitational field by its height variation
leads to the appearance of an active energy capable to develope an active energy of movement
and thus a mechanical work. In fact, both the potential energy, as well as the kinetic energy are
two forms of mechanical energy. Based on these theoretical considerations, in INOE 2000-IHP has
been made a lifting equipment of some loads / weights at different heights, with hydraulic drive
system used in the necessary stages of some technological assembly processes. At the descent
of these loads, with a speed controlled in gravitational field, the potential energy, transformed by
the sistem of cables and rolls into kinetic energy at drum, is converted into hydrostatic energy by
an hydrostatic unit , which is stored and then reused in the lifting fases. First, it should be specified
that energy recovery is not limited to use pump in some idle phases of a technological system.
The equipment turn potential energy into mechanical work which then converts in a hydrostatic
energy stored in a hydraulic accumulator.
As is known, the potential energy is calculated using the formula:
Ep = mgh = Gh,
in which:
Ep – is potential energy;
m - the mass object descends in gravitational field
g - acceleration of gravity;
h - the height in which is found the subject at a time;
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G - raised weight then falls in gravitational field;
Actually, the loss of a weight in gravitational field with controlled speed, will generate a
hydraulic energy characterized by flow and pressure. This energy, in the equipment is stored in an
accumulator that load under adiabatic transformation of the gas.
2. Presentation of the lifting equipment with energy recovery
The lifting equipment with energy recovery was designed and manufactured at INOE 2000IHP and will be tested in the next future. Constructive, the lifting equipment with energy recovery is
composed of the following main parts;
- The lifting device;
- The module for recovery and reuse of energy;
- The hydraulic mobile station
2.1. The lifting device
The lifting device, figure 1 and figure 2, consists in a lattice frame movable on wheels, with
the drum drive system by the axial pistons unit. It also has a system of pulleys of which one mobile
to doubling the lift weight.

b) Physical realization

a) Project
Fig. 1 The lifting device
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2.1.1. The rotation system of the cable winding drum
This system, figure 2, a and b, has dual role, to ensure the weight lifting when axial piston
unit has motor function and in descent phase controlled to provide hydraulic energy, having pump
function. According to figure 2 a, the drum rotation system consists of: 1 - axial piston unit, 2 connector, 3 - flexible coupling, 4 - shaft drive, 5-stand, 6-roller bearings, 7 - drum winding of the
cable, 8 - shaft port-drum, 9 - torque and speed transducer

a) Project

b) Phisical realization
Fig. 2 The system of the cable drum rotation

In the phase of weight lifting, the hydraulic station supply the hydraulic motor 1, which by
coupling 3, train shaft 4. It is integral with the drum 7 and shaft 8, through torque and speed
transducer 9 and together performs a rotational motion.
In the descent phase of weight, gravity pulls the cable drum, which train the drum 7, and
through torque and speed transducer 9 and coupling 3, trains the hydraulic unit 1 which, in this
phase have the pump function and converts the potential energy in hydrostatic energy, which is
then stored in the hydropneumatic accumulator of the recovery module, for reuse in the next
phase of lifting.

2.1.2 The carrying structure of the device
The carrying structure of the device is a metallic building as a lattice beam, capable to take
the loads outcoming from the lift process. On top, the structure, is equipped with a system of
pulleys, one of which is mobile pulley, allowing the lifting of a double load, relative to the effort of
lifting cable drum. figure 3, a and b.
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b –Bellow view

a –Side view

Fig. 3 The roller system of the lifting cable by rolls

2.2. The module for recovery and reuse of energy
At the controlled lowering weight, the torque produced by drum and the tangential force of
cable train pump 1, and the potential energy is converted into hydrostatic energy and then is stored
in an accumulator, being reused in the next cycle of work. As can be see in figure 4a, at descent,
the accumulator load from the values pressure-volume p1 and V1 to pressure-volume values p2,
V2, corresponding to a quantity volume ΔV. In the next phase of work, at weight lifting, in the
hydraulic system adding up the pump flow qp and accumulator flow q2 , corresponding to quantity
of oil Δ V, figure 4 b. Also when starting the pump, the pressure is p2; is done an economy power
and thus important electric energy, because qp product has a lower value.

curve of the nitrogen variation from the
accumulator

b)
a)
Fig.4- The chart of load and reuse of the hydraulic energy
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The recovery module designed in institute, figure 5, is composed, mainly, a block with
hydraulic equipments of distribution and control of pressure necessary to capture and reuse the
hydraulic energy. Most appliances, are mounted on hydraulic block, physically realized by a
specialized company, figure 6, but the mobile station supply too. , figure 7 and figure 8.

Fig. 5- Project hydraulic block

Fig. 6- Hydraulic block physically realized

2.3. Mobile hydraulic station
An important component part of lifting equipment with recovery of the potential energy is
the hydraulic power station. It moves and connects with the drum rotating hydraulic system through
hoses with quick couplers. As can be seen in figure 7, the station in standard construction is
composed of one electric pump, a hydraulic distributor for connecting of flow, regulators etc. It also
has different equipments for messure and controls: manometers, thermometer, level sensing and
filters. On the prototype, the station was adapted by mounting on it the recovery module
components such as: hydraulic distribution block, the hydraulic accumulator for storage the
recovered energy and the distributor of connection to pumps of recovery module, as can be seen
in figure 8.

Fig. 7 - The initial mobile hydraulic station

Fig. 8 - The adapted hydraulic mobile station
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3. Technical characteristics of the equipment:
The lifting equipment has the following technical characteristics:
- lifting weight: max.200 kg;
- lifting height: max. 1800 mm;
- number of coils: max.15
- working pressure: max. 200 bar;
- the winding drum diameter: 76 mm
- the used axial piston unit: F110 A25 IPG - manufacturer HIDRAULICA, UMP Plopeni with the
following technical characteristics:
-displacement: 7,6 cm3
- normal working pressure: 200 bar;
-maximum working pressure: 350 bar;
-maximum able torque: 70 Nm
Based on calculations with the above dates, at the operating pressure of 200 bar resulted an
effective torque of winding drum of 44 Nm cable, that allows lifting of a weight of 200 kg at mobile
pulley (with2-wire).
4. Operation of lifting equipment with energy recovery
To understand, in detail, the process of converting, storing and reusing of the potential energy of
the lifted weight, by equipment, in figure 9 is shown the hydraulic scheme of the manufactured and
designed equipment.
4.1. Control of working pressure
After starting of the electropump (hydraulic pump 1 and electric motor 2), completely close the
flow regulator 14 and then adjust pressure valve 3 to 200 bar viewed by gauge 4.
4.2. Weight lifting phase, G
When working the electromagnet E1 of distributor 5, The pressure opens first the unlock
check valve 12, and then check valve 13. The check valve 11 remains closed because the
accumulator is empty. The flow is regulated by the flow regulator 14, and then the circuit put in
movement the hydraulic motor 7, executed, thus, the lifting of the load.
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4.3. Stop in phase of weight lifting at different heights
Disoperate E1 but pregnancy don’t down, because the restricted sense of check valve 13
does not permit this.

Figure 9- Hydraulic schema of the hydraulic energy recovery equipment

4.4. The recover of potential energy at downhill
Operate the electromagnet E2 of the distributor 8, the fluid flow being on path P-A opens
check valve 9 and charge the accumulator until the maximum pressure of 200 bar, regulated by
pressure valve 6. The accumulator 10 is loaded according to the schedule in Figure 7 in the
descent weight phase. The scend speed control is realised by throttle15, which, in reality, adjusts
the charging time of the accumulator. After termination of pregnancy descent and charging the
accumulator, it cancel E2 and acts E3. The scend speed adjusts by the throttle 16. without recover
energy still further.
4.5. The use of stored energy at resumption of work cycle
At lifting, act E1 which open first valve 12, which discharge the accumulator, because check
valve 13 has an opening pressure greater than the pressure control of valve 13. Increasing
pressure pump, close valve 11 functioning, further, only pump, the electomagnets E2 and E3 being
disoperates.
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5. Conclusions
-The lifting equipment with potential energy recovery system, by transforming it into stored
hydraulic energy, presents an innovative character applicable to lifting machines. It may be used,
alone or together with other methods of potential energy recovery, for example with hydraulic
cylinders or brake energy of moving vehicles.
- After testing of lifting equipment with potential energy recovery system, the solution adopted can
serve as a reference model and transferred to industry at interested operators.
-The adopted energy recovery method is added to the database / technical knowledge concerning
on energy recovery, along with other forms of green energy: solar, of waves, of wind, of braking,
etc, according to the forecasts of energy crisis and the increase of the fuels prices.
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Abstract: The paper presents results of research on hydraulic systems with secondary regulation
in circuit with quasi constant pressure. There study presents the fundamentals that led to the
development of secondary control systems. The diagram principle is presented for secondary
adjustable hydraulic units in an open circuit and describes the system operation and automatic
control loop. Change to the torque does not directly influence system pressure p, but through the
intervention of control loop, the flow changes. This implies a control system to intervene quickly in
order to change the flow. Using the Matlab Simulink programming environment we have obtained
results on dynamic behavior of the systems. The presented and interpreted results pertain to
system indicial responses to the stage of load variation.
Keywords: secondary control, simulation, torque, displacement, pressure
1. Introduction
Growing area of using hydraulic and automation actuators and their requirements, require
adjusting the volume as an area of particular interest to researchers.[1,2,3,4,5]
Adjusting means change the capacity of hydrostatic pump−motor units, resulting in change
of the ratio between the components of motion and effort in a limited area. One can change this,
for a given power ratio (Q / Qmax) and (Δ P / Δ Pmax) at different values V of capacity hydrostatic
units [2,5].
Figure 1. presents a fundamental diagram of a system with secondary regulation. Inserting
the hydropneumatic accumulator in power transmission system, imposed pressures p1 = p2 = p3
depending on its charge status. Torque modification at the exit does not directly affect system
pressure p, but by accelerating or braking at shaft, the flow changes.

Fig.1.The fundamental diagram of a system with secondary regulation [2]
Flows Q1 and Q2 are decoupled through the accumulator and can take values independent
of each other. The difference in flow ΔQ = Q1±Q2=Q3 circulates from or to the accumulator and
amends its’ charge state so the pressure p. [2,5]
This determines the control system to quickly intervene to alter the flow.
Torque adjustment takes place through a change in the flow, respectively by changing the
hydrostatic drive unit volume. This control system is used on systems mobile equipment, systems
with recovering kinetic energy during braking (automotive), aviation simulators, etc..Energy
demanded is set directly on consumers, avoiding their mutual influence.
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2. The structure of hydrostatic drive system with adjustable secondary drive
The fundamental diagram of a demo stand is shown in figure.2.

Fig.2.The fundamental diagram of the demo stand
Primary drive block containes: 2 pump with constant flow, 1 electric motor, 3 safety valve, 5
way valve , 4 pressure gauge , 6 hydropneumatic accumulator.
Secondary drive block containes: 20 hydrostatic drive pump-motor with adjustable capacity,
capacity control element, namely the linear hydraulic motor 19, 10 pressure limiting valve, and the
elements that make automatic control loop, respectively servo valves 17, amplifier control servo
valves 13, block position signal amplification of linear motor 15, adder 14, comparator 15,
transducer with digital display (pressure, flow, speed) 21, displacement transducer 18, block 16
prescribing reference size.
Block load containes: 22 pump, 23 the valve which selects the branch of high pressure
fluid pump and send it to load valve 26, which regulates the pressure in the load circuit. Pressure
filter 24 ensures smoothness of 10μm proportional valve required by the working fluid. The
pressure transducer 25, 27 adjustable throttle, 28 pressure gauge, 29 way valve, 30 valve.
Second hydrostatic unit can have for a given speed n depending on the torque size M, any
capacity V∈ [-Vmax, Vmax ]. For a working pressure p ≈ quasiconstant, capacity V determines the
size of torque.
3. NUMERICAL SMULATION OF SYSTEM WITH HIDROSTATIC SECONDARY CONTROL
3.1 Simulation model for adjustable secondary drive system using Matlab Simulink
The simulation is appoints model validation from a real situation to understand the impact of
changes in operating conditions regarding the system behavior and the effect of the introduction of
various control strategies. Simulation of the structure and functioning of a set model allows all
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possible states for the model and provides verification of the existence of properties set in the
analysis stage.
The fact that these properties are not confirmed indicates the presence of one or more
errors in the composition of system, or in determining its properties. Therefore, the final validation
for obtaining operating characteristics determined by the design can be reached only by simulation
results. Simulation allows experimentation with real or hypothetical situations, impossible or difficult
to achieve in ongoning operation state of a system. A particular situation can be studied and the
results allow comparison. In figure.3. presents the model block diagram in order to be simulated
using Matlab Simulink program.

Fig.3. Block diagram used for simulation model
3.2 Influence of charging hydropneumatic accumulator pressure to system features
For simulation is imposed a constant angular velocity ωr, by a block reference figure.4b.
It is fallow pressure influence of charging hydropneumatic accumulator on the indexical responses
of the system. Size of disruptive signal is step type, figure.4a., inserted through a load block.
Simulations are performed for two values of the hydropneumatic accumulator pressure 56
bar and 10 bar. It shows the indexical responses of pressure, flow and speed.

Fig.4a Load signal

Fig.4b Reference signal
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In figure.5, figure.6, and figure.7, are presented indexical responses of the system to load
changes, respectively flow, speed, pressure for loading the hydropneumatical accumulator with
56 bar.
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Fig.5 Indexical responses of flow at load step variation
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. Fig.6 Indexical responses of rotation speed at load step variation
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. Fig.7 Indexical responses of pressure at load step variation
In figure.8, figure.9, and figure.10, are presented indexical responses of the system to load
changes, respectively flow, speed, pressure for loading the hydropneumatical accumulator with
10 bar.
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Fig.8 Indexical responses of flow at load step variation
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Fig.9 Indexical responses of rotation speed at load step variation
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. Fig.10 Indexical responses of pressure at load step variation
The analysis of the two sets of results obtained by numerical simulation are found influence
of accumulator parameters on the functioning of the hydraulic system with secondary control.
Figure.8, figure.9, figure.10, shows a malfunction of the hydraulic system. Choice of
accumulator suitable parameters leads to desired performance.
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4. CONCLUSION
By the analysis of indexical responses shown in figure.5, figure.6, and figure.7 is found:
- automatic system is a control system which ensures that any changes in torque disturbing
is followed by a transient change of the output signal.
- the system is dynamically stable.
- through automatic control system, load variation leads to changes in engine displacement
and respectively flow, figure.5.
- by changing the flow speed of hydraulic motor returns to the imposed value by reference
signal, figure.6.
- the system allows maintain pressure quasi constant to flow control at load variation
figure.7.
- appear areas with shorter oscillation of the output value at the beginning of the transient
regime. They amortized quickly for themselves.
- Choice of accumulator suitable parameters leads to desired performance.
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Abstract: Widespread deployment of hydronic drive systems and their integration into complex
manufacturing processes requires interfacing them with computer or digital systems. The
integration of digital electronic technologies into hydronic equipment allow the users to measure
and connect them to informatics manufacturing systems thus improving command and control
performances. Overall development of microcontroller based smart systems along with the
development of new types of sensors enabled the development and integration of digital
measurement and control technologies in modern driving systems, even at equipment level.
Keywords: digital, control, hydronics, modern
1. Introduction
High precision driving and control systems are nowadays a necessity whose weight
increases along with technical progress and development of new solutions for high-end technical
fields such as multi-axis positioning, industrial robotics and numeric control machines and so on.
Overcoming the limitations through the development of new solutions based on the use of
informatics technologies and microcontroller based electronic modules started a new trend in
electro-hydraulic driving systems.
The integration within driving systems’ structure of electro-hydraulic equipments and
actuators along with transducers and electronic digital or analog modules has increased overall
flexibility thus establishing a new technological field – hydronics. Hydraulic proportional servoequipment (which is state of the art hydronic equipment) is used widely in driving and control
installations, having exceptional dynamic characteristics, flexibility, high precision and smaller sizes
therefore replacing common driving and control schematics. Hence the need to control more
accurate technical and functional parameters of hydronic equipment, as this will affect the
functional characteristics of driving and control systems in which are integrated.
The architecture of hydronic driving and control systems integrates components and
informatics technologies that facilitate the way that measurement, data acquisition and data
processing are related to the physical parameters of a given system. Electronic modules and
informatics technologies used along with hydronic equipment give the possibility to develop
modern systems that easily adapt to variable workspace conditions and disturbances.
2. Digital modules in hydronics
Although the majority of electronic control modules and control systems available on the
market include a relatively large number of analog components, the authors propose a digital
electronic module based on a general purpose 8-bit microcontroller. The increased integration of
electronic components has drastically reduced the size of driving and control modules therefore
allowing the implementation of more functions on a single board. Digital electronic modules for
hydronic equipment require increased computing power for digital control algorithms, such as PID,
but also smaller dimensions in order to be integrated into the hydraulic equipment.
The digital electronic module that the authors describe is a RISC microcontroller from
Microchip’s 16Fxxx family. It is structured on Harvard architecture with separated buses for data
and instructions, with memory paging which is a very important aspect because it is one its major
disadvantages – it complicates the development of software in assembly language. The
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implementation of electronic digital intelligence in industrial control systems allows also easy
interconnection with computer systems, data storage or processing modules. Communication
between two digital devices can be made locally – when they are in close proximity - or can be at
distance by using remote data transmission through wired and optical fiber solutions (using
dedicated protocols) or wireless connections such as GSM.

Figure 1 – Digital control modules available on market.
The microcontroller’s structure include a set of hardware functions that facilitate the
development of analog and digital applications, simplifying the interface logic, reducing energy
consumption, and minimizing electromagnetic compatibility issues. The microcontroller is equipped
with electrically rewritable program memory (FLASH) and allows the change of its software
program without removing it from its socket in the printed circuit board (this is the ICSP facility: InCircuit Serial Programming).
2. Hardware structure of the digital module
The authors have developed an innovative solution for one digital control module for
hydronic equipment that comprises the following structural components:
- analog (4…20mA) and digital (0…5V) inputs, needed to interconnect the module with
system’s transducers, pressure switches, push-buttons, knobs etc;
- analog and digital outputs as control signals that drive the hydronic and auxiliary
equipment;
- serial MODBUS communication;
- switching power source, input voltage must be between 10…36VDC.
The microcontroller given in Figure
2 has three input/output 8-bit ports, one
input/output 6-bit port and one
input/output 3-bit port, all software
cofigurable. There are also available
three timers, one analog-digital 10-bit
converter, Capture/Compare/PWM and
USART.
The digital electronic module has
voltage (0…5V or 0…10V) or current
Figure 2 – Microcontroller PIC 16F877
(4…20mA)
hardware
configurable
inputs.

-

The digital module has four (adjustable) reserved inputs as follows:
program input;
offset input;
feedback input;
feedback offset.
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For future improvements, the digital module has been provided with supplementary analog
inputs for voltage or current, hardware selectable.

Figure 3 – Digital control module: assembled PCB TOP view.
3. Software program of the digital module
The software program of the digital control module has a main loop, a peripheral init
sequence, interrupt service routine and the digital PID control algorithm. Main loop is using a statemachine architecture which implements basic functions of the electronic module. Interrupt service
routine has code sequences that implement analog-digital conversion, real-time clock and buffer
management for USART receive/transmit.
The interrupt service routine accepts interrupt events from the following peripherals:
- timer circuit, used to generate a 1ms real-time clock. In the init sequence of the timer circuit
this is configured to be incremented once every 200ns. The timer will generate an interrupt
when the overflow event occurs (0xFFFF to 0x0000). The timer is reinitialized in the
interrupt service routine;
- analog-digital convertor, configured to generate an interrupt request when the result of the
current conversion is available;
- USART module, configured to generate an interrupt request when is transmitted or
received a character. The end of transmission of one character starts the transmission of
the next character in the reception buffer. End of reception is signalized, in MODBUS ASCII
protocol, when it is received a 0xA or 0xD character code.
The interrupt request subroutine for timer overflow is:
- refreshing the real-time clock (used for process synchronizing);
- timer initialization;
- analog-digital conversion start.
The interrupt request subroutine for analog-digital convertor is
- numeric filtering of the analog input signal;
- analog input selection;
- analog-digital convertor initialization.
MODBUS ASCII communication that is implemented on the digital control module is based
on a protocol that Modicon has introduced in 1979. The advantages of using MODBUS are:
- easy implementation;
- it does not need dedicated hardware circuitry;
- simple and efficient error detection mechanism;
- it is open source.
There are a few minor disadvantages of the MODBUS protocol, such as the relatively rigid
structure of MASTER-SLAVE network – SLAVE equipment cannot initiate a transmission for an
event – and limited communication speed at 115200 baud.
The most important parameter in the control algorithm is the loop duration, because when
using floating point calculations this conducts to higher execution times. Where possible it is
preferred to use floating point because of easy implementation and it can be avoided the rounding
and overflow errors – associated with floating point representation.
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5. Experimental rig
In order to test the digital control module capabilities there has been used an existing
testing rig in the Servo-technique laboratory of Hydraulics and Pneumatics Research Institute. The
hydraulic circuits of the existing testing rig need to be reconfigured in order to fit the new digital
control module and hydronic equipment. The experimental model of the digital control module was
included in a positioning hydronic system.
The testing rig can allow various electrohydraulic configurations, having a high degree
of flexibility. Maximum working pressure is 315
bar and maximum flow 120l/min. The structure
of the testing rig comprises: hydronic
equipment (a servovalve), a bilateral rod
hydraulic cylinder with low friction, a stroke
transducer, one hydraulic power source, DAQ
system and the digital control module. It is also
used a metallic adapter plate which connects
the hydronic equipment to the hydraulic power
source of the testing rig, tank and consumers
A and B (the hydraulic cylinder and two
pressure
transducers).
The
pressure
transducers are used to record the pressure
on A and B circuits during experiments.

Figure 4 – Experimental hydronic testing rig:
general view.

The hydronic equipment (servovalve) is driven by the digital control module that the authors
propose. Choosing a certain type of hydronic equipment takes into account the general
requirements for the system – such as the actuator type and its operating mode.
During experiments there has been used a DAQ system that comprises:
- electronic transducers for physical parameters of interest, such as stroke, pressure, flow,
force and temperature;
- measurement amplifiers, used for interfacing the output signal of a certain transducer with
the type required by the DAQ board;
- DAQ board, used for converting analog process signals into digital signals that PCs use;
- virtual instrument developed using LabView, used for data processing, filtering, storage and
graphical representation of certain states or signals in the process.
The DAQ system is based on a common configuration of simultaneous parameter
acquisition and has been designed after a comprehensive analysis of the parameters involved in
the experimentation on the digital control module, choosing high performance devices and
equipments characterized by increased robustness and dynamic characteristics.
Virtual instrument was designed to work both in static and dynamic modes having minimum user
intervention. The initialization of the DAQ board, all software variables and constants along with the
scaling of the DAQ channels are done by the virtual instrument. Experimental data are acquired
continuously after the user presses START button available on the front panel of the virtual
instrument. The data acquisition will stop automatically after acquiring several signal periods. The
virtual instrument scales and filters acquired data and after that it displays it on a graph control.
Data values are stored in column separated values .DAT files.
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The front panel of the virtual instrument
contains the following controls:
- displays for current signal values;
- control signal display (Generator);
- stroke transducer display (Position);
- pressure A value display (PA[bar]);
- pressure B value display (PB[bar]);
- acquisition START button;
- optical Acquire button;
- Esant[Hz] slider for modifying sampling rate.
Figure 5 – Front panel of the virtual instrument
6. Experimental results
Control signal used during experimentations as reference is given by a square wave signal
generator. The reference signal is applied to the digital control module described above on a
dedicated input, having a period of T = 10s and an amplitude between -10 … 10V.
In the Figures below, it is given the response of the hydronic system with closed-loop digital
control when varying PID regulator’s gains (blue = reference; red = response).
Processing of experimental data was made using Microsoft Excel.

Figure 6 - Square wave response,
when P = 1, I = 0, D = 0

Figure 7 - Square wave response,
when P = 10, I = 0, D = 0

Figure 8 - Square wave response,
when P = 5, I = 0,001, D = 0

Figure 9 - Square wave response,
when P = 5, I = 0, D = 0,5

In Figure 6, it is shown the response of the hydronic system, when P = 1, I = 0 and D = 0. In
this case it can be seen that the system follows with low accuracy the reference signal having a
low tendency of oscillation. The rising and falling edges of the response signal are heavy modified,
having almost no level and high error when P gain has a low value.
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In Figure 7, it is shown that when increasing the proportional gain to 10 (P = 10) the delay
between the reference signal and response signal is reduced, but the amplitude of system’s
oscillations is increasing. The edges of the response signal are improved, delay time is low, but the
presence of the oscillations leads to a poor system dynamic.
In Figure 8, the variation of the integrative gain, I = 0,001, leads to a decrease of the error.
When increasing the integrative gain the error decreases or even drops to zero, having as
disadvantage the appearance of some overrides on the rising edge of the response signal.
In Figure 9, the variation of the derivative gain, D = 0,5 has a direct influence on the
waveform of the response signal – rising and falling edges are less modified, the level has small
oscillation tendencies, delay time is increasing slowly. It can be noticed a heavy reduction to zero
of the overriding.
7. Conclusions
Experimental behavior of the digital control module can be considered as expected. Low
values of the proportional gain lead to a high stationary error; high values of the proportional gain
lead to oscillations. The stationary error decreases or even drops to zero when the integrative gain
has a high value, but it will appear an overriding of the response signal. A high value of the
derivative gain has a negative impact on the waveform of the response signal. The hydronic
system has an integrative behavior and when choosing inappropriate values for the integrative gain
will result significant overrides of the response signal leading to poor positioning accuracy of the
system.
As future improvements, the authors would like to reduce the size of the digital module by
using SMD components and to improve the digital PID control algorithm.
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Abstract: Paper aims to present a simple model of energy recovery system that can be adopted
and implemented on any compacting - packing press for packaging waste for the smallest to the
biggest capacity performing small structural changes. The power efficiency system it was applied
on a 60 kN compacting - packing hydraulic press for PET, system which was designed and
manufactured by INOE 2000-IHP Bucharest in the research and development programme frame
(RELANSIN and MENER). In this paper are presented the constructive and functional features of
this equipment made during the optimisation process which aims to quantify the pressing and
bundling process.
Keywords: power efficiency, PET bundling press, hydrostatic energy,

1. Introduction
PET bundling press used to compress industrial and alimentary packaging (bottles, containers,
cans and boxes) in compact and homogeneous bulk with well-defined dimensions, which are
directly influenced by press enclosure and hydraulic power system. The bunches obtained during
the compacting process must meet certain criteria: easy to manipulate, to have a stable form and
structure that last in time. These properties are very important during the transport and storage
phase.
Therefore the hydraulic driving system must develop a compression force Fh, to compact the
plastic waste and to make a uniform distribution in press working enclosure. Also the hydraulic
power is influenced by the PET shape and dimensions that can be: unaltered or deformed, with or
without cork, regular or irregular volumes with different stiffness. For this reason the deformation
force applied Fd may vary in the technological bundling process because the compressed
materials are changing the shape and the strength during the compaction process. This to make a
bunch with a height H it is necessary to provide several wasted feed phases and n several
pressing cycles, in which the driving system has an h active stroke.
In our case the active stoke is the pressing height/cycle and must assure the maximum stoke of
the hydraulic system for which our system is designed.
Following the above conditions and observations during the bundling process must be ensured a
safety pressure p0 = min (1.2–1.3) x pd (where the pd is the waste specific deformation – pressure
or the waste tensile strength), that generate a hydraulic force Fh = min (1.2-1.3) x Fd. This
equation can be written as p0xSc= min (1.2-1.3) x pd x Sd [daN], where: Sc is the compression
cylinder aria and the Sd is the enclosure press surface.
From the energetic balance, the hydraulic bundling energy Eh necessary for a single compressing
operation must be proportional to deformation energy that must be consumed to achive a compact
bunch, energy calculated with equation 1.
Eh>min (1.2-1.3)xEd

[J]

[1]
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The hydraulic energy necesary for the entaier process Σeh is presented in equation 2 and is
corelated with the consumed energy during an entaier compressing process Σed.
Σeh>min (1.2-1.3) Σed [J]

[2]

Given that bundling press function must operate to a minimum working pressure p0 the hydraulic
energy generated to the ending of active stroke will be discharge to the fluid tank and in that way a
very important part of the hydraulic power is lost. Losses which can be estimated with equation 3
and 4.
∆E=Eh-Ed=(0.2...0.3) Eh [J]

[3]

∆Σe=Σeh-Σed=(0.2...0.3) Σeh [J]

[4]

Implementationg a mechanical-hydraulic energy recovery system on a standard press tend to
reduce the hydraulic power discharge during one compression operation and to used it in the
subsequent compressions or in the anther technological phase.
2. The working principle of PET bundling press with energy recovery system
The PET bundling press on which was incorporated the energy recovery system, has the following
functional systems: the compacting - packing press, the hydraulic driving system SHB and the
energy recovery system SREB, fig.1.

Fig.1 PET hydraulic bundling press.
The principle underlying the system operation consist using the relaxation bunch energy after there
was compress the waste to freely lifting the press platen with ∆, without any energy from the press
driving system. Summing the mechanical works developed during bundling process, was estimated
a decrease up to 20% from the energy consumption in order to achieve a bunch in comparison
with the classical solution. Energy excess is stored as a hydraulic energy (flow or pressure) in a
hydraulic accumulator, from which will be supplied the next compacting operation from the
bundling process until the pressure reaches the pressure pa (pressure inside the accumulator) and
only the pi is generated by the hydraulic system (pressure needed to compact the waste in i
cycle).
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The functional differences between the standard press and the bundling press with energy
recovery system are:
- The standard press the electric engine energy Ec1 is transformed in hydraulic energy used
to compacting and retirement of the pressing plate.
- For the bundling press with energy recovery system, is used only a part from the electrical
energy Ec2 which is transformed in hydraulic energy and used to the compacting operation
and retirement operation will be made using the relaxation bunch energy and only if it is
necessary will be used hydraulic energy. From this reason the energetic saving will be
∆E=Ec1-Ec2, where the Ec2=f (pa).
3. The estimations regarding the energy recovery system
The press on which was implement the energy recovery system was a waste hydraulic press, PCM
60-00 de 60kN, system that was designed and manufactured by INOE 2000 – IHP Bucharest. As
was mentioned above a very important parameter is the shape of the waste that can be: unaltered,
deformed, pre-pressed and minced. Once known what type of materials are compacted it can be
estimated the charged material supplied that is 0.28 ÷ 0.32 [kg/m3] and the degree of
homogenization 20% ÷ 25%. The hydraulic working parameters are: the maximum working
pressure p0 = 110 [bar]; the nominal working pressure
p = 80 ÷ 90 [bar]; the flow rate Q = 15 [l/min]; the active stoke Ka=H0 and can have the maximum
value of 750 [mm]; the maximum installed power 2.2 [kW] and presents a semi-automatic working
cycle.
Other parameters that can be useful during the static and dynamic characteristics are: the elastic
retirement force Fh = 250 ÷ 500 [daN], which depends on the elastic detriment degree (0.1… 0.2);
the maximum hydraulic pressure losses 5 [bar]; the pressing plate inertial mass to lifting and the
hydraulic resistance Rh < Fd=(0,1..0,2) Fh.
Applying the classical energy estimation methodology it can be calculated the recovered
energy during the three working phases during the compacting – packing process, fig.2.
The working phases during the waste compacting – packing process are as follows.
Compaction chamber filling with raw materials, which has the volume V=LxBxH0.
The first compacting operation, it has the index 1 in the mathematical equations. During this
operation are realized the next phases:
- The plateau advance phase F1, in which are monitor the following parameters:
 advance stroke, Ka1=H01 [mm], where H01=H0-h1 (H0 is the initial volume
occupied by PET waste and h1is the height of compress waste that depends on the
supply pressure p and the compacted volumeV1;
 compacting force, Fh1 = p x Sc [daN], that depends on the cylinder active surface;
 compacting energy, E1=(H0- H01) x Fh1=h1 x Fh1 [J];
In this phase cannot be recorded any energy saving.
- Engine uncoupling phase F2, that starts in the moment in which the working pressure
arrives to P and the plateau advances is stopped. In this phase the compacting waste have
the tendency to decompress, case in which is create a loosening force Fd=(0,1..0,2) p x Sc
that is generating a energy ∆ E1=(0,1..0,2) (H0- H01) x Fh1=(0,1..0,2) h1 x Fh1 [J]. This
energy is transformed in mechanical work to lift the pressing platen with k1=∆ h1, where ∆
h1< ∆ [mm] and in hydraulic energy that will be stored in an accumulator (pa = f(∆ E1,V1)
where the V1 is the store oil volume V1=Scxh1[l];
- Withdraw of the press plate, F3. In this phase are monitor the redraw stroke, Kr1= H01 - k1
[mm].
The second material compaction batch to fill the compressing chamber that must supply with
materials that can have a volume V=LxBxH0 – h1.
The second cycle of compression, which is noted with index 2 and has the next phases:
- The plateau advance phase F1, that has the next parameters:
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 advance stroke, Ka2 = H01 – h2 [mm], were h2 is the thickness of the second
compacting layer (h2>h1) and is influenced by the working pressure and the
compressing material volume (h2=f(p,V2));
 compacting force, Fh2 = (p-pa ) x Sc [daN];
In this phase it can be used the energy recovered from the previous operation.
- Engine uncoupling phase F2, in the moment in which the working pressure reach P and the
plateau advances is stopped. In this phase the compacting waste have the tendency to
decompress, case in which is create a loosening force Fd=(0,1..0,2) p x Sc that is
generating a energy ∆ E2 = (0,1..0,2) (H0- H01) x Fh2 [J] [J]. This energy is transformed in
mechanical work to lift the pressing platen with k2=∆ h2, where ∆h2< ∆ [mm] and in
hydraulic energy that will be stored in an accumulator (pa = f (∆E2,V2) where the V2 is the
store oil volume V2=Scxh2 [l];
The last three operations must be repeated and the estimations can be made replacing the H0 with
H0i-h1i+1, where i is the operation number (i= 5, 6) until the bunch high reaches H, value that in
our case depends by the press capacity.
The total energy recovered is estimated is estimated with equation [5].
Σ∆ Ei=(0,1..0,2) Σ (H0- H0i) x Fhi[J]; (i=5...6)

[5]

The energy recovery degree GR can be calculated with relation [6] and depends by the effective
energy E.
GR = (Σ∆Ei/E) x 100 [%]

[6]

Fig.2. Working principle of waste PET press.
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4. The running of pet bundling press embedded with an hydrostatic energy recovering
systems
The hydraulic system is the main component of which it can be recovered an important quantity of
energy. The hydraulic divining system SHB contains: an mono-phase electric engine - 1, that has
the power of 2.2 kW; gear pomp - 2, with a flow rate of 15 [l/min]; pressure valve set to 120 [bar];
electrical ¾ directional control valve Dn6 (24Vcc) - 4; 100 [bar] pressure switch – 5.1; hydraulic
cylinder Ф80/56-800 [mm] -6; electric stroke stop -7.1 and 7.2; the displacement transducer 12;
see fig. 3.
The energy recovery system SREB is made from: 80 [bar] pressure switch – 5.2; 2/4 directional
control valve Dn6 with memory - 8; hydraulic accumulator for 20 [l] and 45 [bar] -9.

Fig.3. PET bundling press using hydrostatic energy recovering systems
The hydraulic PET bundling press on which is implemented the energy recovering systems works
like this:
- Compacting process – cycle 1, consist from the next operations. Once the waste was
loaded the S1 electromagnet commute the directional control valve 4 to position I. The pressure
inside the hydraulic system rises and the compacting plateau 11 came down. When the hydraulic
pressure arrive to p1 the pressure switch 5.1 deactivate the S1 signal and the directional valve 4
commute to the centre position (in this case the electric stroke stop 7.1 is not active). From this
moment on the directional control valve 8 switches to the chamber 33. The remanence pressure
from the active cylinder chamber (preserved from previous compression or packing operations)
and also the waste decompression that raise the compacting plate to the h1 height and is
generating the mechanical work and the energy Ed=Fdxh1. The hydraulic accumulator 9 is
supplied with oil under the pressure pa. Once the oil pressure rises to pa the pressure switch 5.2
commands the directional valve control to change its position. From this moment one the
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directional valve 4 is commanded by the electromagnet S2 that raise the compacting plateau.
Once the cylinder return to the initial position the limitation sensor 7.2 stops the plate to the upper
position and the directional control valve 4 return in the centre position and the pressing cycles is
changing.
- Pressing process – cycle 2. In this cycle the first two operations are the same like in the
cycle 1. In this process the energy recovering systems begin to make the difference. The
directional control valve 8 changes its position and the hydraulic accumulator 9 supplies the power
system with the working pressure pa and also the cylinder chamber that lower the compacting
plateau 6. When the pressure reach pa0 = 10-15 [bar] switchs the electromagnetic command S3
and the compacting plate stopes to last layer of waste. The manuvers repeat from the step 3 to the
end as was mentionated in cycle 1.
- The cycle 2 repeates until the waste bunch is made.
Using the PCM 60-00 press med by IHP it can me realized five until seven pressing cycles in order
to manufacture a bunch.

Fig.4
The command and control system is design (fig.4) to measure the energetic efficiency of the PET
bundling press is made form:
- pressure transducer, Tp1 and Tp2, positioned on the main supply lain (compacting hydraulic
system) and on the secondary line (the recovery system) in order to acquire the P1 and pa values;
- displacement transducer Tl, with measurement field of 800 [mm] that is positioned on the
pressing cylinder. This transducer is used to acquire the parameters: Hi, hi, and ∆i;
- electric power sources and signal generator for: pressure transducer; pressure switches, stroke
imitators, the directional control valve and the electric engine;
- data acquisition board;
- PC system and energetic balance software.
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5. The energy recover methodology
The testing methodology that estimates the recoverd energy is a very complex procedure that must
take in to consideration all the working pharameters ( the press gauge – geometric pharameters,
the working pharameters, the static and daynamic characterisitcs). For this reason is used an data
aquisition system that is conected with an computational system. One the system is initialized are
introduced the geometric and working pharameters (p, p1, pa, H0 and H1). During the bunch
compressing operations will be aquired the data transited form the displacement and pressure
transducers for every phase (Tl, hi, ∆i, etc.) The inteligent system will estiamte the energy saved
for every compacting cycle respecting the equation 5 to the enfd of compacting process wil be
calculated the energy recovery degree 6.
With this sytem the hydraulic energy recoverd from all the compacting phases will be stored in the
hydraulic accumulator and will be used to displace the hydraulic driving system. The plateau
lowering in the absence of the SREB requres to start the electric engine to power compacting
system anf for this reason will be made an important energy saving.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Appling the energy recovery system (SREB) on PET compacting - packing press, design by IHP
Bucharest, the energy saving is 15 -20%., energy that can be used in the next compressing cycle,
as was mentioned above or for other technical operations like: opening system of working
enclosure, the bunch extraction, etc.
The energy recovering system presented in this paper can be implementated and adapt for any
type of PET compacting - packing press from the smallest ones to the highest processing capacity.
The system can be provided with an electronic command and control panel in order to monitor the
energy recovered and to control the compacting process.
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Abstract: Nowadays when there is great interest in reducing pollution by using renewable energy
in transportation, it is important to research solutions with high energy storage efficiency for storing
the energy produced by the electric motor as well as that generated by the systems that convert
renewable energy.
Employing only accumulators in the automotive industry is not enough because the electric current
that the accumulator absorbs has a value that is small when compared to the value of the currents
that can be generated by electric motors used in a system with regenerative breaking (the
electrochemical process through which charge is accumulated is limitative). In this context it is
possible to use a supercapacitor-accumulator hybrid system.
The hybrid system can accumulate and generate electric charge under currents of thousand
Amperes. The advantage of using this combination, Pb accumulator/supercapacitor battery (this is
formed by coupling the two battery’s in parallel) on an auto-vehicle is that it leads to a decrease in
weight/unit of energy. Another advantage is given by the high number of charge/discharge cycles
possible when using supercapacitors. They are also capable of generating power peaks.
Keywords: Automotive, EDLC, hybid auto vehicle
1. Introduction
Electrochemical capacitors are known today through several names such as supercapacitor,
ultracapacitor or EDLC - Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitor. The list of possible names is
almost as long as that of producers and since the technology is still in its early stages a name to be
used by all has yet to be decided.
The structure of an EDLC is that of an electrochemical capacitor with an unusually high energy
density when compared to other types of capacitors, usually in the range of thousand times bigger
than that of an electrochemical capacitor. As an example, a classical electrochemical capacitor will
have a capacity with a value of tens of thousand of mili Farads. A supercapacitor with the same
dimensions will have a capacitance value in the range of several Farads, but at a working voltage
that is usually smaller, around 2,5 V. In 2010 the first supercapacitors with a value of 5000 F were
introduced. The biggest energy density of a commercially available EDLC is of 30 Wh / kg [1].
The electric charge accumulated in an electrochemical double layer capacitor is stored similarly
with that in a conventional electrochemical capacitor. The difference is that charge is accumulated
not on the two electrodes but at the interface between the surface of the conductor and an
electrolytic substance (see also Fig. 1). The charge accumulated through this mechanism will form
a double charge layer, the distance between each layer being of several Angstroms.
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Fig. 1. Storage mechanism in electrochemical capacitors [1]

Production technologies used nowadays for manufacturing EDLC structures only allow the
production of EDLCs with a high current loss. The capacitors are also highly dependent on the
surrounding temperature. In Fig. 2 the variation of the voltage at the terminals of the
supercapacitor at different temperatures is presented. It should be noticed that after 100 hours
since charging without a load the voltage drops to almost half, the accumulated charge also drops.
Temperatures over 30oC can lead to an important discharge which can be inconvenient in some
applications (Fig.2) [1].

Fig.2. Voltage variation at the terminals of an EDLC in time and at different
temperatures [1]

Replacing electrochemical reactions with purely electrostatic reactions is the first important
difference between supercapacitors and batteries, both seen as energy storage devices. The main
difference between electrochemical accumulators and supercapacitors is that the first is a real
source of direct current while the supercapacitor in nothing else but a passive component that can
participate at rather lengthy transitory processes (up to tens of minutes), processes that involve
considerable transfer of power. An accumulator battery stores high energy/kilogram for a long time
while a supercapacitor stores and can give a high energy in a short time [2, 3].
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2. Restrictive technical conditions
A supercapacitor battery will not be able to store enough charge for operating modes at medium
currents for longer periods. Similarly, a battery of lead accumulators should be oversized to be able
to deliver the necessary energy for high current peaks operating mode. Over sizing a lead
accumulator battery leads to an increase in the system mass and costs. Using a hybrid source
formed from a capacitor battery and a lead accumulator battery would lead to a decrease of
roughly 60% of the system weight and would also considerably reduce costs [2, 3].
By analyzing the self-discharge process for a supercapacitor it is possible to observe that as the
temperature increases, the stored energy, in time, decreases significantly. By separating the two
processes at low temperatures and at high temperatures employing a supercapacitor in a system,
in the automotive field, will be done using electronic circuitry to separate the lead accumulator from
the supercapacitor battery while the vehicle is stationary.
3. Block diagram of the hybrid system for starting the engine
The electronic circuit should discern between the moment when the system uses power from the
supercapacitor and the moment when (for example) the auto vehicle is stationary. The circuit
couples the EDLC battery in parallel with the lead battery (at a time t) only a few seconds (n)
before the starter is operated, in order to accumulate charge. In these n seconds the
supercapacitor must absorb energy from the Pb accumulator and reach peak charged state. At t+n
seconds the system is ready to deliver a very high current to be used by the starter. The current for
the starter comes not only from the accumulator but also from the supercapacitor that is connected
in parallel. This is necessary because after the vehicle was stationary for an extended period
(especially if it was at high temperatures) the supercapacitor discharges unlike the accumulator
which has smaller loss [2, 3].
The advantage of using an accumulator with suercapacitors on an auto vehicle is the reduction of
the weight/energy unit. For example instead of a 60Ah accumulator which has a 400A short-circuit
current it is possible to use a Pb accumulator of 25Ah with a 100A short-circuit current and a
supercapacitor with a maximum current of 300 Ah. This way at t+n the 100A current from the Pb
accumulator and the 300A current that the supercapacitor can give for several seconds can be
used, This is enough for starting an engine, especially a diesel one. Starting an engine usually
takes about 1...3 seconds. Companies from this field can manufacture such a circuit that equalizes
voltage on a supercapacitor (Fig.3) [2, 3].
When the ignition contact is operated by the driver (time t), a voltage is applied not only on the
usual load but also at the terminals of the command and timing circuit, which will close the static
contactor. The booting of the ECU (electronic control unit) starts and pressure starts to build up in
the fuel system. After a time (n seconds) a command is sent to the ECU, the board markers are
extinguished and the starter can be operated, the EDLC battery has stored enough energy to
compensate the load lost during parking. When operating the starter the available current for the
starter (Io) is I1 plus I2. Since I1 is about 100A, I2 can be, depending on EDLC type, about 300A.
The total available current for operating the starter is 400A, which replaces the big accumulator
short circuit current of 60…70Ah. During engine operation, the electric machine (alternator) of the
vehicle, charges not only the accumulator but also the EDLC battery [2, 3].
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Fig. 3. Electronic command circuit for the lead battery and EDLC battery [2, 3]
At a new startup the command and timing circuit first measures the voltage on the EDLC. If the
voltage is high, the EDLC has lost a small quantity of charge then the time n to starting is
decreased with a time constant, constant that is deduced from the characteristic [2, 3].
We have used six 600 F supercapacitors coupled in series (Fig. 4 a) obtaining a supercapacitor
battery. This was used for a series of measurements regarding the starting of a Dacia 1300 engine
with a 20Ah accumulator.

b)

a)

Fig. 4. a) Battery using six 600F supercapacitors connected in series [4]
b) Resistors are connected in parallel with each series connected capacitor

When several supercapacitors are connected in series, to prevent over-charge of one of the
supercapacitor, resistors are connected in parallel with each series connected capacitor (Fig.4 b).
The disadvantage being that the supercapacitor discharges even when the charging system is
deactivated. Using an electronic circuit can solve this problem [5].
Balancing resistors are used to maintain an even voltage at the supercapacitors terminals. When
the voltage increases on a cell, part of the current will flow through the resistor thus leading to a
decrease in voltage. This is true for each supercapacitor cell [5].
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4. Block diagram of the electronic circuit used on a hybrid electric auto vehicle
Nowadays the difference between the energy and the power density between these components
can be seen as an advantage when combining them in a power system where they can fill in each
other’s weaknesses. Another application is in the field of hybrid auto vehicles where breaking leads
to the forming of transitory current movements and to energy requests for short periods. It is
especially true since the price for a supercapacitor has reached 2 dollars for a F and is still
decreasing [6].

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the electronic circuit used on a hybrid electric auto vehicle [7]

The first auto vehicles to use supercapacitors as auxiliary elements were tanks with diesel engines
and locomotives. Recently they have begun to raise interest in the energy field since they are able
to store charge faster than conventional accumulators which recommends them for use in
regenerative breaking applications.
Using exclusively electrochemical accumulators would be inefficient for passenger vehicles
because of the high charging time. Supercapacitors on the other hand can charge faster than
accumulators so it is possible for vehicles with frequent stops to charge rapidly. When the bus
stops a captor on the top side lifts for a few meters and makes contact with a charging line. In a
few seconds the hybrid batteries placed under the seats are charged. It is also possible to recover
the breaking energy.
5. Conclusions
Supercapacitors, as a way to store energy have advantages and disadvantages when compared
with the device most used to store energy, the accumulator. This explains the use of hybrid
systems battery-supercapacitor in some applications. The field concerning the fabrication of
supercapacitors still has a long way to go until these can replace accumulators.
The system that we propose that uses six supercapacitors of 600 F each is still in the development
stage but the experimental results obtained and that have been presented are very promising. A
supercapacitor is a good solution to use in an electric hybrid system.
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The capacity of a supercapacitor used to store the deceleration energy for short periods is later
transferred to the motor on commuting power categories. The advantages are a longer battery
life/more charge cycles as well as complete recovery of the energy produced by the electric motor
at breaking.
For hybrid auto vehicles where it is necessary to accumulate a high quantity of charge at breaking
and since lead accumulators are not capable of storing high quantities of energy in a short period it
is possible to use a lead accumulator and a battery of supercapacitors.
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Abstract: The article presents the construction of a mobile simulator for the training of car drivers.
The simulator helps the car drivers to learn the skills for redressing the car if it skids. The simulator
comprises a metallic frame which has set at ends four hydraulic cylinders with pivotant wheels on
which is suspended the car aiming to create the conditions for car skids. The drive of the cylinders
is made by means of a mini pumping group supplied with electricity from the car dashboard, the
commands being given by the instructor by means of a remote control.
Keywords: simulator, skidcar, hydraulic, training
1. Introduction
The drivers that take driving lessons on cars equipped with mobile simulators for lateral
skids, shall acquire in hours abilities and experience for various skid plays, so they will react
instinctively, the risks being significantly reduced.This kind of simulator is cheaper, its maintenance
and use costs being more reduced than of other simulators. We shall describe below the
construction and characteristics of this type of simulator designed and realized by INOE 2000 –
IHP Bucureşti.
2. General Description
The general principle which stays at the base of the training activity which will be made by
means of this simulator cosists in a controlled suspension of the car at a 0 value – the car relies
exclusively on its wheels (the pivotant wheels have no contact with the ground), until a max.value
– the car wheels have no more contact with the ground (frame assembly / the car relies
exclusively on the pivotant wheels. In these variable conditions of contact with the ground will be
possible to reproduce the trajectories of a car which looses adherence to tread and skids under
the action of the centrifugal force.
System characteristics:
Mechano hydraulic characteristics
- max.pressure: 70 bar
- max.load. 1600 daN
- time for lifting max.load/bridge:
0,8 sec.
- max.stroke of the cylinders: 130 mm
Electric characteristics
- supply voltage: 13,8 V
- power motor electropump: 150 W
- remote control communication: RS232
- nr.memories: 8 positions

Fig. 1 Overall view of the assembly
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2.1 Mechanical Part
The mechanical part consists of a frame (Fig. 2) compoposed of front and back balks, the
longitudinal longerons which link the front and back balks and two intermediary balks, provided
with rubber dampers on which is suspended the car from the jack s mounting points, located in the
sills zone. At the ends of the front and back balks are mounted some special hydraulic cylinders,
which to resists at the couple (torque) appearing in the rod not only at the axial forces. In the down
ends of the cylinder rods are mounted pivotant wheels.

Fig. 2 The simulator frames and the pipes setting
2.2 Hydraulic Diagram
The hydraulic diagram (Fig.3) allows the drive of the 4 hydraulic cylinders (12), provided for
lifting the frame, by means of some electric prompts given to the distributors (14). In the diagram
were set unlockable valves (8) so that the cylinders will not go down in time cause of the losses
from the hydraulic distributor, the distributor not being tightly shut. The throttle track (13) has the
role of controlling the descent speed of the hydraulic cylinders. For being possible to use a low
power electropump (150 W) it was provided a pneumohydraulic accumulator (9) which
accumulates a volume of oil under pressure, that allows the lifting of the frame in 0,8 sec. For each
bridge. The oil from the accumulator allows an integral lifting of the frame or two lifting prompts
with half of the load. After the depletion of the oil from the accumulator, this is recharged by the
pump(2), the monitoring of the charging degree of the accumulator, being made by means of the
pressure transducer (10). The use of a higher power pump would have led to complications in what
regards the supply with electricity, being required ~ 70 A at 12 V for being possible to provide the
necessary flow for the lifting speed.
The resistive stroke transducers (11) have the role of measuring the cylinders stroke from
each bridge. In the diagram appear a directional valve (4) which does not allow that the oil from the
accumulator to discharge through the pump, a manometer(6), safety valve (5), oil filter provided
with detour valve (for the case of warping) directional valve and an oil tank (3).
The pumping unit comprises almost the entire hydraulic diagram with the exception of the
hydraulic cylinders. This consists of the pump with toothed wheels, the electric motor, the gripping
block and a set of modular plates that contain elements of the diagram or on which are fixed the
distributor and the oil filter. The pressure transducer is connected at a port corresponding to the
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discharge branch from the pump at which are also connected the pneumohydraulic accumulator
and the manometer. The pumping group is assemblied on a support placed and anchored in the
spare wheel notch. The connection of the pumping group to the installation is made with 4 hoses.

Fig. 3 Hydraulic diagram

2.3 Electronic and Electric Diagram
The diagram of the command plate (Fig. 4) has at its base a microcontroller 16F88. The
diagram allows monitoring on two inputs the signals from the resistive stroke transducers and on
another input of the signal from the pressure transducer.
From the 5 outputs of the microcontroller are prompted some circuits BTS436L2 which
supply the power relay of the electric motor driving the pump and the electromagnets of the two
distributors.
The remote control diagram has at the base the same microcontroller 16F88, which will
comprise the program allowing the memorization of the settings and the command plate prompt.
The diagram of the remote control allows the independent adjustment of the height on the 2
bridges, by means of 2 potentiometers and is provided with 8 buttons M1,..., M8 by means of which
may be memorized values of height adjustments for both bridges. The set button performs the
memorization in one of the selected locations M1,...,M8. The confirmation of the selection of a
button and the condition are signalled by LEDs placed near the buttons.
Both diagrams enclose a circuit MAX232 for serial communication and a circuit LM2574 for
reaching the 5 V tension required for integrated circuits.
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Fig. 4 The diagram of the command module
The electric installation consists of the following main components remote control, the
electronic command block, pressure transducer and the electric motor of the pump provided with
power relay At the electronic command block are connected, by cables all the other elements as
well as the supply cable from the car dashboard. The remote control and the electronic command
block are assembled in plastic boxes provided with connectors for the communication cable.

Fig. 5 The remote control of the simulator
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3. Operating Mode
The system activation is made by putting under tension from a switch of the command
module placed near the pumping unit from the trunk. The presence of tension is indicated by a led
placed on the lead of the box in which is the command module.
The instructor has at his disposal a remote control linked by means of a cable by the box
with the command module With this remote control the instructor may adjust the height of the front
and back bridges, independently, from the 2 potentiometers. The adjusted values for the front and
back bridges may be memorized in 8 locations corresponding to the buttons M1,...,M8. For
memorization is used the SET button. After pressing the button the LED blinks moment when the
potentiometers become active being possible to change the height of the 2 bridges and if pressed
one of the buttons M1...M8 the set values are memorized. The confirmation is made by being lit the
LED corresponding to the pressed button. The commutation between memories is made by
pressing the memory buttons the activated memory having the LED switched on.If desired a
change of the morized values the memory locations may be rewritten with new values for lifting the
car body.
4. Conclusions
The usemof the lateral skids simulator may reduce the number of car accidents occurring
cause of bad meteorological conditions (wet roads or covered with ice and snow, the drivers
acquiring abilities for reacting in an appropriate way at the occurrence of skids
The simulator is easy to use, the instructor being able to modify the adjustment of height,
increasing or decreasing the possibility of occurence of skids. This type of simulator is cheaper, its
maintenance and use costs being lower than of other types of simulators and it is very performant.
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Abstract: In this paper a numerical model previously developed by the authors to study the sealing
performances of hydraulic reciprocating seals, is extended in order to include seal roughness. The
model is verified on a typical elastomeric ″U″ rod seal in steady state conditions. The inverse
theory is applied to the dry frictionless contact pressure distribution, obtained from a FEM
simulation of the rough seal assembly. Three types of roughness are generated on the surface of
the seal in contact with the rod. The average roughness (Ra) of the generated seal surfaces is
equal to the measured average roughness of the studied seal. The numerical results of the
elastomeric rough seal sliding on a smooth rod are compared with measurements, obtained on an
original experimental device. The comparison concerns the friction force, obtained for different
hydraulic pressures varying from 4 MPa up to 20 MPa and for two stroke velocities. The influence
the roughness geometrical distribution as well as the wave length on the seal performances is
analysed. It is proved that the seal roughness has an important influence over the numerical
predictions
Keywords: rod seal, roughness effect, inverse hydrodynamic lubrication, friction
1. Introduction
Rod seals are the most vital components of the sealing system. Their role is to ensure the sealing
of the pressurized hydraulic fluid from the environment during the reciprocating motion of the rod.
The failure of this type of seal can induce the failure of the hydraulic system or can damage the
environment. Modelling the behaviour of hydraulic seals has always been a challenge due to a
great numbers of influence parameters such as non-linearity of seal materiel or extreme operation
conditions. The main part of the existing numerical models assumes fluid film lubrication and
perfectly smooth surfaces in contact. In reality, hydraulic seals deals with mixed lubrication regime
and the experimental studies demonstrated that seal roughness plays an important role in the
lubrication of the sealing contact [1], [2], [3].
In this paper a numerical model previously developed [5] by the authors to study the sealing
performances of hydraulic reciprocating seals, is extended in order to include seal roughness
effect. This is for the first time as far as the authors knows when the roughness effects are treated
by an IHL approach. The influence of the roughness geometrical distribution and wave length over
the sealing performances is analysed. Numerical results, in terms of friction forces, are compared
with experimental ones, obtained with an original experimental device.
2. Model description
A numerical model previously developed by the authors to study the sealing performances of
hydraulic reciprocating seals, is improved in order to include seal roughness. This improvement is
undertaken in an original way. The inverse lubrication theory is applied to the dry frictionless
contact pressure distribution, obtained from a FEM simulation of a rough seal and a smooth rod
assembly. The analysis is made for the steady-state case of a reciprocating hydrogenates nitrile
rubber ″U″ type rod seal. The geometry of the studied seal is presented in fig.1.
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Fig.1-Test seal geometry

2.1. Simulation of the rough seal assembly
The first step in the theoretical analysis is the FEM simulation of the rough seal assembly. In order
to model de seal roughness sinusoids with the same arithmetic average roughness (Ra) as the
studied seal are used, the measured arithmetic average roughness of the seal being 1.54 μm.
(Fig.2).
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Fig.2- Seal roughness distribution

The seal materiel behaviour is described using Mooney-Rivlin hyperplastic model (Abaqus). More
details concerning the choice of the materiel model are given in references [4], [5].
The seal is meshed with axial symmetrical elements and for the contact region a structured
quadratic mesh of 2 μm length is used (Fig.3). The seal housing and the rod are treated like rigid
parts. The seal is compressed between the rod and the seal housing and then is submitted at four
different hydraulic pressures (palim), between 4MPa and 20MPa. (fig.3).

Fig.3- Test seal before assembly
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2.2. IHL theory
The numerical model presented in this paper is based on the inverse hydrodynamic lubrication
theory represented by the Reynolds equation.
(1)
Where p and h are the local pressure and film thickness in the contact, U is the net sliding velocity
and µ is the lubricant pressure dependent dynamic viscosity.
The hydrodynamic pressure distribution is considered equal to the dry contact pressure obtained
by FEM simulation of the rough seal assembly, because the radial charge of the seal imposed by
the film in contact is negligible comparing to the deformation of the seal during assembly.
Therefore, Reynolds equation is solved in the film thickness h and this is the so-called inverse
hydrodynamic lubrication (IHL) theory. The authors have previously published a detailed
presentation of the IHL model in references [4], [5].
3. Experimental Work
In order to validate our numerical model a comparison with experimental results, in terms of friction
forces is conducted. The experimental results were obtained with an original experimental device,
design and conceived by INOE 2000 IHP Bucharest (fig.4), capable of measuring the friction force
between a rod and two U type seals at constant pressure, speed and temperature. A detailed
description of the device is given in reference [6], [7].
The experimental device was mounted on an old stand, existing in INOE 2000-IHP, (fig.4 a and b).

(a) Overview of the test stand.

(b) Creating pressure with hand Pump.

Fig.4- The stand for experimental determination of frictional forces

The main unit of the test stand is the experimental device, which contains the investigated sealing
and is mounted on the framework of the drive system Figure 5, where it can be seen both the dual
sealing sleeve, Figure 6, the pressure and temperature transducer, as well as the force transducer,
Figure 7.
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Figure 5: The experimental
device mounted on stand.

Figure 6: the pressure and
temperature transducer.

Figure 7: The force transducer

The drive system has, at the bottom of the framework, a stroke transducer, shown in Figure 8,
which allows measurement of the stroke, on the one hand, including measuring the actual speed of
displacement of the rod through the gaskets seals, obtained by derivation of the stroke. The
ambient temperature, at which experimental research is conducted, is measured by a digital
thermometer, shown in Figure 9, which by its contact rod, directly indicates the instantaneous
temperature of the stand. Pressure of working oil, sealed by the two gaskets tested, is created by
using a hand pump, shown in Figure 10. Hand pump has a pressure gauge to indicate directly the
working pressure and, also, a local display pressure transducer that allows pressure digital reading
and sending signal for storage to the computer.

Figure 8: The stroke transducer.

Figure 9: The thermometer

Figure 10: The hand pump

4. Results
After the simulation of the seal assembly an initial pressure field and film thickness distribution are
obtained. In fig.4 is represented the pressure field and film distribution obtained for an input
pressure of 4.5 MPa. For a better comprehension of the next discussions, we will refer to the seal
surface in contact with the rod considering one of the three composing parts of contact: entry
region of contact, contact region and exit region of contact. (Fig.11)
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Fig.11- Contact pressure and film thickness obtained by FEM simulation

The roughness effect of the seal surface in contact with the rod over the sealing characteristics
obtained with the IHL model is analysed. In a first phase the surface of the seal placed in the entry
region is considered smooth.

Fig.12- Friction force variation with the input pressure obtained for a smooth seal and for
a rough seal when the entry region of contact is considered smooth

The characteristics of the seals obtained after the IHL calculation were equal to those obtained for
a smooth seal, so in a next step we represented the roughness also in the entry region of contact.
The results increased with about 10%, so a first conclusion of our analysis was that when treating
the roughness effect by an IHL approach it is mandatory to consider rough also the entry region of
contact. This result was kind of expected due to the fact that the quality of the IHL results strongly
depends on the position of the first inflexion point, placed in the entry region in contact.
In order to see if the positioning of roughness distribution in the entry region of contact influences
the calculated HD characteristics of the analysed seal, we displaced the initial roughness
distribution with a quarter wave lengths. (fig.12).
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Fig.13- Initial and displaced seal roughness distribution

Fig.14- Friction force variation with the input pressure obtained for a smooth seal, for a rough seal and for a
rough seal with a quart of wave length displaced roughness distribution
The results obtained this time increased with about 20% by comparison with the results obtained

for a smooth seal. It seems like the IHL analysis is very sensitive also to the positioning of the
roughness distribution in the entry region of contact.
The wave length as well as the geometrical distribution of the initial roughness of the seal surface
in contact with the rod was varied in order to analyze the effect of these two parameters over the
calculated HD seal characteristics. Two types of roughness were analyzed: the first type consist in
sinusoids with a wavelength of 0.1 mm and three different amplitudes being: 0.0024 mm, 0.0021
mm, 0.0026 mm and the second type consists in sinusoids with a wavelength of 0.15 mm and an
amplitude equal 0.0024 mm. (Fig. 15)
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Fig.15- Analyzed seal roughness distribution
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The results obtained in terms of friction forces variation with the input pressure at two reciprocated
speeds are represented in fig. 16.
It seems like the geometrical distribution has an influence smaller than 2% over the calculated
friction forces for the two reciprocated speeds tested. The influence of the wave length is about 5%
at a reciprocated speed of 43 mm/s while at 80mm/s the effect decreases at 2 %.

Fig.16- Friction force variation with the input pressure obtained for a rough seal with different wave lengths
and geometrical distributions

After this parametrical study the results of the improved numerical model were compared with
experimental results. The comparison concerns the friction forces, obtained at four hydraulic
pressures varying from 4MPa up to 20 MPa and for two reciprocating speeds of 43 mm/s and
80 mm/s. This two reciprocating speeds correspond to a minimum and a maximum power flow
supply of the hydraulic motor that assures the reciprocating motion of the experimental device.
In fig. 17 is represented the comparison between the experimental results and numerical ones
obtained with the previously model that doesn’t take into account the seal roughness effect and
with the improved numerical model. As it can be easily observed the new model offers a
significantly better correlation with the experimental measurement. In our situation the results
obtained with the initial tested roughness distribution are in better agreement with the experimental
measurements.

Fig.17- Comparison between the experimental results and the numerical results obtained with the previously
and the improved numerical model
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However it is clear that much work must be done in order to establish a precise algorithm regarding
the correct determination of the seal roughness influence over the predicted HD characteristics.
5. Conclusions
A previously presented IHL model is extended in order to include seal roughness effect. Briefly the
inverse lubrication theory is applied to the dry frictionless contact pressure distribution, obtained
from a FEM simulation of a rough seal and a smooth rod assembly. The average roughness (Ra)
of the seal surface in contact with the rod is chosen equal to the measured average roughness of
the studied seal. The results obtained significantly improve the correlation with experimental
measurements. The wave length and the roughness geometrical distribution don’t seem to have a
big influence over the numerical results. However, when the wave length of the seal roughness
increases, a variation with 5% of the friction forces by comparison with those obtained for the initial
analysed roughness is observed at 43 mm/s. Particular attention must be given to positioning of
the roughness distribution in the entry region of contact, because it appears to have an important
influence over the numerical results. This fact is not surprising given the importance of the position
of the inflection point A in the entry region to the quality of the results.
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Abstract: Compact utility loader, also known as the mini skid-steer, belongs to smallest family of
earth-moving machinery. With residential and commercial irrigation market growing, the
expectations of these small machines go beyond performance. In this paper the mechanical and
hydraulic system of such machine is modelled and simulated. Also energy efficiency measurement
is performed on the actual machine to assess the conventional hydraulic system. The developed
model can be used to suggest and simulate alternative energy saving hydraulic system which can
be applied to the loader in the future.
Keywords: compact utility loader, mini track loader, hydraulic system, construction equipment, energy
efficiency

1. Introduction
On recurring energy crisis and ever growing demand for fossil fuels the academia has been
responding for decades by searching for alternative energy source and developing systems and
parts to effectively process usable resources. The importance of efficiently converting available
energy into actual work in hydraulic machinery has long been emphasized both in academia and
industry. The load-sensing system and constant pressure system that industry has grown fond of,
system utilizing independent metering valves [1], open circuit displacement controlled actuation [2],
closed circuit displacement controlled actuation [3], and digital hydraulics [4] are various innovative
efforts for minimizing avoidable losses present in the conventional but rather inefficient hydraulic
systems still common in the mobile hydraulic industry.
These competing methods all have their pros and cons, but one of the biggest roadblock to
commercialization of academia inspired energy saving methods seems to be the shortage of offthe-shelf items to realize such innovation. Besides some of the top-tier manufacturers who can
handle the development of necessary special parts the industry will have to respond slowly for
such innovations to actually sink in.
Makers of smaller machines such as compact utility loader will not be ready for advanced
technology because most studies are primarily and strictly focused on application of bigger
machines with bigger markets. In order to demonstrate the applicability of energy saving method it
is helpful to study various range of different machines in terms of size, and this study probes into
the mechanical and hydraulic system of smaller utility loader which are very similar to its bigger
siblings in terms of its composition but distinguishable in its capacity and work cycle pattern.
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2. Modeling and simulation of compact utility loader
The utility loader modelled in this study is Toro Dingo TX420[6] and its basic specifications
are listed in table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Toro Dingo TX420 Basic Specifications

Item

Specification

Tip Capacity

671.3 kg

Speed

7.2 km/h forward
3.2 km/h reverse

Weight

909.9 kg (with bucket)

LxWxH

2.3 m x 0.86 m x 1.17 m

Gear Pump

20.8 lpm @ 3600 RPM (loader)
42.2 lpm @ 3600 RPM (auxiliary)

Loader Valve

Relief @ 165.5 bar

First step is to model the mechanical system of the loader to analyze its kinematics and dynamics.
The major parts of the loader were modelled using SolidWorks 3D modelling software as shown in
figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. 3D modeling of the loader

With its dimensions and specifications known, the 3D model was then translated into MATLAB
simMechanics for multi-body dynamic analysis as seen in figure 2.2. The simMechanics model can
be interactively simulated with modelled hydraulic system to predict machine kinematics and
dynamics, working hydraulic pressures, and hydraulic energy efficiency.
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Figure 2.2. simMechanics Model of the loader

The next step is to identify and model the hydraulic system of the loader shown in figure 2.3. For
simplicity the drive circuit and auxiliary circuit has been left out in the drawing. The working
hydraulic system of the loader is open centre, constant flow system. There are three relief valves
as safety circuitry and two directional control valves in series metering the flow into the cylinders.
The working pump with 5.78 cc/rev can output flow of 20.8 l/min at 3600 RPM ideally. The
pressure and the flow at each section can be described by set of well known hydraulic equations.
First, the pressure at the pump outlet is described using pressure build-up equation 2.1.
p&pump =

1
CH ,line

(Q p − Qthrough , L − Qv , L − QR1 − QLeakage ) (2.1)

Figure 2.3. Working hydraulic circuit of the loader

The hydraulic capacitance of the line CH,line includes the volume of the pipeline from the pump
outlet to the inlet of directional control valve. Qp is the supply flow of the pump calculated using
equation 2.2 assuming nearly constant maximum engine speed n = 3250±50 RPM, as read from
the internal tachometer. The volumetric efficiency of the gear pump ηv was assumed to be 0.85.

Qp = ηv nVi

(2.2)

Flow metered by the directional control valve can be described by the valve orifice equation 2.3,
which

Qv = (α Dπ d ) yv

2

ρ

| Δp | (2.3)

is a function of valve spool position yv controlled manually by the operator. The pressure difference
Δp is difference between the pump pressure and whichever port of cylinder connected for metering
in and the difference between the cylinder pressure and tank pressure for metering out. The
equation 2.4 and
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Qthrough , L = Q p − Qv.L − QR1

(2.4)

Qthrough,T = Qthrough , L + Qreturn , L − Qv ,T

(2.5)

equation 2.5 describes the hydraulic flow that passes through the directional control valves when it
is not fully open. These hydraulic oil are throttled back to the tank without doing any work, but only
adding heat to the system. This is major source of energy loss in such open center system without
any flow control. Next, the equation (2.6) and (2.7) are the pressure build-up equation which can
be

p&A =
p&B =

1
CH , A
1
CH , B

(QA − AA x&− QL )

(2.6)

(−QB + AB x&+ QL )

(2.7)

applied to both arm cylinder and bucket cylinder respectively. Finally the hydraulic energy
converted to mechanical motion is described by the equation (2.8) and figure 2.4.

m&
x&= Fcylinder − Ff − FL = ( p A AA − pB AB ) − cv x&− FL

(2.8)

Figure 2.4. Hydraulic actuator

The linear inertia m and load force FL are function of cylinder stroke displacement, arm angle, and
bucket load weight, and these can all be calculated from multi-body dynamic analysis based on
simMechanics simulation. The friction force Ff is assumed to be viscous only, neglecting coulomb
and static friction which are of less magnitude. Figure 2.5 represents an example of multi-body
dynamic analysis performed for simulating and measuring FL with varying arm position.

Figure 2.5. Simulation and measurement of FL
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3. Energy efficiency measurement of compact utility loader
To verify the simulation model and measure energy efficiency of the loader hydraulic
system, the utility loader was equipped with pressure sensors and wire sensors as schemed in
figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Sensors installed for energy efficiency measurement

The pressure sensors measure pressures at outlet of the work pump and at the chamber and rod
side of both arm and bucket actuator. The wire sensors measure the linear displacements of the
arm and bucket cylinder.
A simple work cycle was performed to assess the energy efficiency of the working loader
with conventional open centre constant flow system. The proposed cycle illustrated in figure 3.2
basically starts out by machine picking up the payload comprising set of rectangular metal disks for
consistently

Figure 3.2. Simple work cycle for energy efficiency measurement

variable weight, and finishes by dropping off the payload five meters away from the pick-up point.
In order to pick up the load the bucket must push the payload against the wall emulating digging or
scooping motion to some extent. The work cycle was performed four times each with payload of 80
kg and 240 kg.
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4. Measurement result and analysis
Figure 4.1 plots the cylinder stroke during one chosen cycle for example. The plot illustrates
some scooping motion of the bucket and lifting and lowering of the load. Figure 4.2 then shows the
pressure level of the pump, arm, and the bucket during the same cycle, and it can be seen that the
load exerts highest pressure on the bucket cylinder, and the pump pressure shoots up to match the
actuation pressure whenever the valve opens. Even when the valve is closed the pump pressure is
maintained at about 4 bar with the engine running, constantly pumping flow back into the tank. This
flow and pressure during idling is a complete energy waste present in open centre constant flow
systems. During each load cycle nearly 80% of the hydraulic flow was pumped unused back into
the tank. Obviously the wasted portion would increase with increased idling hour of the pump.

Figure 4.1. Cylinder displacement during the work cycle

E&pump = W&lift ,hydraulic + W&tilt ,hydraulic + E&throttled ,metered

(4.1)

W&hydraulic = p&A AA ⋅ x&

yv > 0

(4.2)

W&hydraulic = − p&B AB ⋅ x& yv < 0

(4.3)

E&throttled ,metered = (Q p − Qthrough ,T − QR1 − QR 2 ) Δp pump

(4.4)

,
,

Figure 4.2 Hydraulic pressure during the work cycle
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Next, with measured pressure and cylinder stroke, the power usage and energy efficiency
of the hydraulic system can be calculated using equation 4.1-4.4. The equation 4.1 shows that the
power of the pump is used for either delivering the hydraulic flow to each actuator or throttling and
metering it back into the tank uselessly. Figure 4.3 shows that when yv is greater than zero,
equation 4.2 should be used for calculating power utilized by the pump for delivering necessary
flow into the hydraulic cylinder, and 4.3 used when yv is less than zero. The pump flow or the
energy that is wasted by throttling and metering can be calculated using equation 4.4 in
conjunction with the hydraulic equations described in chapter 2. The calculated power is plotted in
figure 4.4. It can be seen that more energy is used to deliver flow into the pump when lifting the
load than lowering the load because lifting requires overrunning the load while lowering is aided by
the load. Because constant flow from the pump is metered in to the cylinders and flow from the
cylinders are metered out to the tank without any recuperation or regeneration, the energy of the
hydraulic pump is constantly in waste.

Figure 4.3. Hydraulic flow delivery

Figure 4.4. Hydraulic power during the work cycle

Further, the energy efficiency of a work cycle can be calculated by integrating calculated power
over time as described by equation 4.5, which is also equivalent to equation 4.6. The energy
efficiency

ξ hydraulic _ work =

∫

E pump − Ethrottled ,metered

=

E pump

( E&pump − E&throttled ,metered ) dt
(4.5)

tcycle

∫ Q Δp
p

pump

dt

tcycle

ξ hydraulic _ work =

Wlift ,hydraulic + Wtilt ,hydraulic
E pump

∫

=

(W&lift ,hydraulic + W&tilt ,hydraulic )dt
(4.6)

tcycle

∫ Q Δp
p

pump

dt

tcycle

of a chosen cycle is plotted in figure 4.5.
The energy efficiency at the end of the cycle accumulates to nearly 18%.
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Figure 4.5. Hydraulic power during the work cycle

This means only 18% of the hydraulic power delivered from the pump was actually utilized during
this particular work cycle. The work efficiency values calculated for each payload are tabulated in
table 4.1
Table 4.1. Hydraulic work efficiency of work cycle with payload = 80kg, 240 kg
Hydraulic Work
Efficiency (%)

Payload = 80 kg

Payload = 240 kg

Trial 1

26.83

17.55

Trial 2

31.80

22.39

Trial 3

20.92

28.67

Trial 4

21.28

27.70

Mean

25.21

24.08

The hydraulic work efficiency of this particular open centre constant flow system averages out to
about 25%, spanning from 18 to 30%. The rest of the energy is wasted in throttling, metering, and
compensating for pipeline losses all adding up as heat into the system. This poor usage of
available energy clearly suggests that more efficient hydraulic system needs to be developed and
applied to small earthmoving machines.
4. Conclusion
The mechanical and hydraulic system of compact utility loader has been modelled for
simulating the dynamics of the loader and calculating energy efficiency. Also energy efficiency
measurement has been performed on the actual loader with two different payloads, and the result
showed that only about quarter of the pump energy was translated into actual mechanical
workings. This poor hydraulic energy usage shows the necessity to supersede the conventional
system for these small machines. Next step is to suggest alternative but more efficient hydraulic
system, and apply it to the developed simulation model. The alternative system will need to
consider the practicality for smaller system, so the system can be tested on the actual loader as
soon as the simulation model demonstrate energy improvement. With the improved hydraulic
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system, perhaps the engine can be replaced with an electric motor in the future, which can realize
effective in-building use of the small but powerful earthmoving machines.
5. Nomenclature
Symbol

Unit

Description

p pump

[Pa]

Pump outlet pressure

pA
pB

[Pa]

Actuator cylinder chamber side pressure

[Pa]

Actuator cylinder rod side pressure

C H ,line

3

Hydraulic capacitance of pump outlet line

3

[m /Pa]

CH , A

[m /Pa]

Hydraulic capacitance of actuator cylinder chamber side

CH ,B

[m3/Pa]

Hydraulic capacitance of actuator cylinder rod side

Qreturn , L

3

Return flow of the arm cylinder

3

[m /s]

QLeakage

[m /s]

Pump leakage

QL

[m3/s]

Internal leakage of actuator cylinder

QR1

3

[m /s]

Flow of relief valve 1

3

QR 2
n

[m /s]

Flow of relief valve 2

RPM

Engine speed/Pump speed

Vi

cc/rev

Pump displacement

ηv
αD
d

-

Volumetric efficiency of the pump

-

Coefficient of orifice equation

[m]

Spool diameter

yv
ρ

[m]

Spool opening
3

[kg/m ]

AA , AB
x&
x , x&, &
m

[m2]

cv

Fluid density
Actuator cylinder chamber side area, rod side area
2

[m, m/s, m/s ]

Actuator cylinder displacement, velocity, and acceleration

[kg]

Linear mass of actuator cylinder

[N·s/m]

Viscous friction coefficient
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Abstract: Different structures for impact devices are projected and each of them solves an
encountered problem during drilling operation. Methods for minimizing the reciprocating frequency
of the impact piston and thus the striking frequency of the dislocating tool are continuously
searched. Hydraulic operating schemes are conceived on the basis of patented impact devices or
accordingly to the revealed control systems. There are selected and underlined the important
observations which arise from the exemplified operating principles. The examples are disposed in
descending order by their publication date.
Keywords: impact device, percussive mechanism, rock drill, hydraulic hammer, control system,
control valve, linear hydraulic motor, shock wave, stress pulse
1. Percussion drilling operating principle
Drilling by percussion or rotary percussion refers to a mechanical process for dislocation of
formations like rock, concrete and asphalt.
Drilling principle is based upon an impact mechanism which imparts shocks to a tool (a bit, a rod
steel or a shank). The impact mechanism has a piston which by hitting the tool transmits energy
forward to the tool. The tool transmits the shocks to the rock causing the rock to be subjected to
the dislocation process.
In drilling with a top hammer, [1] the kinetic energy of the impact piston is transmitted further
through a drill steel to a drill bit which is the dislocating tool. The kinetic energy is transmitted in the
form of a shock wave. When the shock reaches the dislocation tool, part of the energy is
transformed into work and the rest is reflected. In consequence, the dislocation tool is forced to
penetrate the rock. The reflected energy returns through the drill steel.
In drilling with a down the hole hammer, [1] the energy of the impact piston is transmitted directly to
the dislocation tool. It is obtained a greater performance than drilling with a top hammer.
In drilling with breaking hammers of the type usually supported by excavator arms, the energy of
the impact piston is also transmitted directly to the dislocation tool. The breaking hammers of this
type are also called hydraulic breakers and hydraulic attachments.
The percussion force is the parameter that has the greater influence upon the penetration rate, [1].
The percussion force and the percussions or impacts are provided by the impact mechanism which
is comprised in the hammer’s housing.
The shape of the transmitted shock wave depends basically on the design of the impact piston.
[12]
Because the impact mechanism is basically a hydraulic linear motor, its working or drive chambers
are formed between the piston and the cylinder bore.
The hydraulic impact mechanism has the most important element represented by the piston of the
hydraulic linear motor. The impact piston is mounted such that it can move in a cylinder bore which
is realized in the machine housing. The impact piston is exposed to alternating pressure such that
a reciprocating motion of the impact piston in the cylinder bore is achieved.
As sustained in [5], the alternating pressure in the impact mechanism is most often obtained
through a separate switch-over valve, normally of gate type and controlled by the position of the
impact piston in the cylinder bore. The switch-over valve couples alternately to at least one of two
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working chambers of the impact mechanism and supplies fluid pressure and subsequently to
discharges fluid pressure.
The periodically alternating pressure arises in this manner with the periodicity that corresponds to
the impact frequency of the impact mechanism. [5]
Through the reciprocating motion of the impact piston is pushed towards the dislocation tool and
pulled back. Stress wave or stress pulse is generated by the forwarding piston motion.
2. Control systems of existing impact mechanism
It has been studied structures of hydraulic impact or percussion devices and their methods of
generating stress pulse. Based on their description hydraulic schemes are presented further.
According to [2], the pressure fluid operated impact device comprises a separated energy charging
space which can comprise one or more hydraulic
accumulators, Fig.1. The energy charging space is
permanently in connection with a pressure supply source.
Furthermore, the energy charging space is coupled to a 4/2ways control valve which controls pressure fluid feed to the
working chamber.
In one of its working position, the control valve supply
pressure the drive chamber of the hydraulic motor producing a
force which pushes the piston towards the tool.
Fig.1. The hydraulic scheme of In the other working position of the control valve, the fluid from
the stress pulse generating the drive chamber is discharged to the tank causing the
method presented through the retraction of the piston.
In [3] is described a method for producing a shock wave pulse
impact device described in [2].
in a tool direction.
It is stated in [3] that the rock drilling efficiency is affected by the pulse energy which depends on
the pulse shape. The possibility of adjusting the length of the shock wave pulse results in the
possibility of modifying and decreasing rock penetration resistance during rock drilling.
According to [3], the pulse length can be controlled by regulating of one of a plurality of control
parameters that effects pulse production.
In Fig.2 and Fig. 3 it can be observed a 3/2-ways control valve. The control valve periodically
transmits
exit
pressure
from
a
pump to the drive
chamber
of
the
hydraulic linear motor
and periodically relief
the pressure of the
drive chamber.
Two
separated
Fig.2. The hydraulic scheme of the method
hydraulic
pressure
for generating impact pulses, [3].
source are used,
Fig.3. The hydraulic
each of them feeding one of the motor working chambers.
scheme of the method
for generating impact
pulses, [3].
The shock wave pulse is produced through a rapid relief of the fluid pressure after a certain
displacement of the impulse piston relative to the impact device housing. The length of the shock
wave pulse remains to depend in this case on the time passed until the control valve release the
pressure from the drive chamber and the force produced to push the impact piston towards the
dislocation tool.
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In [4], it is presented a percussion apparatus driven by a pressurized incompressible fluid. An
underlined observation is that there is never any metallic impact between the impact piston and the
cylinder.
A control device varies a piston stroke between a long and
short stroke. The control device is connected to the directional
flow valve (shut-off valve), Fig.4, and to the larger chamber
(drive chamber) of the hydraulic linear motor. The drive
chamber is periodically supplied with pressurized fluid from the
pump and alternatively is connected to the return circuit of the
apparatus.
The small or large strike stroke can be selected based on the
shut-off valve for some of the control structure presented in [4].
In Fig.4, only the long stroke can be selected.
Fig.4. The hydraulic scheme
The smaller motor working chamber is permanently in
of the impact hammer, [4].
connected to the hydraulic pressure source and a hydraulic
accumulator is mounted on this supply line to accumulate
hydraulic energy. The pressure from this working chamber and
the piston movement controls the shut-off valve working.
The resultant of the hydraulic forces applied successively to the
impact piston, moves the impact piston reciprocally in one
direction and then in the other.
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 only defer the actuating mode of the shut-off
valve (directional valve).
Important performances are obtained by the great leader
manufacturer of drilling equipment, Atlas Copco, through the
hydraulic impact mechanisms of the valveless or gate valveless
impact mechanism type. An example of valveless hydraulic
impact mechanism from [5] is schematically presented in Fig.8
and relates to equipments for rock drilling and hydraulic
breakers.
In Fig.8 two pre-charged gas accumulators of piston type are
connected to the larger working chamber.
Fig.5. The hydraulic scheme
of the impact hammer, [4].

Fig.8. A pressure fluid operated
percussion device of the
valveless type, [5].

Fig.6. The hydraulic scheme of
the impact hammer, [4].

Fig.7. The hydraulic scheme of
the impact hammer, [4].

These accumulators are included in order to make possible impact mechanisms that are lighter,
cheaper and more sustainable from the point of view of material fatigue.
As it must be observed and taken into account, instead of having a separate switch-over valve, the
impact piston in valveless hydraulic impact mechanism is caused to perform also the work of a
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switch-over valve. This is possible through the piston movement during its motion which causes
opening and closing for the supply and drainage of driving fluid under pressure.
The impact piston moves in the cylinder bore in a manner that provides an alternating pressure in
at least one of two motor working chambers. The motor smaller working chamber is permanently
fed with hydraulic pressure from a pump. Channels are arranged in the machine housing for the
pressurization and drainage of the motor larger working chamber.
The invention from [6] provides a percussion device which has a good efficiency and which
enables dynamic forces generated therein and drawbacks caused thereby to become significantly
smaller. The stress pulse frequencies are significantly higher than existing ones.
Pressure liquid is intermittently fed to the percussion device through a 3/2-ways control valve,
Fig.9, such that the pressure liquid pushes the motor piston into a
predetermined backward position.
Pressure liquid is alternately and rapidly discharged from the
percussion device through the 3/2-ways valve. In consequence, the
pressure difference created in the hydraulic linear motor pushes the
motor piston towards the tool, generating a stress pulse in the tool.
A separate pressure liquid source is in permanent connection with the
larger working pressure chamber so that the piston is continuously
subjected to the fed pressure towards the tool. A hydraulic accumulator
Fig.9. The actuating
is mounted for absorbing shocks and increasing the impact piston
principle of the [6]
speed.
impact device.
In [7] the movement of the impact or striking piston is controlled
by a 4/3-ways control valve. The control valve is arranged to
alternatively connect a chamber to a pressure source and to low
pressure in dependence on a signal corresponding to the axial
position of the percussion piston. A valve is arranged to allow
adjustment of the axial position of the percussion piston at which
the signal is transmitted, by opening and blocking of a
connection between one or more control channels and the
control valve. The length of the piston stroke is adjusted in this
manner.
A more complex control and command structure for a percussion
drill is revealed in [8]. It is presented in [8] an internal hydraulic
Fig.10. The actuating principle
damping
system
for
of the [7] impact device.
reducing
the
power
output (i.e. the velocity) of the impact piston, through
mechanical alignment, exactly before the impact hits the
tool or a shank or a drill steel. The smaller working
chamber of the hydraulic linear motor is permanently
connected to the only hydraulic pressure source of the
impact mechanism, Fig. 11. A hydraulic operated control
valve is in fluid communication with the piston-hammer
through the motor larger drive chamber and through an
intermediate annular chamber.
Fig.11. The operating principle of
In [9] the operating principle comprises a shut-off valve or a
the [8] percussion drill.
stop valve and a 3/2-ways control valve.
The 3/2-ways control valve automatically stops the impact
mechanism if it is exceeded a predetermined maximum
value based on the working pressure, Fig.12.
For the pressure fluid operated impact device from [10], a
sequence valve, a pressure hydraulic source, a 3/2-ways
distribution valve are used.
According to [10], the impact piston cannot start operating
until the pressure of the supplied hydraulic fluid exceeds the
Fig.12. The operating principle of
the [9] striking mechanism.
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pre-load pressure level of the accumulator and will not continue to operate after the fluid pressure
has dropped below the pre-load pressure level of the accumulator.
The sequence valve is mounted in the drain line, Fig.13, to keep up the pressure in the motor
larger working chamber so that the resulting forward directed force prevents the piston from being
moved backwards in the cylinder bore at pressure levels in the supply passage below the pre-load
pressure level of the accumulator. In this manner, the sequence valve creates a minimum pressure
level in the motor larger working chamber such that a too low feed pressure in the supply passage
would not be able to accomplish reciprocation of the hammer piston.
The sequence valve is also adapted to the pre-load pressure of the accumulator in such a way that
the obtained minimum pressure in the motor larger working chamber
will always be high enough to prevent a supply pressure below the
preload pressure of the accumulator to move the piston backwards in
the cylinder bore.
The pressure accumulator is preloaded to a certain pre-load pressure
level. The hydraulic accumulator increases the performance and
protects the impact mechanism against damaging pressure gradients
and fluid cavities during striking mechanism operation.
A different type of distribution valve, a rotatable one, is used in [11].
Methods of generating stress pulses in impact devices are presented.
The underlined ideas are:
Fig.13. The operating principle of
¾ There is not needed a reciprocating percussion piston to
the [10] striking mechanism.
generate the stress pulse by means of its kinetic energy.
¾ No large masses are moved back and forth.
¾ Small dynamic forces comparatively with those resulted with
the reciprocating percussion piston.
¾ The operation of the impact device is easy to adjust in order to achieve impact performance
as desired by using the described method from [11].
The rotatable distribution valve is mounted coaxially with the tool. The rotatable distribution valve is
rotated around its axis by means of a suitable rotating mechanism or rotated back and forth.
The opening of the rotatable control valve serves as pressure fluid channels, return channels or
channels connected thereto.
According to [11], the supply openings of the rotatable control valve, one by one or simultaneously,
allow the pressure fluid to flow to the working chamber. In the other working position of the
rotatable control valve, its discharge openings located alternately with the supply openings allow,
one by one or simultaneously, allow the pressure fluid to quickly flow from the working chamber.
The operating principle of the rotatable distribution valve has, as a first important result, the
generation of a stress pulse in the tool, and as a last result the
ending of the generation of the stress pulse in the tool. The
stress pulse is conveyed by the pressure fluid and is generated
by compressing the tool through the pushed piston against it.
Another method from [11], implies that the stress pulse acts
between the impact device and the tool.
Methods for controlling a pressure fluid operated percussion
device with rotatable control valve can be studied also in [12,
and 13]. In order to generate a stress
pulse, the piston of the hydraulic linear
motor presses the tool against a material
Fig.14. The operating principle
to be broken. The length of the stress
of a percussion mechanism
pulse is adjusted by adjusting the time
and the rotatable distribution
during which pressure influences the
valve, [11].
piston.
In [14], the used stress element is the liquid. The stress element energy is
subjected to pressure in a one valve working position. In the other working
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position of the 3/2-ways directional control valve, the stress element energy is released abruptly
and discharged as a stress pulse to the tool, Fig.15. The drill tool can be in direct or indirect
contact with the stress element.
In Fig.16, according to [14], the stressing of the energy storing
material is implemented with a two-part piston.
By letting the 3/2-ways control valve to flow the fluid from the
pump to the hydraulic linear motor the piston is pulled. In
consequence, the fluid from the separated space is
compressed and acts as an energy storing material. At the
same time, part of the energy is also stored in the piston as
tensile stress.
In the other valve working position the stress element (the fluid)
energy is released abruptly and discharged as a stress pulse to
the tool in the separated space.
Fig.16. The operating principle
Another and different method for delivering stress pulses to the
of the impact device presented
drill tool is presented in [15]. There is used an elastic impact
in [14].
element which can be stretched, Fig.17, or compressed.
Straining the impact element naturally requires energy, which is directed at the used elastic impact
element either mechanically, hydraulically or hydro mechanically. Each case is described in [15]
with the corresponding illustrations. The stored stress energy in the elastic impact element is
discharged in the form of a stress pulse directed at the tool.
As stated in [15], the mechanism subjects suddenly stress to
the impact element and thereafter releases the impact element
from the stress. The impact element is compressed or
alternatively stretched to such an extent as to change the
length of the elastic impact element compared to its rest length.
This change is of the order of a millimeter: 1-2 mm.
If the elastic impact mechanism is released more slowly, the
strength of the stress pulse propagating to the tool can be
Fig.17. The operating principle
decreased and the length of the stress pulse increased. In
of the impact device presented
Fig.17, the hydraulic fluid delivered from the pump stretches
in [15].
the elastic impact element until the desired stress state is
obtained. The stress state arises because, as it can be observed in Fig.17, the movement of the
elastic impact element is restricted or limited. To provide a stroke, this feeding with hydraulic fluid
under pressure is suddenly stopped by the 3/2-ways control valve. The elastic impact element is
shortened and in consequence a stress pulse is propagated in the tool.
In [16] the impact device housing comprises a
reciprocating movable tubular valve mounted
separately of the impact piston. Channels are
provided so as to act on the end surfaces of
the tubular control valve. The control system
can be analyzed in Fig.18.
The reference [17] gives a method for
monitoring the operation of a percussion
device. As it is described, from pressure
pulsation, parameters depicting the operating
state of the percussion device are determined.
Further, on the basis of the parameters the
Fig.19. A schematically
Fig.18. An operating
operating
state
of
the
percussion
device
is
presented
method for the
principle of a
determined.
operation of a percussion
percussion
Fig.19
comprises
a
control
valve
1
of
the
device, [17].
mechanism revealed
percussion
device,
a
pressure
sensor
2,
a
in [16].
control unit 3 and analyzing device 3.
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Fig.20. An operating principle of
a percussion device, according
to [18].

Fig.21. The operating
principle of an impact
device presented in [19].

The operating state of the percussion device is conveyed from
the analyzing device 3 to a control unit 4. The analyzing
device and the control unit can be integrated into one device
or unit.
The [18] patented document provides an automatic stopping of
the hydraulic hammer if the operating pressure acting upon it
reaches inadmissibly high values, Fig.20.
The 2/2-ways valve (the shut-off valve) is included for
switching the working positions of the 3/2-ways control valve
which controls the movement of the impact piston, Fig.20.
Instead of the pressure shut-off valve it can be used,
according to [18], with a pressure-limiting valve.
Methods for controlling the operating cycle of an impact device
are presented in [19, 20].
A sleeve control slide is arranged into a space formed around
the percussion piston, acting as in Fig.21, like a 3/2-ways

Fig.22. a) The operating principle of
an impact device presented in [19]
when the flow from a working
chamber is discharged.

Fig.23. b) The operating principle of
an impact device presented in [19]
when the discharge from Fig.22 a) is
interrupted.

control valve.
Changes in the travel direction of the percussion piston are controlled by means of the electrically
driven 3/2-ways control valve illustrated in Fig.22 and Fig.23.
There is a sensor 1 included to detect the slots 2 made in
the impact piston, when the piston passes the sensor 1,
Fig.24. After the slots of the piston pass the sensor 1, the
control valve switches its working positions and accordingly,
the supply fluid from the pump flow through the 3/2-ways
control valve.
The stress element used in [21] is again liquid and is
subjected to pressure and correspondingly is released
abruptly from the pressure.
It must be noticed in Fig.25 and Fig.26 the presence of a
Fig.24. An operating principle for
pressure intensifier piston. The machine housing can
an impact device [19].
comprise one or more separate pressure intensifier pistons.
By feeding the pressure fluid to the intensifier piston, the intensifier
piston is pushed towards the pre-charged working chamber of the
hydraulic linear motor. As a result, the pressure from the precharged chamber increases and this space acts like an energy
storing material. The volume in the pre-charged chamber is reduced.
Through the Fig.26 and [21] it is proposed a structure by which the
magnitude of a stress pulse can be raised without the pump.
An operating
operating
ig.26. An
FFig.25.
principle for
for aa rock
rock drilling
drilling
principle
[21].
machine
m
achine [21].
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After pushing the intensifier piston as desired, the pressure fluid flow is released abruptly by the
4/3-ways control valve. In consequence, the stress energy is discharged as a stress pulse to the
tool in direct or indirect contact with the stress element.
In Fig. 27, according to [21], a separate piston is used to define as desired an energy storing
space. The volume of the energy storing space can be modified in length by rotating a mechanical
screw, as in the Fig. 26, or using other solutions to modify the position of the adjustment piston. In
consequence, the volume of the energy storing pace reduces or increases.
The change in the volume of the energy storing space can be used for controlling properties like
the amplitude and the length of the stress wave pulse.

Fig.27. An operating principle for a rock drilling
machine [21] with or without an adjustment piston.

In Fig.28, according to [21], the stressing of the energy storing material
is implemented with a two-part piston. The description of the operating
principle is similar with the description yet provided through Fig. 16 and
[21].
A method for controlling rock drilling on the basis of specific energy
consumption, Fig. 29, is revealed in [22]. Accordingly, the specific
energy of drilling is the quantity of energy used per a unit of length of
the drilled hole. Not only the used impact energy, but also the energy
used at least one other sub-process is taken into account when
Fig.28. An operating
determining the specific energy. It can be moreover considered rotation
principle for a rock
energy, feeding energy and
drilling machine [21].
flushing energy. Drilling variables
are adjusted so that the specific
energy is of a predetermined
size.
Sensors
as
flow
sensors,
pressure sensors, sensors to
measure
the
volume
flow
produced by the pump at each
time and a sensor for monitoring
the penetration rate of the drilling
device are included. The sensors
transmit measuring data to a
Fig.30. The operating
control device.
principle of the
In [23] it is proposed and
percussion mechanism
described a device for supplying
described in [23].
Fig.29. Method for controlling rock
hydraulic power to a rotary
drilling
on the basis of specific energy
apparatus for percussive drilling, Fig.30 and Fig.31. The
consumption [22]
impact device acts independently of the rotation.
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The control system of the percussion mechanism presented in [23] is separately illustrated in
Fig.30.
The supplying system for the percussion mechanism and the rotation mechanism of the impact
device presented in [23] is illustrated in Fig.31.
A considerable subject is provided in [24].
Accordingly, it may be desirable to equip fluid
operated impact devices with a mechanism that
protects against no load strokes, particularly in
the interest of avoiding undesired stress.
A control unit influences the movements of the
percussion piston and is blocked by a safety
element in the form of a multiple position valve
actuated automatically, Fig. 32. As stated in
Fig.31. The operating principle of a hydraulic
[24], the percussion device starts up without
rotary impact device, [23].
being influenced by the safety element and is
halted if the percussion piston overshoots the extended position occurring in normal operation by a
defined distance, thereby assuming a no-load-stroke position.
In [25] a method and device to determine the operating time and the operating condition of a
hydraulic percussion unit is provided. A chamber which is arranged separately from the working
chambers of the hydraulic linear motor is created, Fig.33. In this separate chamber a gas cushion
under pressure is accommodated to support the
percussion piston.
Methods for minimizing blank firing or no-load strikes of
a percussion device are unfolded in [26].
Even if a hammer generally operates well it can appear
problems. A hammer operating with a tool not in contact
with the rock (concrete or asphalt) is subjected to
significant damages induced by the operation of the
hammer itself. The amount of energy supplied by the
high pressure hydraulic fluid which could not be
transmitted forward to the rock is absorbed by the
hammer. In consequence, the impact mechanism is
heated or damaged.
The impact mechanism may be operated in a low
frequency or in a slow mode for a selected initial period
Fig.32. Method to prevent the blank
whenever the hammer is actuated. As suggested and
firing of a percussive device [24]
affirmed in [26], the initial period of low frequency
operation is selectable from an excavator cab by an
operator by means of a
hand operated control.
Accordingly, the control
system
provides
a
reduced flow of hydraulic
fluid to the impact
mechanism,
for
a
selected period of time
upon actuation of the
hammer
and
then
provides full hydraulic
Fig.33. A percussion device with a
flow thus increasing the
gas cushion chamber, [25].
frequency of impacts to
full rated values, Fig. 34,
Fig. 35, Fig. 36.
Fig.34. A control system to
reduce blank firing of a
A
shuttle
valve
is
provided to a variable
percussion device, [26].
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Fig.36. A control system to
reduce blank firing of a
percussion device, [26].
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output main pump, Fig.35. The shuttle valve is further provided with two control inputs.
Generally, the auxiliary valves and pumps form part of an excavator as being commercially
available products.
By means of the switch from Fig.36, the control system provides hydraulic fluid to the impact
mechanism at rated flow and at rated pressure. The switch is an electrical one

Fig.37. A control system for an impact
device, [27].

and is positioned in the operator cab. As affirmed in [26]
the switch can be a button or a lever operated by hand
or foot. Accordingly, the switch is normally a momentary
contact switch and it can be maintained closed to
operate the impact device.
The machine housing from [27] includes the impact
piston and the valve body which controls the piston
movements. In order to speed up the impact piston
movements there are two supply pressure lines.
Another method to treat blank firing is founded and
proposed in [28]. To avoid no-load strikes, the

Fig.39. The typical operating system of an impact
device, accordingly to [29], where:
MHL –linear hydraulic motor; 3/2 DHL – 3/2-ways
hydraulic linear distributor; AH – hydraulic
accumulator; PV – volumetric pump; SS – safety
valve; RH –hydraulic reservoir.

Fig.38. An operating principle of an impact
mechanism according to [28].

percussion piston is shut down if it has overshot
the extended position occurring in normal
operation by a predetermined distance in the work-stroke direction and reached the no-load strike
position, Fig. 38. Its normal position refers to long and/or short stroke operation.
The aim of [28] is to achieve an impact device the high impact frequency substantially maintained
without appearing cavitations problems.
A control system used generally by the percussion mechanism manufacturers is illustrated in Fig.
39 accordingly [29].
The hydraulic linear 3/2-ways distribution valve, Fig.38, can have variable hydraulic resistances
[29] or passive (fix) hydraulic resistances with throttling valve on the discharge line [30].
Another typical operating system is conceived in [31] and comprises, Fig.40, variable and passive
hydraulic resistances, a hydraulic accumulator and a 4/2-ways hydraulic linear distributor, a
differential piston in the hydraulic linear motor, a constant output pump and tank.
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Abstract: A research on different structures regarding impact devices and the corresponding
control systems can be viewed in the previous part of this article. Forward it is presented and
proposed a control system and an operating principle for an impact mechanism disclosing a
rotatable control valve. It is revealed also an experimental model, a 2D constructional drawing. The
experimental model includes the control system.
Keywords: impact device, percussive mechanism, rock drill, hydraulic hammer, control system,
control valve, linear hydraulic motor
1. A proposed control system for an impact mechanism
A proposed control system for a fluid operated impact
device (hydraulic rock drill or hydraulic breaker) on the
basis of a rotary valve is illustrated in Fig.1. The proposed
control system is described in [1] and is to be patented [2].
A mathematical analyze of the hydraulic impact
mechanism presented in Fig.1 is realized in [3]. It is
underlined in [3] that the proposed control system is
composed by passive hydraulic resistances. According to
[3], the hydraulic linear motor used as an impact
mechanism is controlled by a combination of half-bridges
D+E. The passive hydraulic resistances form in a rotatable
distribution valve, Fig.2.
The rotatable distribution valve has eight grooves on its
cylindrical face, Fig. 1 and Fig.2. Four grooves are
disposed as openings through which the C2 chamber of
the hydraulic linear motor is connected to the hydraulic
pressure source. Four grooves are realized alternately and
through which the C2 drive chamber is connected to the
tank.
The 3/2-ways rotatable distribution valve has its cylindrical
spool comprised by the impact piston by means of a
cylindrical bore, Fig.3. In the cylindrical bore the rotatable
spool is mounted coaxially with the piston and is rotated
around its axis by means of a suitable rotating mechanism.
The valve sleeve or the rotatable distribution valve housing
is constituted by the prominence bp of the piston 2, Fig. 3.
The spool is rotated in the piston bore through a shaft s.
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Fig.1. The hydraulic scheme of the
proposed control system comprising: ME –
electrical motor; CPV – pump coupling; PV
– volumetric pump; SS – safety valve; T1,
T2 – tank; DHR – hydraulic rotary
distributor; MHL –linear hydraulic motor.
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Fig.2. The rotatable spool of the distributor
valve [2], where: 2 is the rotatable spool; T,
the symbol for the return/discharge slots; P,
the symbol for the supply slots; u is a fluid
confine shoulder; s, the spool shaft
imparting the rotation movement.
kinetic energy for the impact piston.
Consequently, the impact piston moves
towards the tool (a shank, a drill steel or a drill
bit) and hits it. The collision energy is
transformed in shock wave pulse and a part of
it is delivered to the rock (or concrete or
asphalt) and the rest returned.
The periodically alternating pressure arises in
this manner with the periodicity that
corresponds to the impact frequency of the
impact mechanism and is directly proportional
with the speed of the rotating mechanism
which is provided to rotate the cylindrical
spool.

The grooves of the rotatable distribution valve
serve as small channels connected permanently to
the pressure line, four of them, and the rest of it
are permanently connected to the return line – Fig.
1 and Fig. 3.
The rotatable spool, Fig.2, presents axially grooves
or slots notated with P and T to suggest the
connection with the pump and with the tank.
The stress pulse is conveyed by the pressure fluid
in the C2 drive chamber. The pressure fluid acts
on the larger piston surface causing the piston to
be pushed farther and compressing the fluid
volume from the C1 working chamber. The liquid
fluid is a storing energy medium. As the rotatable
distribution valve continues to rotate, the hydraulic
fluid form the C2 working chamber returns to the
tank. By this pressure fluid discharge, the stored
energy from the C1 chamber is transformed in a

Fig.3. The rotating spool positioned in the body of
a motor piston [2], where: 1 is the rotatable spool;
2 is the motor piston; r, the piston rod; bp, the
piston prominence.

2. An experimental model including the proposed control system
A next step after submission of the proposed control structure for a percussion mechanism is to
design or project a physical structure for farther experiments.
In the designed structure, a linear hydraulic motor is built-up by two bodies, B1 and B2, Fig.4. The
piston 2 of the linear hydraulic motor MHL delimitates two working chambers, C1 and C2, Fig.1. In
Fig.4 is marked only the C2 working chamber, the position approaching to an end stroke. The
rotatable spool 1 of the hydraulic distributor is, accordingly, mounted in cylindrical bore which is
realized in the piston rod opposed to the rod piston denoted as r. Farther, the rotatable spool has a
shaft s assembled by means of a woodruff key with the shaft of a hydraulic gear motor MRD2212D. By rotating the rotatable spool shaft s the spool 2 changes its working positions. In a one
working positions, the fluid flow transmitted through the supply line PL passes via the P slots
(Fig.3) in the working chamber C2. A pressure arises and acts upon the piston surface against the
pressure acting permanently in the working chamber C1. The piston surface from the working
chamber C2 is larger than the piston surface from the working chamber C1, disclosing a differential
linear hydraulic motor. The pressure arising in C2 chamber is greater that the corresponding one in
C1 chamber and pushes the impact piston toward the tool. The tool can be a shank, a drill steel or
a rod bit.
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Fig.4. The conceived experimental model with the proposed control system included, where:
B1 and B2 are the two bodies of the impact mechanism; P is the supply line; T is the discharge
line; D is the drainage line; 1 is the rotatable distribution valve; s is the shaft of the rotatable
distributor; 2 is the impact piston; r is the rod piston; MRD2-212D is the hydraulic gear motor for
the rotation of the rotatable distributor shaft.
To be noticed that the fluid flow from the working chamber C1 is not sent to the tank and is directed
to the working chamber C2 thus increasing the impact piston speed.
In the other working position of the 3/2-ways rotatable distributor, by means of the T slots of the
rotatable spool 1, fluid flow from the C2 drive chamber is sent to the return or discharge line TL as
the pressure from C1 working chamber pushes the piston back.
The return stroke is alternated continuously by the forward stroke and the length of the impact
piston stroke depends on the shaft speed of the rotating mechanism MRD2.
Furthermore, flanges and sealing gaskets are included in the design of the experimental model. A
drainage line DL collects and directs the leakages to the hydraulic reservoir.
The energy transmitted to the tool is used in the collision of the rod bit and the rock (asphalt or
concrete) to dislocate the material by repetitive strikes.
A rotatable mechanism can be used in parallel with the impact mechanism from Fig.4 to rotate the
tool according to the requirements.
In the previous part of the article it is illustrated a device for supplying hydraulic power to a rotary
apparatus for percussive drilling where the impact device acts independently of the rotation. The
two mechanism are supplied with hdraulic pressure from two separate hydraulic pressure sources.
It is known in [1] that the percussion mechanism and the rotation mechanism are supplied from the
same hydraulic pressure source, are mounted in series and operate simultaneously. To supply the
impact mechanism with fluid pressure, a control valve must be moved against a force spring. The
percussion mechanism is blocked unless a predetermined value is exceeded. According to [1], the
percussion mechanism and the rotation mechanism work „in series” permitting the work tool (the
drill pipe and the bit) to rotate without necessitating to start the percussion mechanism and by
varying the inlet rate of flow.
A single hydraulic pressure source (pump) simplifies the hydraulic circuits but the rotation remains
completely dependent on the percussion.
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In Fig.5, it is included a rotary
mechanism for the rotation of the
tool
working
completely
dependent
on
the
impact
mechanism.
Farther improvements on the
proposed
control
system
conceived for a percussion
mechanism can be discussed
and applied regarding the
previous part of this article and
[1].

Fig.5. The hydraulic scheme of the proposed control system
operating simultaneously with the rotation mechanism,
where: MHR – hydraulic rotary motor; DHL – linear
hydraulic distributor; DR – throttling valve.
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Abstract: Ultrasonically oscillating technological tools are able to intensify and enhance the quality
of material shaping and machining processes. Present paper deals with strengthening surface
layers of components. Properties of surfaces can influence the workability of cyclically stressed
components, such as antifriction bearings. The change in surface layers properties can be
influenced also by plastic deformations that are dealt with in the paper as well. Present paper
describes the background for ultrasonic hardening of surface layers – as applied at the department
determination of tensions in the surface layer by means of calculations and some result of
performed experiments.
Keywords: hardening surface layers, plastic deformations, ultrasound, simulation
1. Introduction
One of the criteria of assessing the quality of components manufactured is the preciseness of its
dimensions, geometrical preciseness and surface roughness. Increasing demands to operational
properties of the product enforce monitoring and evaluating of chemical and physical changes in
the surface layer of machined surfaces of components as a result of the manufacturing process.
Under plastic materials machining the field of plastic deformations penetrates also into the workpiece layers that are under the cutting edge. The largest deformations arise directly at the surface
and are lowering with increased depth. In a particular depth below the surface the original, not
deformed structure of the material exists. Plastic deformation of metal materials is always
connected with the hardness change and with occurrence of residual stresses.
2. TO PLASTIC DEFORMATION OF SURFACE LAYERS
Cold plastic deformation is the most simply way how to change mechanical properties of materials.
A precondition to improving effectiveness of the process was a more detailed knowledge of the
strengthening mechanism and its impact on changes in the utilizable characteristics of components
with the aim to determine optimum technological conditions. That’s why theoretical and
experimental studies are developed and a major attention is given to improving the process and
even more the control.
The plastic deformation is the most common way of a permanent change in the solid’s form. Main
mechanism of plastic deformation is the slip realized by slipping motion of dislocations. Reasons to
the experimentally monitored complex form of the stress – deformation interdependence is to be
found in the changed conditions of the motion of dislocations. Plastic deformation is connected with
the significant hardening. Increase in hardening, lower yield point and hardness can be expressed
by different concepts including the impact of deformation conditions (mainly the temperature, size
and speed of the deformation), as well as by the interrelations between mechanical properties and
structure of the material in terms of the size of the grain, density of dislocations, etc. Physical and
mechanical properties of the surface machined are then different than those of the material in the
whole cut through the work-piece. Its hardness is significantly higher, toughness is lower, etc. In
some materials, surface hardness is 30% higher than the hardness of the basic material of the
work-piece. Crystallization structure, size of the grain, chemical composition, content and
impurities are main parameters determining the behaviour of deformation. Their impact can be
seen in changes in microstructure, motion of dislocations and interactions between grid
disturbances. Studies of deformation behaviour of the material while chip breaking are oriented on
micromechanisms based on material damages due to breaking.
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3. SIMULATION AND MODELLING OF THE DYNAMIC HARDENING PROCESS WITH 20 kHz
VIBRATED TOOL

2*Amplitúde

Surface layer hardening simulation by means of the ultrasonically wobbled tool using the combined
method of final and discrete elements was applied in order to achieve, via surface treatment of
machine parts, increased fatigue life by implementing pressure surface stresses. The applied
combined method includes advantages of both materially and geometrically non-linear final
elements methods and mutual interaction of a large number of bodies (discrete elements). It
facilitates dynamic solution of tasks, i.e. propagation of stress waves and their mutual interaction.
The main principle is on the Fig. 1.

tool feed
D
FStat

Fig. 1 Ultrasonic hardening process by surface quality enhances and surface changes on the ball
incidence on the surface and the course of elastic and plastic deformation according to stress [2]
Under the hard ball incidence on the surface, while force of the ball’s acting is F, according to the
magnitude of F, at first an elastic deformation of the surface occurs and then a plastic one (the
curve OAB at the Fig. 1).
Due to plastic deformations occurred, the relieving process proceeds along the BC curve The
residual plastic deformation is manifested by the impression dimension d that corresponds to the
dimension OC. Plastic deformation below the impression is evenly distributed as if copying the
balls surface, friction not taking into account. The depth of material compression h is proportional
to the depth of impression h1, that means h = mh1. According to the conditions of the technological
process coefficient m = 2 ...20. Author of the publication [3] finds out that impression diameter d
and the ball’s diameter D is appropriate to describe plastic deformation. Under normal conditions of
shot peening the ratio d/D is in the range 0.1 – 0.2. Similarly we can calculate the depth of the
layer (hp) affected by the plastic deformation. In practice empirical relations for particular types of
material are used. For steel the hp ≈1.5 d, for aluminium alloys hp ≈ (5.8 h D/h) where h is the
depth of impression. The equations mentioned don’t take into account friction conditions impact,
assume that solid contacted are isotropic and behave according to Hook’s law, the contact surface
is small and a loading force acts vertically on the surface.
4. CONDITIONS AND OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
In the proposed simulations the following conditions were considered:
•
The tool tip has a shape of a semisphere
•
High-frequency tool excitation of 20 kHz
•
The tool is considered to be a perfectly solid body.
Simulation computations were carried out for selected machine part and tool geometries:
•
Material: bearing steel
STN 14 109.6
•
Modulus of elasticity
E= 210 000 MPa
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•
•
•
•
•
•

ν = 0,3
diameter 40 mm, length 230 mm
8 mm
A = 36 μm
f = 300 mm.s-¹
μ = 0,7 or 0,05

Poisson´s ratio
Initial yield point
Tool spherical area diameter
Tool vibration amplitude
Tool feed
Coulomb´s friction coefficient

For simulation of the surface layer hardening with ultrasonic vibrations instrument the combined
method finite and discrete element was used. The obtained results on presented pictures show on
changes in surface layer.
The objective of the performed simulation computation was:
•
Determination of the residual stress in the surface layer
•
Determination of local plastic areas
•
Stress wave propagation in the surface layer.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The research published by the authors in [1] was devoted to investigation of the contact surface
influenced by wobbling tool after the time t = 0.00005 s, t = 0.02 s and t = 0.04 s which relates, with
respect to the hardening tool feed speed, to the nearly first tool contact, then contact after 6 mm
and finally contact in distance of 12 mm from the first tool contact with the hardened material.
Within the surface layer analysis there were made partial analyses of axial stress courses in the
depth under the surface and the plastic deformation course in dependence on time. From a large
number of outputs only those have been selected for this paper, which indicate the size and course
of plastic deformation, specifically after the tool travelled 12 mm (Fig.2).

Fig.2 The course of plastic deformation in the depth at the beginning of the motion and after the
tool travelled 12 mm, D = 8 mm, A = 36 µm, f = 300 mm s-1, µ = 0,7
Interesting is the course of the tool contact force on the workpiece surface. Simulation was carried
out in a regime when the tool touches the surface with a zero push force (a limit state) and the
double amplitude causes the below presented force course. The force, after the higher initial value,
gradually stabilizes at the value of approximately 600 N. This is probably due to diminishing the
area on the workpiece, which is deformed under the impressed ball influence during further
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impacts (Fig. 3 and 4).

Fig.3 The material stress on the start and after 12 mm the motion, D = 3 mm, A = 36 µm, f = 300
mm s-1, µ = 0,7
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Fig. 4 Detail of the contact force course between the tool tip and workpiece (on the left) and area of
the slip stresses under tool (right side)
In fig. 5 illustrative schemes of solution of tools used in ultrasonic dynamic hardening of precise
surfaces of metal materials is presented.

PRÍVOD
ULTRAZVUKOVEJ
ENERGIE

VÝVOD ZO SNÍMAČA AMPLITÚDY PVL 01

NAPÁJANIE SNÍMAČA
PRÍTLAČNEJ SILY
PROMETEC OPM 12

Fig. 5 General design of ultrasonic tool. 1- ultrasonic resonator, 2- leading radial toll movement, 3 tool, 4 – leading system, 5 –pressure spring system, 6 – gripping on machine tool.
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Average values of roughness after hardening with a spherical instrument
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Fig.6 Average values of surface roughness Ra and Rt after hardening with spherical instrument
with tool material of cemented carbide P20.
From the diagram you can see the reduction surface roughness. Using ultrasound affects the
reduction of values Ra and Rt on value 50% initial roughness (Fig. 6).
On the fig. 7 is displayed the change of material ration (Abbot) curve. On the left side is material
ratio (Abbott) curve before hardening (after grinding); on right side is material ratio curve after
ultrasonic hardening.

Fig. 7 Material ratio (Abbott) curve before hardening and after ultrasonic hardening according to
norm STN EN ISO 13 565-2
6. Conclusions
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Currently we are dealing with dynamic hardening of circular paths of antifriction bearings rings by
ultrasonic methods. Performing experiments were the content of the research project VEGA
1/1056/12 that was also a background of our paper.
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Abstract: The present paper describes the new technology that started the improvement of the
hydraulic equipment of drilling mud pumps 2PN 1600 and 3PN 1600 type, used in drilling of oil
wells on rigs in the Black Sea and onshore of salt water injection pumps 2 PN 400 mounted in
OMV Petrom sites.
Keywords: high-pressure piston, high endurance, variable profile, balancing surface wear
1. Introduction
As researches that are made at world scale regarding the friction and wear behavior of high
performance polyimide (PI) and its composites reinforced with glass fyber add-ons, short cut
carbon fiber and solid lubricants such as graphite, MoS2 and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) have
evolved in two directions: under dry sliding and under water lubrication with open circuit, aiming at
selecting matching materials for the pumps of pure water power transmission. The wear
mechanism in the two directions regarding to compound friction and friction conditions has been
comparatively analysed on scanning electron microscopic examination of the worn composite and
steel counterpart surfaces.
Research revealed as the results, the incorporation of solid lubricants and carbon fiber in PI
contributed to improve the friction and wear behavior considerably. PI-based composites sliding
against stainless steel register higher friction coefficients and wear rates under water-lubricated
condition than under dry sliding.
The difference in the wear rates of the composites becomes margined under water
lubrication, owing to the boundary lubrication effect of the water absorption layer, though the
transfer of PI and its composites was considerably hindered in this case. PI and its composites are
characterized by plastic deformation, micro cracking, and spalling under both dry- and waterlubricated sliding.
Such plastic deformation, micro cracking, and spalling is significantly abated under waterlubricated condition. This accounted for the better friction and wear behavior of the composites
under water-lubricated condition. [3], [4], [5], [6].

2. Experimental.
Tribological study regarding the behaviour of materials used in prior manufacturing of hydraulicoperated power cylinder and drilling pump piston as building block revealed the following aspects:
•

hydraulic-operated power cylinder and drilling pump piston building block is subject to an
alternate stroke wear – active process due to tough working conditions: Pnom. = 120–500
bars; Rug.surf.= 0,6-0,4µm; T = 60-90°C, the drill fluid is contaminated with silica
mycroparticles.
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•

The design, the choice of materials, form and dimensions do not insure the tehnologic role
of drilling pump piston.

The answer was choosing the right tribomaterials, that could insure the gaskets working
order of piston at 500 bars, in andurance conditions, that can insure a higher working durability
than the drilling time of oil well.
According to data tribo-materials behavior result

Experiment of three
types of polymer
composite.
Results are on
schedule.

To obtain an active variable profile of the specially-designed gasket, the right treck is to
adopt the tribo-materials water lubricated, that can insure the permanent seal and centering of the
piston with abutting joint. Also, tribo-materials based composites sliding against stainless steel
register higher friction coefficients and wear rates over water-lubricated condition than under dry
sliding.[3]. The friction coefficient increases unsignificant because a 20% AquaLube water solution
was used as a lubricant. The AquaLube water solution is an environment-friendly monomer with
exceptional lubrication properties.
The results were obvious in the drilling well
GALATA EAST FINDER WELL – A, on the
SATURN jackup oil rig, on the continental
plateau of Turkey, when only 6 cyliders of 6 ¾”
were used and 6 pistons of 6 ¾” with active
variable profile were used.
No tehnological stop due to the
hydraulic equipment was registered on the
entire drilling time and the cementing
operations at 2500 m.
Fig. 1. Checking equipment CAMIRO LONG
LIFE with variable profile.
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Fig.2. The circular uniform wear of the special gaskets with variable profile. (Old and
new Camiro piston for simplex and douplex pumps).

FIG.3. The new Long Life CAMIRO hydraulic equipment for mud pumps and salt
water injection pumps 2 PN 400 was mounted in OMV Petrom sites.

3. Conclusions
CAMIRO high-pressure, high endurance pistons with variable profile for balancing surface
wear insure under given conditions:
•

Water lubrication in open circuit of working surfaces of the hydraulic equipment and wear
protection of pressure-cylinder metalic surfaces;

•

Pressure-cylinders are wear protected by the elementes that insure the variable profile and
determin the increase in there using time, drastic reduction of technological stop time, of
cost in spare parts and maitenance;

•

Productivity is high due to increased endurance of piston-pressure cylinder building block
resulting in a controlled high-pressure seal;

•

The piston maitenance service is safe, quick and ergonomic;

•

Climatic and protection conditions of CAMIRO pistons have to be under strict control due to
the properties of the used materials.
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•

Thus, the pistons have to be storaged in low athmospheric humidity under 5%. In case of
higher athmospheric humidity other protective measures are in order: - the gasket have to
be protected by a thin layer of grease after there fabrication;

•

After building-up the pistons have to be protected with grease in plastic bags.
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Abstract:
Mathematical modeling of vibratory phenomena of machines with working with vibratory motion
requires a number of simplifying assumptions that make the analysis result to depart more or less
real phenomenon [1].
Kinematic and dynamic study of surface separation (body work) is required to estimate the
interaction with the workpiece and its movement on work surface, coupled with the proper conduct
of the process of separation or transport.
Keywords: sieve, generating vibrations, sizing counterweight

1. Introduction
The separation of particles through sieve openings within blocks of flat site separation is achieved
by providing a relative movement (sifting) them to the filter surface. Relative displacement of
particles is obtained by printing an oscillating vibrated or rotational movement block screenings.
Screening machines which are made up of separate blocks with oscillating flat site can be
operated with different systems or actuators such as eccentric mechanism or mechanisms such as
vibration generators drive with rotating unbalanced masses [2]. These mechanisms can be swings
(vertical rotation counterweights) or mechanisms vibrating electric called with (horizontally rotating
counterweights).
The vibration generator used to drive the oscillating blocks are present in systems with
rotating unbalanced masses, resulting in disruptive force directed (unidirectional).
Working body vibrating machine (with block site) is generally a movement of translation,
linear or circular, depending on the type vibration generator.
Working oscillations vibrating body (in our case sieves) in a particular direction, are those
printed material relative motion of particles per site, so important for sifting motion. Unbalanced
mass vibration generators with rotating inertial forces developed with periodic variation due to
eccentric rotating unbalanced masses. The weights used are volanţii static unbalanced unbalanced
mass at the center is not on the axis of rotation. And dynamically unbalanced flywheels are used in
the centrifugal moments of inertia are different from zero or combinations of these two types of
flywheels.
Absolute orientation in space and time variation character of the forces and moments
developed depends on body movement to be driven and the engine that drives unbalanced
masses.
They are important for particles to be separated holes and for particles larger than the openings to
be transported to escape so as not to worsen the separation process. In operation, the drive of a
building site separation, two vibrating with ballast can occupy one of the positions of figura.1.
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Fig.1. Poziţiile limită corespunzătoare ale mecanismului de acţionare cu două generatoare de
vibraţii,
2. Materials and methods
Analyzing the forces acting on a system composed of two mechanisms electric vibrators
and block screenings (if the axis of rotation is vertical counterweights) noted that: the center of
gravity of the two vibrating counterweights (upper or lower) is always on the same level;
components of inertia forces Fc, the counterweights, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
block with the site have the same horizontal direction and auto balance; components of inertia
forces Fc, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the block with the site dynamic balancing force
resistant to displacement thereof, together with the inertia of the entire system (Fig. 2).

Fig.2. Forces acting on the block diagram with two generators driven site
vibration (top view)[1]
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3. Results and discussion
- Resistant forces moving block screenings are:
- Resistance force due to deformation of elastic support Fe = c ⋅ z ⋅ x ;

- Force the block back to its original position due to removal from the position Fr = (M + 2 m )g ⋅ x ;
l

2

The force of inertia of the whole system Fi = (M + 2 m ) d x ,
dt 2
where M is the mass separation block (including vibration generators without ballast mass),
m - total mass of the two counterweights of a vibration generator, x is the horizontal displacement
of the system, l - length brackets, c - stiffness of the elastic element, z - number of elastic support;
g - acceleration of gravity.
Neglecting vertical displacement of the center of gravity, elasticity environmental support
and resistance based on momentum conservation law passed by rotating counterweights two
electrovibratoare, the entire system (Fig. 1), we can write the relation:
-

2 m ⋅ ω R cos( ω t) ⋅ cos ε = (M + 2m ) ⋅

dx
dt

(1)

where:
- Dx / dt is the rate of movement of block with site horizontally;
- Rcos (ω t) cos (ε) is the speed of movement of the counterweights on the block;
- R is the radius of rotation of the center of gravity of the ballast vibration generator.
Separating the terms in equation (1) and integrating, results:

x=

2m
R sin( ω t) ⋅ cos ε + C 1
M +2m

(2)

With initial conditions (x = 0, ωt = 0), introduced in equation (2), determine the constant of
integration, namely C1 = 0, and the final expression of the displacement x is:

x=

2m
R ⋅ sin (ω t ) ⋅ cos ε ,
M +2 m

(3)

relationship representing variation block movement harmonic separation under the action of inertia
forces of counterweights.
From equation (3) we notice that:
- For t = 0 , move it x = 0 ;
- For ω t = π / 2 , moving block separation is x =

and amplitude is: A =

2 Rm cos ε
M + 2m

2m
R ⋅ cos ε
M +2 m

(4)

From equation (4) it is observed that for certain values constructive known masses M and
m, the variation of the angle ε determines the oscillation amplitude variation with site building.
Since one vibration generator technical data are given generally centrifugal force of counterweights
(Fc) and the total mass of the generator amplitude can be estimated using previous relationship
2
according to these sizes by multiplying the resulting expression 4 is ω :

A=

2 Fc ⋅ cos ε

(5)

M t ,b ⋅ ω 2

where M t , b = M + 2m is the mass of block with site with two vibrating table.
Taking into account the other forces that affect motion separation block (Fr and Fe - figura.1) and
neglecting the vertical movement of the block (supports with reduced length) assuming frictionless
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joints system, the system design horizontal forces (Figure .1) and in terms of power system
dynamic equilibrium is obtained differential equation system displacement (horizontal) [3] as
follows:

c z ⋅ x + (M + 2m )g ⋅

x
d 2x
+ (M + 2 m ) ⋅
= 2m R ⋅ ω 2 sin (ω t ) ⋅ cos ε
2
l
dt

(6)

where:
- L, z is the length or number, elastic support suspending the block;
- C is the stiffness of elastic support.
Equation (6) can be arranged as

d 2x

g⎞
⎛ c⋅z
⎛ 2m
⎞
+⎜
+ ⎟⋅ x = ⎜
R ⋅ ω 2 ⋅ cos ε ⎟ ⋅ sin (ω t )
2 ⎝ M + 2m l ⎠
+
M
2
m
⎝
⎠
dt

(7)

If it is noted in brackets with constant sizes:

α2 =

c⋅z
g
+ ,
M + 2m l

β=

2m
R ⋅ ω 2 ⋅ cos ε
M + 2m

(8)

then equation (7) becomes:

d 2x
dt

2

+ α 2 ⋅ x = β ⋅ sin (ω t )

(9)

which is the equation of forced vibration without damping, which is a 2nd order differential
equation with constant coefficients, homogenous.
The general solution of this equation is:

x = C1 ⋅ sin (α t ) + C2 ⋅ cos(α t ) +

β
α 2 − ω2

⋅ sin (ω t )

(10)

where C1 and C2 are constants of integration to be determined from initial conditions.
For the simplest initial conditions assume that at t = 0 we have x = 0 and dx / dt = 0, that the
system is at rest in the equilibrium position.
Taking into account equation (10) and the conditions, as the calculations are obtained::
C2=0 şi C1=(-βα)/(α3-αω2)
In this case, the general solution given by (10) becomes:

x=

ω
⎡
⎤
⋅ ⎢sin (ω t ) − sin (α t )⎥
α
⎦
α −ω ⎣
β

2

(11)

2

It is noted that the movement system is an overlap of two vibration amplitudes and pulse
different vibration to pulsation α own free vibration of elastic systems and forced vibration with
angular frequency ω disruptive force due counterweights.
Are preferred ω and α where pulsations and are much different, either ω << α , even
α << ω if it should be avoided and ω and α close or equal.
If frequent practice that α << ω , from equation (11) that the amplitude of vibration of the
system is:
A=

β

(12)

ω −α 2
2

or, taking into account the notations (8), we obtain:
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A=

2m R cos ε
(M + 2m) − 12 ⎡⎢c z + (M + 2m) g ⎤⎥
l
⎦
ω ⎣

(13)

If we consider the technical data of a source of vibration (Fc, the total mass of the
generator, ω) relation (13) can be put in the form:

A=

2 Fc ⋅ cos ε
M t ,b ⋅ g ⎞
⎛
⎟⎟
M t ,b ⋅ ω 2 − ⎜⎜ c z +
l
⎝
⎠

(14)

From relations (13) and (14) we notice that in a given situation a vibrator system by M, m, c,
R, ω (or Fc, Mt, b, c, ω) amplitude "A" vibration system can be adjusted by adjusting the angle of
the generator assembly ε counterweight vibration [5].
If the required amplitude of the vibration, the relation (13) can size the counterweights for
known values of other quantities, using the relationship:

⎤
⎡ 1 ⎛
M .g ⎞
⎟−M⎥
⎜c z +
⎢
2
l ⎠
A
⎝
⎦
m = ⎣ω
2
⎛
g ⎞
R cos ε + A⎜1 −
⎟
⎝ l ⋅ω 2 ⎠

(15)

Relation (15) can be used to assess the design of such counterweights vibration generators
proposed.
If MDG-46x24 meal machine, equipped with two vibrating type MAVAR 112-6-7 (Fc = 7000
N, P = 0.4 kW Mt = 0.81 Nm, n = 1000 rot/ min; total weight is 75 kg), knowing the mass of 437.8
kg and block the site oscillation angle ε= 7 °, we obtain the following characteristics:
a) Using relation (5) is estimated amplitude oscillations separation block as A = 2.16 mm (A
= 2.4 mm for n = 950 rot / min). If the angle of oscillation increases to ε = 30 °, the oscillation
amplitude decreases to 1.9 mm (A = 2.1 mm for n = 950 r / min).
b) If the block websites Separation of MDG-46x24 meal machine is suspended on four
helical spring type elastic supports with length l = 345 mm and features: Dm = 50 mm, ds= 10 mm,
n = 7 turns, stiffness "c" a calculated support is set to c = 111428.6 N / m Using relation (14), the
amplitude of oscillation is A = 2.7 mm for A ≅ ε = 7o and 2.4 mm for ε = 30 °.
c) If you use double brackets embedded rubber ring section with D = 62 mm, d = 32 mm
and l = 90 mm, the stiffness of a medium is c = 88738.7 N / m (for E = 80 daN / cm2), leading to an
oscillation amplitude A = 2.3 mm for ε = 30 °.
d) If it is necessary that the amplitude of oscillation to be 3 mm, then using equation (14) to
obtain the necessary centrifugal force Fc = 9042.7 N and if for this centrifugal force, requiring a
range of ballast arrangement is obtain their mass m = 16.5 kg.
In Figure 3 is the variation of the vibration system using MathCAD program version 13, [4],
determined by the relation 14 (fig.3.a) and the relation 14 (fig.13.b) in case Fc force centrifugal
counterweights is. Length of elastic support is l = 345 mm M-block partition table (including
vibration generators without ballast mass) M = 437.75 kg, m - mass of the two counterweights of a
vibration generator m = 75 kg, stiffness of support is c = 88738.7 N / m, R is the radius of rotation
of the center of gravity of the ballast vibration generator, R = 0.4 m, ω the angular velocity of the
flywheel that supports unbalanced mass (time varying). SI-510 performs intensive separator
separating impurities from grain mixtures for grinding, driven in oscillatory motion with two vibrating
MVSI 10/200-S90 electric power 0.185 kW, weight 16.9 kg, centrifugal force Fc = 1830N; torque Mt
= 1632 Nm at n = 1000rot/min.
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Fig.3. Variaţia amplitudinii vibraţiei pentru diferite viteze unghiulare ale volantului, [6]
Considering that the site block mass is about 120 kg (Mtb≅154 kg), for the brackets to the
vertical angle of approximately 7o, where counterweights shaft angle from the vertical is 25 °,
determine the steering angle ε = 18o oscillation and then, using the relation (5), determine the
amplitude of the oscillations block A≅2,1 mm separation as 2.1 mm (A = 2.3 mm for n = 950 rot /
min).
Block screenings and intensive separator SI-510 is suspended on four rubber elastic
support (40-45 Shore) with length l = 93 mm and annular section with D = 82 mm and d = 30 mm
in the central section. Considering supports embedded simple elastic rigidity of support is c =
32516.7 N / m (E = 40 daN/cm2), leading to an oscillation amplitude A ≅ 2.3 mm (2.5 mm) .If elastic
supports are considered dual flush, then it follows an amplitude of oscillation of 3.0 mm and 3.5
mm for n = 950rot / min
4. Conclusions
To estimate the centrifugal force necessary to obtain a certain movement amplitudes can use the
above relations, from which it can choose accordingly, in catalogs, the most appropriate vibration
generators.
Knowing the centrifugal force necessary ballast weights may be set appropriately when required
radius of rotation thereof, or the radius of rotation is determined for a given mass
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Abstract: In this paper is presented the choice of optimal structural and functional parameters of
hammer mills for small farms. To do this, develop a program in Pascal with which the calculations.
For inclusion in the program data is necessary to choose several types of hammer mills and criteria
to be used to determine the operational utility.
Keywords: hammer mill, criterion, operational utility

1. Introduction
For choosing the universal hammer mills with small capacity with constructive and functional
parameters, for small farms is necessary to know the constructive characteristics of mills and
valuing them. Comparison of mills is done using the STEM method and for the calculations is
recommended to use the computer.

2. Calculation algorithm

For comparison, we have considered the following universal hammer mill with small capacity
manufactured in the country:
M1 - universal mill of small capacity manufactured by SC AZOMA SA
M2 - increased capacity mill MC -0.9 manufactured by SC Agromec SA
M3 - universal mill feed MU - 5.5 manufactured by SC AZOMA SA
M4 - universal mill feed MU - 7.5 manufactured by SC AZOMA SA
M5 - universal mill feed MU - 11 manufactured by SC AZOMA SA
M6 - hammer mill MC - 1.0 manufactured by SC Tehnostar SA
M7 - Leopard hammer mill, manufactured by Barbieri
Determining operational utility from these trailers are done with STEM method and have taken into
account the following criteria:
C1 - average working capacity (t / h);
C2 - degree of universality;
C3 - the number of bits per rotor (pieces);
C4 - number of blades on the rotor (pieces);
C5 - electric drive motor power (kW);
C6 - hammer mill mass (kg);
C7 - specific energy consumption (kWh / t);
C8 - degree of universality (3 - to process grain, corn cobs and fibroaselor, 2 - for
processing grain and corn cobs);
C9 - operating mode (1 - for direct coupling of the electric motor, 2 - for coupling through an
additional transmission 3 - for other drives).
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Criteria C1 - C4 is recommended to have maximum value and the criteria C5 - C9 to be the
minimum. The values of these criteria
or presented in Table 1

(i = 1 ... 9, j = 1 ... 4), for each hammer mills considered,

Table 1
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

C1

0,45

0,78

0,61

1,35

1,2

0,77

0,4

C2

3

2

3

3

3

2

3

C3

20

42

16

16

20

56

12

C4

0

0

2

2

2

0

3

C5

2,2

15

5,5

7,5

11

15

9

C6

53

23,5

800

800

1000

1000

83

C7

12,7

19,4

18,1

16,1

19,4

10,6

15

C8

0,3

4,79

2,37

2,37

3,33

0,7

1,07

C9

1

2

1

1

2

2

3

Using relations (1) and (2) determine the utility matrix (

) presented in Table 2:

(1)

(2)
Next, rank the criteria considered considered their importance. Were considered as very important
the criteria C1, C2, C5 and C7. Criteria were considered important are: C3, C4 and C6 and less
important criteria C8 and C9.

Compare each criterion Ci (i = 1, ...., 9) with all other criteria and determine important coefficients
(i = 1, ..., 9, j = 1, ..., 9, i = j) which is assigns the value 1, if the criterion considered is Cn, 2 if
the criterion Cm is less important than Cn, 4 where Cm is very important in relation to Cn and 0
otherwise
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Table 2
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

C1

0,05

0,4

0,22

1

0,84

0,38

0

C2

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

C3

0,18

0,68

0,09

0,09

0,18

1

0

C4

0

0

0,66

0,66

0,66

0

1

C5

1

0

0,74

0,58

0,31

0

0,47

C6

1

0,82

0,28

0,28

0,09

0

0,97

C7

0,75

0,002

0,15

0,15

0

1

0,5

C8

1

0

0,54

0,54

0,32

0,91

0,83

C9

1

0,5

1

1

0,5

0,5

0

The weights for each criterion are calculated with:

(3)
the following values:

Total utility service shall be calculated by the formula:

, i=1…10; j=1….5

(4)

To hammer mills considered total operating utilities are:
.
Table 3

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

C1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

C2
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

C3
2
2
0
1
2
1
2
0
0

C4
2
2
1
0
2
1
2
0
0

C5
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
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C6
2
2
1
1
2
0
2
0
0

C7
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

C8
4
4
2
2
4
2
4
0
1

C9
4
4
2
2
4
2
4
1
0
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3. Conclusions
Based on the presented algorithm was developed a computer program in Pascal, with
which all calculations were performed. Analysis has shown that a hammer mill with a small
capacity with best operational performance is M4 - universal mill feed MU -7.5 manufactured by SC
AZOMA SA whose total utility service shall be
.
One can use M1 - small universal mill capacity manufactured by SC AZOMA SA who has
the total utility operating very close
and M7 - Leopard hammer mill manufactured by
Barbieri with utility
Not recommended M6- hammer mill MC - 1.0 manufactured by SC Tehnostar SA who have
the total utility operating
and M2 - increased mill capacity MC - 0.9 manufactured by
SC Agromec SA Margineni with the total utility
.
The method presented is an objective criterion for choosing the hammer mill with small
capacity who corresponds to the greatest extent, farmer requirements.
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Abstract: This paper presents a solution for achieving the high pressures specific to water jet
cutting machines, using sonicity theory. The system consists of a generator that transmits pressure
waves to a sonic amplifier that can be mounted directly in the cutting head. Based on the research
carried out on an experimental model, the paper also proposes solutions to improve the system.
Keywords: water jet cutting, sonic generator, amplifier.
1. Introduction
The water jet cutting process was patented under the name “jet cutting technology at high
pressure” in 1968, by Dr. Norman Franz from the McCartney-Ingersoll Rand, U.S.A. The first
industrial facility to use water jet cutting was implemented in 1971. Flow Systems company from
U.S.A. became world leader in this technology and its main promoter in the industrial sector.

Figure 1. Block diagram of a water jet cutting machine
The first industrial applications have been made in the aviation industry (U.S.A., Canada, Japan),
where jet cutting has been used for cutting materials such as plastic, composite, multilayer
materials, etc. Whit the advent of new alloy materials and ceramics, hard and difficult to machine
by conventional processes, a new technology was needed for cutting and processing.
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In 1984, the Flow Systems Company produces the first water jet cutting-abrasive installation. This
innovation constitutes a genuine revolution in jet cutting technology, giving it a whole new
dimension. The technique enables cutting of most materials, metallic or non-metallic, special
alloys, composites and ceramics. This versatility gives it a good position compared to other recent
cutting technologies (ex. plasma, laser).
Abrasive water jet (AWJ) cutting processes are used mainly for cutting operations, but there are
applications for operations like turning, milling, or deep drilling. It is foreseeable that AWJ
processing could replace traditional cutting processing operations in some areas.
The block diagram of a water jet cutting machine is shown in figure 1. The machine consists of a
pump (1), which provides water at a pressure of approx. 40 MPa to cutting head (2). In the cutting
head, water is mixed with abrasive from the system (3). Part (7) is fixed on the machine table (5),
on some support beams (6). Water level (4) from the water tank passes with 1-3 mm over the
piece (7). Because the work piece has large dimensions, the cutting head is the mobile element
and make the feed movements on the x, y, z axes.
2. Proposed solution
The Water jet machining system (Fig.2) comprises a sonic generator (GS) with the role of
transforming mechanical energy produced by the engine (1) in pressure waves, that are
transmitted by means of a hydraulic fluid to cutting head (CT), where it creates water working
pressure. The sonic generator (GS) is engaged by a motor (1), electric or thermic, that drives a
shaft (2) on which there are mounted some cams (3). The cams (3) act by means of some rollers
(4) upon the pickers (5) that move through the connecting members (6) of the arcs (7), pistons (8)
mounted in a body (9) of a sonic generator (GS).
Between each of the pistons (8) and the liners (10), we will introduce a low viscosity fluid (oil gas).
Thus, it is formed a closed hydraulic circuit number, equal to the number of pistons (8). Oil gas,
found between sonic generator (GS) and cutting head (CT), is maintained under pressure (20-70
bars), with the aid of compensating valves (SC1) and (SC2). The springs (12) push the pistons (13)
and ensures minimum pressure of circuit. Through their motion, the pistons (8) create in the pipes
(14) pressure waves that acts on pistons receivers (15), causing a synchronic displacement of
pistons pairs (8) and (16), located on the same circuit. The pistons (16) are coupled through
connecting pieces (17) with small pistons (18) of the high pressure pump (20). In their motion,
small pistons (18) change the volume of the chamber (19) of the pump (20) causing suction and
pressure side of the pressure water, through direction valves (20) and (21).
Cutting burst jet is formed in nozzle (23) of the cutting head. High pressure sealing elements (24)
reduce flow losses in high pressure circuit. Water flow and pressure are proportional to the forming
jet stroke pistons (15) and (17). To adjust these parameters, has been provided a feedback loop
made up of the pressure transducer (25), the comparator (26) and actuators (27).
When between size of control “c” and size of the reaction “r” is an error “ε”, caused by the change
of the size or water pressure in low pressure circuit, or the nozzle wear or sealing elements,
actuator (28) make a move “e” to racks (29), for each piston (8).
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Figure 2. Water jet processing system
The racks (29) rotates the pistons (8) through the gears (30), changing the slot position “a” of each
piston against the valve orifice communicating with compensation valve (Sc1). The angular
position of the piston slot (12) has a direct influence on the amplitude of the pressure waves
created by the sonic generator. This changes the position of the piston stroke receivers (15) and
adjusts the flow, respectively, the pressure in the high pressure circuit.
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The compensation valve (Sc2) is used to offset fluid losses through leaks, to mitigate reflected
waves the pistons, and bleed receivers in the initial phase. Hydraulic resistance “b” located on pipe
compensation valve (Sc2) serves to direct wave action pressure on receiver pistons.
On the basis scheme of figure 2 was made an experimental model. With the experimental model
has been studied obtained pressure in high pressure floor. This was done by measuring the
carrying capacities deformation on focusing nozzle. It was concluded that the pressure created by
the high pressure floor is between 2500 and 3000 daN/cm 2 .
3. Conclusions
From the research done, following conclusions have been drawn:
-

-

It has been shown that the solution adopted by transmitting energy in the form of
pressure waves from sonic generator to cutting head allows mounting the cutting head
amplifier into the cutting head, which offers the advantages of water transport pipeline
working pressure metal or Kevlar;
It was found that water working pressure obtained at the output of the amplifier is
reduced to the pressure that has been designed for installation (75%);
In the solution designed, amplifier has very low reliability (app.10 hours).

To improve performance by increasing the operating pressure and reliability, are proposed the
following changes:
-

Increasing pressure wave amplitude of the sonic generator (GS);
Increasing the amplification ratio of the cutting head;
Developing a mathematical model to optimize installation parameters.
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Abstract:
The working principle of the machinery and technical equipment for extraction plants with root
ball is based on penetration into the soil of the active working parts (spades), cutting the soil ball
and extracting it together with the plant (tree saplings, tree, shrub), in a view to transplantation.
From constructive point of view, penetration into the soil of the active working parts is ensured by
means of some double acting hydraulic cylinders, the penetration force being linear and directly
proportional to the pressure in the hydraulic system. From analysis of the results obtained in the
tests, was noted the fact that the resistance to penetration of the soil in which we worked,
determined over the depth of penetration in the soil of the active parts (spades) of the equipment
increase directly proportional to the depth of penetration and inversely proportional with soil
moisture.
Increasing the efficiency of the penetration force into the soil, of the active working parts
(spades) is achieved by providing a hydraulic pulsating force (with shocks) through a hydraulic
control and operated device, with shocks. Hydraulic operation with shocks can be used as
needed,- in heavy soils with high penetration resistance
Keywords:penetration resistance, hydraulic actuating,extract of planting material.
1.Inroduction
To obtain saplings of adequate quality, in terms of economical efficiency, both regarding
saplings for fruit growing sector and for arranging urban green areas or forestry plantations, in
nurseries a series of works are performed to maintenance the crop. An important part, in terms of
energy and labor consumption, in work technologies in nurseries, it has putting out of saplings, in
order to its transplantation or delivery for planting.
Preliminary researches conducted have revealed that the highest energy consumption is
recorded during the penetration process of working parts into the soil, under the action of hydraulic
force. In this context enroll our concerns to find ways to increase efficiency of soil penetration
force of the working parts.
2. Material and method
The technical equipment, EXPLANT 500 (fig.1) is meant to extract dendro-horticol planting
material, ornamental or fruit bearing, medium -sized and large, with root ball, from nurseries and/or
forestry plantations, in order to transplant them in green areas, plantations and/or growing fields
from nurseries. Also, the machine can be used to anticipated digging of holes, where follows to
make transplanting, either of planting material (saplings) extracted with root ball or saplings with
bare root (without soil bale).
Actuating active working parts is achieved by the machinery own hydraulic system,
actuated by the tractor from the unit.
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Figure1. Constructive scheme of the equipment to extract plants with root ball EXPLANT 500

The main parts of the equipment are:
The guide frame (1) is a construction of steel profiles, welded, which serves to support all
the other parts of the machinery.
The sliding body (2) is a welded body provided with guide rollers that bear the entire
assembly of spades and ensure its vertical movement.
Spades` support arms (3) -are in number two and provide support to the two lateral spades.
The support arms are articulated on the sliding body so that to allow "opening" and "closing" the
two lateral spades in order to embrace the plant to be extracted.
The spades (4) are in number three: one central and two lateral. The spades are made of
steel and have a cylindrical shape with four sharp edges to cut both soil and roots of the plant to
be extracted. The spades are mounted so that to go into the soil inclined (about 15°) to ensure the
achievement of a truncated cone-shaped bale of soil.
Guide of spades (5) - ensure movement of the spades and their correct positioning so that
the bale of soil have truncated -cone shape.
Hydraulic pump (6) is PRD-117D type, with volume of 3.25 cm3/rot, and a maximum
pressure of 200 bar, ensuring actuating of all hydraulic cylinders of the machinery with a view to
cut the soil and lift the plant with the root ball. Actuating the hydraulic pump is performed by the
final transmission of the 45 HP tractor, being adopted an innovative technical solution that makes
the object of a patent application.
Oil tank (7) is a welded construction made of iron sheet, it has a capacity of approximately 20
l and it is equipped with filtering system of the oil recirculated in the hydraulic system.
Distributor (8) is a manual distributor with 5 sectors, modular, and which ensures three
positions: lifting, lowering and neutral.
Hydraulic cylinders for actuating the spades (9) are in number three, one for each spade and
ensure spades` penetration into the soil. Cylinders are ø 50x500 type, and they are equipped with
the possibility of fastening on the sliding body.
Lifting hydraulic cylinder (10) provides vertical movement of the sliding body (2) achieving
thus lay on the soil of the spades` assembly, and, after "cutting " the soil bale, lifting it to the
desired height. A Ø63x1000 cylinder is used.
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Hydraulic cylinder for actuating spades` support arms (11) is a cylinder ø 40x250 and it
ensures opening and closing movement of the two lateral spades so they can be positioned around
the tree to be extracted.
Working process of the equipment, (fig.2) consists of the following phases:
Phase I. With spades (4) lifted upright, with the sliding body (2) near to the ground and the
spades` support arms (3) wide open, by maneuvering the tractor, the equipment is positioned near
the plant to be extracted, so that the three spades to be at equal distance from stem.
Phase II. Lateral spades approaches the plant by actuating the cylinder (11) and it is
commanded descending of the sliding body (2) simultaneously with actuating the cylinder (10) until
the tractor is supported on the spades supports.
Phase III. Spades (4) are pushed in the soil by actuating the cylinders (9) successively,
starting with the central spade, obtaining roots` cutting, and cutting lateral sides of the soil bale.
Phase IV. By actuating the cylinder (10) is ordered lifting of the sliding body (2) together with
spades` assembly, and thus are performed extraction and lifting of the root ball plant above the
ground. Cutting the vertical roots and cutting the lower part of the bale is achieved by pulling up.
Phase V. By wide opening of the lateral spades, with the cylinder (11), the root ball is
released, and it can be putted down on the ground, in baskets for local handling or for packaging
and loading in vehicles.

Figure 2. Aspects of the phases of working process during extraction of the root ball plants

Characteristics of test conditions for the EXPLANT 500 are presented in Table1.
Determination of soil resistance to penetration was made with a penetrometer Spectrum
Technologies SC 900, accuracy class + / - 1.25 cm and + / - 103kPa, and the soil moisture was
determined with a moisture-meter Spectrum Technologies TDR 300 with accuracy class + / - 3.0%
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Tabel.1
Characteristics of test conditions

Work performed
Characteristics

U.M

Plants characteristics :
- Species
cm
- heigh
cm
- stem diameter (at 10 cm above the
cm
ground)
- tree crown diameter
Soil characteristics
- soil conditions
- soil type
- penetration resistance :
kPa
- 0-10 cm
kPa
- 10-20 cm
kPa
- 20- 30 cm
kPa
- 30-40 cm
kPa
- 40-50 cm
- soil moisture in layer :
%
- 0-10 cm
%
- 10-20 cm
%
- 20- 30 cm
%
- 30-40 cm
%
- 40-50 cm
Land characteristics:
Grade
- Inclination
- preliminary tillage

- height of unevenness

cm/ml

Extract
ornamental
trees

Extract
ornamental
trees

Thuja
150-200
2,5-4,0
120-140

Apple+pear
130-160
2,0-3,0
80-100

-

Tillage
clayey-sandy

Tillage
clayey

fallow
clayey

1200
2200
3000
3800
Over 4500

1300
2400
3500
over 4500
-

1400
2600
4000
over 4500
-

16,2
18,7
15,1
12,3
10,9

17,6
22,3
19,0
14,2
11,4

18,7
23,1
20,4
16,8
12,3

0-3
deep plowing
and annual
maintenace
works
4

0-3
deep plowing
and annual
maintenace
works
3

0-4
-

6

3. Results and discussions
From constructive point of view, penetration into the soil of the active working parts is ensured
by means of some double acting hydraulic cylinders, the penetration force beeing linear and
directly proportional to the pressure in the hydraulic system.
From the analysis of working conditions characteristics in testing EXPLANT 500, it is noted
the fact that the penetration resistance of soil in which we worked determined over the depth of
penetration into the soil of the active parts (spades) of the equipment (fig.3 and 4) had relatively
high values, these increasing directly proportional to the depth of penetration and inversely
proportional with soil moisture.
It was noted that to ensure the necessary size of the root ball is necessary increasing the
penetration force of the spades into the soil. Since the maximum penetration force in soil is limited
by construction of the equipment EXPLANT 500 was chosen a hidraulyc control device with
hydraulic shocks that provides increased efficiency of soil penetration force by providing of a
pulsating hydraulic force.
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Figure 3. Variation of penetration resistance over the working depth

Figure 4. Variation of average resistance to penetration over working depth

Figure 5. Variation of soil moisture over working depth

The technical solution adopted for the hydraulic control device with shocks (fig. 6) is
characterized in that the electric hydraulic distributor, DHE, voluntarily ordered by electronic control
unit, ECU, produces transformation of the linear force obtained by sending oil from reservoir R, at
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the pressure provided by the P pump through the manually distributors, DHM, in a hydraulic
pulsating force that through the pipes, C, and double acting hydraulic cylinder, Ch, is transmitted to
the spade, S.
The hydraulic actuating with shocks can be used as needed, in heavy soils with high
penetration resistance, shocks` frequency beeing adjustable through the electronic control unit.

Ch

C

Dhe
ECU

Dhm
S

P

R

Figure 6. The scheme of the actuating and control hydraulic device, with shocks

4. Conclusions
From experiments it follows that:
-the soil resistance to penetration is directly proportional to the depth of penetration and
inversely proportional to soil moisture;
-penetration force of spades into the soil, is linear and directly proportional to the pressure
in the hydraulic system, which makes that, under heavy soils conditions, the spades penetration
depth into the soil to be limited;
-increasing efficiency of penetration force of spades into the soil, it is made by ensuring of a
pulsating hydraulic force, thus ensuring the necessary working depth.
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Abstract: The paper presents a neural model used to control an abrasive water jet process. The
material features and the focus nozzle wear are considered the input parameters. The output ones
are taken into account the feed rate and the abrasive consumption. A neural model with back
propagation algorithm was used. The training and the validation data were calculated based on the
values presented by the water jet cutting machines manufacturers.
Keywords: water, jet, processing, neural, network, control
1. Tolerances with water jets cutting process
Water jets can make parts to very good tolerances. Today the modern water jet cutting machines
can create parts with a tolerance of as small as 0.05 mm and usually is easier to obtain tolerances
under 0.1 mm. The achieving of these tolerances requires an understanding of the factors that
affect the precision of water jet machining. The positioning accuracy refers to how precisely the
abrasive water jet cutting head can be positioned on the X-Y cutting table. Being able to precisely
position the cutting head is an important first step to achieving high tolerances, but it's only the first
step.
“Some manufacturers stretch the truth a bit when quoting tolerances or they quote the positioning
accuracy of the mechanics of the machine, which does not necessarily translate into the cutting
accuracy in the final parts. A machine that can position the cutting head to within 0.025 mm might
still produce parts accurate to only 0.12 mm.” [4]
The precision is affected by a large number of factors. To control some of these factors is easier,
than for others is very difficult. For example, the hardness of the material affects how precisely you
can machine it. Harder materials typically exhibit less taper, and taper is an important factor to
determining what kind of tolerances can be obtained. We can compensate the taper by adjusting
the cutting speed or tilting the cutting head. As the material thickness is increased, the more
difficult to control the behaviour of the jet as it exits out the bottom. This will cause blow-out in the
corners, and more taper around curves. The material thickness also affects both the value and the
type of taper. The taper shape depends on the thickness of materials. Thus, with increasing
material thickness taper its surface changed from "V" (for material thinner than 5 mm) on the barrel
surface.
Obviously, it is easier to offer the more precisely movement of the cutting head, but is very difficult
to obtain parts with very tight tolerances. Therefore, mathematical models are needed to control
the process parameters.
As well as another processing methods, the control of the abrasive jet process lead to the
improvement of the processing quality and efficiency. The study about the influence of the process
parameters [2] using an “energetic” model show that the focus nozzle diameter has a strong
influence on the zone depth.
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Regarding this influence the focus nozzle diameter [1] proposed the control of the standoff distance
for maintaining a constant zone depth for a constant cutting speed. This control solves two
important problems:
-

to choose an on-line monitoring system of the nozzle wear;
to establish a model of control which has the nozzle wear the input value and the standoff
distance the output value maintaining the zone depth constant.

In the water jet machining must be programmed both feed rate and abrasive consumption. These
parameters depend on the processed material features (type, thickness etc.), the surface quality to
be obtained and the focus nozzle wear.
The mathematical model [1] [2] is not enough to determine the feed rate and the abrasive
consumption. This is the reason why it is proposed a neural model.
2. Structure of the neural network
It is considered a neural network with back propagation learning algorithm. Figure 1 shows the
network topology with two input nodes which represents the material thickness and the nozzle
wear and two output nodes that represents the feed rate and the abrasive consumption.

Figure 1. Neural network structure
For the hidden layer were chosen 20 neurons. The activation function for the hidden layer is the
sigmoid function and pureline function for the output one.
Neural network modelling involves two phases: the training and the validation phase. The network
training was accomplished using data from field literature [4]. Table 1 presents the training data
set.
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Table 1. Training data set

Were chosen the process parameters for a stainless steel processing and an averaged quality
processing on a machine which has the following features: 50 HP pump, one cutting head, 60000
PSI (4137 bar) 0.25 mm orifice diameter, 0.76 mm abrasive nozzle diameter.
Input 1 (figure 1) represents the material thickness and Input 2 the focus nozzle wear. The nozzle
wear was considered to be 0.0025 mm/h and then, wear values corresponding to 0-10-20-40 of
operating hours. Output 1 represents the material thickness and Output 2, the abrasive
consumption. Abrasive consumption was determined on the principle of maintaining a constant
concentration of abrasive particles in the jet section.
The model validation was done using input values shown in table 2 and denoted Input 1 and Input
2. The effective outputs were compared with the target ones. The resulted errors are presented in
the two last columns of table 2.
Figure 2 illustrates the graphical representation of the target outputs and the effective ones.
Although the training data set was quite small in relation to the variation of the material thickness
(5-100 mm), the neural model provides close values relative to target values for the abrasive
consumption and far values, inacceptable, for feed rate. It is necessary another selection ot the
input data set.
This time were used 60 pairs of input-output values. The distribution of the material thickness was
done by a geometric series.
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Table 2. Validation data set

Figure 2. Representation of the target outputs – effective outputs (after the first training)
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For the parameter Input 1 (thickness) were elected 15 values from 5-113 mm with ratio 1.25. For
the parameter Input 2 (nozzle wear) were chosen 4 values from 0 to 0.1 mm with ratio 2. The
results obtained during the validation phase are better, the error being less then 10 % (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Representation of the target outputs – effective outputs (after the second training)
3. Conclusions
The following steps need to be taken in order to develop a neural model that accounts for all the
technological parameters of a water jet cutting machine: selecting the input parameters; sorting the
parameters into categories; determining the number of input variables; determining the output
parameters; creating separate models for different types of machined materials; preparing the
training data and the validation data; choosing the network structure and beginning training;
validating the model and using it commercially.
In order to obtain an acceptable error it is necessary to train the network with a set of data as large
as possible. Also it is recommended that the domain covered by training data is greater than the
domain covered by normal work data.
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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to highlight all the phenomena occurring in the system
during a pulling cycle which allows us to intervene in order to optimize the operating parameters of
the device to pull the piston race start time until when there is actual grabbing stranded and
efective start pulling. By carrying out a set of experiments using data card achizition presented in
this paper, we determine and conclude data position working cylinder tensioning device at the start
pulling to its initial position and the efective start pulling
Keywords: pretensioning device, pressure
1. Introduction
The purpose of this research is to highlight all the phenomena occurring in the system
during a pulling cycle which allows us to intervene in order to optimize the operating parameters of
the device to pull the piston race start time until when there is actual grabbing stranded and
efective start pulling. This allows us to determine the position of the working cylinder tensioning
device when starting the drawing to its original position and the efective start pulling.
2. The stand of experimental presentation
Data acquisition will be on stand shown in Fig. 2.1,

Fig. 2.1. Stand working to determine the main parameters of the single wire tensioning device with
data acquisition card and a Computer (PC)
Data acquisition system include:

1.

Transducers

a.
Pressure transducer 0 to 1200 bar produced by SUCO, code transducer 0620 [1]
Output signal 4-20 mA 2-wire
Input pressure from 0 to 1200 bar
Accuracy class ± 0.5% of maximum pressure at 20 °C
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b.

Load transducer from 0 to 25 tF produced by Aplisens, code transducer PCE28PD

[2]
Output signal 4-20 mA 2-wire
Input pressure from 0 to 1000 bar
Accuracy class ± 0.2%
c.

Displacement transducer 0 to 1000 mm produced by HYDRAMOLD code HTD 1000

[3]
Output signal 4-20 mA 2-wire
Domeniul de măsurare 0 – 1000 mm
Analog signal - quadrature pulses 0-5 V
Accuracy class ± 0,01%
d.
Digital display units HYDRAMOLD products codeHUDA -01AI [3]
Output signal 4-20 mA 2-wire
The measuring range can change depending on what you want to measure the 4 digits and
three decimal opportunity
Accuracy class ± 0,5%
2.
-

Data acquisition system include:
Terminal block
Digital analog converter (DAQ)
Cables

Terminal block produced by National Instrument, BCS product code 68 [3]
SCB-68 terminal block is a sturdy block, shielded, terminated by a DAQ device for damping
noise type with 68 pins. It includes a provisional assembly and a temperature sensor IC to
compensate for the cold junction temperature measurement.
Dimensions 19,5X15,2X4,5 cm
Multifunctional accessories DAQ
Series M - 68 pin device
Noise reduction
Connect with threaded socket
Connectors 0 or 1
Digital analog converter (DAQ) is manufactured by National Instruments, NI DAQ Card
product code - 6036 E. [4]
Analog input
Single output channel number 16
Number of differential channels 8
Resolution 16 bit
Transfer rate 200 kS/s
Maximum voltage 10 V
The maximum change voltage -10V, 10V
Accuracy maximum voltage variation 7,56 mV
Minimum variation voltage -50 mV, 50 mV
Accuracy minimal changes voltage 0,061 mV
Analog output
Number of channels 2
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Resolution 16 bits
Maximum voltage 10 V
The maximum change voltage -10V, 10V
Accuracy maximum voltage variation 2,547 mV
Minimum variation voltage -10 V, 10 V
Accuracy minimal changes voltage 2,547 mV
Transfer rate 1 KS/s
Input current 5mA one channel
Channel intensity 10mA
Digital input / output
Bidirectional channels 8
Input channels 0
Synchronization schedule
Logic levels TTL
Programmable input filters don’t have
Intensity to a value 24 mA
Intensity for all values 192 mA
Timer don’t have
Depreciation I / O
don’t have
The maximum change voltage 0V, 5 V
Minimum variation voltage 0V, 5 V
Counter (soft)
Number of counters 2
Maximum voltage 0V, 5 V
Maximum frequency of the source 20 MHz
The minimum input pulse 10 ns
Pulse generator have
Resolution 24 bits
Stability in time 100 ppm
TTL logic levels
Dimensions: 8,56x5,4x0,5 cm
Produced by National Instrument cable, product code 68-68 SHC-EPM [4]
3. IBM PC computer system x86
4. Software
S. O. Microsoft Windows XP SP3 x86
LabView 8.5
LabView 8.5.1 Real Time
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Fig. 2.1. Stand Overview

Fig. 2.2. Overview stand and modules for data acquisition
An important component of the experimental stand is the automatic control loop, shown in
block diagram form in Fig. 2.3

Fig. 2.3 Block diagram of the automatic control loop
Physical phenomenon and receiving transducers convert physical quantity (pressure, force,
etc..) In a size other, with digital display units. Toggle between the digital signal from transducer
converts the voltage signal thus obtained is proportional to the size variation monitored.
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SCB-68 terminal block electrical signals generated by the transducers bring in a form that
digital analog converter (DAQ) can accept. The terminal may signal amplification condition, its
linearization, filtering, etc..
Acquisition board to convert electrical signals through its basic component, analog-to-digital
converter. This displays a numeric value to a voltage, thus making it possible interpretareaa the
computing system.
Virtual tool work bench in Fig. 3.33 comprises the hardware - digital analog converter (SCB68 terminal block, data acquisition card NI DAQ Card - 6036 E and its relationship with cable-EPM
SHC 68-68 and the software, taken in conjunction with the needs of working hydraulic stand. The
resulting virtual instrument comprising: measuring instruments and controls for plant automation.
The graphical interface of this program included digital display units and signs made in a
form similar graphics devices and real devices, the user manevrându also their real elements.
Virtual instruments associated hydraulic stand was developed using LabVIEW
programming environment used mainly for signal acquisition and presentation graphics or table
data.

Fig. 2.4. Overview of data acquisition terminal display
Terminal shown in Fig. 3.37, includes a series of bar graphs to visualize signals scaled unit
corresponding physical quantity monitored through hardware part that receives signals from
transducers mounted on the equipment for tensioning in Fig. 3.33. Displays all system through
introducing numeric calculation, or a virtual potentiometer, setpoint (SETPOINT) which was used in
digital toggle between. Terminal panel was created using elements of display and control
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procedures extracted from library LabVIEW programming environment, adapted to the
experimental stand.
Data obtained during the experiment can be viewed in numerical form (right next chart Fig.
2.4) corresponding indicator as measured quantities or as window graphic created for this purpose.
3. Development program at experiments
Experiment was conducted for 16 tF tensioning device with stroke 200 mm at idle. To
perform data acquisition was pursued to achieve links to all components of the stand, checking
their physical and connections for data acquisition.
Purpose data acquisition is to check the seating position of a set of marten corbel from the
tensioning device of 16 tF stroke of 200 mm.For this tensioning device consists of a arc positioning
ferries limiting drawing as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1. Section tensioning device
Adjustable arc analyzed using cross pintle nut.
To obtain a satisfactory result, have made a total of three shots at full load tensioning
device previously prepared.
After testing, we were unable to obtain numerical data, which were made greficele in Fig.
3.2 - 3.4, where we see how time-varying data using data acquisition board for input parameters,
respectively while firing cylinder displacement and output parameters: friction and pressure
working conditions listed above.

Fig. 3.2. Pressure variation
over time of three races
positioning spring

Fig. 3.3. Force variation with time
for three races positioning spring

Fig. 3.4. Displacement
variation with time for the first
three races of positioning
adjustment spring

The data provided by the data acquisition board, we can see that working pressure of
working hydraulic pressure source and the force experienced by the device components from
tension varies proportionally to time by law shown in Fig. 2.6 and 2.7, adjustment for the three
values of initial positioning spring firing ferries, the amount of force and pressure varied in the
same conditions for all three tests performed.
By analyzing data from the pressure and pulling force when the race reaches the beginning
of the tensioner, and these low values of 0.7 bar, 0.15 tF respectively.
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Fig. 2.9. Displacement variation over time of
three races arc positioning achieved by
adjusting two empty tensioning device 16tF with
a 200 mm stroke, using a data acquisition
board.

Fig. 2.10. Displacement variation over time of
three races positioning spring by the third
adjustment made with the tensioning device l16
tf with stroke 200 mm, using a data acquisition
board.

4. Conclusions
Firing cylinder displacement value varies depending on how performing positioning control
spring clamp for tensioning strand.Following such an arc testing were obtained drawing cylinder
displacement variations for different settings of the arc. It can be seen from data from data
acquisition board that this value varies from 15 mm to 18.5 mm and then 25 mm.
To get the best possible adjustment of the spring, there will be a mechanical clamping nut
with as strong transverse pin for zero value of the cylinder stroke work tensioning device and
maintain for a longer period of time tensioning device in position to withdraw the original position.
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Abstract: The need for failure free products occupies a privileged position among increasing
customer expectations. In order to satisfy such requirements, risk analysis must be performed in
the early stage of a product development. Failure mode and effect analysis is a systematic
technique for identifying, prioritizing and obviating potential failure modes before they occur. Fuzzy
risk priority numbers are considered a promising solution in order to give a more accurate ranking
of potential risks.
Keywords: quality assurance, failure modes and effect analysis, fuzzy risk priority numbers
1. Introduction
Nowadays, a company looking for competitive advantage must keep in mind that the timescale of
product conception and development is shifting from the long to the shorter term – and ultimately to
a near real-time response. In order to comply with increasing customer expectations, incorporating
quality in products an services even from their development stages is a must.
Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is a methodology designed to identify potential failure
modes for a product or process before they occur, to assess the risk associated with each failure
mode, to rank the issues in terms of importance and to identify and carry out corrective actions to
address the most serious concerns. Corrective actions include, among others, fail-safe
mechanisms, redundant controls, error-handling routines, fault-tolerance, alarms and testing
activities.
Two alternative approaches may be used: a functional approach or a hardware approach. The
functional approach considers sub-systems in terms of their function within the system, being often
applied when hardware components cannot be uniquely identified, and the hardware approach is
usually adopted when components can be uniquely identified in the system.
The formal approach of FMEA analysis is documented in [1]. The method and its applications are
also described in [2].
The FMECA procedure extends the FMEA analysis and consists of two parts: the first part
identifies failure modes and their effects and the second part ranks failure modes according to their
potential risks. The risk associated with the potential problems identified through the analysis is
evaluated, generally, by two methods: risk priority numbers (RPN) and criticality analysis.
Two types of criticality analysis, quantitative and qualitative, are described in [1]. To use the
quantitative criticality analysis method, the team must:
• define the reliability / unreliability for each item, at a given operating time;
• identify the portion of the item’s unreliability that can be attributed to each potential
failure mode;
• rate the probability of loss (or severity) that will result from each failure mode that
may occur;
• calculate the criticality for each potential failure mode by obtaining the product of the
three factors: Item Unreliability, Mode Ratio of Unreliability and Probability of Loss;
• calculate the criticality of each item by obtaining the sum of the criticalities for each
failure mode that has been identified for the item.
To use the qualitative criticality analysis method to evaluate risk and prioritize corrective actions,
the analysis team must:
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•
•
•

rate the severity of the potential effects of failure;
rate the likelihood of occurrence for each potential failure mode;
compare failure modes via a criticality matrix, which identifies severity of the
horizontal axis and occurrence on the vertical axis.
Risk priority numbers are mostly used in the automotive industry [3]. A risk priority number (RPN)
represents the mathematical product of the seriousness of a group of effects (severity S), the
likelihood that a cause will create the failure associated with those effects (occurrence O), and an
ability to detect the failure before leading to serious effects (detection D). RPNs are used to help
identify the most serious risks and to place priorities when planning corrective action.
2. Typical Computation of Risk Priority Numbers
In order to perform RPN computation, Severity, Occurrence and Detection should be quantified.
Different situations are rated on a scale sensible enough, according to consistent evaluation
criteria. Scales from 1 to 10 or from 1 to 4 are generally used. The minimum value (“no risk”) is
rated with 1.
The case study consisted of the RPNs computation in order to assess and rank risks that could
appear in the functioning of a water meter used in domestic applications.
The FMEA analysis was based on the causes and effects diagram presented in figure 1. The
diagram pointed out the problems that could appear in the functioning of the water meter.

Fig. 1: Causes and effects diagram established for the water meter
Due to the fact that FMECA analysis involves a great amount of design, maintenance and cost
data, the need for a database dedicated to quality problems appeared. Using this purposedeveloped database, it is possible to elaborate detail and summary maintenance reports, monthly
reports, reports for a specified kind of product, for a specified kind of failure mode or exception
reports (for instance, the percentage of products that fail before the mean working time).
The created database allows developing a unified coding system for components, functions and
their importance, failure modes, causes, effects and means of prevention. Using the database
eases also the work when doing FMECA analysis, proving itself especially useful when
determining RPNs.
Severity, Occurrence and Detection were rated according to Table 1 [4].
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Table 1: Rating Severity, Occurrence and Detection
Occurence: Failure Rates

Rank

Severity:

Rank

Repeated failures: more than 1 in 10

10

Repairing time longer than 60 min

4

Repeated failures: under 1 in 10

9

Repairing time between 20 and 60 min

3

Repeated failures: under 1 in 50

8

Repairing time between 1 and 20 min

2

Occasional failures: under 1 in 100

7

Repairing time under 1 min

1

Occasional failures: under 1 in 200

6

Rank

Occasional failures: under 1 in 500

5

Likelihood of Detection by Design
Control

Occasional failures: under 1 in 1,000

4

No warning signs

4

Relatively few failures: under 1 in 5,000

3

Warning signs difficult to notice

3

2

Warning signs that could pass
unnoticed

2

1

Warning signs easily noticeable

1

Relatively few failures: under 1 in
10,000
Failure is unlikely: under 1 in 100,000

Figure 2 presents an example of introducing service data (the same example of the water meter
was considered).

Fig. 2: Form used for introducing service data
Maintenance data allow determining the percentage of failures in meeting a requirement, fact that
eases choosing the appropriate prevention means. It is possible also to estimate costs for a
specified function, using the cost function matrix. Various libraries of components, associated with
their costs, allow the comparison of solutions, in order to select the most appropriate one from the
point of view of life cycle costing.
Synthetically, the advantages offered by the developed database are:
• computation of FMECA parameters, such as RPNs;
• correlation among functions, components and costs;
• unified framework that integrates design data for the new product and maintenance
data for similar products, characteristic of concurrent engineering.
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3. Fuzzy Computation of Risk Priority Numbers
However, the specific criteria generally used for describing Severity, Occurrence and Detection
(such are the criteria presented in Table 1) are mostly subjective and described qualitatively in
natural language, deriving from the previous experience of a group of experts or of the design
team. It has also being pointed out that different score combinations of severity, occurrence and
detection led to the same RPN, even when it was obvious that the gravity of the risks involved was
not the same [5]. The relative significance of the three indexes is neglected, all of them being
assumed to be of equal importance, when in fact the nature of a process or of a product increases
often the weight of an index in regard to the other two. Consequently, some combinations of the
three indexes S, O and D can hide high danger risks even if their RPN is relatively low.
Another shortcoming of the typical RPN computation method is that only a limited set of outputs
from the output range can be obtained. For instance, if each of the three inputs is rated on a scale
from 1 to 10, their combination leads to only 120 values from the range of 10x10x10=1000 values.
The mean of these 120 values is equal to 166, far from the middle of the interval, and the medial is
equal to 105. In fact, only 6% of the obtained values situate among the middle of the interval.
To overcome the above presented weaknesses of the typical approach, fuzzy mathematics,
developed for solving problems where parameter descriptions are subjective, vague and imprecise,
was considered a promising tool for directly manipulating the linguistic terms used for the
description of severity, occurrence and detection in order to assess risks associated to each failure
mode [5-8].
The methodology of the fuzzy RPNs is based on fuzzy set theory [9, 10]. The three inputs S, O and
D are fuzzified and evaluated in a fuzzy inference engine built on a consistent base of IF-THEN
rules. The fuzzy output is defuzzified to get the crisp value of the RPN that will be used for a more
accurate ranking of the potential risks.
The case study continued with the fuzzy computation of RPNs. Occurrence, severity and detection
were rated on a scale from 1 to 10, according to Tables 2, 3 and 4. The analyzed failure modes are
presented in Table 5 and the resulted RPNs are presented in Table 6. For the sake of clarity, only
the first relevant 8 failure modes were preserved.
Table 2 Occurrence Rating
Occurrence: Failure Rates
Repeated failures
Occasional failures
Relatively few failures
Failure is unlikely

Rank
8, 9, 10
4, 5, 6, 7
2, 3
1

Table 3 Severity Rating
Severity: MTTR (Mean Time To Repair)
Repairing time longer than 60 min
Repairing time between 20 and 60 min
Repairing time between 1 and 20 min
Repairing time under 1 min

Rank
8, 9, 10
4, 5, 6, 7
2, 3
1

Table 4 Detection Rating
Detection: Likelihood To Detect The Failure
Before Serious Effects Appear
No warning signs
Warning signs difficult to notice
Warning signs that could pass unnoticed
Warning signs easily noticeable
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Table 5 Analyzed Failure Modes
Code

Involved part or
subassembly

Failure
mode

Effect

Potential cause

FM1

Body

Unable to
mount

Replacement of
the water meter

Inaccurate
processing of the
thread

FM2

Body

Leakage

Fluid leakage

Casting defects

FM3

Body O-ring

Wear

Fluid leakage,
condensation

Rubber wear

FM4

Body O-ring

Wear

Fluid leakage,
condensation

Deterioration
during mounting

FM5

Gear
subassembly

Input loss

FM6

Plastic cover

Friction in
functioning
Mechanical
shocks

FM7

Plastic cover

FM8

Indicator
subassembly

Erroneous
indication
Penetration of
impurities
Penetration of
impurities
Erroneous
indication

Breaking,
cracking
Breaking,
cracking
Input loss

Plastic ageing
Friction in
functioning

Preventive
action
Assurance of
the quality of
manufacturing
Assurance of
the quality of
casting
Adequate
materials
Assurance of
the quality of
mounting
Adequate
materials
Adequate
materials
Adequate
materials
Adequate
materials

Table 6 Criticality Assessment Using RPNs
Code

Failure rates

O

FM8
FM5
FM3
FM2
FM1
FM4
FM7
FM6

under 1 in 5,000
under 1 in 1,000
under 1 in 1,000
under 1 in 50,000
under 1 in 30,000
under 1 in 10,000
under 1 in 5,000
under 1 in 20,000

3
4
4
1
1
2
3
1

MTTR
(min)
30
20
15
45
30
15
5
5

S
5
3
3
6
4
3
2
2

Likelihood of nondetection (%)
65
75
20
95
80
25
5
5

D

RPN

Rank

7
8
5
10
9
5
2
2

105
96
60
60
36
30
12
4

1
2
3-4
3-4
5
6
7
8

As mentioned above, the allocation of the scores remains subjective. It is a matter of estimating the
risks involved, thus different experts can have different opinions.
The resulting hierarchy is somewhat unexpected. For instance, one would suppose that failure
modes with high dissatisfaction potential (FM1, FM2, FM3) would have a higher ranking. Also,
equal priorities are assigned to two very different failure modes (FM3 and FM2).
In order to obtain a risk prioritization that would reflect better the customer perception in terms of
dissatisfaction, a fuzzy computation of the RPN was proposed.
The fuzzy sets corresponding to the inputs and to the outputs are presented in Table 7. Four
categories were associated to each fuzzy set: VL (very low), L, (low), M (moderate) and H (high).
The output of the fuzzy system, FRPN, was scaled in the range 0...1000 in order to be compatible
with the previous results. Table 8 presents the inference rules adopted for this application, based
on expert knowledge.
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Table 7 Fuzzy sets corresponding to inputs and outputs
Name

Symbol

Type

Occurrence

O

Input

Severity

S

Input

Detection

D

Input

Fuzzy RPN

FRPN

Output

Indicator
Common
logarithm of
failure rate
MTTR
Likelihood of
non-detection
-

Unit

Min.
value

Max.
value

Fuzzy sets

-

-6

0

VL, L, M, H

min

0

100

VL, L, M, H

-

0

1

VL, L, M, H

-

0

1000

VL, L, M, H

Gaussian shapes were adopted for the membership functions, because they are considered to
best fit normal distributions and also allow obtaining a more smooth control surface, without sharp
edges that can lead to an unpredictable behaviour of the system.
Minimum function was used in order to implement AND method and implication. Maximum function
was used in order to implement OR method and aggregation. The centroid method was chosen for
defuzzification.
The fuzzy logic system was simulated using MATLAB-SIMULINK. Figure 3 presents, as an
example, the set of rules activated for the values corresponding to the failure mode FM1.

VL
L
M
H

Occurrence: M
Severity
VL
L
M
VL
L
L
L
L
M
L
M
M
M
M
H

H
L
L
M
M

Detecti
on

VL
L
M
H

Occurrence: VL
Severity
VL
L
M
VL
VL
VL
VL
VL
L
VL
L
L
L
L
M

H
M
M
H
H

Detecti
on

Detecti
on

Detecti
on

Table 8 The inference rules
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VL
L
M
H

Occurrence: L
Severity
VL
L
M
VL
VL
L
VL
L
L
L
L
M
L
M
M

H
L
M
M
H

VL
L
M
H

Occurrence: H
Severity
VL
L
M
L
L
M
L
M
M
M
M
H
M
H
H

H
M
H
H
H
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Fig. 3: Set of rules activated by the failure mode FM1
The same failure modes were analyzed, in order to compare the previous results, calculated by
“classical” assessment of RPNs, with the values obtained by fuzzy computation. The
defuzzification values of RPNs are presented in Table 9.
Table 9 Fuzzy computation of RPNs
Code
FM2
FM1
FM5
FM8
FM3
FM4
FM7
FM6

Involved part or
subassembly
Body
Body
Gear subassembly
Indicator subassembly
O-Ring
O-Ring
Plastic cover
Plastic cover

Failure mode

Fuzzy RPN

Rank

Leakage
Unable to mount
Input loss
Input loss
Wear
Wear
Breaking, cracking
Breaking, cracking

532.8
459
425.6
374
289.3
202.8
192.2
169.2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Previous
rank
3-4
5
2
1
3-4
6
7
8

It can be noticed that the results obtained by fuzzy inference provide a hierarchy of potential risks
that differs from the ranking established by typical computation of the RPN, but reflect more
accurately the dissatisfaction felt by the customer that faces the effects of a certain failure mode.
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The fuzzy inference does not allow identical values of RPNs to appear for different sets of risk
factors. In fact, two identical RPNs can be obtained only for two failure modes that feature exactly
the same values of the three indexes: occurrence, severity and detection.
4. Conclusions
The results obtained by fuzzy inference provide a hierarchy of potential risks that differs from the
ranking established by typical computation of the RPN, but reflect more accurately the
dissatisfaction felt by the customer that faces the effects of a certain failure mode. Risk factors are
evaluated in a linguistic manner, using qualifications rather then rigorous numerical values. This
feature eases the manipulation of vague and imprecise information, often the case in the practice
of product design. Fuzzy inference does not allow identical values of RPNs to appear for different
sets of risk factors. Also, the whole range of outputs is used .The method can be extended
considering even more risk factors.
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Abstract: Determined that no recovery and dynamic hardness work expended on elastic-plastic
deformation have extreme character study for the iron plating that coincide with previous
recommendations for these coatings in terms of their optimal durability.
Keywords: elastic-plastic, properties, composite, plating, macro indentation, micro hardness.
1. Introduction
The relevance of the study and control of physical and mechanical properties of materials at
the surface and in the upper layers due to the fact that the contact interaction and contact
deformation associated almost all modern methods of treatment, hardening and metal compounds,
and service properties of materials under conditions of cracking, fatigue, seizure and wear. One of
the methods for testing the surface properties of materials - testing micro hardness or
macrohardness.
2. Overview
Development of the indentation test can be qualitatively compared to the development of the
tensile test, when the transition was made from a simple tensile test for continuous registration
chart stress - strain. Material test method measures the indentation several important parameters
characterizing the physical - mechanical characteristics of composite electroplating, both traditional
and newly produced only by these tests. Test method of elastic plastic properties of coatings based
on the record of the kinetic diagram pressing a spherical diamond indenter. As a spherical diamond
indenter used artificial diamond with sphere radius of 1 mm. The test is composite iron
electroplating thickness of 0.5 mm, the diameter of the sample in this case is 30 mm.
Test method for macrohardness allows testing of materials for wide purposes from 1 micron
or more. One cannot determine the fraction of the strength characteristics of the material, but also
the elastic plastic properties of the material.
Many researchers have studied the shape of the plastically deformed zone and the nature of
the deformation in the volume under the imprint [1]. The overall conclusion of this work is to ensure
that the boundary of the plastically deformed zone under the imprint of diameter d is similar in
shape to the part of the sphere for both metals and for polymers. This conclusion is valid also for
the case of the elastic indentation of the sphere.
We studied the deformation of deep and surface layers of the material [1] under the indenter
methods applied in the plane of the grid meridian section of the specimen. In fig.1 shows the
deformation of the material layers deep indentation of a spherical indenter [1].
The figure shows that the maximal strain axis at a depth of indentation half the radius of the
print at the point of maximum shear stress. On the surface indentation strain grows from the centre
to the contour near the contour, they decrease and outside change direction. The inversion of the
direction of the deformation is due to the fact that in print and at some depth below the material
undergoes axial compression and broadening in the radial direction.
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Fig. 1. Distortion rectangular grid ball indentation.
This paper presents the study of elastic-plastic properties of iron plating method indentation
of a spherical indenter.
Experimentally determined elastoplastic characteristics (hy; hn; h) work expended on elastic
(Ay), plastic (An) and the total deformation (A), unrestored (Hh) and dynamic hardness (Hd), the
indentation load on spherical diamond indenter (P) volume and elastic (Vy), plastic (Vn) and total
(V) of the deformed material wear iron plating obtained from the electrolyte [1, 2]. Above
characteristics were determined at the facility for research in material hardness macro volume
equipped with an inductive sensor and a differential amplifier to record chart pressing spherical
diamond indenter and indentation recovery after unloading.
Dynamic hardness (Hd) was defined as the ratio of the total of (A) the cost of the deformation
to the calculated volume of deformed material (V) and all studied galvanic iron coatings.
3. Discussion of experimental studies.
The study showed that the studied characteristic of wear-resistant iron plating varies with the
condition of electrolysis (Дк, T).
With the increase in current density (Дк) from 5 to 40 A/dm2 electrolysis at a constant
temperature (40°C), the elastic indentation depth (hy), and pressing the material volume elastic
coating (Vy) respectively increased from 1,30 to 1,42 (m) and of 53,4•10-7 to 63,28•10-7(mm3).
Hardness (Hn) dynamic hardness (Hd), the load on the indenter (P) and the work spent on the
elastic deformation of the coating (Ay) have extreme values. With increasing current density, table
1, (Dk) of 5 to 20 A/dm2, hardness (Hh) increased from 3560 to 3920 (N/mm2), dynamic hardness
(Hd) increased from 2375 to 2614 (N/mm2) load on a spherical diamond indenter from 44.7 to 49,2
(H) and the work spent on the elastic deformation of iron plating (Ay) increased from 19,36•10-3 to
21,98•10-3 (N•mm). With further increase of the current density (Dk) from 20 to 40 A/dm2 hardness
(Hh) decreased from 3920 to 3280 (N/mm2), the dynamic hardness (Hd) decreased from 2614 to
2189 (N/mm2), the load (P) decreased from 49,2 to 41,2 (H) and the work spent on the elastic
deformation (Ay) coatings decreased from 21,98 to 19,50•10-3 (N•mm).
Table 1
Elastic properties and hardness of iron coatings
Electrolysis conditions
Дк,
A/dm2
5
10
20
40

Т,°С

Hh,
Н/mm2
(h=2 µm)

Hd,
Н/mm2

Р, Н

40
40
40
40

3560
3760
3920
3280

2375
2515
2614
2189

44,7
47,4
49,2
41,2
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hy,
µm
1,30
1,32
1,34
1,42

Elastic properties
of iron plating
Ay,
Vy·10-7,
Н·mm
mm3
0,01936
53,4
0,02086
54,68
0,02198
56,35
0,01950
63,28
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Table 2
Plastic properties and hardness of iron coatings

Т,°С

Hh,
Н/mm2
(h=2 µm)

Hd,
Н/mm2

Р,
Н

40
40
40
40

3560
3760
3920
3280

2375
2515
2614
2189

44,7
47,4
49,2
41,2

Electrolysis conditions
Дк,
A/dm2
5
10
20
40

hп,
µm
0,70
0,68
0,66
0,58

Plastic properties
of iron plating
Aп,
Vп·10-7,
Н·mm
mm3
0,01043
15,38
0,1074
14,51
0,1082
13,67
0,00797
10,56

Extreme hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the load on the indenter (R) and the work
spent on the elastic deformation of iron plating coincide with existing guidelines for the choice of
electrolysis conditions for optimum electrochemical properties of iron coatings in terms of their
durability [2].
With the increase in current density (Дк), table 2, from 5 to 40 (A/dm2) at a constant
temperature electrolysis (40°C) plastic indentation depth (hn) and volume plastic indentation
material (Vn) are reduced, respectively, from 0.70 to 0.58 (m) and from 15,38•10-7 to 10,56•10-7
(mm3).
Table 3
General properties and hardness of iron coatings
Hd,
Н/mm2

Т,°С

Hh,
Н/mm2
(h=2 µm)

Р,
Н

40
40
40
40

3560
3760
3920
3280

2375
2515
2614
2169

44,7
47,4
49,2
41,2

Electrolysis conditions
Дк,
A/dm2
5
10
20
40

h,
µm
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0

General properties
of iron plating
A,
V·10-7,
Н·mm
mm3
0,0298
125,51
0,0316
125,51
0,0328
125,51
0,0275
125,51

With the increase in current density (Dk), from 5 to 20 (A/dm2) at a constant temperature
electrolysis (40°C), hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the indentation load (P) is increased as
in the previous case (table 1), and the work expended in plastic deformation of iron coatings
increased from 10,43•10-3 to 10,82•10-3 (N•mm). With further increase of the current density (Дк),
at a constant temperature electrolysis (40°C), 20 to 40 (A/dm2), dynamic hardness (Hd), the
indentation load (P) is increased as in the previous case (table 1) and the work expended in plastic
deformation of iron coatings decreased from 10,82 • 10-3 to 7,97•10-3 (N•mm).
And in this case, the extreme hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the indentation load
(P) and the work expended in plastic deformation (AP) iron coatings coincide with existing
guidelines for the choice of electrolysis conditions to obtain the best properties of iron coatings,
with a point of their durability [2].
With the increase in current density (Дк), table 3, from 5 to 40 (A/dm2) at a constant
temperature electrolysis (40°C), the total indentation depth (h) and total volume dent coating
material (V) are constant and are equal to 2.0 (m) and 125,51•10-7 (mm3).
With the increase in current density (Дк), from 5 to 20 (A/dm2) at a constant temperature
electrolysis (40°C), hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the indentation load (P) is increased as
in the previous case (table 1.2), and the work expended on the deformation of iron coatings (A)
increased by 29,8•10-3 to 32,8•10-3 (N•mm). With further increase of the current density (Дк), at a
constant temperature electrolysis (40°C) 5 to 20 (A/νm2), hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd),
the indentation load (P) decreased as in the previous case (table 1, 2), and the total work
expended on the deformation of iron coatings decreased from 32,8•10-3 to 27,5•10-3 (N•mm).
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And in this case, the extreme hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the indentation load
(P) and the work spent on the total deformation of iron coatings (A) coincide with the current
recommendations for the choice of electrolysis conditions for the production, the optimal properties
of iron coatings with point of view of their wear resistance [2].
With increasing temperature electrolysis (T) to obtain the iron plating (table 4) from 20 to
60°C (Dk=20 A/dm2) elastic structure component indentation depth (hy) decreased from 1.52 to
1.10 microns and volume print (Vy) decreased from 72,5•10-7 to 37,98•10-7 (mm3).
Table 4
Elastic properties and hardness of iron coatings
Electrolysis conditions
Дк,
A/dm2
20
20
20

Т,°С

Hh,
Н/mm2
(h=2 µm)

Hd,
Н/mm2

Р, Н

20
40
60

2650
3920
2800

1780
2614
1870

33,5
49,2
35,2

hy,
µm
1,52
1,34
1,10

Elastic properties
of iron plating
Ay,
Vy·10-7,
Н·mm
mm3
0,01697
72,5
0,02198
56,35
0,02191
37,98

With increasing temperature electrolysis from 20 to 40°C hardness (Hh) increased from 2650
to 3920 (N/mm2), the dynamic hardness increased from 1780 to 2614 (N/mm2), the indentation
load (P) increased from 33.5 to 49,2 (N), the work spent on the elastic deformation of iron coatings
(Ay) increased from 16,97•10-3 to 21,98•10-3 (N•mm3). With further increase of temperature
electrolysis (T) from 40 to 60°C, the hardness (Hh) decreased from 3920 to 2800 (N/mm2), the
dynamic hardness (Hd) decreased from 2614 to 1870 (N/mm2), the indentation load (P ) decreased
from 49.2 to 35.2 (H) and the work spent on the elastic deformation (Ay) iron coatings decreased
from 21,98•10-3 to 12,91•10-3 (N•mm). And in this case, the extreme hardness (Hh), dynamic
hardness (Hd), the indentation load (P), the work spent on the elastic deformation of iron coatings
(Ay) depending on changes in temperature electrolysis (T) at a constant current density (Dk=20
A/νm2) coincide with existing guidelines for the choice of electrolysis conditions to obtain the best
properties of iron coatings, in terms of their optimal wear resistance [2].
With increasing temperature electrolysis (T) to obtain iron coatings (table 5) from 20 to 60°C
(Дк=20 A/νm2) increased from 2650 to 3920 (N/mm2), the dynamic hardness increased from 1780
to 2614 (H/mm2), the indentation load (P) increased from 33.5 to 49.2 (H), the work spent on the
elastic deformation of iron coatings (Ay) increased from 16,97•10-3 to 21,98•10-3 (N•mm3) plastic
component of the indentation depth (Hp) increased from 0.48 to 0.90 (m) and volume print in
plastic indentations (Vp) increased from 7,23•10-7 to 25,42•10-7 (mm3).
Table 5
Plastic properties and hardness of iron coatings
Electrolysis conditions
Дк,
A/dm2
20
20
20

Т,°С

Hh,
Н/mm2
(h=2 µm)

Hd,
Н/mm2

Р,
Н

20
40
60

2650
3920
2800

1780
2614
1870

33,5
49,2
35,2

hy,
µm
0,48
0,66
0,90

Plastic properties
of iron plating
Ay,
Vy·10-7,
Н·mm
mm3
0,00536
7,23
0,01082
13,67
0,01056
25,42

With increasing temperature from 20 to 40°C, the hardness (Hh) dynamic hardness (Hd)
indentation load (P) has increased in importance as in the previous case (table 4), and the work
expended in plastic deformation (Ap) iron coatings increased from 5,36•10-3 to 10,82•10-3 (N•mm3).
With further increase of temperature electrolysis (T) from 40 to 60°C hardness (Hh) dynamic
hardness (Hd), the indentation load (P) decreased in value as in the previous case (table 4), and
the work expended in plastic deformation of iron coatings (Ap) decreased from 10,82•10-3 to
10,56•10-3 (N•mm).
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With increasing temperature electrolysis (T) from 20 to 60°C, on receipt of iron plating, at a
constant current density (Дк=20 A/dm2) total depth of indentations (h) and volume print for elasto
indentation (V) is constant and appropriate work 2.0 (m) and 125,5•10-7 (mm3), table 6.
Table 6
Elastoplastic properties of iron coatings
Electrolysis conditions
Дк,
A/dm2
20
20
20

Т,°С

Hh,
Н/mm2
(h=2 µm)

Hd,
Н/mm2

Р,
Н

20
40
60

2650
3920
2800

1780
2614
1870

33,5
49,2
35,2

Elastoplastic properties
iron coatings
h,
A,
V·10-7,
µm
Н·mm
mm3
2,0
0,02233
125,51
2,0
0,03280
125,51
2,0
0,02347
125,51

With increasing temperature electrolysis (T) from 20 to 40°C, at a constant current density
(Дк=20 A/dm2), hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the indentation load (P), increasing in
value as in the previous cases (table 4.5), and the work spent on the elastic-plastic deformation of
iron coatings indentation increased from 22,33•10-3 to 32,80•10-3 (N•mm3). With further increase of
temperature electrolysis (T) from 40 to 60°C (Дк=20 A/dm2), hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness
(Hd), the indentation load (P) decreased in value as the previous cases (table 4), and the work
expended in plastic deformation of iron coatings decreased from 32,80•10-3 to 23,47•10-3 (N•mm).
As in the previous cases (table 4, 5) with increasing temperature electrolysis (T), hardness
(Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the indentation load (P) and work (A) expended in elastic-plastic
deformation of iron coatings is extreme.
One of the important problems predicting wear resistance of materials engineering. In this
sense, the method of testing the hardness in macro volume relates to micromechanical tests to find
the most reasonable approach to the characteristics of the material.
We obtained different parameters Nh, Hd, R and A have a good correlation with the intensity
of wear of composite plating.
Thus, the parameters Nh, Hd, A, F can be used later to refine the description of the wear rate
on these parameters is based on the concept of additive contribution causes these structural
indicators [1].
The study showed that the parameters Nh, Hd, R, A, sensitive elastoplastic properties of
composite plating have extreme values as the wear rate, with a change of electrolysis conditions
(Dk, T) coincides with the existing recommendations on the choice of electrolysis conditions where
optimal properties iron coatings in terms of their durability.
4. Conclusions
• Put the text of your conclusions here Put the text of your conclusions here• Found that the
unrecovered hardness (Nh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the work expended on elastic-plastic
deformation (A) have extreme character with the changing conditions of electrolysis to study iron
coatings.
• Extreme values unreduced hardness (Nh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the indentation load
(P), the work expended in plastic (Ap) and elastoplastic (A) deformation coincide with our earlier
recommendations for iron coatings in terms of their optimal durability.
• Physical - mechanical characteristics (Nh, Hd, A, Ap, P) plating have a good correlation
with the wear rate of the coatings.
• Physical - mechanical characteristics (Nh, Hd, R, Ap, A) can be used to refine the
description of the wear of iron coatings.
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Abstract: In the present paper there are presented an algorithm and a program for plotting the
clarifying curves and for determination of the specific amount of settled material during the initial
period based on data obtained from sedimentation experiments in stationary column of aqueous
suspensions of solids particles with different concentrations. The algorithm and program have been
developed for an interactive, rapid and convenient processing of the data obtained from
sedimentation experiments in stationary column of aqueous suspensions of solids particles and
allow obtaining with accuracy of precise and expressive graphs which characterize the behaviour
of aqueous suspensions to sedimentation in stationary column.
Sedimentation study of different aqueous suspensions of solids particles in stationary
column is of great importance for experimentally determining the important parameters required to
design and exploitation clarifiers and sludge thickeners from wastewater treatment plants.
Keywords: sedimentation in stationary column of aqueous suspensions, algorithm, program,
clarifying curves, specific amount of settled material during the initial period
1. Introduction
Sedimentation is the process of separation solid particles in suspension in a liquid by
gravitational settling on the enclosure’s bottom where the fluid is located [1, 5, 6].
In the practice of water management, studying the phenomenon of solid particles
sedimentation in water provides very important experimental data, both for the proper design and
exploitation of decanted impurities separation equipment or sludge thickeners from wastewater
treatment plants and for the efficient administration of natural water courses [3].
The study of solid particles sedimentation in water is done both for stationary systems
(stationary columns) and for dynamical systems (currents with different flow directions).
Experimental study of sedimentation process in stationary column of different aqueous
suspension of solid particles has as main result the possibility of obtaining clarifying curves which,
besides giving a complete image about how the water is clarified during the process, allow through
the various processing to obtain important characteristics parameters such us: specific amount of
settled material during the initial period of process, the maximum volume of settled material, the
determination of sediment compaction characteristic index of a given aqueous suspension, the
time required to obtain a certain degree of sediment compacting, particles rate during
sedimentation. All these parameters are very important in design and exploitation clarifiers and
sludge thickeners from wastewater treatment plants.
2. Experimental study of the sedimentation of aqueous suspension of solid particles in
stationary column
If in a glass tube there is introduced a certain amount of diluted suspension composed of
water and solid particles and let it rest, it can be observed after a period of time the appearance of
distinct areas. There are usually three zones in the sedimentation of concentrated suspensions
(see Figure 1), such as: clear liquid zone at the top of the tube, a zone with water in which solids
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are in the sedimentation process at the middle of the tube and a zone with concentrated sludge
settled at the bottom of the column [3, 4].
These three areas are separated by two interfaces, namely clarified water – suspension
interface and suspension – concentrated sludge settled interface. It is to be noted that the water
with solid suspensions zone is usually vertically layered as a function of concentration of particles
in suspension which is decanted.
Over time, clarified water – suspension interface descending, while suspension –
concentrated sludge settled interface is lifted and at a certain moment of time these interfaces
reach the same height and overlap. In this case, in column remain only two zones, namely,
clarified water zone and one of concentrated sludge settled.
The point in which the two interfaces are overlapped is named critical point of clarification
process and corresponds to maximum volume of settled material and it’s a measure of its height.

Figure1 Diluted suspension settling in the stationary column [3, 4]
If the observation is continued, it is observed that the clarified water – concentrated sludge
settled interface descends very slowly (the speeds are much lower than the descend speed of
clarified water – suspension interface from the first part of this process).
According to Camp and Fitch’s studies [2] related to settling of various types of suspensions,
they showed that the settling process can be divided into specific phases depending on the
concentration and nature of solid particles (in terms of their flocculation), such as (Figure 2): type I
clarification, type II clarification, mass sedimentation and sediment compaction.

Figure 2 Decantation phase diagram [2]
Type I clarification appears in the case of pure granular particles sedimentation in dilute
suspensions. In this case, the sedimentation is considered unimpeded, every particle is moving
individually on its trajectory, and the characteristics of particle motion depends only the properties
of liquid and solid particles. The sediment obtained is not compacted. This kind of settling can be
found in practice in the case of grit chambers.
Type II clarification occurs when flocculent particles are settled in diluted suspensions. In this
case, heavy particles with high sedimentation rates catching up and collide with lighter particles
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with lower sedimentation rates, forming aggregates with high rate of deposition. The probability of
developing aggregates increases as the depth of water layer is higher. This kind of settling can be
found in the upper zone of settlers.
Mass sedimentation occurs when particles are settled in high concentration suspensions. In
this case, depending of the concentration, areas with uniform composition are formed, in which all
particles work collectively, resulting a deposition with a slower rate than for clarification. This kind
of settling can be found in the middle zone of settlers.
Sediment compaction is an extremely slow process that involves liquid displacement from
sediment layer which is compacted, so through a medium whose porosity is continuously reducing.
In this case, the compaction rate decreases with time, due to increased resistance to fluid flow [3].
It should be noted that a slow stirring foster the sediment compaction process that forms on
the settlers’ foundation.
Experimental studies of sedimentation process in stationary column of aqueous suspension
which were the basis to achieve the program and algorithm were performed on a laboratory stand
composed by 5 sedimentation columns. Suspensions used were composed of water and powdered
calcium carbonate with concentrations of 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%. Suspension volume in each
column was 1.5 l.
It was registered the clarified water – suspension interface position at regular intervals 0.05 h
(3 minutes) for 2,5 h, and then at 0,5 h (30 minutes) up to 6,5 h and after 24 h. Based on registered
values, were plotted variation curves as a function of time for clarified water – suspension
interface.
3. Algorithm and calculation program for plotting the clarifying curves and for determination
of the specific amount of settled material during the initial period
The used algorithm for plotting the clarifying curves and for determination of the specific amount of
settled material during the initial period as a function of suspensions concentration is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 Structural scheme of the sequential algorithm

Based on previously presented algorithm, was developed a calculation program in MathCad
programming software which is shown below.
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4. Conclusions
In the present paper there is presented an algorithm under which was created a program for
plotting the clarifying curves and for determination of the specific amount of settled material during
the initial period.
The program was designed for an interactive, rapid and convenient processing of the data
obtained from sedimentation experiments in stationary column of aqueous suspensions of solid
particles. It should be mentioned that for this program have been used experimental data obtained
from sedimentation experiments in stationary column of aqueous suspensions of calcium
carbonate powder with different concentrations.
Clarifying curves obtained, drawn with high accuracy give the possibility of determination by
further processing of the important parameters required to design and exploitation clarifiers and
sludge thickeners from wastewater treatment plants.
Furthermore, the variation curves of the specific amount of settled material during the initial
period depending on the suspension concentration offers very useful information about maximum
amount, respectively the maximum volume of settled material from the sedimentation process of
analyzed suspensions.
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Abstract
Drying is a very important operation within the process of manufacture of ceramic products and
construction materials. A high quality drying leads to very low final losses caused by the cracks
and cleaves which occur during the burning in the oven. An important parameter of the drying
process is the dimensional contraction of the bodies, during drying. For the online control of the
drying process and depending on the contraction evolution, it was created a pneumatic transducer,
with which can be measured the linear contraction, on a witness body, with a max error of 1%. The
transducer performs a conversion linear contraction pressure, due to the fact that the air presure is
not influenced by temperature and the elastic element of the pneumatic cylinder is realized from
steel, with a slight variation of the elastic properties up to 150oC. The measurement pressure is
linearly converted in a tension which is input signal in the PLC controlling the drying installation. In
order to obtain a very low consumption of energy of the measurement system, the transducer
works in a sampled operational mode, which may provide a high measurement precision.
Key words: drying, pneumatic transducer, contraction, ceramics
1. Introduction
Drying is a very important operation within the process of manufacture of ceramic products and
construction materials. A high quality drying leads to very low final losses caused by the cracks
and cleaves which occur during the burning in the oven
The drying time for the average size bricks are relatively high, 36-48 h. In all the drying
installations it is used a drying agent obtained by mixing combustion gases and atmospheric air.
The famous brands (Lingle, Ceric, Rietter, Keller, Fuschs, etc) deliver technological installations
with automatic control systems, which use process models pre selected depending on the type of
brick to be dried and the chemical mineralogic and physico ceramic properties of the raw clayey
materials.
For optimizing the drying process it must be compensated entirely the influence of the
perturbations caused by the composition and granulometry of the bodies subjected to the drying
process. The online measurement of the discharged water mass and of the linear contraction of
the bodies allows the achievement of high quality products, with minimum energetic consumption
and an increase of the real manufacture capacity.
In fig.1 is shown the graphic of the relative variation of humidity W and contraction C of the
bricks, during the the drying process
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Fig. 1. The relative variation of humidity and contraction at drying of bricks
The relative linear contraction of the ceramic bodies, in the studied case of the bricks, during
drying is in the range 6...12% with typical values 6...8%. The measurement of the contraction is
made by measuring the variation of the distance between the two anchors introduced in the raw
brick before starting the drying process. The common values of the initial distance L0 for the
mechanical measurement devices are L0 ∈{100, 150, 200} mm.
During the drying process the body contracts itself and it is measured a closeness of the
anchors with ΔL. The relative contraction coefficient ε is calculated with the relation:

ε = 100 ⋅

ΔL
L0

(%)

(1)

Due to the fact that during the drying process temperature varies between 20 up to 150 ºC the
anchors and the support mechanism are made of invar. The mechanical devices in use is
ponderous and has no output signal for the modern automatic adjustment systems. There are also
used resistive displacement transducers with temperature compensation, which are expensive and
less reliable.
2. Pneumatic transducer for measuring contraction
In figure 2 is shown the functional scheme of the pneumatic transducer for measuring the
linear contraction of the bricks during the drying process and in fig.3 the functional scheme of the
control block.

Fig. 2 Functional scheme of the pneumatic transducer for measuring contraction
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The absolute contraction is represented by the variation of the distance ΔL between the anchor
1 fixed on the body 2 of the transducer and anchor 3 which is fixed on the rod 4 that slides in the
guide 5 on which is the pawl 6. The rod 4 is connected to the support 7 on which is jointed a lever
9 which is pushed continuously by the spring 11 to the fix contact 8 which is at 2s distance of the
fix contact 10. The lever 9 is also in contact with the rod 12 of the pneumatic cylinder with simple
action13 that has a membrane 16 which presses on the rigid centre 15 that
leans on the spiral spring 14. For having the center of gravity of the device between the 2 anchors,
it is mounted a load 17 for balance.
For simplifying the construction it was adopted a scheme with 2 contacts K1 and K2 serially
linked to R1, with signal Imas in a current intensity on a single conductor connected by means of R2
at the plus of the supply voltage stabilized Ust. The command signal in tension Ucd is compared on
2 comparators C1 and C2 with two tensions 0,25 Ust at C1 and 0,75Ust at C2.
The output signals of the comparators CS for writing and CR for deleting are applied to a bistable
BIST1 whose output u1 commands the distributor D1 through which is introduced compressed air
in the cylinder 13 through the pneumatic resistance RP. For discharging the air from the cylinder
13 it is commanded through the output command signals CRp and CSp the bistable BIST2 with
which is commanded the distributor D2.
The measurement pressure pmas is converted in tension signal with a convertor P/U from which
gets out the signal Umas.

Fig. 3 The scheme of the command block
Initially in the raw brick are plunged the anchors 1 and 3 positioned at the nominal distance L0.
If in the pneumatic cylinder 13 there is no pressure, the spring 14 retracts the rod 12 of the piston
and the spring 11 presses on the comparison lever 9 that will rely on the contact K1.
When the contact K1 is shut in the command block is generated a signal u1=1 of opening the
distributor D1; it starts the pressure growth pmas, the rigid centre 15 compresses the spring 14 and
displaces the rod 12 until it reaches the lever 9 that it will rotate around the joint until it leans on the
contact K2. The command block generates a shut signal u1=0 for D1 and pmas stabilizes at a new
value pmas0.that is the value from which is started the measurement. From the converter p/U results
Umas0 memorized as origin for measuring contraction.
In the drying process cause of the brick contraction the anchor 3 and rod 4 will displace
towards the anchor 1, the spring 11 releases and under the action of the spring 11 the comparison
lever 9 rotates itself until the contact K1 shuts. It is generated the signal CS which applied at BIST1
makes that u1=1 and D1 it opens. It starts the pressure pmas growth from the cylinder which leads
to the compression of the spring 14 and the displacement of the rod 12 that rotates the lever 9 until
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the contact K2 shuts, which leads to the generation of a signal CR which applied at BIST1 makes
u1=0 and shuts D1.
For a displacement with 2s between the contacts K1 and K2 the rod 12 displaces with Δharc:

Δharc = 2 ⋅ s ⋅

d2
2⋅s
=
⋅
d1 + d 2 i pg

(2)

where ipg is the transfer factor of the lever 9.
The variation Δpmas of the measurement pressure for a sampling step is:

Δp mas [i ] =

Δharc K arc 2 ⋅ s K arc
=
⋅
S mef
i pg S mef

(3)

Because the value of variation ΔL[i] of the absolute contraction for sampling is:

ΔL[i ] =

2⋅s
= const.
i pg

(4)

It results that:

Δp mas [i ] =

Δharc K arc
K
= ΔL ⋅ arc = const.
S mef
S mef

(5)

If it adopts constructively the value L0=100m and the max.contraction is εmax ≤ 10% it results
that the max.value of the displacement to be measured is of ΔLmax = 10 mm.
For being efficient in controlling the drying process it is required that the device to belong to the
CP1 class of precision, meaning that the sampling error ΔL[i] is:
ΔL[i ] = ΔLmax ⋅ ε est = 10 mm ⋅ 0.01 = 0.1 mm.
(6)
For s=0,25 mm it results that the transfer factor ipg must have the value:

i pg =

2⋅ s
2 ⋅ 0,25
=
=5
ΔL[i ]
0,1

(7)

For the measurement accuracy and for decreasing the weight of the pneumatic cylinder it is
limited the total variation of the measurement pressure at ∆pmax = 0,4 bar, which leads to:

K arc Δp max 4000 Pa
N /m
=
= 4 ⋅10 5
=
S mef ΔLmax
0,01 ⋅ m
m2

(8)

With the relation (8) may be dimensioned the pneumatic cylinder in constructive correlation
with the assembly of the measurement device.
The transition from 20 to 150 ºC may generate dilatations of the cylinder 13, of the rigid centre
14, as well as modifications of the elastic characteristic of the spring 14. These may influence the
precision in measuring the contraction of the brick, during the drying process. The material from
which will be made the cylinder, the rigid centre and the spring is superinvar type (58% Fe + 42%
Ni) which has a dilatation coefficient of α1=4 10-6 until 300 ºC and it maintains its elastic
characteristic until 150 ºC.
Therefore the effective average dyameter of the goffered membrane will have the real value
of :

Dmef (T ) = Dmef 0 ⋅ (1 + α1ΔT )

(9)

where: ∆T=Tmas – 20 is the temperature difference
The error εD caused by the temperature variation will have the value:
2

⎛ D (T ) max ⎞
2
⎟ − 1 = (1 + α1ΔTmax )2 − 1 = 1 + 4 E − 6 ⋅130 − 1 = 4,027 E − 5
ε D = ⎜⎜ mef
⎟
⎝ Dmef 0 ⎠

(
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From the relation (10) it results that the error εD caused by the thermal dilatation of the
pneumatic cylinder is very low and it may be ignored in the measurement of the contraction.
3. Conclusions
For measuring an important parameter of the drying process of the raw ceramic products, the
linear contraction, parameter that must be measured in an environment with a relatively high
temperature 120..150 ºC, it is proposed the use of an unconventional pneumatic transducer by
means of which may be performed precise measurements, which has a plain structure and is much
cheaper than the similar electronic variants.
The pneumatic transducer for measuring online the contraction of the raw bricks during drying
has more precision at measurement, more than 1% for an initial distance between the
measurement anchors of 100 mm.
It is conceived for a safe and easy use, it couples with the outside by means of a pneumatic
pipe made of teflon with the dyameter of 4 mm and an electric conductor of 1 mm2 has at wires a
PLC compatible electric signal.
Were used the concepts specific for – low cost automatisation – which led to the achievement
of a plain and precise device, much more cheaper than other variants in use.
The metallic materials used for the pneumatic cylinder, spring and membrane have the
dilatation coefficients very small which ensures a very slight variation of the effective average
dyameter of the goffered membranes below 4 10-5, which leads to a very high measurement
precision.
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Abstract: The focus of the paper is on the nonlinear model based control of systems with unknown
parameters and uncertain nonlinearities. The objective is to maximize the achievable performance
of a controlled system and to obtain accurate parameter estimates. This is achieved by integrating
the excellent output tracking performance achieved by the direct adaptive robust control with the
good parameter estimation process of indirect adaptive designs. The paper contains a brief
description of the nonlinear control algorithm and concludes with the results that demonstrate the
high quality of the nonlinear contro versus classic control (PID).
Keywords: nonlinear system, nonlinear control, uncertain nonlinearities.
1. Introduction
For many years, the research in control of hydraulic machines, was focused on linear control, this
was mostly due to the simplicity and ease of implementation of these methods.
Besides the nonlinear nature of the dynamic behavior, hydraulic systems have a lot of parametric
uncertainties, which are found in variations of load and variations of hydraulic parameters such as
modulus of elasticity. Uncertainties related to the nonlinearities are favored by: external
disturbances, leakage flow, unmatched friction, etc. For these reasons, most often for nonlinear
systems best control structure is a nonlinear one.
Specialty literature offers algorithms for nonlinear control[1…7]:
•

feedback linearization method, is used in many applications, requiring two controllers
and an accurate modelling of the system, otherwise it becomes unstable;

•

optimal control, nonlinear, which like the previous method requires accurate knowledge
of the system;

•

nonlinear adaptive control, first applied by Alleyen and Hedrick showed that nonlinear
control strategies consider only parametric uncertainties;

•

D.irect A.daptive R.obust C.ontrol, which fails to take into account the nonlinearities and
uncertainties related to system parameters, characterized by excellent performance in
terms of "tracking" control ;

•

I.ndirect A.daptive R.obust C.ontrol, provides a good estimation of the system
parameters.

In this paper is developed an algorithm for the analysis of nonlinear systems, which integrates
D.A.R.C. and I.A.R.C. (D. / I.A.R.C.).
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2. Mathematical model of the system
Functional diagram of the system that is intended to be controlled by two nonlinear methods is
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Functional diagram of the investigated system
Mechanical equilibrium equation of the linear motor is:

mp ⋅&
x&m = A ⋅ p A − α a ⋅ A ⋅ p B + Fa m
−

π ⋅d2 ⋅R
4a

m ⋅ω 2 ⋅ R 2
+ k m ⋅ x m − ( C 3 + C 4 ) x&m +
⋅ xm −
a2

(1)

⋅ p s + f%( t , x m , x&m ) ,

~

where f (t , xm , x&m ) is the error that incorporates external disturbances and friction forces non
modelled.
the notations have the following meanings:
.

p A − the temporal derivative of the pressure function, pA, in the large chamber of the
.

linear hydraulic motor; p B − the temporal derivative of the pressure function, pB, in the small
chamber of the linear hydraulic motor; pA – the pressure in the large chamber of the linear hydraulic
motor; pB – the pressure in the small chamber of the linear hydraulic motor; pT –tank pressure,
(pT=0); pc – the pressure between the pump and control valve; ps – load pressure; EU – elasticity
modulus; VA – the volume of oil under pressure pA; VB – the volume of oil under pressure pB; VT –
(dead) volume in the supply circuit of the linear motor, (connecting pipes volume); QA – flow
rate that enters or is discharged from the large chamber of the positioning hydraulic motor; QB –
the flow rate that enters or is discharged from the small chamber of the positioning hydraulic motor;
A – the piston area (rodless); xm – linear position of the hydraulic motor; cLG –
leakage flow coefficient dependent of speed; cLP – leakage flow coefficient dependent of pressure;
α – piston surface ratio; αQ – flow rate coefficient; dv – proportional valve diameter; xv – linear
position of the proportional valve; ρ – oil density; Tv – time constant for control valve; Kv – the gain
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of control valve; mp – linear motor piston mass; Fam – preload force of the spring in the linear
motor; km – spring stiffness; c3 ; c4 – viscous damping coefficient; m – piston and rod of the variable
pump’s, reduced mass; ω – angular velocity of the pump‘s piston holder; R – pump‘s pistons
placement radius; a – tilting radius of the variable pump; d – pump’s pistons diameter.
Continuity equations are:

⎧⎪kv ⋅ xv ⋅
QA = ⎨
⎪⎩kv ⋅ xv ⋅
⎧⎪kv ⋅ xv ⋅
QB = ⎨
⎪⎩kv ⋅ xv ⋅

pC − pA , xv ≥ 0
pA , xv < 0
pB , xv ≥ 0
pC − pB , xv < 0

= g3 ;

(2)

= g4 .

(3)

The equations that that show the forming of the pressure in the linear motor are:

(

)

EU
QA − A ⋅ x&m + Q%A ( p A , pB , pS , pT ) ;
VT + A ⋅ xm
EU
⋅ −QB + α a ⋅ A ⋅ x&m − Q%B ( p A , pB , pS , pT ) ,
p&B =
VT + α a ⋅ A ( L − xm )
p&A =

(

)

(4)
(5)

where Q%A , Q%B is the modelling error for flow equations.
Are defined the following variables in state space:

x = [ x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ] = [ xm , x&m , pA , pB ] .
T

T

(6)

Considering xd(t) the desired position of the hydraulic differential motor, it seeks to obtain an input
u, so that the size of output y=x1, to be as close as possible to the ordered value, despite various
uncertainties of the model.
The system is subjected to parametric uncertainties due to the variation of the elasticity modulus,
friction and damping, and the nominal value of the modelling errors (d, dn).
The equations system with input size u = xv in state space becomes:

(7)
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For simplicity, we have considered only modulus Eu, and the nominal value of the modelling error
d, dn. With the remaining parameters can do the same, if necessary.
It defines the following set of unknown parameters:

λ = [ λ1 , λ2 ] ;
λ1 = d n , λ2 = Eu .
T

(8)
(9)

With this system described in state space can be linearized according to λ as follows:

(10)

Uncertain parameters and uncertain nonlinearities satisfy the following:

where:

δ d , δQ , δQ
A

B

λ ∈ Ωθ = {λ : λmin < λ < λmax } ;

(11)

d%( t , x1 , x2 ) ≤ δ d ⋅ ( x1 , x2 , t ) ;

(12)

Q%i ( x3 , x4 , pC , pT ) ≤ δ Qi ( x3 , x4 , pC , pT ) ; i : A, B,

(13)

- known and:

λmin = [ λ1min , λ2 min ] ;

(14)

λmax = [ λ1max , λ2max ] ,

(15)

T

T

Are made the following notations:
~

λ is the estimated error of λ ;
^

λ - estimation of λ .
~

^

λ = λ − λ.

(16)

Define the following discontinuous projections:
^
⎧
0,
daca
λ
i = λi max si •i > 0;
⎪
^
⎪
proj ^ (•i ) = ⎨0, daca λ i = λi min si •i < 0;
λi
⎪• .
⎪ i
⎩
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And the saturation function:

satλM ( Γτ ) = S 0 Γτ ;

(18)

g
⎧
1,
daca
Γ
τ
≤
λ
M;
⎪
⎪ g
So = ⎨
g
⎪ λ M daca Γτ > λ M .
⎪⎩ Γτ

(19)

It uses an adaptation law given by:
g
^

λ = proj

g

λ

( sat

g

λM

(Γτ )

),

(20)

where: Γ > 0 is a diagonal matrix;

τ

– adapting function;

g

λ M – upper limit of the adaptation rate.
It is known that for ∀ τ the projection used in equation (20) guarantees:
^

( P1 ) λ ∈ Ω λ
~T

( P2 ) λ

(

{

^

^

}

= λ : λmin ≤ λ ≤ λmax ;

)

⎛ −1
⎛
⎞⎞
−1
⎜ Γ projλ^ ⎜ satλg M ( Γτ ) − Γ satλg M ( Γτ ) ⎟ ⎟ ≤ 0;
⎝
⎠⎠
⎝
g
^

(21)
(22)

g

( P3 ) λ ≤ λ M .

(23)

z1 = x1 − xd ( t ) ;

(24)

z2 = z&
1 + k1 ⋅ z1 = x2 − x2 eq .

(25)

Are defined the following functions:

3. Controller design
Nonlinear controller design requires three steps:
Step 1
Is chosen a virtual control law given by the relations:

α1 ( x1 , t ) = α1a + α1S 1 ;
α1a = x&d ;
α1S 1 = − k1S 1 z1 ,
where k1S 1 is gain factor of the positive feedback.
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Step 2
The second equation of the system (10):

− x&2 = b2 x3 + φ2T λC + Δ 2 ;
A
b2 =
;
mp

φ2T = ⎡⎣α a ⋅ A ( Fam + k1 )( C3 + C4 ) − k2 ⎤⎦ ;
λC = [ λ1λ2 ] .

(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)

Is chosen the adjustment law for x3:

α 2 ⎛⎜ x2 , λ C , t ⎞⎟ = α 2a + α 2 S ;
^

⎝

α 2 a1 =

1
bˆ

2

⎠

^
⎡
⎤
T
&
&
k
⋅
x
+
k
⋅
x
+
x
−
ϕ
λ
C − z1 ;
d
2
⎢⎣ 1S1 2 1S1 d
⎥⎦

(33)
(34)

g

α 2a 2

1 ^
= − ⋅ λ2 .
bˆ

(35)

2

Step 3
At this step is defined the desired position xv of the valve, that is considered the input of the
system.

x&3 = b3u + φ3T λC ;

(36)

u x3 , θˆC , t = u a + u s ;

(37)

(

)

d A ⋅ A QB ⋅ α a ⋅ A
+
= u;
VA
VB
Fp
.
xV =
g 3 ⋅ A ⋅ kV g 4 ⋅ α a ⋅ A ⋅ kV
+
VA
VB
Fp =

(38)

(39)

4. Results and Conclusions
The controller presented in this paper have a good potential to use it in electro-hydraulic control
systems with variable displacement pumps, it can get both good dynamic behaviour and a more
precise estimate of the system parameters, the performance of which are difficult to reach for a
nonlinear systems with regulators and classical control strategies.
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Figure 2 Dynamic behaviour of the system (Classic Control; Nonlinear Control)
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Abstract: In the last time, the development of the science and the technicians are realised
the big progress and the level of the general knowledge of the persons implicated in this activity
are advances and probable the knowledge of the sonicity are not brake by the wrong idea or
disregarded by “incompressibility of flow”
Sonicity is the science of transmitting mechanical energy through vibrations. Starting from
the theory of the musical accords, Gogu Constantinescu found the laws for transmitting the
mechanical power to the distance through oscillations that propagate in continuous environments
(liquid or solid) due to their elasticity.
In the paper we make the effect of the friction in the sonic installation were the sonic flow
are influence by the friction. This effect makes the growing of the temperature in the sonic
resistance, same the caloric effect of the alternative current. This paper is the base of departure for
the future research about the caloric effects of the sonicity theory in the practice.
Keywords: sonic pressure, sonic flow, sonic generator, perditance, sonic resistance, sonic
capacity.
1. Introduction
One of the fundamental problems of mechanical engineering is energy transmission (presented
in different forms) at distance, where at a certain point it can be transformed into a useful
mechanical work. [1].
The methods of moving the energy into liquids, used in present paper, are generally based on
continuous transmission of pressure and flow, thus these produced at one end of a line can be
taken at the other end, the liquid being considered incompressible. The science which is based on
the application of elastic proprieties of matter at energy transmission carries the name of sonic
science or sonicity [1].
Energy transmission through fluid compressibility has been approached for the first time, both
theoretically and experimentally, by Gogu Constantinescu, who performed his research in the
British Navy Laboratory of Coniston and developed the so-called „theory of sonicity”. The great
inventor has spent a considerable amount of money in order to convince the world the fluids are
much more compressible than generally accepted, and that this feature is essential to vibration
propagation through fluids [1].
As asserted from its very inception, sonicity is analogous to electricity and sonic
transmission is similar to alternating current transmission. By considering this analogy is valid, it
follows that fluid compression is equivalent to electric charge accumulation in a capacitor.
Sonic actuation permits the optimal combination between the ease of processing electric
signals (of low energy) and the high-power sonic actuation, which eliminates the greatest parts in a
classical hydraulic system (such as hydraulic reservoirs, control systems for pressure, flow,
direction, etc), resulting in an actuation which melts the virtues of low-energy signal processing and
the high-output, small-volume, economical and compact sonic actuation [2].
It should be mentioned that this approach of the problem makes the sonicity theory a
particular case of power transmission through „displacement”, which means the fluid, instead of
flowing continuously from generator to they actuator, evolves harmonically in time at various
wavelengths and frequencies [2].
In the new system, energy is transmitted from one point to another by covering distances
which can be large, by applying periodical compressions which generate longitudinal vibrations in
columns of solids, liquids and gases. The energy transmitted through these periodical longitudinal
pressure and volume vibrations is in fact power transmission through sonic waves.
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This concept enables obtaining thermal effects through fluid motion or/and synchronous,
non-synchronous, single-phase actuation when using a small volume of non-polluting fluid, such as
water. The effect of this solution is that one can eliminate the individual equipment for flow and
pressure adjustment and control by transferring them in the modern domain of computerized
electronic control.
2. The friction effects in the sonic serial installation formed by two capacity condenser and
one friction resistance
1
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Fig. 1 The experimental sonic serial installation
1- electrical motor; - 2 – the proximity sensor; 3 – flexible coupling claw, 4 – hydraulic
pump; 5, 8, 10 – pressure sensor; 6 – temperature sensor; 7 – friction resistance;
9 – small capacity cylinders; 11- big cylinder capacity
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This experimental study used the installation presented in figure 1, starting from different
frequencies of the drive motor acting the piston of the sonic generator. For each frequency were
made three measures corresponding to a static pressure in the installation of 0 bar, 0,5 bar. [3]
In the figure 1 is presented, the installation were the small condenser are connected in
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Fig.2 The diagram of variation of the pressure and the temperature
function the speed to the static pressure 0 Pa
series with the friction resistance. The installation is formed by the sonic generator who is
connecting by a pipe with the by two capacity condenser and one friction resistance.
The figure 2 and 3 is presented the variation in time of the diagrams of the pressure and the
temperature and also the revolution speed for the static pressure of 0 E+05 Pa. Capacity pressure
on the two cylinders was not modified in turn generating pressure remains constant around the
40E+05 Pa. Although the speed was very high 2200 rpm temperature failed to surpass the 30ºC,
there may be air in the system because after a time period is stopped the electric motor.[3]
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Fig. 3. The diagram of variation of the pressure and the temperature
function the time to the static pressure 0 Pa
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In the figure 4 and 5 is presented the variation in time of the diagrams of the pressure and
the temperature and also the revolution speed for the static pressure of 0,5 E+05 Pa. In this
situation it is noticed that the pressures on pressure sensors on the cylinders are constant and
about equal with a pressure of approximately 50E+05 Pa.
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Fig. 4 The diagram of variation of the pressure and the temperature
function the time to the static pressure 0,5E+05 Pa
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Fig. 5 The diagram of variation of the pressure and the temperature
function the speed to the static pressure 0,5E+05 Pa
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Pressure on the generator is oscillating, and after about 50 seconds has a jump up to
250E+05 Pa, at which point the electric engine shutdown. The temperature does not exceed 48ºC
to stop functioning electric engine.[3]
In 6 figures has represented the variation of pressure and temperature according to time for
static pressure 2E+05 Pa. Startup speed was 1500 rpm. the pressures on those two cylinders are
approximately constant and equal to 40E+05 Pa while the pressure on the generator increases
continuously up to the 180E+05 Pa after a glitch with pressure and stop the engine. Maximum
temperature reached is 70ºC.
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Fig. 6 The diagram of variation of the pressure and the temperature
function the speed to the static pressure 0,5E+05 Pa
Experimental results achieved with other pressures and speeds were not significant they
demonstrating that this constructive version of installation is not recommended.

3. Conclusions
From the analysis the diagrams to serial sonic installation can extract the following conclusions [3]:
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- once with the increasing pressures in installation, there is a pronounced decrease of
speed to the electric engine;
- static pressure in the installation influence increasing much faster in the pressure
equipment;
- the pressure in the cylinder does not exceed 30E+05 Pa and has almost the same
amount in those two cylinders;
- because the electric motor stops after a short period of function (about 1 min) does not
recommend the stand under this form manufacture.
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Abstract: Defined physical and mechanical characteristics of wear resistance of iron coatings by
measurement of hardness in the macro-volume and proved that they have a good correlation with
the wear rate of the coatings. The data obtained can be used to describe the subtle intensity of
wear of these coatings.
Keywords: elastoplastic, deformation, failure, galvanic, electrolytic, iron cover.
1. Introduction
Electrolytic wear resistant coatings are widely used to harden and the restoration of parts of
machines in the industry in order to increase their longevity. It is known that the electrodepositing
conditions have a significant impact on the physical and mechanical properties of electrolytic
plating. Knowledge of the physical and mechanical characteristics of the metal plating needed to
make informed choices of technological conditions of deposition depending on the operating
conditions of the restoration of the parts as well as for important structural calculations [1].
2. Overview
An important parameter in the study of physical and mechanical properties of wear-resistant
plating is their fragility. This property plating is undesirable as fragility effect on such an important
performance for abrasion [1].
Actual problems of studies of the physical and mechanical characteristics of the materials in
the surface and subsurface layers due to the fact that the contact deformation associated with
modern methods of treatment, hardening and metal compounds. Kinetic test hardness and micro
hardness opens new possibilities for the determination of physical and mechanical properties and
fracture toughness of electrolytic plating [1].
The possibility of determining the characteristics of elastic-plastic (hy; hn; h), the work
required to deform (Ay; An; A), unrestored and dynamic hardness (Hh; Hd), modulus of elasticity
(E), the critical load indentation with a start brittle fracture (Pkp) ratio preventing recovery and
dynamic hardness to elastic modulus (Hh/E; Hd/E), yield strength (Gt), the true ultimate strength
(Se), ultimate strength (Ov), yield strength (Oaz), impact resistance (An) , the degree of
deformation in the contact area (Ψ).
The work carried out some of the features of large elastic-plastic deformation and fracture of
iron electrolytic coatings obtained from electrolyte 1, sbr.59 [1]. The samples used rollers with
diameter 30 mm, coating thickness of 0.5 mm and a length of 100 mm, which were treated with
optimal conditions of grinding. Physical and mechanical properties were determined at the facility
for research in material hardness macro volume equipped with an inductive sensor and the
differential amplifier to record chart indentation of a spherical indenter and indentation recovery
after unloading.
Dynamic hardness (Hd) was defined as the ratio of the total of the cost of the elastic-plastic
deformation to volume deformable material (v) in all studied galvanic iron coatings.
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3. Discussion of experimental studies
The research showed that studied the physical and mechanical characteristics of wearresistant iron coatings vary with the conditions of electrolysis (tables 1-2).
With the increase in current density (Дк) from 5 to 40 A/m² at a constant temperature
electrolysis (40º), the critical load indentation (Pc) and the elastic modulus of coatings (E)
decreased respectively from 200 to 1304 and 1.95×104 to 1,6×104 (H/mm²). The work expended on
elastic (Ay), plastic (An), elastoplastic (A) indentation hardness unreduced (Hh), dynamic hardness
(Hd), the indentation load (P), the ratio Hh/E have extreme values (table 1).
Table 1

Ап,
Н*mm

А,
Н*mm

5
10
20
40

40
40
40
40

0,01936
0,02086
0,02198
0,01950

0,01043
0,01074
0,01082
0,00797

0,0298
0,0310
0,0328
0,0275

Hd/E

Ау,
Н/mm

Hh/E

Т,
ºС

E*104
H/mm²

Дк,

Рc,H

А/dm2

P,H

Work expended on the
deformation of surfaces

Hd/Hm²

Electrolysis
conditions

Hh, H/mm²
(hr-2µм)

Physical and mechanical properties of iron coatings (n - 1m).

3560
3760
3920
3280

2375
2515
2614
2189

44,7
47,4
49,2
41,2

200
170
150
130

1,95
1,85
1,75
1,60

0,1826
0,2032
0,2240
0,2050

0,1218
0,1359
0,1494
0,1368

Physical and mechanical properties of iron coatings (table 1) were determined for the same
indentation depth (H=2µm) by a known procedure [1].
Studies have shown that an increase in current density from 5 to 20 (A/dm2) at constant
temperature electrolysis (40ºC), the work spent on the elastic deformation increased from
19,36•10-3 to 21,98•10-3 (N/mm2), work spent on plastic deformation increased from 10,43•10-3 to
10,82•10-3 (N/mm), the total work spent on elastic-plastic deformation of the coating increased
29,8•10-3 to 32,8•10-3 (N/mm). With further increase of the current density from 20 to 40 (A/dm2) at
constant temperature electrolysis (40ºC), the work spent on the elastic deformation increased from
21,98•10-3 to 19,5•10-3 (N/mm), the work expended in plastic deformation decreased from
10,82•10-3 to 7,97•10-3 (N/mm2), the total work spent on the elastic-plastic deformation of the
coating decreased 32,8•10-3 to 27,5•10-3 (N/mm). From the results of the study show that the work
spent on the elastic (Ay), plastic (An) and the elastic-plastic deformation (A) iron coatings, at
constant temperature electrolysis are extreme.
The character changes unreduced hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd) and a spherical
indenter load indentation to a depth 2µm with increasing current density from 5 to 40 (A/dm2), at a
constant temperature electrolysis (40ºC) are also extreme. With the increase in current density
from 5 to 20 (A/dm2) unreduced hardness (Hh) increased from 3560 to 3920 (H/mm²), dynamic
hardness (Hd) increased from 2375 to 2614 (H/mm²), and the indentation load (P) increased from
44.7 to 49.2 (H). With further increase of the current density (CD), at a constant temperature
electrolysis (40ºC) 20 to 40 (H/mm²) unreduced hardness (Hh) decreased from 3920 to 3280
(H/mm²), dynamic hardness (Hd) decreased from 2611 up to 2189 (H/mm²) and the indentation
load was reduced from 49.2 to 41.2 (H) (table 1).
With increasing temperature electrolysis (T, table 2), at a constant current density (Дк=20
A/dm²), from 20 to 60ºC, the critical load indentation, characterizing start brittle material, and the
elastic modulus of coatings increased accordingly from 105 to 210 (H) and from 1.3×104 to 2.1x104
(N/mm²).
Nature of the change of the cost of the elastic (Ay), plastic (An), elastic-plastic deformation of
iron coatings with temperature electrolysis of 20 to 60ºC, at a constant current density
(Дк=20A/dm²) is also extreme. With increasing temperature electrolysis of 20 to 40ºC, at a constant
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current density (Дк=20 A/dm²), the work expended on elastic (Ay), plastic (An) and elastic-plastic
deformation (A) increased respectively from 16.97×10-3 to 21.98×10-3 (N•mm), from 5.36×10-3 to
10.82×10-3 (N•mm) and from 22.33×10-3 to 32.8×10-3 (N•mm). With further increase of the
temperature (T) at a constant current density (Дк=20 A/dm²), the work spent on the elastic (Ay),
plastic (An) and elastic-plastic indentation iron coatings decreased, respectively, from 21.98×10-3
to 12,91×10-3 (N•mm), from 10.82×10-3 to 10.56×10-3 (N•mm) and from 32.8×10-3 to 10.56×10-3
(N•mm).
Table 2

P, H

Ау,
Н•mm

Ап,
Н•mm

А,
Н•mm

E10(4)
H/mm²

Hd/E

Т,
ºС

Роz,H

Hh/E

Дк,

HdHm²

А/dм2

Hh,
H/mm² (h=2µm)

Physical and mechanical properties of iron coatings (e-t 1)

20
20
20

20
40
60

0,01697
0,2198
0,1291

0,00536
0,1082
0,1056

0,02233
0,0328
0,0235

2650
3920
2800

1780
2614
1870

33,5
49,2
35,2

105
150
210

1,3
1,75
2,1

0,2038
0,2240
0,1333

0,1369
0,1494
0,089

Electrolysis
conditions

Work expended on the
deformation of surfaces

The character changes unreduced hardness (Nh), dynamic hardness (Hd) and load the
indentation of a spherical indenter at a depth of 2 m, with increasing temperature electrolysis from
20 to 60ºC, at a constant current density (Дк=20A/dm²) are also extreme. With increasing
temperature electrolysis (T) from 20 to 40ºC, at a constant current density (Дк=20A/dm²),
unreduced hardness (Hh) increased from 2650 to 3920 (N/mm²), dynamic hardness (Hd) increased
from 1780 to 2614 (N/mm²), and the indentation load (P) increased from 33.5 to 49.2 (H).
With further increase of temperature from 40 to 60ºC, at a constant current density (Дк=20
A/dm²), unreduced hardness decreased from 3920 to 2800 (N/mm²), dynamic hardness decreased
from 2614 to 1870 (N/mm²), and the load indentation decreased from 49.2 to 35.2 (H).
Much attention in the study of physical and mechanical properties of wear-resistant plating
on defining their fragility. The fragility of the coating has a significant influence of the conditions of
electrode position. With the increase of their stiffness (increased current density, the decrease of
temperature electrolysis) is significantly increased [1]. The electrolyte composition may have
different influence on the considered properties of the coatings.
It was proved that the method of measuring the hardness of iron coatings with different loads
on a spherical indenter, with initial loads (up to Pcr) unreduced hardness (Hп=P/πDh) is a constant
value [1]. With further increase of the load (more Pcr), this value rises sharply, indicating that the
departure from the mechanical similarity. On the given pattern is significantly affected by the
conditions of electrolysis. With increasing current density, the initial violation of the laws occurs at
lower loads on the spherical indenter.
The study features an elastic (hy) and plastic (hn) strain bodily galvanic coatings obtained
after processing the indentation diagrams showed that the responsibility for the results is the
change in the nature of the elastic deformation, depending on the load conditions. Regardless of
the production of coatings with an increase in the load on the spherical indenter elastic component
(hy) strain coating first increases sharply (to Pcr), and then it rises slightly (after Pcr).
This proved that the main reason causing the violation of the law of the mechanical similarity,
due to the onset of brittle fracture of iron plating.
Comparing the values of the critical load indentation of a spherical indenter with their values
determined by observations of the formation of ring cracks around the indentation imprint, we can
say that the beginning of the destruction of iron coatings can be determined much more accurately
by examining the indentation depth of the indenter and the load (Pcr), as to form ring crack growth
is possible initial cracks and the formation of new, behind which is difficult to observe. Critical
stress (Hhcr) can be taken as a criterion for evaluating the tendency to brittle fracture surfaces.
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Study of the effect of current density (Дк) and the temperature electrolysis (T) on the
propensity of iron coatings to brittle fracture showed that with increasing current density from 5 to
40 (A/dm²) at a constant temperature electrolysis (40ºC) the critical load indentation of a spherical
indenter is reduced from 200 to 130 (H), indicating that the increased susceptibility of iron coatings
to brittle fracture. With increasing temperature electrolysis of 20 to 60ºC at a constant current
density (Дк=20A/dm²) critical load indentation of a spherical indenter is increased from 105 to 210
(H), indicating a decline in iron coatings propensity to brittle fracture.
One of the current problems is the prediction of durability engineering materials. In this
sense, the method of testing the hardness refers to the micromechanical test method allows for the
most reasonable approach to the evaluation of the characteristics of the material.
The obtained dimensional parameters Hп, Pcr, P, Hd, E and dimensionless Hh/E and Hd/E
have a good correlation with the wear rate of wear-resistant iron coatings. Ratio Hh/E, Hd/E
sensitive elastic-plastic properties of iron coatings accurately describe the process of wear.
Thus, the parameters Hh, Hd, Hh/E and Hd/E can be used in the future to refine the
description of the wear surfaces. The choice depends on the wear rate of these parameters is
based on the provision of additivity contributions of these structural parameters.
The results showed that the ratio of Hh/E and Hd/E sensitive elastic-plastic properties of iron
coatings are extreme values as previously discussed options (Ay, An, A, Hh, Hd, P) with a change
of electrolysis conditions (Дк, T), which coincide with existing guidelines for the choice of
electrolysis conditions for optimum coating properties in terms of their durability.
With the increase in current density (Дк) from 5 to 20 (A/dm²), at a constant temperature
electrolysis (40ºC), the ratio (table 1) Hh/E and Hd/E increases, respectively, from 18,26×10-3 to
22,40×10-3 and from 12,18×10-3 to 14,94×10-3. With further increase of the current density (Дк) 20
to 40•(A/dm²), at a constant temperature electrolysis (40ºC) ratio Hh/E and Hd/E reduced
accordingly from 22,40×10-3 to 20,50×10-3 and from 14,94×10-3 to 13,68×10-3.
With increasing temperature electrolysis (T), from 20 to 40ºC at a constant current density
(20A/dm²) ratio Hh/E and Hd/E increases, respectively, from 13,69×10-3 to 14,94×10-3. With further
increase of temperature electrolysis (T) from 40 to 60ºC, the ratio Hh/E and Hd/E decreased
respectively from 22,40×10-3 to 13,33×10-3, at a constant current density (Дк=20A/dm2).
4. Conclusions
- Experimentally that unreduced hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the work spent on the
elastic (Ay), plastic (Ar), elastic-plastic deformation, the load on a spherical indenter (with h=2µm)
ratio Hh/E, Hd/E have extreme character with the changing conditions of electrolysis (Дк, T) for the
studied iron coatings.
- Extreme values unreduced hardness (Hh), dynamic hardness (Hd), the work spent on the elastic
(Ay), plastic (An), elastoplastic, deformation (A), the load on a spherical indenter (P) ratio Hh/E,
Hd/E coincide with our earlier recommendations for iron plating coverage in terms of ensuring their
optimum durability.
- The method of measuring hardness in macro volume can reasonably determine the physical and
mechanical characteristics (Hh, Hd) (Ay, An, A, P, Hh/E, Hd/E) iron wear-resistant plating.
- Physical and mechanical properties (An, Hd, Ay, An, A, P, Hh/E, Hd/E) wear resistant plating
have good correlations with the intensity of wear of these coatings.
- Physical and mechanical properties (Hh, Hd, Ay, An, A, Hh/E, Hd/E) can be used to refine the
description of the wear iron coatings.
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Abstract: The paper aims to present the design of a pneumatically drive with applied thematic for
an vehicles structure with unconventional propulsion. The general development of these drive was
imposed by constructive and safety limitations.
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1. Introduction
The interest of the development of propulsion systems that should comply with the severe
environment regulations determines the work in new alternative directions to the classical
propulsion systems [2], [3], [6], [7] and [11].
One of the proposed solutions is presented in this paper.
The solution is based on an auctioning system using as “fuel” compressed air. Similar researches
were developed in [1], [4], [5], [7], [8], [9] and [10].
2. The design of the pneumatic auctioning system for the pneumo-vehicle
The calculus has started from the initial data: maximum working pressure p=10 bar, compressed
air tank of 10 l at 200 bar.
The engine design is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1. The vehicle’s pneumatic engine
It includes the figure 1 made with rectangular profile aluminum welded in protective
environment. The two cylinders 2 are mounted on the frame. The shafts have at one end a chain
wheel 8. Each shaft has two bearings7. The rectilinear movement is ensured by the guidance
system 3. The transmission consists of the wheels 8 and 10 and the chain 9.
The engine has two Rexroth pneumatic cylinders and the air flow is command by two valves
mounted on one cylinder. The air flow in the second cylinder is regulated from an IndraControl
L10.1 CML10.1-NN-210-NB-NNNN-NW PLC produced by Bosch Rexroth based on the information
coming from the first cylinder.
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The cylinders inner diameter is of 50 mm and the stroke is of 320 mm. The cylinder capacity of the
engine will be:

⎡π
⎤
Vt = 4 ⋅ ⎢ ⋅ 5 2 ⋅ 32 − 1,6 2 ⋅ 32 ⎥ = 2256 cm 3
⎣4
⎦

(

)

[1]

Both cylinders are auctioning on two chain pinion (1 and 2), linked together with a chain, and
rotating in opposite senses. At each stroke one of the cylinders is pushing and the other one is
pulling one of the chain pinions and at the following stroke the cylinders are auctioning on the other
chain pinion. Each of this chain pinions are mounted at one end of a shaft and there is another
chain pinion at the other end (3 and 4, see figure8).
By using a chain the opposite movement of the chain pinions 3 and 4 can be transformed so that
the chain pinion 5 (linked with the driving wheel) should rotate in one sense. The pneumatic
scheme for the engine is presented in figure 2.
The valves are controlled by the PLC unit.

Figure 2. Pneumatic design
The components used in pneumatic scheme are presented in table 1.
Table 1
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
21.

Denomination
Stud fitting
Elbow fitting
Shut-off valve
Pressure Regulator
Block assembly kit
Mounting Bracket
Distributor
Quick exhaust valve
Silencers
Y fitting
Push-in fitting
Fine setting valve
Lock nut
Pressure piece
Cover for stroke limitation
Compressed air tubing
Pneumatic cylinder
Valve
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Pieces
10
8
2
1
1
6
1
2
2
8
10
1
1
1
1
12 m
2
4
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The pneumatic command system parts are presented in table 2

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Denomination
PLC
Plug pack
Firmware CF card
Software DVD SWA-IWORKS-IL
Software SVL-IWORKS-IL
16 Digit IN, R-IB IL 24 DI 16-PAC
16 Digit OUT, R-IB IL 24 DO 16-PAC

Table 2
Pieces
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3. The structural design of the vehicle (engine assembly, framework and transmission
The main dimensions of the vehicle are (see fig. 3):
.

Figure3. The main dimensions
- total length: 1920 mm
- width: 1140 mm
- height: 1360 mm
- wheel base: 1430 mm
- front wheel track: 1000 mm
- rear wheel track: 1000 mm
- clearance between the bottom of the vehicle and the ground surface: 140 mm
The driver’s seat is situated in the front part of the vehicle, the air tank and the engine are under it
in the right side and left side respectively (see fig. 1 and fig. 3)
The vehicle’s center of gravity was calculated according with figure 4
Ga=140 kg – the total mass of the vehicle (with driver)
G1=50 kg – the mass on the front wheel axle
G2=90 kg – the mass on the rear wheel axle
b – the distance between the rear wheel axle and the center of gravity
a – the distance between the front wheel axle and the center of gravity

G2
90
= 1430 ⋅
= 920 mm
Ga
140
a = L - b = 1430 - 920 = 510 mm

b = L⋅
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G’1=40 kg – the mass on the front wheel axle on a platform inclined at 150
G’2=100 kg – the mass on the rear wheel axle on a plan inclined at 150
r=250 mm – the wheel’s radius
hg – the height of the center of gravity

⎛ G'
⎞
⎛ 100
⎞
⋅ 1430 − 920 ⎟ ⋅ ctg15 + 250 = 628 mm
hg = ⎜⎜ 2 ⋅ L − a ⎟⎟ ⋅ ctgα + r = ⎜
⎝ 140
⎠
⎝ Ga
⎠
b
510
α r < arctg
= arctg
≅ 39 0
hg
628

[2]
[3]

The condition for longitudinal stability at overturning on a horizontal road is:

va <

26 ⋅ b ⋅ Ga
[km/h]
2 ⋅ hg ⋅ k ⋅ A + ρ ⋅ C z ⋅ A ⋅ b

[4]

va [km/h] – the vehicle’s speed
k=0,062 – vehicle’s frontal aerodynamic coefficient
A=0,7 m2 – vehicle’s transversal section area
ρ=1,21 kg/m2 – air density

Figure 4 The position of the center of gravity
Cz=0,45 – the portance coefficient

va <

26 ⋅ 0,51 ⋅ 140
= 86 km / h
2 ⋅ 0,628 ⋅ 0,062 ⋅ 0,7 + 1,21 ⋅ 0,45 ⋅ 0,7 ⋅ 0,51

[5]

The condition for transversal stability at overturning on a horizontal road is:

v ar ≤ 7,97

R⋅E
[km/h]
hg

[6]

R=8 m – the curve’s radius
E=1000 mm – the wheel track

v ar ≤ 7,97

8 ⋅1
= 28,5 km / h
0,628

[7]

The minimum curve’s radius that the vehicle can take without a transversal overturning at 40 km/h
is:

Rmax =

v ar2 ⋅ hg
7,97 2 ⋅ E

[m]

[8]
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Rmax =

40 2 ⋅ 0,628
= 15,8 m
7,97 2 ⋅ 1
The condition for stability at transversal wheel slide at a curve radius of 8 m is:

v ar ≤ 711,3 ϕ y ⋅ R [Km/h]

[9]

φy=0,2 the adherence coefficient on transversal direction

v ar ≤ 711,3 0,2 ⋅ 8 = 14,3 km / h
The vehicle has a “car” character because the driver’s seat is inside.
The chassis is made with aluminum rectangular box section bars. The bars are welded. As seen in
figure 5, it’s a classical rectangular construction with 4 side-members and several cross-members.
Above the driver’s seat is a safety tube welded on the chassis and fastened with two
supplementary bars. The safety tube has a diameter of 25 mm with a wall thickness of 2,5 mm.
The frame width at the driver’s shoulders is 770 mm.
A headrest is mounted in the back of the driver’s seat.

Figure 5. The general layout of the framework
The engine and the air bottle are placed under the driver’s seat and separated of it with an
aluminum sheet.
The estimated loads are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6 . The forces on the framework
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F1=G1/4=200 N
where G1≈800 N is the estimated weight of the driver and the seat
F2=G2/2=60 N
where G2≈120 N is the estimated weight of the air tank
F3=G3/4=70 N

where G3≈280 N is the estimated weight of the motor
4. Conclusions

Based on the conception presented in this paper, a pneumo-vehicle was realized in the
laboratories of the University from Oradea. The vehicle is presented in figure 7.

Figure 7. The construction of the pneumo-vehicle
The driver’s seat is situated in front of the vehicle.
The pneumo-vehicle has 4 wheels (two in front for steering and two in the rear).
The vehicle framework is realized with aluminum bars welded together. The engine has two
pneumatic cylinders which are operated by 2 valves. Using a chain transmission, the torque is
transmitted to one of the rear wheels.
Aluminum was choose in order to reduce the vehicle mass. The linear engine should
produce a constant torque.
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Abstract: The paper intent to present a new way to consider the energy transfer through the
elements of a hydrostatic system, by taking into account different ways of the inputs and outputs
values in each particular element.
Keywords: hydrostatic system, energy transfer, efficiency
1. Introduction
Generally, a simple hydrostatic system is composed by a motor (which generate stereo-mechanic
energy), a hydrostatic generator (which generate hydraulic energy), control equipments, and
hydraulic motors (which convert the hydraulic energy into stereo-mechanic energy). The fluxes of
energy through the system define the working regimes and the efficiency of the system.
2. General review
Let it be considered a simple hydrostatic system through which will be analysed the transfer of the
energy. In order to realize that purpose, first let us take the basic elements of the considered
system and analyse the way that the energetic transfer is realized.
Each element will be considered as an informatics quadripol, and has characteristic energy values
as follows:
a.) the fix displacement pump has flow and pressure as input and output values and the
rotational speed of the electric motor as parameter,
b.) the cylinder (linear motor) has the flow, pressure, force (to the stroke), and the displacement
of the stroke as inputs and outputs values,
c.) the fix displacement [rotational] motor has pressure, flow, rotational speed and momentum
as inputs and outputs values, and the return pressure (the tank pressure) as parameter,
d.) the directional control valve has flow and pressure as inputs and outputs values,
e.) the flow control valve has flow and pressure as input and output values and the opening gap
as parameter,
f.) the pressure relief valve has pressure and flow as inputs and outputs values, and the return
pressure (the tank pressure) and the displacement of the command spring as parameters.
In figures 1 to 3 there are presented the system and his main working positions.
3. The characteristics of the elements of the system, in “classical” approach
According to [6], [1], and [7], in “classical” description, the elements of the analysed system are
considered as follows:
a.) the fix displacement pump has as input values the pressure, the output value the flow, and
as parameter, the rotational speed of the electrical motor, as shown in figure 4,
b.) the cylinder has the flow and the force on the rod as input values and the speed on the rod,
the pressure as outputs values and the return pressure (the pressure in the tank) as
parameter, as shown in figure 5,
c.) the fix displacement (rotational) motor has the flow and the momentum on the shaft as
inputs, the pressure and the rotational speed of the shaft as outputs values and the return
pressure (the pressure in the tank) as parameter, as shown in figure 6,
d.) the directional control valve has the flow an the pressure as inputs values, and also the
pressure as outputs values, as shown in figure 7,
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e.) the pressure relief vane has the flow an the pressure as inputs values, the pressure as
outputs values and the return pressure (the pressure in the tank) and the displacement of
the element which define the opening, as shown in figure 8.
In all the cases, the geometry of each element is considered, also, as parametric condition.
Combining the elements and representing the energy fluxes, there is obtaining the chain presented
in figure 9.
4. The new considerations of the elements of the system
In our appreciation, the elements presented above, transfer in a better way the energy if the input
and output values are reconsidered, as follows:
a.) the fix displacement pump has the rotational speed of the electrical motor as input value
and the pressure and the flow as output values, as shown in figure 10,
b.) the cylinder has the flow and the pressure as input values, the speed and the force on the
rod, the as outputs values and the return pressure (the pressure in the tank) as parameter,
as shown in figure 11,
c.) the fix displacement (rotational) motor has the flow and the pressure as inputs values, the
and the momentum and shaft rotational speed of the shaft as outputs values and the return
pressure (the pressure in the tank) as parameter, as shown in figure 12.
In all the cases, the geometry of each element is considered, also, as parametric condition.
Combining the elements and representing the energy fluxes, there is obtaining the chain presented
in figure 13.
5. Conclusions
There were presented two ways of considering the energetic transfer through the elements of a
hydrostatic system.
The differences consist in the reconsideration of the input and the output values, obtaining, in the
new way of description a better way of representing the transfer of the energy.
Also, as reveal the figure 13, by compared with figure 9, the flux of energy in the new description is
more direct then in the “classical” one.
More, in “classical” way to consider the energy transfer, the mathematical model of the elements of
the system, in his ensemble, present transcendental equations. But, the new description,
considering the same set of equations, result the equations can be resolved in a direct mode, with
a minimum effort.
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Figure 1. The analysed system
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Figure 2. The analysed system; position A

Figure 3. The analysed system; position B

Figure 4. The fix displacement pump, in “classic” description

Figure 5. The cylinder, in “classic” description

Figure 6. The motor, in “classic” description
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Figure 7. The directional control valve

Figure 8. The pressure relief valve

Figure 10. The fix displacement pump, in new description
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Figure 11. The cylinder, in new description

Figure 12. The motor, in new description
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Figure 9. The system, according , to the
“classic” description

Figure 13. The system, according , to the new
description
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Abstract: To validate the accuracy of the results obtained by numerical simulation model,
experimental investigations aim to determine the step responses of the transmission to change the
input parameters (speed of the turbine shaft and load shaft hydraulic motor). To this end, Adaptive
hydraulic transmission system was materialized on experimental stand. This stand is made study
dynamic behavior of the system under real conditions. Experimental procedure is done basically by
the same way as in the experiment by numerical simulation.
Keywords: hydraulic transmission, pumps with variable flow rate, wind turbine
1. Introduction
Experimental procedure is done basically by the same way as in the experiment by
numerical simulation.
Designed experimental bench work were introduced two modules (Figure 1) and filtering
module and a module for open circuit. Filtration module fitted with electric pump 5 is designed to
filter oil returning to the tank from the pump off and drain pump. Open circuit module is provided
additionally to enable bench and other elements of the composition of hydraulic transmission. In
exeperimentul of work, this module is not used for research purposes pursued.
2. Presenation the stand of experimental
Overview, experimental stand components are shown in Figure 2.2, where the observed location of
the stand closed circuit module being visible double pump 12, the turbine rotor simulation module
13 and pump control mechanism. On the left side of the figure is shown the load module. Location
of various hydraulic components would be tested experimentally is the mass M T channel, the
module is powered by a constant flow pump 6 (Figure 2.1), driven by an asynchronous electric
motor 3.
Specifications:
Load Module

maximum flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Closed loop mode: variable work flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Open circuit mode: nominal flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Filtering module:
nominal flow rate:
maximum pressure:

20 l/min
300 bar
0...27 l/min
300 bar
40 l/min
150 bar
11 l/min
10 bar
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Fig. 2.1. Experimental stand hydraulic transmission scheme automotive proposed adaptive
Structural elements of the hydraulic system names are set out below:
1 Check valve
13 Principal tank
2 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-400 bar
14 Ball valve
3 Axial piston unit
15 Three-phase asynchronous electric motor, 11 kW,
1440 rot/min
4 Axial piston unit
16 Three-phase asynchronous electric motor, 0.75
kW, 1440 rot/min
5 Pressure transducer
17 Gear pump
6 Transducer speed, torque and
18 Vane pump Vg = 27.4 cmc/rot
power
7 Proportional pressure valve
19 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-25 bar
8 Flow rate transducer
20 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-400 bar
9 One-way valve
21 Piloted valve pressure
10 Suction filter (strainer)
22 Piloted valve pressure pilotată
11 Tank load mode
23 Pressure filter
12 Coupling type SINGLE FLEX
24 Axial piston pump in closed circuit
The data acquisition and control include the following:

1. Transducers (sensors))
a. Pressure transducer output signal unified
pressure input 0-400 bar
out 4-20 mA
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accuracy class ±0.25% BFSL
b. Flow rate transducer with signal output in unified
flow rate input 10-318 l/min
out 4-20mA
working pressure 0-400 bar
accuracy class ±0.25% BFSO
c. inductive speed sensor
speed input 0-3000 rpm
out 4-20mA
accuracy class ±0.15% BFSO
2. Distribution system National Instruments Compact FieldPoint
a. Controller cFP 2020
CPU Clock
75 MHz
System Memory
32 MB
Flash
512 Mb
Ethernet
1
RS232
3
RS485
1
Opereting system
LabVIEW Real Time
b. Analog modul cFP AIO 600
Analog input
Channels
4
Mesh resolution
12 bits
Sampling frequency
1.7 kS/s (1.7 kHz)
Input
4 mA , 20 mA
Sensitivity
3.91 µA
Analog output
Channels
4
Mesh resolution
12 bits
Output
4 mA , 20 mA
Sensitivity
3.91 µA
Output frequency
1.7 kS/s (1.7 kHz)
3. Acquisition board NI DAQ DAQCard-6036E
Analog input
Channels
16
Mesh resolution
16 bits
Sampling frequency
200 kS/s
Input
10 V
Sensitivity
4.26 mV
Analog output
Channels
2
Mesh resolution
16 bits
Output
10 V
Sensitivity
2.547 mV
Output frequency
1 kS/s
4. Computing system type IBM PC x86
5. Software
S.O Microsoft Windows XP SP 3
x86 LabView 8.5
LabView 8.5.1 Real Time
Note
System control and data acquisition was detailed only for functions that have been used in
experimental research.
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6

3

T‐slot table

OPEN
CIRCUIT
MODULE

LOAD MODULE
19

Mechanism
Pump control

12

FILTERING
13 MODULE

16
CLOSED CIRCUIT MODULE
Fig. 2.2 Overview top of the stand
An important component of the experimental stand is the automatic control loop presented
as a block diagram in Figure 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Block diagram of the automatic control loop
Physical phenomenon and receiving transducers convert physical quantity (pressure, flow
rate, etc..) In a size other mainly in voltage, the resulting signal is proportional to the size variation
monitored.
Conditioning modules provide electrical signals generated by the transducers in a form that
acquisition DAQ board can accept. Examples of signal conditioning is amplification, linearization,
filtering, isolation, etc..
Acquisition board to convert electrical signals through its basic component, analog-to-digital
converter. It attaches a numerical value to a voltage, thus making it possible to interpret the
computing system.
Virtual tool work bench consists of the hardware - digital analog converter (Compact
FieldPoint distribution system [1] and data acquisition board NiDAQ [2]) and the software taken in
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conjunction with the needs of working hydraulic stand. The resulting virtual instrument comprises
measuring devices and controls for plant automation. The graphical interface of this program
included controls and indicators made in a form similar graphics devices and real devices, the user
manevrându also their real elements.
Virtual instrumentation associated hydraulic stand was developed using LabVIEW graphical
programming environment [3], used mainly for signal acquisition, measurement and analysis
graphical or tabular presentation of data.
The front panel, shown in Figure 2.4, comprises a series of bar graphs to visualize signals
scaled unit corresponding physical quantity monitored through hardware part that receives signals
from transducers mounted hydraulic bench. Also through the front panel numeric input, or through
a virtual potentiometer, setpoint (SETPOINT) control system. The front panel was created using
display elements and control procedures extracted from library LabVIEW programming
environment and a range of filtering procedures and interpretation of signals [4], adapted to the
experimental stand.

Fig.2.4 Front panel [4]
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Fig.2.5 Virtual instruments - Block diagram [4]
Data obtained during the experiment can be viewed in numerical form (the top - Figure 2.5),
as appropriate indicators measured quantities or as my graphic window created for this purpose.
3. Development program at experiments
Considered as constant loading rotary hydraulic motors (50, 75, 100 bar, fitted with
proportional valve potentiometer - Figure 2.1) and was modified three-stage turbine rotor speed to
by appropriate switching frequency inverter CF.
This work was repeated four reference speed rotary motor shaft (500, 600, 700, 800 r / min)
and were extracted step responses of automatic scheme to these values. Picture experimental
values for this series of experiments is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1
No.
crt.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Pressure
Pressure
Speed
Variation of
charging circuit variation in load hydraulic motor rotor speed
[bar]
circuit
[rpm]
[rpm]
[bar]
50
500
100
150
50
600
100
50
150
700
50
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

800

500

600
75

700

800

500

600
100

700

800

100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150

4. Experimental results for a series of research at constant load hydraulic motor
shaft
For each group in a series of studies with values given in Table 5.1 was done as follows:
• Fix loading pressure pump load the value ∆p = 50 bar;
• Bring the hydraulic motor shaft speed to the reference value, the switching
frequency converter;
• Enter the reference value calculation system using virtual potentiometer;
• Change ∆n turbine rotor speed = 50 rev / min;
• For each of these groups attempt to extract step responses of the system of the
computing system.
In this way are obtained step responses of the system shown in Figure 4.1
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Fig. 4.1. Step responses superimposed n ref = 600 rpm, ∆p = constant = 50 bar
and ∆n = 50, 100, 150 rpm

Fig.4.2. Step responses superimposed n ref = 600 rpm, Ap = constant = 75 bar
and ∆n = 50, 100, 150 rpm
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Fig. 5.18 Responses indexical overlapping nref = 800 rpm, Δp = constant = 100 bar
and An = 50, 100, 150 rpm
4. Conclusions
The analysis of experimental results obtained in the two series of tests, the following
conclusions were drawn:
Step response obtained by experimental testing is characterized by a transient period
longer than responses obtained by numerical simulation, this is because, if the numerical
simulation, can be effectively applied in step variation, while the research conducted on the
experimental stand, variable speed turbine rotor (the first series of tests) or load variation in shaft
hydraulic motors (from the second series of tests) can not be achieved only uphill due to the fact
that variations are obtained by manual handling of potentiometers;
Adjustment errors are inevitable due to the existence of mechanism games pitch wheel
pump and the possible delays that may occur in electronic data processing chain and the precision
of the transducers used;
Finally, it can be concluded that the new Adaptive hydraulic system behaves under realistic
conditions (wind velocity and variation of load to the motor shaft generator) as a dynamically stable
system
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Abstract: Poluarea mediului prin emisiile de gaze de evacuare ale motoarelor termice care
propulsează autovehiculele și reducerea continuă a resurselor de combustibili fosili pentru
producerea carburanților sunt de multă vreme probleme centrale ale politicilor naționale ale
statelor Uniunii Europene, dar și ale organismelor de conducere comunitare. În condițiile în care
autovehiculele cu tracțiune electrică au utilizări limitate, iar autvehiculele hibride (care sunt
propulsate în principal tot de motoare termice) sunt fabricate în principal cu destinația de
autoturisme, se impun măsuri eficiente pentru reducerea consumului de carburant al motoarelor
termice care propulsează majoritatea autovehiculelor de transport marfă și persoane. În cele ce
urmează, se continuă un alt articol al autorilor [1] în care au fost analizați principalii factori care
influențează consumul de carburant al autovehiculelor având aceste destinații. Se prezintă
cercetări, direcții de proiectare și tehnologii care determină pe de-o parte reducerea sarcinii
rezistive pe care trebuie să o învingă motorul, păstrînd capacitatea de transport a autovehicului pe
care îl propulsează, iar pe de alta, creșterea randamentului acestor propulsoare și în consecință,
reducerea consumului de carburant.
Keywords: autovehicule, factor de încărcare, rezistența aerodinamică, rezistența la rulare,
randamentul motoarelor cu ardere internă.
1. Introducere
Cu câteva excepţii notabile, proporţiile emisiilor totale de gaze cu efect de seră (excluzând
exploatarea terenurilor şi silvicultura) emise de fiecare dintre principalele categorii de surse în UE27 s-au schimbat foarte puţin între 1990 şi 2009. Principalele schimbări au fost reducerile din
industriile prelucrătoare şi din construcţii (de la 14,8% la 11,5%) şi din sectorul proceselor
industriale (de la 8,3% la 7%), precum şi, în special, creşterea de la 13,8% la 20,2% din
transporturi. Schimbările proporţiilor emise de alte categorii au fost minore. Intensitatea GES a
consumului de energie s-a diminuat moderat, între 2000 şi 2009, cu toate că într-un ritm mai lent
decât în anii 1990. Trecerea la combustibilii cu un conţinut mai redus de carbon este principala
cauză a acestei reduceri[3].
Între 2001 şi 2010, temperatura medie la suprafaţa planetei a fost cu 0,46°C mai mare decât media
din anii 1961-1990, ceea ce face din acest deceniu cea mai călduroasă perioadă înregistrată
vreodată. Astfel, se continuă tendinţa evolutivă a temperaturii, întrucât anii 2000 au fost mai
călduroşi decât anii 1990, care au fost, la rândul lor, mai călduroşi decât anii 1980 şi deceniile
anterioare[3].
Între anii 2000 şi 2009, ponderea modală a transportului rutier intern de mărfuri din UE a crescut la
77,5%, odată cu scăderea uşoară a ponderii transportului feroviar şi a transportului pe căi
navigabile interioare, în cursul aceleiaşi perioade. Aceste schimbări au fost însoţite de creşterea
performanţei transporturilor (tone-km) între anii 2000 şi 2007, iar din 2008 aceasta a început să se
alinieze creşterii economice mai reduse, determinate de criza economică. Cercetările efectuate în
ultimele decenii de marii producători de autovehicule, dar şi de diverse organizaţii naţionale şi
internaţionale au început să devină tot mai coerente, cu o viziune de ansamblu asupra tuturor
factorilor tehnici, organizatorici şi umani care determină sau influenţează consumul specific de
carburanţi în transporturile auto.
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Principalii factori care influențează semnificativ consumul specific de carburant [l/(t*km) sau l/(1000
t*km)] în transporturile auto sunt analizați în [1],[2] și evident în unele dintre lucrările menționate în
bibliografiile care au stat la baza elaborării acestora. Aceștia sunt:
influența sarcinii utile: 15-30%, cu posibiltăți de reducere a consumului de carburanți de cca.
15%;
rezistența aerodinamică: consumă peste 50% din puterea efectivă livrată de motor, cu
posibiltăți de reducere a consumului de carburanți de până la 10%;
- rezistența la rulare a anvelopelor consumă cca. 32% din puterea efectivă a motorului, iar prin
utilizarea unor anvelope și a unor presiuni de aer adecvate, se poate reduce consumul de
carburant cu cca. 5-7%.
- randamentul efectiv al motoarelor cu ardere internă pentru autovehicule nu depășesc 40%
(motoarele Diesel), iar perspectivele de creștere ale acestora sunt limitate: cca. 15%.
Având ca bază concluziile articolului[1], se vor analiza în cele ce urmează strategii, cercetări și
tehnologii care permit reducerea consumului specific de carburant în transporturile auto, în
condițiile asigurării siguanței circulației, cu limitele impuse de căile de rulare și de viaducte.

Figura 1: Schema efectelor asociate autovehiculelor grele de transport privind consumul de
carburanți, infrastructura și siguranța circulației [2]

2. Mărirea capacității totale de încărcare
Așa cum s-a arătat în articolul [1] cercetările efectuate demonstrează în general scăderea
consumului specific de carburant raportat odată cu creșterea masei totale a vehiculului, pe distanțe
lungi, complet încărcat. Astfel în 2008, Institutul de Cercetare American în Transporturi (ATRI) a
actualizat un studiu anterior realizat în 2004 cu privire la avantajele creșterii mărimii (lungimii) și
greutății autocamioanelor în ceea ce privește economia de combustibil și emisiile de gaze [4]. Șase
combinații de autovehicule (spre exemplu, tractor plus remorcă) au fost analizate în acest studiu:
două autocamioane uzuale: tractorul + semiremorca cu 5 axe și autocamionul + remorca - DBL și
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patru autocamioane grele (așa-numite "vehicule mai mari de productivitate" :HPV); a se vedea
figura 2.

Figura 2: Configurații de autocamioane luate în considerare în studiul de ATRI [4]

Figura 3: Consumul specific de carburant în raport cu sarcina utilă pentru autocamioanele studiate în
[4]

În această diagramă pot fi evidențiate două grupuri de autocamioane (în roșu și albastru), alcătuite
din configurațiile de vehicule TPD, TRPL și RMD, cu o masa maxima autorizata de 45,4 tone (în
albastru), respective 54,4 tone (în roșu). În ambele cazuri, configuratia TPD prezintă consumul
specific cel mai mare datorită masei proprii mai mari (tara) și a măriri motorului. Cu toate acestea
configurația TPD devine mai eficientă dacă sarcina utilă ajunge la capacitate maximă. Se poate
concluziona că:
• primul grup (în albastru) arată că diferențele între consumurile specifice ale RMD, comparativ cu
5-axe sunt mici (1% economii de energie pentru RMD), iar TPD ar consuma cu 10% mai mult.
Aceasta se datorează masei proprii (tara) mai mari: remorcă suplimentară, a creșterii numărului de
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axe, dimensiunea mai mare a motorului, etc), combinate cu un coeficient de încărcare (vezi [1]) mai
redus.
• al doilea grup (în roșu) prezinta câștiguri de eficiență de 25% şi respectiv 15% pentru RMD și
TPD, comparativ cu autovehiculul de referință (5-axe). Configurația TPD poate reduce consumul
specific de carburant cu 33% comparativ cu 5-axe, când autocamionul este complet încărcat [4]. Cu
toate acestea, trebuie remarcat faptul că aceasta este o reducere potențială maximă, fără luarea în
considerare a impactului introducerii acestor autocamioane grele în flota europeană, necesitând
evaluarea efectelor asupra mediului și a unor efecte economice care ar putea compensa (sau nu)
acest avantaj. La o primă analiză se poate astepta la reducerea poluării mediului, pentru că două
astfel de autovehicule cu masa totală de cca. 60 t ar putea înlocui trei autovehicule standard
(autotractor cu semiremorcă, sau autocamion cu remorcă de 40 t)
3. Micșorarea rezistenței aerodinamice
Figura 4 oferă o vedere simplificată a surselor de rezistență aerodinamică ale autovehiculelor de
transport marfă de mare tonaj. Comparativ cu un autotractor cu o semiremorcă standard, care are
de obicei un punct de discontinuitate, un vehicul combinat va avea două puncte de discontinuitate,
adică una între cabină și semiremorca celălalt între semiremorciă și remorca suplimentară (a se
vedea Figura 4). De asemenea vor fi generate zonele de turbulențe (fluxul de aer turbulent) și de
frecare suplimentare (marcate cu roșu) care vor crește coeficientul de rezistență aerodinamică[6].

Figura 4: Prezentarea simplificată a surselor de generare a rezistenței aerodinamice [6]

Așa cum s-a arătat în [1],[2] cercetările efectuate în ultimele decenii au dus la reducerea
coeficientului aerodinamic (vezi [1]) al autovehiculelor de transport marfă de mare tonaj în jurul
valorii de 0,6 [1],[2] și poate fi redus chiar până la 0,45 [5] prin utilizarea unor dispozitive și
reproiectarea caroseriilor[2], existând un mare potenţialul de reducere a consumului de carburant şi
a emisiilor de CO2.
Câteva exemple sunt prezentate în continuare:
- Pentru tractor, aerodinamica poate fi îmbunătăţită prin utilizarea învelişul aerodinamic/deflectoare
(acoperiş şi lateral) sau cu o cabină prelungitoare (ajuta la reducerea decalajului dintre tractor şi
remorcă). În general, economiile potenţiale de la aerodinamica tractorului sunt de aproximativ 46%, aproximativ echivalente cu cele posibile de la remorcă. Acest lucru ar reduce mai mult de 10%
din combustibil [2].
- Pentru remorcă, aerodinamica poate fi îmbunătăţită prin adăugarea de diferite tipuri de
dispozitive, cum ar fi învelişul aerodinamic burtă sau praguri [5]. În “HDEnergy” [7], s-a estimat că
"schimbarea tipului de remorcă (de la 4 - la 5 axe) şi prin adăugarea unui deflector de aer pentru
autotractor, economia de carburant pentru un vehicul la o viteză de 80 km/h poate fi de aproximativ
10%" [7].
4. Micșorarea rezistenței la rulare
Așa cum s-a prezentat în [1], rezistența la rulare a pneurilor autovehiculelor este produsă de
frecările de carosabil și din interiorul acestora (frecări între straturi sau interne, din material),
depinzând de calitatea produsului, crescând cu partea din greutatea totală preluată de anvelopă și
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scăzând cu creșterea presiunii aerului din acestea. Reducerea semnificativă a rezistenţei la rulare
poate fi obţinută prin controlul presiunii în pneuri şi prin utilizarea unor pneuri mai eficiente
energetic. În medie, în general, se presupune că o reducere de 10% din rezistenţa la rulare
conduce la o reducere de 2-3% a consumului de carburant. Se vor prezenta în cele ce urmează
unele tehnologii de micșorare a rezistenței la rulare a pneurilor. Este important să se ţină cont de
faptul că pneurile mai eficiente energetic vor reduce consumul de energie, dar pot accentua uzura
căii de rulare. De asemenea, pneurile umflate peste presiunea normală indicată de furnizor poate
ajuta la reducerea consumului de combustibil, dar pot afecta siguranţa circulaţiei şi mării uzura
autovehiculului și a căii de rulare [2].
-Sistemele de monitorizare a presiunii pneurilor (TPMS): utilizate pentru autovehicule pentru
pasageri, folosirea TPMS pentru autocamioane este un foarte eficient mod pentru reducerea
consumului de carburant și al emisiilor de CO2 în paralel cu îmbunătăţirea siguranţei circulației. Se
estimează că în UE anvelopele în funcţiune sunt sub-umflate cu 0,2 până la 0,4 bari, în medie,
pentru autoturisme şi 0,5 bari pentru camioane[8]. Există pe piaţă mai multe tipuri de sisteme
automate de monitorizare a presiunii din pneuri care pot fi instalate pe autocamioane și pot
monitoriza și pneurile de pe remorcă. Deoarece aceste dispozitive sunt destul de complexe (și
relativ costisitoare) și rata de penetrare pe piață este încă foarte limitată și încă nu sunt obligatorii
în UE [2].
- Pneuri cu rezistenţă joasă la rulare (LRRT): încorporarea de siliciu în compoziţia benzii de rulare
a anvelopei poate duce la o reducere a rezistenţa la rulare de până la 20%, ceea ce ar putea
economisi până la 5% din carburant. La nivel global, utilizarea de pneuri LRR poate reduce
consumul de carburant cu aproximativ 2-5%, în funcţie de condițiile de conducere [2]. Se estimează
că, dacă toate pneurile unui autocamion sunt înlocuite cu cele de tip LRR, s-ar reduce consumul
de carburant cu aproximativ 6-7% în transportul de marfuri[9]. Pneurile LRR nu prezintă efecte
adverse asupra siguranţei (frânarea umedă este chiar îmbunătăţită) şi pot avea o durată de viata
mărită[2].
-Înlocuirea pneurilor duble pe axele motoare cu pneuri late, care sunt mai uşoare, au o rezistenţă
mai scăzută la rulare, sunt mult mai "stabile" şi mai ușor de întreţinut, reducându-se şi costurile de
reparaţii. În funcţie de producătorul de pneuri, acestea pot reduce consumul de carburant cu 2-5%
comparativ cu pneurile duble[10]. Trebuie menţionat faptul că utilizarea de bază a pneurilor late
necesită echiparea autocamioanelor cu (the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System –TPMS) și sisteme
(the Electronic Stability Control systems – ESC) [2]. Mai mult decât atât, economii importante pot fi
obţinute în cazul în care sunt montate pe jante din aluminiu (aproximativ 90 kg per osie). Pneurile
late vor contribui la îmbunătăţirea eficienţei energetice a autocamioanelor, dar acestea pot duce la
efecte adverse de uzură a drumului, din cauza presiunii mai mari a acestora şi a zonei de contact
mai reduse [11],[12].
5. Creșterea randamentului motoarelor cu ardere internă
Motoarele cu ardere internă utilizate în prezent pentru propulsarea autocamioanelor,
autotractoarelor, autobuzelor și autocarelor sunt în UE preponderent de tip Diesel, pentru
randamentul lor superior celor pe benzină (40% față de 35%) și pentru prețul mai redus al
motorinei [1],[2],[13-18].
Cercetarea bibliografică demonstrează că este foarte dificil de obținut în viitorul apropiat creșteri
importante ale randamentelor directe ale motoarelor termice utilizate în prezent în transporturile
auto de mărfuri și persoane. O direcție importantă de dezvoltare a cercetăriilor este creșterea
randamentului general al acestor categorii de motoare prin recuperarea exergiei pierdute prin
gazele evacuate, lichidul de răcire și uleiul de ungere [14], cu până la 15%[19],[20].
Se prezintă în continuare câteva dintre cercetările efectuate în diverse state, pentru recuperarea
exergiei pierdute a motoarelor cu ardere internă şi conversia acesteia în lucru mecanic util.
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5.1.

Sistemul turbocompound mecanic

Un motor turbocompound este un motor cu piston, care foloseşte o turbină de recuperare a
energiei din gazele de eşapament. Turbina B acționează turbocompresorul de aer proaspăt A, dar
este și conectată mecanic printr-un reductor de turație și un ambreiaj, la arborele cotit D. Turbina
crește puterea motorului fără mărirea consumului de carburant, pentru că este o turbină de viteză
(care utilizează în principal energia cinetică a gazelor de eșapament) reducând astfel consumul
specific de combustibil. Utilizate mai întâi în aviație și în marină, fiind instalate pe motoare Diesel
jumelate în doi timpi, ulterior aa fost încorporate de unii producători de autocamioane grele
propulsate de motoare Diesel. Exemplele includ Detroit Diesel DD15, Scania DTC11 și VOLVO
D12 500TC[21],[22],[23].

Figura 5. Sistemul turbocompund de pe motorul Scania DTC 11, echipat cu sistem turbocompound:
1- turbo-compresor, 2- turbină de putere, 3–ambreiaj hidraulic, 4–angrenaj arbore cotit. [23]

Acest sistem de recuperare a energiei gazelor evacuate poate aduce o creștere a randamentului
efectiv de 5 până la 10% pentru modelul de pe motorul Scania DTC 11 sau de cca. 3% - modelul
instalat pe motorul Volvo D12 500 TC [21],[22],[23].
5.2.

Sistemul turbocompound electric

Acest sistem utilizează o turbină de recuperare a energiei din gazele de eşapament, care în acest
caz acționează atât turbocompresorul de aer proaspăt, dar și un generator electric. A fost utilizat
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de producătorii de motoare mari, pe tractoare grele, utilaje sau autocamioane grele cu transmisii
electrice sau hidralice, cum sunt John Deere, Caterpillar, etc.[24],[25]. Vezi Figura 6:

Fig. 6.a) John Deere: Electric Turbo Compounding[24];

b) Caterpilar electrical turbo-compound [25]

Măsurătorile efectuate pe bancul de test demonstrează că se obține o creștere generală a
randamentului efectiv prin utilizarea energiei electrice produse de către turbogenerator în
instalațiile de forță ale utilajelor de la 3 la 5% [24],[25]și în anumite condiții de funcționare de până la
10%[22].
5.3.

Sistemul turbo-generator TIGERS

Inginerii britanici au dezvoltat un mecanism simplu pentru recuperarea energiei din gazele
evacuate care ar putea reduce consumul de combustibil al vehiculului cu până la 10%. TIGERS
(Turbo-generator Integrated Gas Energy Recovery System) recuperează o parte din energia
gazelor evacuate pentru a antrena un mic generator electric care alimentează cu energie electrică
sistemul electric auto [26] (vezi figura 7)

Fig. 7. Sistemul TIGERS creat de TIGERS Group (un grup de cercetători britanici) [26]

Prin utilizarea acestui sistem se poate asigura creșterea randamentului general al motorului și
consumul de combustibil poate fi redus între 5% și 10%. Într-o maşină hibrid-electrică sistemul
TIGERS ar putea alimenta direct bateria pentru a creşte raza de acţiune a vehiculului[26].
5.4. Tehnologia “heat2power”
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Sistemul “Heat2power” se bazează pe utilizarea unui motor termic suplimentar cu piston, cu unul
sau mai mulți cilindri, funcționând cu fluid de lucru aer cald, instalat pe motorul cu ardere internă a
cărui căldură o recuperează și o transformă în lucru mecanic util și cu care se conectează prin
intermediul unui ambreiaj sau o curea de transmisie.

Fig. 8. Modulul “Heat2power” montat pe un motor existent [22]

În sistem se introduce căldura recuperată din gazele evacuate ale motorului cu ardere internă prin
circuitul primar al unui schimbător de căldură gaz-gaz cu temperature de funcționare ridicată (de
până la 950°C). Circuitul secundar este un circuit închis, umplut cu aer comprimat, care după ce
este încălzit în schimbător intră în cilindrul motorului cu aer prin supapele de admisie, se produce
detenta aerului care determină mișcarea pistonului. După terminarea cursei pistonului, aerul care a
intrat în cilindru cu o temperatură între 600-950 °C, este evacuat din cilindru prin supapele de
evacuare la o temperatură joasă de cca. 250-300 °C, răcit și recirculat. Practic este vorba de un
ciclu termodinamic motor (cu piston) cu sursa de căldură externă motorului. Cercetătorii şi
producătorii sistemului spun că acesta poate recupera între 18-35 % din căldura pierdută și se
poate asigura o economie de combustibil de min. 15% [22].
5.5.

Turbosteamer

Un turbosteamer este un termen folosit de BMW pentru a descrie un ciclu motor combinat. Acesta
foloseşte un motor termic pentru a converti energia termică a pierderilor de căldură de la un motor
cu ardere internă în putere suplimentară pentru vehicul. Dispozitivul turbosteamer utilizează
căldura gazelor evacuate și a sistemului de răcire pentru a transforma un lichid (poate fi apa) în
vapori, care parcurg ciclul motor Rankine și produc un lucru mecanic util care este transmis la
arborele cotit.
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Reducerea consumului de combustibil al motorului complet echipat anunţat de BMW este de până
la 17%.[27],[28]

Fig. 9. Turbosteamer BMW, funcționând după ciclul Rankine [27],[28]

5.6.

Utilizarea ciclului Kalina pentru recupararea exergiei pierdute

În [14],[20] au fost analizate bilanțurile energetice și exergetice ale unui motor Diesel VW 1,9 TDI, cu
un randament efectiv de până la 40% și a fost determinat totalul fluxurilor de energie termică
recuperabilă EQ din pierderile de căldură prin gazele evacuate, lichidul de răcire și uleiul de
ungere, raportat la fluxul termic echivalent lucrului mecanic efectiv Qe :
EQ = 32,41 % Qe

(1)

[14],[20]

Pentru transformarea acestei energii termice în lucru mecanic util, este necesară utilizarea unui
ciclu termodinamic motor, care să poată funcționa cu surse de căldură cu temperaturi reduse și
medii. A fost analizată varianta ciclului Kalina, care utilizează ca agent termic un amestec organic
de amoniac și apă, cu un interval al temperaturilor de fierbere mai mic decît temperatura de
fierbere a apei[20]. Schema prezentată în Figura 13 pentru recuperarea exergiei pierdute și
conversia acesteia în energie electric, a preluat elemente ale schemei centralei electrice
geotermale de la HÚSAVIK [20]:

Figura 10. Schemă de utilizare a ciclului Kalina, pentru recuperarea exergiei pierdute de la un motor termic și
conversia acesteia în energie electrică (scăderea consumului efectiv cu cca. 15%) [20].
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6.

Instruirea specifică a conducătorilor auto

Este cunoscut faptul că "Eco-Driving" este o modalitate eficientă de a economisi carburantul.
Scopul instruirii este de a îmbunătăți informarea șoferilor și cunoaşterea problemelor legate de
mediu, învățarea tehnicilor de deplasare, de control al vitezei, de reducere a mersului în gol,
conducere mai lină și de a frâna utilizând frâna de motor, montarea corectă a dispozitivele
aerodinamice, verificarea stării pneurilor, etc Chiar dacă mai multe studii arată potențialele
economii de combustibil de până la 20%, SmartWay EPA a raportat o reducere potențială reală de
cca. 4% [10].
7.

Concluzii

1. Încărcarea autovehiculelor la o capacitate cât mai apropiată de cea nominală și utilizarea în
transporturile pe autostradă a autovehiculelor combinate grele cu masa totală de cca. 60 t utilizate
la un factor de încărcare de peste 77%, permite reducerea consumului specific de carburant cu 1525%.
2. Reproiectarea caroseriilor autovehiculelor și remorcilor și utilizarea de elemente și accesorii care
reduc rezistența aerodinamică la înaintare determină scăderea puterii efective necesare livrate de
motor și reducerea consumul de carburant cu până la 10%.
3. Micșorarea rezistenței la înaintare prin rulare a pneurilor prin utilizarea Sistemelor de
monitorizare a presiunii pneurilor (TPMS), a pneurilor cu rezistenţă joasă la rulare (LRRT),
înlocuirea pneurilor duble cu pneuri late, permite reducerea consumului de carburant cu cca. 5-7%.
4. Creșterea randamentelor generale ale motoarelor termice care propulsează autovehiculele prin
recuperarea exergiei pierdute și transformarea acesteia în lucru mecanic util, cu permite reducerea
consumului de carburant cu cca. 15%.
5. Instruirea specifică a conducătorilor auto pentru conducerea autovehiculelor de transport marfă
şi persoane, permite reducerea consumului de carburant cu cca. 4% și prelungirea duratelor de
viață ale pneurilor și autovehiculelor.
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Abstract: To validate the accuracy of the results obtained by numerical simulation model,
experimental investigations aim to determine the step responses of the transmission to change the
input parameters (speed of the turbine shaft and load shaft hydraulic motor). To this end, Adaptive
hydraulic transmission system was materialized on experimental stand. This stand is made study
dynamic behavior of the system under real conditions. Experimental procedure is done basically by
the same way as in the experiment by numerical simulation.
Keywords: hydraulic transmission, pumps with variable flow rate, wind turbine
1. Introduction
Experimental procedure is done basically by the same way as in the experiment by
numerical simulation.
Designed experimental bench work were introduced two modules (Figure 1) and filtering
module and a module for open circuit. Filtration module fitted with electric pump 5 is designed to
filter oil returning to the tank from the pump off and drain pump. Open circuit module is provided
additionally to enable bench and other elements of the composition of hydraulic transmission. In
exeperimentul of work, this module is not used for research purposes pursued.
2. Presenation the stand of experimental
Overview, experimental stand components are shown in Figure 2.2, where the observed location of
the stand closed circuit module being visible double pump 12, the turbine rotor simulation module
13 and pump control mechanism. On the left side of the figure is shown the load module. Location
of various hydraulic components would be tested experimentally is the mass M T channel, the
module is powered by a constant flow pump 6 (Figure 2.1), driven by an asynchronous electric
motor 3.
Specifications:
Load Module

maximum flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Closed loop mode: variable work flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Open circuit mode: nominal flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Filtering module:
nominal flow rate:
maximum pressure:

20 l/min
300 bar
0...27 l/min
300 bar
40 l/min
150 bar
11 l/min
10 bar
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Fig. 2.1. Experimental stand hydraulic transmission scheme automotive proposed adaptive
Structural elements of the hydraulic system names are set out below:
1 Check valve
13 Principal tank
2 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-400 bar
14 Ball valve
3 Axial piston unit
15 Three-phase asynchronous electric motor, 11 kW,
1440 rot/min
4 Axial piston unit
16 Three-phase asynchronous electric motor, 0.75
kW, 1440 rot/min
5 Pressure transducer
17 Gear pump
6 Transducer speed, torque and
18 Vane pump Vg = 27.4 cmc/rot
power
7 Proportional pressure valve
19 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-25 bar
8 Flow rate transducer
20 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-400 bar
9 One-way valve
21 Piloted valve pressure
10 Suction filter (strainer)
22 Piloted valve pressure pilotată
11 Tank load mode
23 Pressure filter
12 Coupling type SINGLE FLEX
24 Axial piston pump in closed circuit
The data acquisition and control include the following:

1. Transducers (sensors))
a. Pressure transducer output signal unified
pressure input 0-400 bar
out 4-20 mA
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accuracy class ±0.25% BFSL
b. Flow rate transducer with signal output in unified
flow rate input 10-318 l/min
out 4-20mA
working pressure 0-400 bar
accuracy class ±0.25% BFSO
c. inductive speed sensor
speed input 0-3000 rpm
out 4-20mA
accuracy class ±0.15% BFSO
2. Distribution system National Instruments Compact FieldPoint
a. Controller cFP 2020
CPU Clock
75 MHz
System Memory
32 MB
Flash
512 Mb
Ethernet
1
RS232
3
RS485
1
Opereting system
LabVIEW Real Time
b. Analog modul cFP AIO 600
Analog input
Channels
4
Mesh resolution
12 bits
Sampling frequency
1.7 kS/s (1.7 kHz)
Input
4 mA , 20 mA
Sensitivity
3.91 µA
Analog output
Channels
4
Mesh resolution
12 bits
Output
4 mA , 20 mA
Sensitivity
3.91 µA
Output frequency
1.7 kS/s (1.7 kHz)
3. Acquisition board NI DAQ DAQCard-6036E
Analog input
Channels
16
Mesh resolution
16 bits
Sampling frequency
200 kS/s
Input
10 V
Sensitivity
4.26 mV
Analog output
Channels
2
Mesh resolution
16 bits
Output
10 V
Sensitivity
2.547 mV
Output frequency
1 kS/s
4. Computing system type IBM PC x86
5. Software
S.O Microsoft Windows XP SP 3
x86 LabView 8.5
LabView 8.5.1 Real Time
Note
System control and data acquisition was detailed only for functions that have been used in
experimental research.
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Frequency
converter

Fig. 2.2 Overview top of the stand
An important component of the experimental stand is the automatic control loop presented
as a block diagram in Figure 2.3.

MODU
L
CIRCU
IT

Fig. 2.3 Block diagram of the automatic control loop
Physical phenomenon and receiving transducers convert physical quantity (pressure, flow
rate, etc..) In a size other mainly in voltage, the resulting signal is proportional to the size variation
monitored.
Conditioning modules provide electrical signals generated by the transducers in a form that
acquisition DAQ board can accept. Examples of signal conditioning is amplification, linearization,
filtering, isolation, etc..
Acquisition board to convert electrical signals through its basic component, analog-to-digital
converter. It attaches a numerical value to a voltage, thus making it possible to interpret the
computing system.
Virtual tool work bench consists of the hardware - digital analog converter (Compact
FieldPoint distribution system [1] and data acquisition board NiDAQ [2]) and the software taken in
conjunction with the needs of working hydraulic stand. The resulting virtual instrument comprises
measuring devices and controls for plant automation. The graphical interface of this program
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included controls and indicators made in a form similar graphics devices and real devices, the user
manevrându also their real elements.
Virtual instrumentation associated hydraulic stand was developed using LabVIEW graphical
programming environment [3], used mainly for signal acquisition, measurement and analysis
graphical or tabular presentation of data.
The front panel, shown in Figure 2.4, comprises a series of bar graphs to visualize signals
scaled unit corresponding physical quantity monitored through hardware part that receives signals
from transducers mounted hydraulic bench. Also through the front panel numeric input, or through
a virtual potentiometer, setpoint (SETPOINT) control system. The front panel was created using
display elements and control procedures extracted from library LabVIEW programming
environment and a range of filtering procedures and interpretation of signals [4], adapted to the
experimental stand.

Fig.2.4 Front panel [4]
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Fig.2.5 Virtual instruments - Block diagram [4]
Data obtained during the experiment can be viewed in numerical form (the top - Figure 2.5),
as appropriate indicators measured quantities or as my graphic window created for this purpose.
3. Development program at experiments
Experiments were performed considering constant speed rotary hydraulic motor shaft were
extracted and step responses of the system for three load levels (Δp = 50, 75, 100 bar).
Experimental tests in this case were considered five values of the reference speed rotary motor
shaft (n = 500, 600, 700, 800, 1000 rev / min). Array values for this series of experiments is
presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1
No.
crt.

Speed
hydraulic
motor
[1/min]

Pressure variation
charging circuit
[bar]
50

1
2
3

500

75
100
50

4
5

600

75
100

6
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50

7
8

75

700

9

100

10

50

11

75

800

12

100

13

50

14

1000

75
100

15

4. Experimental results for a series of research at constant speed turbine shaft
For each group in a series of studies with values given in Table 3.1 was done as follows:
• Turbine rotor speed is fixed at a constant value;
• Enter the reference value calculation system using virtual potentiometer;
• Modify charging circuit pressure Ap = 50 bar;
• For each of these groups attempt to extract step responses of the system of the
computing system.
In this way are obtained step responses of the system shown in Figure 4.1

Fig. 4.1 Step response of the system to n ref = 500 rpm and ∆n = constant
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Fig. 4.2 Responses indexical ref overlapped n = 600 rpm, ∆n = constant
and ∆p = 50, 75, 100 bar
5. Conclusions
The analysis of experimental results obtained in the two series of tests, the following
conclusions were drawn:
Step response obtained by experimental testing is characterized by a transient period
longer than responses obtained by numerical simulation, this is because, if the numerical
simulation, can be effectively applied in step variation, while the research conducted on the
experimental stand, variable speed turbine rotor (the first series of tests) or load variation in shaft
hydraulic motors (from the second series of tests) can not be achieved only uphill due to the fact
that variations are obtained by manual handling of potentiometers;
Adjustment errors are inevitable due to the existence of mechanism games pitch wheel
pump and the possible delays that may occur in electronic data processing chain and the precision
of the transducers used;
Finally, it can be concluded that the new Adaptive hydraulic system behaves under realistic
conditions (wind velocity and variation of load to the motor shaft generator) as a dynamically stable
system
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Abstract: In the last decades, renewable energy sources gained a lot of attention since the
technologies involved overcome the challenges regarding the cost and their integration into the
grid. By definition, Cogeneration is on-site generation and utilization of energy in different forms
simultaneously by utilizing fuel energy at optimum efficiency in a cost-effective and environmentally
responsible way. Cogeneration systems are of several types and almost all types primarily
generate electricity along with making the best practical use of the heat, which is an inevitable byproduct .Aim of this paper is to present an overview of biomass combined power technologies and
them capabilities to sustain a system of distributed renewable energy..
Keywords: CHP, Cogeneration, Renewable energy, Biomass
1. Introduction
Regarding environmental benefits biomass has a special appeal in this regard, as it makes
no net contribution to carbon dioxide emission to the atmosphere. Regulations for making biomass
economically viable are in place in many countries. For example, if biomass replaces fossil fuel in a
plant, that plant earns credits for CO2reduction equivalent to what the fossil fuel was emitting.
These credits can be sold on the market for additional revenue in countries where such trades are
in practice.[6]
Green certificates are a comparatively new, advanced version of tradable quotas. In spite of
its recent use, the model has gained popularity in many EU member countries since its introduction
in the Netherlands at the end of the 1980s. Like traditional quotas, the model obliges a group
(again producers, but more commonly consumers or distributors) to hold a certain share of their
overall electricity sales/consumption in ‘green’ electricity in a certain time period (usually one year).
In a tradable quota-model they would prove the fulfillment of their obligation by showing that they
have bought the respective amount of electricity generated by renewables (contract certificate).[7]
Romania has established a market for green certificates operated by Operator of Energy
Market (OPCOM) coupled with a system of mandatory quotas for suppliers. The producers of
green energy receive from the TSP certificates for each 1 MWh of energy produced from green
sources. The eligible sources of energy are wind, biomass, solar, geothermal, and micro-hydro
power plants with an installed capacity of 10 MW or less that are either new or modernized since
2004. Suppliers have to fulfill a mandatory quota determined by National Agency of Regulation In
Energy (ANRE). The green certificates are traded either bilaterally or on the green certificates
market organized monthly by OPCOM. There is a minimum and a maximum price at which the
green certificates can be transacted, determined by ANRE. In 2005 the minimum price was 24
euro/ MWh and 42 euro/MWh. [8]
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Figure 1. Biomass energetic potential in Romania

Governments strive to achieve ambitious targets of incorporating considerable amounts of
distributed renewable generation (DRG) and combined heat and power (CHP) in response to the
climate change challenge and the need to enhance fuel diversity [1]
Further improvements in the modulating capability of control approach may be realized if
prime movers capable of rapid start-up, shut-down and cycling can be developed. The control of
micro-CHP systems in this manner offers a mechanism for managing the load at distribution
transformers.[2]
Cogeneration can be defined as the simultaneous production of electric power and useful
heat from the burning of a single fuel. This technique of combined heat and power production has
been applied successfully in industrial and tertiary sectors; the energy resources are used more
efficiently, which creates opportunities for reductions in both purchased energy costs and in
environmental impact. [3]
2.CLASIFICATION OF COMBINED HEAT AND POWER SYSTEMS
The two most usual forms of energy results from this process are mechanical and thermal
energy. Mechanical energy is usually used to drive an electric generator. This is why the following
definition, even though restrictive, often appears in the literature:
Cogeneration is the combined production of electrical (or mechanical) and useful thermal
energy from the same primary energy source.[4]
Basic concepts of CHP are direct and indirect fired and presented in figure 2 and 3
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Figure 2. Combined Heat and Power Diagram – Direct Fired

Figure 3. Combined Heat and Power Diagram – Indirect Fired

2.1 CLASIFICATION OF COMBINED HEAT AND POWER SYSTEMS FOR WOOD WASTE
Waste wood biomass conversion uses basic two categories of technologies, one is
thermochemical that use high temperatures to convert feedstock to energy However, the
technologies have potential to produce electricity, heat, bio products, and fuels. The other
technologies is biochemical and use biological agents to convert biomass feedstock to clean
energy. Also this technology have the potential to produce electricity, heat, bio products, and fuels.
[9]
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Figure 4- Main conversion options for biomass to secondary energy carriers [10]

2.2 Thermochemical conversion: Direct Combustion-Boilers
Direct combustion involves the oxidation of biomass with excess air, giving hot flue gases that
produce steam in the heat exchange sections of boilers. The steam is used to produce electricity in
a Rankine cycle. In an electricity-only process, all of the steam is condensed in the turbine cycle,
while in CHP a portion of the steam is extracted to provide process heat. [9]
Table 1 identifies the major biomass conversion technologies and associated prime mover
technologies for CHP applications. The commercial status of each technology for biomass
applications is described.[11]
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2.3Thermochemical conversion: Gasification
Since there is an interaction of air or oxygen and biomass in the gasifier, they are classified
according to the way air or oxygen is introduced in it. There are three types of gasifiers; Downdraft,
Updraft and Cross draft. As the classification implies updraft gasifier has air passing through the
biomass from bottom 3 and the combustible gases come out from the top of the gasifier. Similarly
in the downdraft gasifier the air is passed from the tubers in the downdraft direction. The choice of
one type of gasifier over other is dictated by the fuel, its final available form, its size, moisture
content and ash content [12]

Table 2.[13]
2.Fixed bed combustion boilers
For use of solid refuse, wood, and biomass fuels, boiler component design varies
considerably from traditional fossil fuel units, but is generally more similar to systems designed for
coal than for gas or oil. Similar to coal units, they are larger, more costly, and more maintenance
intensive than standard gas or oil burning units [14].
Grate furnaces: There are various grate furnace technologies available: fixed grates, moving
grates, travelling grates, rotating grates and vibrating grates. All of these technologies have
specific advantages and disadvantages, depending on fuel properties, so careful selection and
planning is necessary. That means they are appropriate for biomass fuels with high moisture
content, varying particle sizes (with a downward limitation concerning the amount of fine particles
in the fuel mixture) and high ash content. [15]
In a study made by [17] we can observe operational efficiencies(Figure 5) for 13 grate fired
biomass CHP systems compared to the size of the plant shown as the annual production of
electricity an heat.
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Figure 5

Based on the flow directions of fuel and the flue gas, there are three systems of operation
for grate combustion plants[15]

Figure 6

Counter-current combustion is most suitable for fuels with low heating values (wet bark,
woodchips or sawdust). Due to the fact that the hot flue gas passes over the fresh and wet
biomass fuel entering the furnace, drying and water vapor transport from the fuel bed is increased
by convection (in addition to the dominating radiant heat transfer to the fuel surface).[15]

Conclusions In a country like Romania with high potential of biomass production, CHP
technologies can sustain economic and technical development of distributed renewable energy
generation .
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Abstract: Transporturile auto reprezintă un domeniu major al economiilor statelor europene care
poate influența serios creșterea economică prin costurile tot mai ridicate ale energiei în general și
al carburanților în special, dar și una din cauzele importante ale poluării mediului prin emisiile de
gaze arse. În articol se prezintă modul de utilizare a exergiei produsă prin arderea combustibilului
în motoarele termice care propulsează majoritatea autovehiculelor și a puterii efective produse la
arborele cotit pentru asigurarea deplasării pe drumurile publice și principalii factori care
influențează semnificativ consumul de carburanți în transporturile auto. În concluziile referatului se
prezintă estimativ potențialul de reducere al consumului de carburant în perspectivă pentru
principalii factori analizați, prin adoptarea unor strategii și direcții de cercetare tehnologică și de
proiectare în industria autovehiculelor de transport marfă și persoane.
Keywords: motoare termice, autovehicule, rezistența aerodinamică, rezistența la rulare.
1. Introducere
Transporturile de mărfuri și persoane în general reprezintă un domeniu fundamental al economiilor
statelor europene și evident și al țării noastre, cu un impact major asupra dezvoltării statelor, dar și
generatoare de emisii poluante, afectând mediul înconjurător. Deși au o pondere de numai. 6% din
produsul intern brut (PIB) și din forța de muncă în Uniunea Europeană, reprezintă 40% din
investițiile statelor membre și 30% din consumul de energie din UE, utilizând în proporție de 98%
combustibili minerali și generând 28% din emisiile de CO2 [1]. PROTOCOLUL DE LA KYOTO la
CONVENȚIA-CADRU A NAȚIUNILOR UNITE asupra schimbărilor climatice, adoptat la Kyoto la 11
decembrie 1997 prevede ca totalul emisiilor antropice de gaze cu efect de seră, exprimate în
bioxid de carbon echivalent, să nu depașească cantitățile atribuite fiecărei țări și reducerea
emisiilor globale de astfel de gaze cu cel putin 5% fața de nivelul anului 1990, în perioada de
angajare 2008-2012. Se mai prevede mărirea eficienței energetice în sectoarele semnificative ale
economiilor nationale și cercetarea, promovarea, valorificarea și folosirea crescândă a formelor noi
de energie regenerabilă, a tehnologiilor noi, avansate, favorabile protecției mediului[2]. Parlamentul
European prezintă în rezoluția sa din 15 martie 2012: “ îndeplinirea obiectivului de creștere cu 20
% a eficienței energetice ar permite UE să își reducă emisiile interne de CO2 cu 25 % sau mai mult
până în 2020 și că această reducere ar continua să fie rentabilă în vederea atingerii obiectivului pe
termen lung de reducere până în 2050 a emisiilor de gaze cu efect de seră cu 80-95 % față de
nivelurile din 1990…[3]“ .
Reducerea consumului de carburant și scăderea emisiilor de gaze cu efect de seră generate în
domeniul transporturilor, în principal de procesele de combustie în motoarele termice care
propulsează autovehiculele, presupune identificarea tuturor factorilor de influență prin studii
amănunțite efectuate asupra componentelor și elementelor acestui domeniu complex. Au fost
efectuate cercetări comandate de Comisia Europeană[4], de diverse organizații internaționale și
naționale din Uniunea Europeană [6]…[20] în care se analizează factorii care influențează consumul
specific de carburanți și modul de utilizare a energiei produse prin arderea combustibilului de către
motoarele termice pentru asigurarea deplasării pe drumurile publice ale autovehiculelor.
În [4], studiu efectuat pentru Comisia Europeană, printre altele se prezintă modul de utilizare a
energiei produse prin arderea combustibilului în motoarele termice și a puterii efective produse la
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arborele cotit, pentru asigurarea deplasării pe drumurile publice. Sinteza este prezentată în Figura
1. Astfel:
-pierderile în transmisie consumă 2% din Q și 6% din Pe;
- sistemele auxiliare consumă 4% din Q și 9% din Pe;
- rezistența aerodinamică consumă 21% din Q și 53% din Pe;
- rezistența la rulare consumă 13% din Q și 32% din Pe;. [4]
După cum rezultă din Figura 1, randamentul mediu efectiv al motoarelor cu ardere internă este de
cca. 40%, valoare confirmată și de cercetările prezentate în [5].

Fig. 1:Utilizarea energiei produse prin arderea carburantului și a puterii motoarelor termice [4],[6]

2. Factori de influență a consumurilor specifice de carburanți în transporturile auto
2.1 Influenta sarcinii utile
Pentru a înțelege corect importanța acestui factor, trebuie arătat că în transporturile de mărfuri,
încărcătura, care este de fapt sarcina utilă este deplasată de un autovehiculul care are carburant,
piese de schimb, etc., conduse de conducătorii auto și în care se pot afla și alte persoane care
însoțesc transportul. Masa totală a autovehiculului în deplasare M(α) se compune din masa proprie
(tara) autovehiculului (M0), în general specificată de producător și un procent din sarcina utilă a
autovehiculului (exprimată ca diferență între masa maximă a autovehiculului complet încărcat și
masa proprie–tara auto vehiculului) denumit coeficientul de încărcare (α):
M(α) = M0 + α(Mmax – M0) [to]

Fig. 2.

(1) [4]

Compunerea masei totale a autovehicolului [4
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Factorul de încărcare este definit ca raportul dintre sarcina medie de încărcare și capacitatea totală
de încărcare și este determinat de modul de exploatare al autovehiculului [4]. Se observă că spre
deosebire de coeficientul de încărcare care se referă la o situație anume, factorul de încărcare
este un coeficient sintetic și se referă la activitatea unui sau a tuturor autocamioanelor unei
companii într-un interval de timp. Statistic factorul de încărcare este definit ca raportul dintre
numărul de tone-km efectuați și numărul de vehicul-km ale unei companii. De aceea la folosirea
termenului, trebuiesc precizate condițiile de utilizare.
În cazul în care problema este analizată în termeni de combustibil consumat pe distanța parcursă
(de exemplu, pe litru/100 km), cel mai mic consum de combustibil și emisiile cele mai scăzute le
vor avea autovehiculele cu masa proprie cea mai mică. Astfel în [6] se analizează diferențele de
consum de carburant între diverse combinații de autocamioane-remorcă pe șosea și autostradă
pentru factori de încărcare diferiţi. Consumul/100km pentru un autovehicul cu masa de 60 t s-a
dovedit a fi în jurul valorilor de 30, 40 și 50 l/100km, respectiv, pentru 0% sarcină, 50% sarcină și
100% sarcină (a se vedea Figura 3). În aceleași condiții, un autocamion cu semiremorcă de 42 t
consumă, respectiv 22, 30 și 35 l/100 km. În medie, consumul de energie crește liniar cu masa
încărcăturii [7].

Fig. 3. Influența sarcinii utile asupra consumului de carburant [6]

Figura 4 arată scăderea consumului specific de carburant odată cu creșterea masei totale a
autovehiculului. Este raportat că un autovehicul combinat cu masa totală de 60 t ar reduce
consumul specific de combustibil cu aproximativ 15% comparativ cu un autocamion cu
semiremorcă de 40 t. În cadrul unui studiu pilot care să permită autocamioanelor de mare tonaj să
fie utilizate de către patru companii din Olanda (2000-2003), s-a ajuns la concluzia că, dacă sunt
complet încărcate, se poate realiza o scădere a combustibilului specific consumat per tonă-km cu
până la 30% [9].
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Fig. 4. Consum specific de combustibil combinat vs masa totală a autovehiculului;
Sursa: Administraţia Drumurilor suedeză [8]

Potrivit studiului [10], un autovehicul de 60 t ar trebui să fie încărcat cu cel puţin 77% din capacitatea
maximă de încărcare, astfel încât consumul specific de combustibil (în acest caz, exprimată în litri
pe t-km), poate fi comparabil cu un autovehicul de cca. 40 t. Dacă cele două autovehiculele de 60 t
și 40 t sunt încărcate la sarcină maximă, consumul de combustibil (l/t-km) al celui de 60 t este cu
15-30% mai mic[9]. Aceasta este o reducere potenţială maximă, fără luarea în considerare a
impactului de introducere a unor autovehicule cu asemenea gabarite în flota europeană și fără
evaluarea de mediu și a unor efecte economice care ar putea compensa (sau nu) acest avantaj [10].
2.2.

Rezistența la înaintare

La viteză constantă şi pe drum orizontal, puterea necesară pentru a menţine această viteză poate
fi exprimată prin:
P = ηPmotor =

3
a CdAV +

mgCrV

(2)

[4]

unde: Pmotor [W] este puterea necesară menținerii vitezei constant;
η este randamentul transmisiei;
ρa este densitatea aerului ( 1,2 kg/m3);
Cd este coeficientul de înaintare arodinamic (0,6
1);
A aria frontală [m2] (8 ÷ 12 m2);
V [m/s] viteza vehiculului ( nu și viteza vîntului);
m [kg] este masa vehiculului;
g [m/s2] este accelerația gravitațională (~ 9,81
2
m/s );
Cr este coeficientul de rezistență la rostogolire (rulare) și depinde de tipul anvelopelor, de presiunea în anvelope,
[4]
de
modelul de suprafața a acestora, de viteza de deplasare și se determină experimental .

Pentru drumuri în pantă, care fac unghiul α cu orizontala, ecuația 2 devine:
P = ηPmotor =

a

CdAV3 + mgV(Cr + sinα)
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Fig. 5: Puterea necesară învingerii rezistenţei globale la înaintare în raport de viteza autovehiculului. Sursa: [11]

Rezistențele aerodinamice și de rulare pentru cerințele de putere efectivă ale motorului depind în
mare măsură de viteza vehiculului. Figura 5 arată influența vitezei asupra rezistenței la înaintare
globală pentru configurații de vehicule diferite.
Așa cum era de așteptat autovehiculul combinat de 60 t prezintă o rezistență aerodinamică mult
mai mare decât autocamioanele convenționale. La nivel global, se estimează că, la o viteză de
peste 70 km/h, domină rezistența aerodinamică asupra rezistenței la rulare, ceea ce nu mai este
cazul la viteze mai mici, când rezistența la rulare necesită o cotă mai mare de putere. Pe
autostradă, învingerea rezistenței aerodinamice necesită două treimi din puterea produsă de motor
[4]
.
2.3.

Rezistența aerodinamică

În ecuaţiile (2) și (3), puterea utilizată pentru învingerea rezistenței aerodinamice este exprimată
cantitativ de expresia: ρaCdAV3. Dacă presupunem că autocamioane cu semiremorcă și
autocamioane combinate (cu remorcă) rulează cu aceeași viteză, coeficientul aerodinamic Cd va
fi principalul parametru fizic luat în considerare pentru a le putea compara. În general rezistența
aerodinamică este cauzată în principal de diferența de presiune creată în timpul deplasării, între
părțile din față și din spate ale autovehiculului și de fluxul de aer turbulent din jurul acestuia;
celelalte surse provin din frecarea aerului care trece peste sau pe sub corpul acestuia (spre
exemplu, numărul de axe, sub caroserie), precum și din fluxul de aer dintre autovehicul și remorcă
sau alte componente. Ca un indiciu brut al ordinului său de mărime, raportul final al proiectului
COST 346 din 2005 [12] a raportat o serie de coeficienţi aerodinamici pentru diferite tipuri de
autocamioane cu semiremorcă sau cu remorcă(i) și s-a constatat că acești coeficienţi pot varia
între 0,5 – 0,9 (Figura 6).
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Fig. 6: Coeficienți aerodinamici pentru diferite categorii de autovehicule [12]

În prezent, media coeficienților aerodinamici ai autovehiculelor este în jurul valorii de 0,6 (a se
vedea figura 6), ca urmare a îmbunătăţirilor efectuate de către producători în ultimele decenii.
Cercetătorii studiază în continuare posibilitatea reducerii rezistenței aerodinamice și propun
diverse soluții tehnice pentru reducerea coeficientului de rezistență aerodinamică ([11], [12], [13], [14]) de
la 0,6 la 0,45, prin utilizarea dispozitivelor de curent “add-on”, deflectoare, prelungirea cabinelor,
utilizarea unor noi tipuri de remorci, închiderea spațiilor dintre autotractor și acestea, etc, existând
un mare potenţialul de a reduce consumul de carburant (mai mult de 10%) şi emisiile de CO2.
2.4.

Rezistența la rulare a pneurilor

În ecuațiile (2) și (3), puterea propulsorului utilizată pentru învingerea rezistenței la rulare este
exprimată cantitativ de termenul: mgCrV. Spre deosebire de îmbunătăţirile aerodinamice care
ameliorează în principal eficienţa energetică a autovehiculului prin modificări ale formei sale,
reducerea rezistenţei la rulare a pneurilor este mult mai complexă. În ceea ce privește studiile de
specialitate, există o literatură destul de limitată care să ofere o analiză cuprinzătoare a rezistenței
la rulare a pneurilor pentru diferite tipuri de autovehicule (a se vedea spre exemplu[12] în care se
prezintă coeficienții de rezistență la rulare determinați pentru diferite tipuri de autovehicule și
pneuri).
Într-adevăr, reducerea rezistenţei la rulare a pneurilor înseamnă fie să acţionezi asupra masei
vehiculului şi/sau asupra pneurilor prin micşorarea coeficientului de rezistență la rulare a pneurilor.
Rezistența la rulare a pneurilor autovehiculelor este generată de frecările dintre pneuri și carosabil,
dintre acestea și jante și din interiorul acestora (frecări între straturi sau interne, din material).
Aceasta se produce sub acțiunea fracțiunii din masa autovehiculului preluată de acea axă și este
influențată de elasticitatea și calitatea materialului din anvelope și de presiunea aerului din
acestea. Există, prin urmare, un compromis care trebuie atins între eficienţă, siguranţa rutieră şi
uzură.
Este important să se ţină cont de faptul că pneurile mai eficiente energetic vor reduce consumul de
energie, dar pot produce efecte adverse asupra siguranţei şi uzura căii de rulare. De asemenea,
pneurile umflate peste presiunea normală indicată de furnizor poate ajuta la reducerea consumului
de combustibil, dar în detrimentul uzurii autovehicu- lului și a căii de rulare [4].
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Aceste influențe sunt ilustrate în Figura 7. În medie, în general, se presupune că o reducere de
10% din rezistenţa la rulare conduce la o reducere de 2-3% a consumului de carburant. În
literatura de specialitate sunt descrise unele măsuri eficiente disponibile[13], cum ar fi: sistemele de
monitorizare a presiunii pneurilor (TPMS)[14],[15]; anvelope cu rezistenţă joasă la rulare (LRRT)[16],
înlocuirea pe axele motoare a anvelopelor duble cu pneuri late[17],[18],[19], sisteme de control (the
Electronic Stability Control systems–ESC) [20].

Figura 7: Vizualizare schematică a efectelor anvelopelor în consumul de carburant, siguranța circulației și
uzura drumului[4]

2.5.

Randamentul motoarelor cu ardere internă

Transformarea de către motoarele cu ardere internă a energiei chimice a combustibilului, prin
arderea acestuia, în lucru mecanic disponibil la arborele cotit este însoțită de o serie de pierderi,
reflectate în bilanțurile energetice ale acestora, determinate prin calcul sau experimental[1],[5],[25],[26].
Cercetarea bibliografică, dar și măsurătorile efectuate în Laboratorul de Motoare Termice al
Facultății de Mecanică a UTC-N [27], demonstrează că motoarele cu aprindere prin comprimare,
comparate cu motoarele cu aprindere prin scânteie, au în general randamente efective superioare
și consumuri specifice efective de combustibil mai mici. Cauzele sunt, în principal: raportul de
comprimare mai mare, temperature de ardere mai redusă a motorinii care arde la presiune
constantă la o temperatură mai scăzută decât benzina şi cu pierderi mai mici. Randamentele
efective realizate de motoarele Diesel performante sunt în jur de 40%[1],[4],[5],[25],[26],[27]. Pe cale de
consecință, autocamioanele pentru transporturile de mărfuri auto au fost echipate cu propulsoare
de tip Diesel, iar motoarele cu aprindere prin scânteie pentru avantajele pe care le au (puteri
efective volumice mari, posibilitatea schimbării foarte rapide a sarcinii, a puterii efective livrate, a
turației, etc.) sunt utilizate mai mult pentru autoturisme. De remarcat că și aceste motoare datorită
în special tehnologiilor de injecție directă a benzinei în cilindru și a turbosupraalimetării au permis
creșterea randamentului pînă la 35% [21,22,23,24].
3.

Concluzii

1. Sarcina utilă și factorul de încărcare al autovehiculelor influențează consumul de carburant/tokm cu cca. 15-30%, fiind mai economice autovehiculele cu capacități mari de încărcare utilizate la
un factor de încărcare de peste 77%, situație în care consumul de carburant se poate reduce cu
15%.
2. Rezistența la înaintare aerodinamică necesită peste 50% din puterea efectivă livrată de motor,
iar prin optimizarea proiectării autovehiculelor și a remorcilor, consumul de carburant poate fi redus
cu până la 10%.
3. Rezistența la înaintare prin rulare a pneurilor necesită cca. 32% din puterea efectivă a motorului,
iar prin utilizarea unor pneuri cu rezistenţă joasă la rulare și a unor presiuni de aer adecvate, se
poate reduce consumul de carburant cu cca. 5-7%.
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4. Randamentele efective ale motoarelor care propulsează autovehiculele, nu depășesc 35%
(motoarele cu aprindere prin scânteie), respectiv 40% (motoarele Diesel), iar perspectivele de
creștere ale randamentelor sunt limitate: cca. 5%, respectiv până la cca. 45% pentru motoarele
Diesel [27].
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Abstract: Optimization of plate heat exchangers using CFD numerical method type
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) allows us to study the flow phenomen without them actually being
realized. Comparatively, in this paper are presented the results from the simulation for two virtual
models of plate heat exchangers. Plate geometry differs through the angle of corrugation β. It was
also studied the phenomenon of heat transfer on the primary circuit (hot water).
Keywords: heat flow, plate geometry, corrugation angle.
1. Introduction
This study aims to analyze the flow phenomenon and its effects on overall heat transfer coefficient
and heat flux for two different geometric patterns plate heat exchangers.
For this purpose, two virtual plate models were designed using different values for corrugation
angle β = 30o and 45o. Comparative, were analyzed the results of numerical simulation type CFD
of the two geometries.
Varying mass flow of working agent have been studied the effects of plate geometry on both the
overall heat transfer coefficient and the heat flow.
Characteristic size of a heat exchanger is given by the thermal load Q, which is the heat flow
exchanged between the two agents:
Q = k *A* ∆T (1)
Where k is the overall heat transfer coefficient, A - heat transfer area and ∆T – is the difference
between the temperature of the two fluids.
Enhancement of heat transfer can be achieved by modifying separately or simultaneously these
three factors: k, A and ΔT in equation (1). Typically, increasing the value of ΔT is not considered as
a good method to enhance heat exchange due to high thermodynamic losses (exergy) produced
by heat transfer at large differences of temperature. Another method of increasing the heat
exchange is increasing k (Relations 2).

k=

1
1
1
+ Rp + Rd +
α1
α2

, [W / m 2 K ]

(2)
This can be achieved by minimizing thermal resistance (Rp and Rd), eliminating the resistances
introduced by deposits on heat exchange surfaces and choosing materials for plates with thermal
conductivity and a thickness as small as possible. The thermal resistance of the wall represents a
small part of the overall heat transfer coefficient, which is why must be operated on the two heat
convection coefficients. The value of k is always less than the lowest value of the coefficients α1
and α2 that is why the increase of k is significantly influenced only by increasing the lowest
coefficient of convection.
The easiest way to enhance heat transfer process is to increase the heat transfer surface. Plate
heat exchangers allows increases or decreases of the heat exchange surface A, according to the
needs by adding or removing plates especially to those with plates and gaskets. Through this,
need to be studied two important aspects: increasing the heat transfer area and create turbulence
on heat flow circuits [1].
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Plate geometry must be designed in such a way as to enhance turbulent flow of fluid through
channels formed between two adjacent plates because turbulence leads to increased heat transfer
which is reflected in overall heat transfer coefficient characterizing the device. It is known that wavy
plate of the heat exchangers increase the heat transfer area and create turbulence in the flow,
leading to increased heat transfer [2]. Heat transfer characteristics are related to hydraulic
diameter, heat transfer surface, number of channels and especially the corrugation angle β of the
wavy channel. This last factor (β), that characterizes the plate geometry, influences the flow regime
by creating vortices and vortex areas [3].
2. CFD analysis
Numerical analysis of the two models was performed using Fluent software. This software allows
us to use several models of turbulence. For this study it was used (k - ω) SST turbulence model,
because for this type of geometry it is important that both, near walls and center areas to be
modeled in detail. This model is a complex one, a combination of other two models (k - ω) and (k ε), and has a function that activates model (k - ω) in the near wall areas and (k - ε) model for
central areas, thus permitting benefiting from the advantages of the two models into one.
Geometric patterns analyzed (Figure 1) were created in Solid Works and imported into Fluent
where it was created mesh geometry. To mesh a 3D domain are usually used: tetrahedrons,
hexahedron, triangular prisms, quadrilateral pyramids or irregular polyhedral, [4, 5].

1

2

3

1

a.

2

3

b.
Figure. 1 Geometrics models
a. β = 30O, b. β = 45O

Based on these considerations the mesh (Figure 2) of the two models was realized with tetrahedral
elements, approximately 13.8 million, being thin in entry (marked with number1 in Figure 1) and
exit areas (zone 3 in Figure 1) and dense heat transfer area, marked with 2 in the same figure.
Imposed boundary conditions were the same for both models studied.The primary fluid
temperature was imposed at 80°C and the secondary agent (the cold) at 20oC. To simplify the
model was considered that the hot fluid crosses the space formed between the two plates and the
plates have the cold fluid temperature.
Fluent solver gives us more options for interpolation schemes of "upwind". In this study we
used a "2nd order upwind" to solve the system of five equations. Regarding the accuracy of the
results, it was imposed a criterion of convergence for all residual variables 10 -4, [6].
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a.

b.
Figure. 2 Mesh
a. β = 30O, b. β = 45O

3. CFD Results
The results of this study suggest that fluid flow is mainly oriented in the interior of the wavy
areas and it follows them (Figure 3). Note that the central layer in the fluid follows the length of
the wavy channel formed between the two plates. Layers of fluid near the wall plate follows the
wavy channel in the direction of the crimping angle β, then intersect and mix with remaining
fluid. It can be seen that in the wavy areas turbulences occurs and the flow is more
pronounced in there, and is reflected in increased heat transfer.

a.
b.
Figure. 3 Vorticity izo-surface colored by temperature
a. β = 30O, b. β = 45O

Figure 4 shows the effect of mass flow and crimping angle on the overall heat transfer
coefficient k. According to the chart, for each model analyzed, there is a proportional increase
of overall heat transfer coefficient with the increase of mass flow. The geometric model with the
lowest crimping angle, subject the working fluid to more abrupt changes. This is causing
modifications in velocity and in the direction of flow, thus increasing the contact time of the fluid
with the plate, leading to increasing heat transfer.
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Figure. 4 Heat transfer coefficient versus
mass flow rate

Figure. 5 Heat flow versus mass flow rate

Figure 5 shows the effect of mass flow and crimping angle on the heat flow. From the heat flow
equation (Equation 1) result that it depends on the overall heat transfer coefficient, heat exchange
surface and the difference of temperature between inlet and outlet. Thus heat flow follows the
same trend of increase with increasing flow. This chart also shows that geometry with the lowest
crimping angle has the best results.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a numerical study CFD type over the plate of heat exchangers. For this
study were designed two models of plates with 30 and 45 degrees value of corrugation angle.
Overall heat transfer coefficient has a tendency to increase with increasing mass flow. In terms of
heat transfer is recommended to use geometries with a small value for corrugated angle, because
the heat transfer is more intense. This is due to changes that appear in agent flow velocity which
leads to turbulence formations.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present a solar thermal system for hot water supply of family housing
to be functional and o exploit solar heat all year round: in summer for hot water and cold season
contributes to heating the water in the storage tank. For this purpose we chose a storage tank with
two coil type heat exchanger (exchanger for solar circuit and the other for connecting to a boiler)
and a 2 kW electric resistance (to heat water in the boiler when any of the two sources is not
available. We determined the average monthly temperatures accumulated water storage tank in
summer.
Keywords: solar system, solar heat, solar collector field
1. Introduction
This paper is part of the new technological approach that takes account of capitalization “clean
sources” which provide effective protection of the environment. Solar energy is available
worldwide. Solar energy is the only form of clean energy that does not create harmful by products,
as in classical and nuclear fuels, solar energy does heat release in other forms of energy, but heat
transport from the place of capture to the user. The traditional system for domestic hot water
production, harnessing, always use a collector containing heat (liquid or gaseous working fluid)
with or without accumulation system.
The principle of operation of these facilities is relatively simple and is based on the conversions of
solar radiation into heat energy used to heat domestic water. Installation of solar energy
conversion into heat is the main equipment solar collectors that convert solar radiant energy into
thermal energy, solar heat storage devices, network transmission and distribution pipelines solar
heat to consumers and automation elements whole process of production, storage, transport and
distribution of solar heat. Typical, application systems for producing solar water heating provides
hot water supply temperature of 45 0C in summer. In March-April and September-October the
system can take only part of the thermal load required to produce hot water.
In practice it was found that the production of hot water at a temperature of 45 0C, considering the
cold water temperature of 10 0C, 35 0C water temperature must be raised. Under these conditions
the collector absorbing surface must reach a temperature of 50-700C to transfer heat to the heat
and domestic hot water then an acceptable efficiency.
Systems for domestic hot water still running and in winter, because they can provide even sunny
winter days the amount of heat to be transferred to the domestic hot water.
All the practice has been established that a person consumes 50 litters per day hot water. This
requires an area of 1,5 m2 of collector covering domestic hot water needs a rate of 90-100%.
Average solar radiation is considered 1000 kW/m2 per year.
Depending on the size of the solar hot water preparation and constructive solution adopted to
obtain 300-500 kW/m2 per year.
2. Materials and methods
When choosing a solar system for hot water, you firs need to set the preferred temperature hot
water usage and quantity and distribution needs throughout the day. Temperature of hot water use
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in most practical installations in operation temperature is 450C. Hot water needs, depend on the
attitudes and habits of consumers and the characteristics and specific features of each application.
The study concerns a family home consists of four that has a fuel consumption of 50 litters / person
/ day, so the solar system will need to produce 200 litters of hot water daily.
Distribution of daily consumption of hot water, over 24 hours is considered statistically consistent
with values determined by measurements.
On this basis we determined that the volume of storage tank which should cover domestic hot
water scarcity at peak hours, you must be at least 120 litters. Therefore we chose a boiler with a
capacity of 200 litters.
Cold water temperature used in hot water take into account the value of 100C. Hot water will be
prepared so that the user can reach a temperature of 450C. To ensure that temperature is required
at the point of storage temperature is higher, setting the value of 450C Achieved by means of
mixing valve placed on the grid, leaving the boiler. Typically, the point of storage is practiced
temperature 600C [1], which provides safe disinfection of hot water from Legionella bacteria.
In terms of health it is recommended that the hot water system to intervene household disinfectant
at least once a year by raising water temperatures above 60oC stored for a period of time.
- The solar system object of this study will be operational throughout the year, in summer for hot
water and cold season to contribute to preheat cold water in the boiler, following the rise in
temperature of water use by at 45oC is achieved by heating boiler (gas and condensation) or a 2kW electric resistance heater mounted.
For this purpose choose a bivalent boiler with two coils and electrical resistance of 2 kW.
Basic options for choosing solar thermal system for domestic hot water is to optimize the
investment and operating costs. For this purpose we adopted the solution of solar thermal energy
recovery throughout the year.
For this purpose we analyzed three offers of technically all three offerings using the same
schematic structure of the solar system, all using vacuum tube panels, constructive solutions are
relatively similar, which makes choosing the lowest bid price, respectively HELIS solar system.
It provides heating to 200 liters of water at t0 = 10oC (cold temperature) to tacm = 45oC (temperature
hot water consumption).
3. Results and discussion
● The amount of solar heat (Qn) for heating water volume of 200 l is given by:

Qn = ma ⋅ ca ⋅ ∆t

(1)

- ma - mass of water in kg corresponding to a volume of 200 l (ma = 200 kg);
- ca = specific heat of water (ca = 4,173·103 J/kg·oC);
∆t = temperature difference in °C (∆t = 35oC C).
● The area calculated as required solar collector:

Scol =

Qn
η col ⋅ Gβ med

(2)

- ηcol - collector efficiency HELIS (ηcol = 0,83 %);
- Gβ med - global radiation on collector plane averaged from March to October;
Gβ med = 16,6 MJ/m2·zi.

Scol =

29,21
= 2,12 m 2 .
0,83 ⋅16,6

● Actually used a solar collector area of supply is 3.7 m2 favorable situation because it has
reserves to compensate for the heat losses along the primary circuit and the heat exchanger S1.
Theoretical explanations:
Solar circuit heat transfer in the boiler is achieved by S1 which is heated in the heat exchanger
fluid. Solar system with heat exchanger circuit S1 form a closed system in which the movement is
made by heating liquid.
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The process can take place so that natural circulation and forced circulation as (solar circuit pump
that increases the productivity of exchange). Heat load of the heat exchanger is determined from
the heat balance equation [3]:

1
⋅ G2 ⋅ c2 ⋅ ∆t2
Q&= G1 ⋅ c1 ⋅ ∆t1 =
η sc
where: Q& [W] is the flow of heat from the solar circuit;
G1, G2 [kg/h] is the mass flow of liquids;
c1, c2 [J/kg·oC] is the specific heat of liquids
The heat transfer due to a temperature difference occurs by conduction and radiation
through the surface S1 by the equation:
Q&= k ⋅ S ⋅ ∆tmed [W]
where k is the overall heat exchange coefficient [W/m2·oC]
To simplify assessment levels recorded in stored water temperature in the boiler use:
• The relationship of heat quantity:

Qa = ma ⋅ ca ⋅ ∆t

where: Qa [J] is the amount of heat (thermal energy) received water from the boiler during
the exchange, which is equal to the change in internal energy.
• expression exchanger efficiency:
Qa = η sc ⋅ Qd [2]
where: Qd [J] is the amount of heat absorbed by the solar collector heat solar heating cycle.
• Heat quantity Qd:

Qd = Scol ⋅ η col ⋅ Gβ med

(3)

• The amount of heat Qa:

Qa = η sc ⋅ Qd

• The relationship determine the amount of heat stored in the boiler water temperature tsb:
Qa = ma ⋅ ca ⋅ (t sb − t0 )
(4)

Qa o
C
ma ⋅ ca

t sb = t0 +

t sb = 10 +

45,88 ⋅106
200 ⋅ 4,173 ⋅103

(5)

= 64,97 oC

This temperature is the average temperature of the water stored in the tank during the hot season.
• To determine the monthly average temperatures during each month of the hot season, from
relations (3) and (4) calculate the amount of heat taken from the water heater:

Qa = η sc ⋅ Qd = Gβ med ⋅ η sc ⋅ η col ⋅ Scol

Qa = Gβ med ⋅ 0,9 ⋅ 0,83 ⋅ 3,7 = 2,76 ⋅ Gβ med
The value of q is introduced in relation (5) becomes:

t sb = t0 +

2,76 ⋅ Gβ med
ma ⋅ ca

Table 1 Monthly average temperatures in the months of March to October
tsbIII 0C
47,91

tsbIV 0C
60,82

tsbV 0C
68,31

tsbVI 0C
75,44

tsbVII 0C
73,92
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Level during April-September temperatures of over 60oC will ensure sterilization of water stored in
the tank against Legionella bacteria.
Hot water temperature of 45oC will ensure the automatic mixing valve is placed at the exit of the
boiler. The calculated values for cylinder temperature which explains the company MEGASUN as
typical boiler cold water temperature = 10oC, cylinder temperature = 60°C and hot water
temperature prepared by mixing = 45oC. Heater coil is calculated so that the solar circuit is
circulated heat with temperatures between 55oC and 80oC.
Schematic structure of the solar system HELIS
Solar system presented consists primarily of the following components:

Conclusions:
In this paper, we chose a solar thermal system for hot water supply of family housing to be
functional and to exploit solar heat all year round: in summer for hot water and cold season
contribute to the heating of water in the storage tank.
For this purpose we chose a storage tank (tank) with two coil type heat exchanger (exchanger for
solar circuit and the other for connecting to a boiler) and a 2 kW electric resistance (to heat water
in the boiler when any of the two sources is not available).
To purchase equipment solar system components we considered that most companies that have
manufacturing and marketing concern such facilities supplied equipment packages and electronic
components integrated for different types of applications that use solar thermal. As a result, the
three bids considered that the technically used the same schematic structure of the solar thermal
system we chose the one with the lowest price.
We determined the average monthly temperatures accumulated water storage tank in summer.
Especially solar panel scheme used HEAT-PIPE Helis presents a major advantage to be taken into
account in that outside a maximum efficiency of 80% has the advantage that installs with simple
installation procedures. It is worth noting that the entire solar installation can be installed and
functionally tested prior to actually mount the solar collector vacuum tubes. They can be mounted
at the end of trial operations of the solar system in a very short and very simple installation
procedure
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Abstract: This study presents an innovative solution of a hydraulic damping system that can
perform a certain level of seismic energy dissipation, adequate for man-made structures. The
system is represented by an adaptive isolation system, expected to improve the behavior of certain
structures during seismic actions. The proposed system consists of a hydraulic damper, where the
viscous damping device is represented by a cylinder with piston and piston rod, filled with a
viscous fluid, fluid which can be mineral oil or silicone oil. The seismic driven translational motion of
the piston rod together with the piston is forcing the viscous fluid to circulate inside the cylinder
through a certain number of orifices bored in the piston. A CFD analysis was performed using a
simplified model of hydraulic dissipation device, with the purpose to highlight the fluid particles
motion inside the device when connected to the mobile part of the structure driven by seismic
movements. The proposed system is therefore capable of simultaneously limiting the response of
both base isolation system and superstructure, for a large variety of seismic ground motions.
Keywords: seismic energy dissipation, hydraulic device, viscous fluid, CFD, piston
1. Introduction
Seismic action represents a dynamic action, variable in time, having the effect of uncontrolled
ground motion. Basic characteristic of seismic action effects on building structures is the presence
of inertial forces. Structural safety was the main concern of designers and builders of all time. To
protect a structure against seismic action can be used some isolation systems that can modify
structure behavior during seismic events. Such devices installed inside the building structural
frames or between superstructure and foundation can provide a certain degree of limitation of the
movements within structure due to occurrence of an earthquake, thereby maintaining the structure
stable. A hydraulic device that can achieve seismic energy dissipation is analyzed in terms of
working principle during this study.
2. State of art of a hydraulic seismic energy dissipation system
A conventional structure experiences deformations within each level of the structure and
amplified accelerations at upper levels. In contrast, isolated structures experience smaller
deformations, while the accelerations are relatively uniform over the height. A hydraulic system can
perform a limitation of structural movements during ground motions caused by an earthquake and
the different constructive solutions that were used so far proved the utility of getting a higher
structural stability during high intensity seismic movements. This feature is attained especially
because these devices are working as dumpers mainly to axial motion components and are
inducing a delay of a quarter of period of the seismic oscillations.
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a) non – isolated structure
b) structure with hidraulic systems
Fig. 1 Structural frame model subjected by a seismic action
The isolation system consists of a combination between a certain numbers of hydraulic
dissipation devices named otherwise fluid viscous dampers. Usually, the hydraulic dissipation
device is placed between structural frames therefore are limiting the lateral movements and
avoiding their shearing effects. Consequently, a hydraulic dissipation device converts the
mechanical energy into caloric energy (heat), transmitted to the external environment trough
cylinder walls. The hydraulic damping device acts as a seismic energy dissipation device combined
with a lateral (horizontal) displacement restraint. It is mainly composed of a cylinder with piston and
piston rod, filled with a viscous fluid, fluid which can be mineral oil or silicone oil. The seismic
driven translational motion of the piston rod together with the piston is forcing the viscous fluid to
circulate inside the cylinder through a certain number of orifices bored in the piston. According [2],
a common feature of several of the seismic records, especially for sites located near the epicentral
region of the earthquake, is a long-period velocity pulse of very large amplitude, so the horizontal
speed typically for this range of earthquake is of at least 1 m/s.
3. Simplified hydraulic device model
A hydraulic dissipation device system consists of a cylinder with piston filled with fluid inside
that can be mineral or silicone oil. In the piston head are made a number of orifices which allow a
translational motion for the piston inside the cylinder by forcing the fluid through a certain number
of small diameter orifices.
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Fig. 2 Hydraulic dissipation device model
In the occurrence of an earthquake hydraulic system become operational by repeated
compression-tension translational motions. Because of the working fluid properties in terms of
viscosity and internal friction at the fluid particles level occurring inside the cylinder, the device
responds with a resistance to piston movement. This resistance force take over and passively
consumes a part of seismic energy transmitted by earthquake to structure thus improving the
structure response during seismic action.
Also, the inclusion of the hydraulic device into the structure is altering the seismic induced
movements, inducing a delay of a quarter of period. The simplified 3D model of seismic energy
dissipation device was studied with a CFD software, in order to observe the fluid dynamics.
4. Results
The purpose of this study was to highlight the fluid particles motion inside the cylinder when
connected with the mobile part of the structure, driven by seismic movements so we made a CFD
analysis with the help of AnSYS Flowizard software. The 3D model of the hydraulic dissipation
device was a simplified one, according the practical requirements of the study. The fluid taken into
consideration for the CFD study was a high-viscosity silicone-oil type, with a viscosity of 29.1 kgm1·s-1 and a density of 970.0 kg/m3 [1].

a) hydraulic device
b) section view
Fig. 3 Hydraulic device 3D assembly
The fluid material properties in terms of density, viscosity, specific heat and thermal
conductivity are important because the dissipation of the energy and load during the device
operation is based mainly on these properties. The input information for the material properties
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used in hydraulic device operation of the regions properties for both fluid region and internal solid
model are declared in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1
Fluid

Viscosity
(kg/m.s)

silicone-oil

29.1

Fluid region physical properties
Specific Heat
Thermal Conductivity
(J/kg.K)
(W/m.K)
1601

0.159

Density
(kg/m3)
970
Table 2

Solid
(Cylinder, piston, rod)
steel

Solid regions physical properties
Specific Heat (J/kg.K)
Thermal Conductivity
(W/m.K)
502.48
16.27

Density (kg/m3)
8030

The mesh of the 3D hydraulic device model had 176024 tetrahedral cells.

Fig. 4 The 3D mesh

Fig. 5 Assembly active regions

We focused on calculating the axial force developed inside the cylinder when seismic
movements at a certain speed drive the piston and piston rod. They were declared three different
values for piston velocity inside the cylinder thus achieving three different values for the axial force
acting on the piston coupled with the rod. The next figure (Fig. 6) presents the diagram of the axial
force when the axial speed covers a certain speed range, corresponding to some usual seismic
frequencies for buildings and structures.
Piston speed (m/s)
Force at rod (N)

30000
21562.5
14172.5
6958.87

20000
0

10000
0
0

1.2

2.4

3.6

Force at rod (N)
Piston speed
(m/s)

Fig. 6 Axial forces at a corresponding piston speed
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Table 3
Axial forces at a corresponding piston speed
Piston speed (m/s) 0
1.2
2.4
3.6
Force at rod (N)
0 6958.87 14172.5 21562.5
Force diagram shows that higher the axial speed is (corresponding to different frequencies),
higher the forces induced into the hydraulic device are. Also, we found that, for axial speed up to 4
m/s, this dependency is quasi linear.

Fig. 7 Static pressure distribution for 1.2 m/s
piston and rod speed

Fig. 8 Total pressure distribution for 1.2
m/s piston and rod speed

Fig. 9 Velocity magnitude distribution of the
fluid for 1.2 m/s piston and rod speed

Fig. 10 Total pressure distribution for 2.4
m/s piston and rod speed

Fig. 11 Temperature distribution for 1.2 m/s
piston and rod speed

Fig. 12 Total pressure distribution for 3.6
m/s piston and rod speed
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The temperature was almost constant for the speed range studied, with values of 34-35ºC.
Initially, we estimated that when the speed will increase, the high viscosity of the silicone-oil will
produce more and more heat, through internal friction, but the study showed it to remain almost
constant. We may explain this discrepancy by taking into consideration the low Re number of the
fluid flow, with values up to 80; i.e. in the laminar range, where also the friction losses are smaller
than in the turbulent range.
5. Conclusions
A limitation of seismic hazard of exposed structures is the main concern of structural designers.
In order to achieve a certain level of limitation are used seismic energy dissipation systems that are
embedded in structural resistance frames. Their action improves the structure behavior during a
seismic action through a dissipative function. This is usually achieved by transforming a certain
amount of seismic mechanical energy into another energy form, namely heat energy. The heat is
released due to friction occurring inside the fluid, at the molecular level.
An optimal solution is represented by hydraulic seismic energy dissipation devices. Such
devices can be used to limit successfully the amount of energy introduced into the structure by the
earthquake. The proposed system is therefore capable of simultaneously limiting the response of
superstructure, also limiting the load, for a large variety of seismic ground motions.
Hydraulic device dissipative capabilities are determined by working fluid properties as by the
size, form and dimensions of the orifices made in the piston head.
Also, the capacity to face higher seismic frequencies oscillations is proportional up to a limit
due to the mechanical resilience of the materials of cylinder, piston and rod.
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Abstract: This paper presents heat generators for thermal energy production from local biomass
or pellets with a negative or neutral balance of CO2. It is used biomass gasification process, type
Top-Lit Up-Draft (abbreviated TLUD) because it is easy to operate, simple construction, and it
produces CO and PM emissions under existing rules. TLUD heat generators can be used for
heating greenhouses, dryers, production facilities, housing, hot air, hot water, steam. From a batch
of biomass results among others, biochar in a rate of 10-15% can be used as valuable agricultural
amendment for soil carbon sequestration from the atmosphere. TLUD generators can be used as
thermal energy sources for micro cogeneration with low percentage by electricity (<8%) for
agriculture - greenhouses and dryers - and isolated areas.
Keywords: biomass, gasification, biochar, TLUD, carbon balance
1. Introduction
Currently, due to the continuous global warming it become more and more important the
problem of reducing the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. Biomass was and is a renewable
source of thermal energy, which can be easily converted into mechanical energy and electricity.
Burning wood and vegetal biomass, was and is still used as a way of generating thermal energy
with efficiency and high emissions of CO and solid particles (PM) in the atmosphere.
Thermo-chemical gasification of biomass, a process known and used for over 130 years,
converts biomass into a combustible gas with high energy conversion efficiency and low emissions
of solid particles. The gas produced can burn efficiently and cleanly.
Installations for gasification are relatively complex, large-sized and using generator gas called
gasogen in internal combustion engines, requires cooling and filtering operations with equipments
which greatly increase the cost of the installation.
These aspects have influenced the increased use of more external combustion steam
cycles, conventional or organic Rankine for producing electricity in cogeneration mode, even if
these devices are more expensive than internal combustion engines. Direct burning of gasogen
doesn’t requires cooling and filtering, which substantially reduces the cost of energy installations.
For small thermal power it has been designed a new type of process for micro-gasification
of biomass, Reed 1985, called Top Lit Up-Draft Abbreviated TLUD. This process works with fixed
bed biomass and is a combination of the classical type co-current (downdraft) and counter-current
(updraft) and is characterized by an extremely low emission of solid particles and high tolerance to
the type biomass used.
A TLUD generator can be coupled directly with a gas burner, resulting a thermal energy
generator, hereinafter referred TLUD. It is characterized by simplicity design, small size, high
functional stability, high efficiency conversion of biomass into thermal energy and with very low
concentrations of CO and PM in the flue gas [1,2,4,14,15,17].
TLUD generators are used in many thermal applications from cooking stoves from 1 to 3
kW for small industrial installations with thermal power of 30-60 kW.
Because they are very tolerant to the type of biomass used TLUD generators can be widely used
as thermal energy sources, clean and green in isolated areas where local biomass is abundant and
easily harvested and chopped at a very low cost on average € 40 / t [5, 6,7,10].
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2. Micro-gasification process TLUD
Figure 1 presents a functional diagram of micro-gasification process TLUD. Biomass layer
is introduced into the reactor and is based on a grid through which, from bottom to top, passes air
flow for gasification. Priming gasification process is done by ignition the top layer of biomass in the
reactor, front biomass burning down continuous by consuming it. Due to the heat radiated from the
combustion front biomass is heated, dried and then enters in a fast pyrolysis process that releases
volatiles which burn, understoichiometric with air gasification. From the combustion of volatiles
results: CO, CO2, H2, H2O, CH4 and heavy hydrocarbons called tars. Biomass, ash-free and
moisture-free, contains on average 75% volatile and 25% fixed carbon. Fixed carbon do not enter
in the pyrolysis and remains in the incandescent coal layer (≈700ºC) through which pass the
products resulted from fast pyrolysis. They come in reduction reactions, mainly C + CO2 ⇒ 2CO
and C + H2O ⇒ CO + H2, resulting in a fuel gas, hereinafter gasogen, which has an average
composition: CO - 15%; H2 -12%; CH4 - 2 ≈ 3 and 2% ≈ 3% tars, and an average temperature of
500°C. [2,3,17].

Fig.1 Micro-gasification process TLUD
When the combustion front reached the grate, all volatiles from biomass were gasified, as a
part of the carbon fixed, on the grill remains about 10 to 20% hot charcoal, which is called in the
scientific literature the term biochar.
This phase of converting biomass into fuel gas is called gasification incandescent layer.
The proportion of biochar, in which is incorporated most of the ash from biomass, depends
both on the fixed carbon from the biomass and maintained the reaction temperature to reduce
carbon (reaction Bouduard), a high temperature ensures reduction of more carbon. Thus in a well
insulated ceramic reactor, proportion of biochar is on average ≤ 10%. If continuous air supply for
gasification remains an incandescent layer of coal from which it results mainly CO and less CO2
that going over hot coal reacts enters in the reduction reaction C + CO2 ⇒ 2CO. This second
phase is called coal gasification; thermal power produced is about 25% of that produced in the
incandescent layer phase.
From the experiments performed it was found that the biomass consumed during pyrolysis
is gasified with an energy conversion efficiency high ηconv 93-95%. Gasification of the biochar is
performed with a energy conversion efficiency of 85-90%, lower than the first phase due to thermal
losses caused by very high temperature of the resulted gasogen ≈1000° C. [2,12,13,16,17].
3. TLUD heat generators
Functional diagram of a TLUD generator with coupled burner is shown in Figure 2. The
micro-gasification process is supplied with air from a variable speed ventilator. Biomass is
introduced into the reactor and is based on a grid through which, from bottom to top, passesthe air
for gasification. Initialization process is done from the free upper layer biomass.
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Thermal energy is obtained by burning hot gasogen, resulted during pyrolysis, it is mixed
with preheated combustion air introduced into the combustion zone through holes located at the
top of the reactor. Mixture with high turbulence burns with flame at the upper mouth of the
generator with high temperature 900-1000°C. To adjust the heating power necessary it is varied
the air flow Dag for gasification and Dard for combustion through two flaps, coupled mechanically or
by varying ventilator speed. TLUD process is with fixed bed of biomass and therefore the generator
operates in batch mode to recharging.
Gasification is made with a low intensity, with reduced specific consumptions 100-150
kg.bm/m2h leading to reduced specific powers from reactor 250 to 350 kW/m2. The slow process
maintains superficial speed of the produced gasogen to very low values vsup ≤ 0.06 m/s which
ensures reduction of free ash for concentrations M2.5 at the exit of the burner up to 5 mg / MJbm,
worth at least five times lower than current standards required for solid fuel heat generators. Since
it is ensured a very good mixing of gasogen with combustion air, for an optimal excess 1.4 -1.5 in
flue gas CO concentration is below 2% or 0.8 g / MJbm, value below current imposed rules. This
makes the heat generator TLUD to be the least polluting production systems comparing it others
thermal energy solid fuel.
This type of heat generator was developed and used in stoves to prepare food in isolated
areas, working very well with a wide variety of local biomass. A notable example is the energy and
environmental performance by portable stove produced by Philips, in which the ventilator is
powered by electricity produced by a heat-generator with semiconductors mounted under grill,
being a typical heat generator with energy independence.

Fig. 2 Functional scheme of TLUD
generator with burner coupled

Fig. 3 Functional diagram of TLUD generator with FLOX
burner

Figure 3 shows a functional diagram of a generator TLUD whose gasogen’s burner is separated by
the gasogen. Gasogen is a fuel gas with low caloric value and for an efficient combustion it uses
specialized burners type FLOX.
To achieve thermal performance and functional requirements imposed by current industrial
consumers of thermal energy, TLUD heat generator can be equipped with an automatic driving
device oriented PLC. In Figure 4 is shown a block diagram of a heat generator TLUD for use in
greenhouses and convective dryers. [7.10]
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of a heat generator, TLUD
In the generator TLUD enters biomass, air for gasification and combustion and electricity.
Consumed energy is at most 0.3% of the heat produced, aspect which recommends the use of
TLUD thermal generators in isolated areas.
The main features from TLUD heat generator are: thermal power Ptarz and mass Mbch of
biochar. Periodically must be downloaded the ash which on average represents 0.2% of the used
biomass. The difference between mineral is incorporated into biochar.
Figure 5 presents a cooking stove type Oorja-Plus 20kW and Figure 6 presents an TLUD
experimental generator with nominal power 30 kW. In Figures 7 and 8 are presented generators
type TLUD Oorja-Jumbo (India) from 15 to 60 kW which operates with pellets from vegetal
agricultural residues and are designed for food preparation and other thermal applications. [2]

Fig.5 Oorja - Plus

Fig.6 The generator GAZMER -TLUD by 30 kW
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Fig.7Oorja-Jumbo-K15

Fig.8 Oorja-Jumbo-K60

Fig.9 Battery generator TLUD 2x15 kW for
bakeries

Fig.10 Battery generator TLUD 2x60 kW with
burner for a convective dryer

In Figures 9 and 10 are presented generator batteries TLUD for use in bakeries and convective
dryers; facilities designed, developed and conducted by Professor Alexis Belonio from the
Philippines. [1]
4. TLUD Features
Biomass used in micro-gasification process TLUD separates energy and mass into two
parts: part from biomass, which is completely converted into gasogen, and biochar remaining after
gasification phase in incandescent layer. For example in Table 1 are presented chemical
compositions and lower calorific values of biomass derived from the apple tree felling, the biochar
and the part of biomass integral gasified. The ash from biomass remains in biochar and the water
is
part
of
gasified
biomass.[8,9,11]
It appears that if the thermal energy production the biochar is not gaseified, it can be used
only 78% from the potential energy of biomass loaded in the reactor. This is essential in choosing
the operating mode of the generator TLUD: with or without biochar gasification. The two operating
modes involve different materials and constructive solutions; the biochar gasification takes place at
high temperatures at which must resist both reactor and grill.
Another aspect is the utilization rate of energy biomass. When the biochar has use value,
both economically and environmentally, it is recommended operation mode with the production of
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biochar. If it is necessary to fully utilize the available resources of energy, the biochar will be
gasified, but TLUD generator will cost more or will wear out more faster.
Table 1 Properties of biomass from trimming apple trees
Biomass
Biomass
Biochar
Size
UM
gasified
chopped
%
Relative mass
100.00
15.00
85.00
Carbon
%
43.11
73.60
36.78
Oxygen
%
35.57
10.80
39.94
Hydrogen
%
5.12
2.20
5.63
Ash
%
1.20
8.00
0.00
Water
%
15.00
0.00
17.65
P.C.I.
MJ/kg
15.30
22.40
14.05
Rate of energy use
%
100
21.96
78.04
Table 2 presents the main functional characteristics of thermal generators TLUD.
Table 2 Characteristics and operating performance thermal generators TLUD
Chopped apple-trees
Pellets
Characteristic
UM
without
with
without
with
biochar
biochar biochar
biochar
kgbm/m3
Density layer
300.00
300.00
600.00 600.00
kgbm/m2h
Specific nominal consumption
100.00
100.00
100.00 100.00
kgbch/kgbm
Ratio biochar
0.15
0.00
0.10
0.00
Average C content in biochar
0.74
0.74
0.80
0.80
MJ/kgbm
P.C.I. biomass
15.30
15.30
16.50
16.50
MJ/kgbch
22.40
24.50
P.C.I. biochar
22.40
24.50
MJ/kgbmg
14.05
15.30
15.61
16.50
P.C.I. gasified biomass
Utilization rate of energy from
0.78
1.00
0.85
1.00
biomass
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
Nominal energy efficiency
kWh/kgbm
3.09
3.96
3.63
4.27
Useful specific energy
kW/m2
308.78
308.78
363.35 363.35
Specific thermal power
MWh/m3
0.93
1.19
2.18
2.56
Useful energy density
kg/m2h
5.56
5.56
6.54
6.54
Specific emission of CO
g/m2h
4.45
4.45
5.23
5.23
Specific emissions of PM2.5
kg/m3bm
-121.44
0.00
-176.00
0.00
CO2 balance retained in the soil
Were analyzed using the operating modes with and without biochar for two types of
biomass:
- Biomass from trimming apple trees (Table 1) - for example with the exact values,
- Woody biomass pellets with 8% humidity and average features.
We used the same specific biomass consumption times Cbmh = 100 kgbm/m2h to make a
comparison of performance.
Energy efficiency in nominal mode is the product energy conversion efficiency ηconv = 0.95
with combustion efficiency ηard = 0.98. It is a maximum value but feasible and further used to
highlight maximum performance.
It appears that specific useful power output has values from 300 to 360 kW/m2, very low
values are about 1% of the outbreaks of biomass combustion, which gives to TLUD functionally
operating safety and high durability.
A specific feature of TLUD is useful energy density of reactor volume ρenr, with values from
0.93 to 2.56 MWh/m3, parameter is useful energy stored in biomass in the reactor. It is clear
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advantage of using a biomass compacted to achieve a longer duration of operation without
recharging, but with much higher costs.
The performances of TLUD ecological thermal generators are given by:
- CO emission relative to the reactor section, with the average of 6 kg.CO2/m2h, which corresponds
to a 2% CO / (CO + CO2) from the flue gases;
- Specific emissions of PM which is very low, between 4.4 and 5.3 g/m2h practically smokeless
conversion of biomass into heat;
- Specific CO2 balance corresponding biochar is incorporated as an amendment to agricultural
soils, with huge values between -120 and -180 kg.CO2/m3bm or -400 kg.CO2/tbm in regimes with
biochar and obviously zero when producted biochar is gasified in the second phase.
Energy and economic difference between the two operating regimes is highlighted by the useful energy produced from biomass - which without biochar procedure has the value 1 when is
achieved with 28% more thermal energy than the first phase. If it passes the gasification phase of
biochar finally get a neutral CO2 balance.
In Table 3 are presented constructive dates, functional and economic for a TLUD generator
with a reactor of 1 m perimeter they can get a heat output of 30 kW. The data in the table can be
used both for comparison TLUD generators and initial calculation.
Table 3 TLUD thermal generator with burner coupled
Minced apple-trees
Pellets
Characteristic
UM
with
without
with
without
biochar
biochar
biochar biochar
m
0.317
0.317
0.317
0.317
Diameter reactor
2
m
0.079
0.079
0.079
0.079
Reactor section
kgbm/h
7.892
7.892
7.892
7.892
Nominal hourly consumption
kW
24.370
31.228
28.677 33.677
Nominal power
g/h
0.351
0.450
0.413
0.485
PM emission
g/h
0.439
0.562
0.516
0.606
CO emission
kgbch/h
1.184
0.000
0.789
0.000
Biochar produced
kg/h
-3.195
0.000
-2.315
0.000
CO2 balance
€/t
Price biomass processed locally
40.00
40.00
160.00 160.00
€/t
Price biomass purchased
80.00
80.00
160.00 160.00
€/kWh
Fuel cost from BM-local
0.013
0.010
0.044
0.037
€/kWh
Energy cost from BM purchased
0.026
0.020
0.044
0.037
%
78
340
289
Relative costs BM-local
100
%
200
156
340
289
Relative costs BM-purchased
An economic assessment of the costs of production by thermal energy with TLUD
generators shows that the possibility of using local available biomass under normal circumstances,
shredded and dried at the place of use, lead to fuel costs 2 times lower than for biomass minced
bought and 3.7 times lower than for pellets.
5. Conclusions
1. The generator with micro-gasification process TLUD can use a wide variety of biomass
to produce thermal energy for high energy conversion efficiency and very low emissions. Is a fixed
bed process, which operates in charge mode and requires no mixing. It is much cheaper than other
biomass burners, easy to maintain and with high reliability.
2. TLUD generator is the only producer of both energy and biochar which has great value in
use both as agricultural amendment and for carbon sequestration in soil with a negative balance
up to -400 kg.CO2/tbm.
3. Use of cheap and available local biomass provides very low cost for thermal energy
produced, about 13 € / MWh, 3.7 times cheaper than the use of pellets.
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4. Adjusting thermal power of generator TLUD in range
50-100% is made through
ventilators speed variation; the generator is very easy controlled from the level of operator up to
automatic driving controller to a PLC.
5. TLUD generator consume electricity which is up 0.3% of the thermal energy produced,
being a perfect user for external combustion cogeneration plants used in achieving energy
independence.
6. This paper provides an introduction to aspects of the operation and use of thermal
generators TLUD with primary data for initial calculations.
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Abstract: Efficient management of energy production from biomass with thermal generators and
generators TLUD requires continuous measurements of biomass consumption correlated with
input parameters which is air flow for gasification. As an alternative to electronic measuring
systems, which in the exploitation conditions for gasogen are more expensive than the usual ones,
it is analyzed the use of pneumatic force sensors at which the measured pressure is not sensitive
to
temperature
variations.
Measurement of biomass is performed online with a pneumatic force transducer working under
sampled measurements. Measurement structure presented has very low energy consumption,
specific to the technical systems with energy independence and low cost automation. The
measurement system is connected to PLC for automatic driving of thermal system. Adjusting
performances of the thermal generator operating mode and energy consumption for force
transducer were determined by simulation experiments conducted with a simulation model and a
numerical simulation program, developed in the simulation environment MEDSIMFP10. Simulation
experiments confirmed low pneumatic energy consumption and a better measurement accuracy.
Keywords: pneumatic transducer, power, biomass, TLUD, energy consumption, low cost
1. Introduction
The production of energy from biomass is an ecological and economical method which is in
competition with other sources: solar thermal and photovoltaic, wind energy, hydro or geothermal.
The main advantage of biomass is that it can be produced energy with it when, where and in the
necessary amounts.
At present, in parallel with up-draft and down-draft gasification systems, are developed
systems based on the TLUD process that is easy to use and stable in operation; the system has
the advantage of being cheap and recently revealed that produces an unconverted carbon quota
called biochar, which if is introduced in soil represents a great soil amendment and contributes to
the increase of land fertility and through carbon sequestration in soil relatively large periods of time
contributes directly to the reduction of the CO2 in the atmosphere. A TLUD thermal generator
consists of a generator with TLUD process of micro-gasification of biomass which produces fuel
gas which is combusted in a burner directly coupled to the generator. [2,8,9]. The automatic
management of thermal power generation process requires the measurement of biomass Cbm
consumption (kg.bm/s) and air flow Dag for gasification (kg.aer/s). TLUD thermal modules require very
little electricity to operate, maximum 0.3% of rated thermal power, TLUD being the thermal energy
source suitable for installations with energy independence used in agriculture and isolated areas.
[1,3,7,8]
This paper presents and analyzes the operation and performances of a measurement
scheme online for the weight of a TLUD generator that uses a pneumatic force transducer working
under sampled mode. The solution presented is characterized by very low energy consumption,
low price and a measurement error ≤ 2%. The measurement system is connected to the PLC
dedicated to automatic management of thermal system.
2. Thermal generator with TLUD gasogen
An ecological and economical alternative for biomass gasification is the process of microgasification TLUD (Top-Lit Up-Draft), designed by Thomas Reed in 1985. In this TLUD process
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biomass layer is fixed in the reactor and the oxidation and pyrolysis front continuously descends
consuming biomass, features that ensure safe operation and controllers. Operation is in batches
with acceptable variation thermal load from 50 to 100%. In Figure 1 is a functional schematic
diagram for a thermal module TLUD and in Figure 2 a thermal module GAZMER FORTE-30. [8]

Fig. 1 Schematic functional of a thermal module
Fig. 2 Thermal module TLUD by 30 kW
TLUD
GMGB weight thermal module is the weight of the generator and burner GG and the weight of
the biomass and biochar Gbm from reactor:

GMGB = GG + Gbm = g ⋅ ( M G + M bm )

(

1)
CGG center of gravity is fixed as position but the
center of gravity CGbm volume of biomass is
offset horizontally by ± ebm (figure 3); therefore
the center of gravity position CGMGB thermal
module is between CGG and CGbm shifted
horizontally by ± eMGB (m). It follows that there is
an eccentricity between CGG and horizontal
positions CGbm. Calibration of the weighing
system is done with GG value which is known.
When biomass is loaded, thermal module center
of gravity moves in CGMGB which is offset from
the CGG with eMGB that will have a value of:

eMGB = ebm
Fig. 3 Diagram of positions for centers of gravity

Gbm
GG + Gbm

(2

)
value decreases during operation due to
biomass consumption and weight reduction Gbm.
This function will affect measurement accuracy.
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3. Pneumatic force transducer
Applying the concepts of minimizing energy consumption, energy independence and low
cost automation system, there was designed an unconventional pneumatic transducer which don’t
need a special source of compressed air, consumption being extremely low, which simplifies
construction, so the cost of the transducer and total energy consumption is very low. [4,5,6].
It has been chosen pneumatic version because the pressure signal, that is proportional to
the measured weight, is not influenced by the environment temperature, measurement accuracy
being high. The main element of transducer is the pneumatic load cell that converts the measured
force Fmas in a pressure pmas that is proportional to the force.
In figure 4 is presented the functional diagram of the pneumatic load cell designed for
drying processes that can be used at processes at which variation of the measured force is
produced slowly and in a single direction. Fmas(t) measured force is applied to the head of a rod 4
fixed to the rigid center 3 of a goffered flexible membrane 2 with effective diameter Def and
constant effective surface Sef, mounted in the body 1. On the rod 4 is fixed a nozzle 5, with
diameter dd, which rests on a ball 6, with diameter db, closing the air access from measurement
chamber to the outside through holes in the membrane, rigid center and rod. The measuring
chamber can be connected in parallel with a pneumatic capacity Vad. The supply of pneumatic
circuit is made by a pneumatic variable resistance RP and a distributor DP type 2/2. The pressure
source should have pal ≥ 1.5 pmas max. The measured pressure pmas (t) is applied to a converter p/U,
which has at the output a voltage YF ∈ [1,3] Vcc.

Fig. 4 Functional diagram of the pneumatic force transducer
To measure a force with a variation in a single direction, specific for the gasification
processes in the fixed layer of biomass, when the weight of the gasogen decreases continuously,
is necessary a single compressed air supply after operation reactor charging with batch biomass.
During thermal energy generation Fmas decreases continuously, pmas decreases continuously and
amount of excess air is discharged outside through the space between the nozzle and the ball to
keep the balance of power. This measurement method uses a very small amount of compressed
air, therefore very little pneumatic energy. Pneumatic output signal pmas from measuring chamber is
converted into electric unified signal with a converter p/U. [5,6].

Fig. 5. Functional diagram for a gasogen weighting system
4. Measurement algorithm
For reducing pneumatic and electric energy consumption was designed a management
algorithm for transducer operation in regime sampled with a period Tes∈(10...20) s only at the start
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of the gasification process, about 3 -10 min, after that the pneumatic sensor doesn’t be need to
supplied with compressed air. Reading the transducer output voltage yG is realized in PLC with a
frequency ≥ 10 Hz.
For measurement of biomass consumption, the gasogen 1 is positioned on a support 2
which is leaned on two ball bearings 3 and on another support 4 type knife-wedge, on the lever of
weighing 5 which has one end resting on base and the other end resting on the pneumatic force
transducer 6 which is connected to the interface block 7 through which the compressed air supply
to pressure pal and measuring signal exits YG. Vertical center of gravity CGMGB is at the distance L1
from supports 3. The distance between 3 and 4 supports is L2. The measured force Fmas applied to
the transducer has the value:

Fmas = (GG + Gbm ) ⋅

L3 ⋅ L1
= ( M G + M bm ) ⋅ K F = FmasG + Fmasbm
L4 ⋅ L2

(3)

where: MG and Mbm – weight of gasogen and biomass (kg);
KF - transfer factor of the weighing machine (s/m2);
FmasG – the component due to gasogen (N);
Fmasbm – the component due to biomass (N);
Biomass consumption dMbm / dt (kg/s) in the variant of sampled reading with Δt will be:

ΔM bm
1 ΔFmas
=
⋅
Δt
KF
Δt
Electrical output interface has the value yG (V):
yG = Fmas ⋅ KTR

(4)

(5)

Where: KTR is transfer factor of force transducer (V/N).
The measured biomass consumption Cbm mass (kg/s) is calculated using:

Cbm mas =

ΔM bm
Δy
1
=
⋅ G
Δt
K F ⋅ KTR Δt

(6)

At calibration:
when : G bm = 0 results L1 = L1ini = const.

(7)
Because there is an eccentricity ± eMBG between CGG and horizontal positions CGMGB, in
this case transfer factor KFbm for biomass will have a value of:

K Fbm = ( L1ini ± eMGB ) ⋅

L3
L ⋅L
= (1 ± ε MGB ) ⋅ 1ini 3 = K F ⋅ (1 ± ε MGB )
L4 ⋅ L2
L4 ⋅ L2

(8)

where εMGB is the relative eccentricity:

ε MGB =

eMGB ebm
Gbm
=
L1ini L1ini GG + Gbm

(9)

Considering that ebm/L1ini ≤ 0.1 and GBM ≤ 0.25 GG it results:

ε MGB ≤ 0.1 ⋅

0.25GG
= 0,02 = 2%
GG + 0.25Gbm

(10)

Measured biomass consumption Cbm mas is:

Cbm mas =

ΔM bm mas
Δt

=

1
1
1
1
Δy
Δy
Cbm
⋅ G =
⋅ G =
(1 ± ε MGB ) K F ⋅ KTR Δt
(1 ± ε MGB )
K Fbm ⋅ KTR Δt

(11)

It follows that the actual consumption of biomass Cbm is:

Cbm = Cbm mas ⋅ (1 ± ε MGB )

(12)

Considering that at the start of the gasification process, the maximum value for εMGB ≤ 0.02,
or 2%, and decreases continuously at the end of the process, it can be accepted that it is possible
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to use efficiently for calculating primary energy consumption and optimal management of thermal
generator. An important index in generator TLUD is the ratio of air flow Dag and mass flow of
gasified biomass Cbm; this report is noted with A/F and has an average value of 1.5. A/F will be
estimated in the field (1.428; 1.579) as acceptable because the stoichiometric air flow that is
specific real gasified biomass varies in the exploitation by ± 10%, much more than the
measurement error of biomass consumption.
To validate the proposed solution was made a
simulation program for thermal generator GAZMER FORTE - 30 with weight MG = 85 kg and a
maximum load of pellets Mbm0 = 40 kg. It used a pneumatic force transducer with nominal size
measurement Fmasn = 50 N and KTR = 0.06 (V/N). That mechanical balance factor transfer value
must KF> 24.50 and was chosen constructive KF = 25.00. To ensure the best possible
measurement accuracy has been chosen a pneumatic capacity Vad = 500 cm3, leading to mitigate
errors due to imperfections valve-ball settlement.
5. The results of simulated experiments
From the simulation it results that the maximum acceleration lifting the nozzle is only 97.5
mm/s2 and maximum lift hmax = 0.272 mm. It appears that the movement period of the nozzle is up
to 4 s, and then measuring chamber pressure remains constant and proportional to the force
measured Fmas(t). The relocation of nozzle on the ball is made dampered at a zero speed virtually,
which doesn’t produce shocks in operation and deformation in the contact area nozzle-ball,
ensuring high durability for the transducer. Distributor DP is open only 2 s and it is consumed in the
startup sequence measuring only 2.257 Ncm3 air.

Fig. 7 Experiment measuring the consumption of biomass dMbm(t)/ dt <0
In Figure 6 is presented a simulated experiment when the weight of biomass decreases
continuously and slowly.
Assuming that between two commands for opening distributor DP, pressure can greatly
decrease due to leaks and wear, air consumption per hour would be up to 135.42 Ncm3/h, which is
a very small volume. For example, in continuous operation for 24 hours would consume 3.25 Ndm3
air, which would require a tank by 2 dm3 which is loaded once a day at 3 bar.
6. Conclusions
It was designed a measuring biomass consumption device for gasogen TLUD in which has
been used a pneumatic force transducer designed especially for processes with slow variation
measured force, something typical for biomass consumption in TLUD.
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To simplify and cheapen constructive solution it was used a single force transducer; the
software calibration makes all calibration operations on each recharge of batches of biomass,
which provides a maximum error of 2%.
It results from simulation experiments that a transducer with full scale 50 N can operate
continuously 24 hours supplied from a 2 liter reservoir loaded to 3 bar once a day.
The measurement system presented operates with very low pneumatic energy
consumption, is simple, cheap, durable, and lightweight gauge.
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MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AT VEGETABLE OILS
PRODUCING UNITS
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Abstract: The activity in vegetable oil producing is necessary to be monitored and controlled in
order to see its impact on environmental factors. The main sources of pollutants in the
production activities of vegetable oils are industrial and domestic wastewater, the combustion
gases resulting from thermo power plant, dust in the processing of raw materials, waste resulting
from the technological process.
Keywords: environment factors,monitoring, vegetable oils, pollutants, waste water.
1. Introduction
For environment factors monitoring ,a permanent supervision is necessary .Emitted pollutants for
each factor of the environment (water, air, soil) are compared to the limits and threshold values,
laid down by the legislation in the field of environmental protection. In oil industry , there are
monitored parameters as energy consumption, water consumption,the volume of waste water,the
level of emissions to water and air,the amount of solid waste resulting,consumption of dangerous
substances.[4]

2. Technology Flow in Vegetable Oils Industry and Monitored Factors
• Oilseeds processing:
- husking and grinding;
- pressing - hot pressing
- cold pressing
- extraction with solvents
• Refining crude oil:
Neutralization and tooth whitening
Vinterization
Deodorization
• Final filtration and bottling of the refined oil
• Splitting soap stock from refining and producing fatty acids.[5]
The monitoring objectives are the basis for determing what parameters will be measured.In
technological processes for vegetable oil production, the objectives that may specify concentration
of material in suspension in waste water , energy consumption , pollutants in air
emissions.Knowing what to measure , another important questions is „When and how frequently
should be measurements be taken?”.Samples are collected from different levels of vegetable oil
production and there are estimated mean and maximum concentration during the year.[4]
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Fig.1 Technological Process Flow for Vegetable Oil

The vegetable oil processing include preparation of raw materials including husking, cleaning,
crushing and conditioning. The extraction process is mechanical, after boiling the liquid oil is
skimmed, pressed and filtered. Residues are conditioned( generally dried) and are reprocessed to
yeld by-products such as animal feed.Crude oil refining includes degumming, neutralization,
bleaching, deodorization and further refining.
A good monitoring system includes data relating to operating conditions, analytical methods for
sampling and measurements. For data acquisition some tests are necessary and measurement
pH meter - for measuring the pH of wastewater,Turbidimeter for measuring the turbidity particulate
astewater.equipments as Gas Analyzer used to measure emissions ,Portable Monitor for
measuring waste. Measurements in the case of air emissions will be made annually, and in case
of wastewater, the analyses will be periodically repeated at 6 months.
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Figure 2. Monitoring of Environment Factors For Vegetable Oil Production Levels
3.The emission of pollutants into waters
As a result of conducting commercial activity within the company result the following types
of wastewater:
- wastewater technology
- domestic wastewater
- cooling waters
For water pollution is watching the indicators:
- Biochemical oxygen consumption
- Materials in suspension
- Extractable substances
Table 1
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Figure 3. Indicators of Wastewater Pollutants Chart within the Production Sections
4.The emission of pollutants into the air
The sources of pollution of the environment factor "air" within the unit are:
- burnt gases discharged from thermo power plant
- burnt gases discharged from the exhaust pipes of cars and locomotives in operation
equipment
- the gases of the extraction of oil from the broken
- dusts resulting from the operation of cleaning of raw material

Burnt gases discharged from thermo power plant:
a) fuel used – methane gas
The amount of fuel used annual is 5.998.130 m3
Table 2
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b) fuel used - peel of seeds
The amount of fuel used annual is 12.784.4 t
Table3

Burnt gases discharged as a result of the operation of auto.The amount of fuel used
annual:
- 51.194 l gasoline;
- 124.030 l diesel.
Pollutants discharged in are the following:

Table 4

5. Establishment of waste
In the wake of technological process result the following scrap:
- Peel of sunflower seeds, 12.784.4 t/year, used as fuel in the thermo power plant. After
burning operation resulting the ashes - 1.151 t/year
Other types of waste products are given in table 5.
Table 5
Amount [Kg/year]

The waste type
mucilages

258.580

residual mud

132.617

shards of glass

105.400

scrap iron

152.690
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bronze

43

cast iron

10.950

copper

258

Conclusions:
Pollution prevention practices in vegetable oil industry focus on reducing production energy
losses, fat concentration and material in suspension from waste waters and gas pollutants
emission in the air. These demands will lead to compliance with emissions requirements.For this is
important to monitor key production parameters ,design and operate the production system to
achieve recommended wastewater loads, recirculate cooling waters, collect wastes for use in byproducts or as fuel.
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HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION FOR WIND TURBINES SMALL ADAPTIVE
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Abstract: To validate the accuracy of the results obtained by numerical simulation model,
experimental investigations aim to determine the step responses of the transmission to change the
input parameters (speed of the turbine shaft and load shaft hydraulic motor). To this end, Adaptive
hydraulic transmission system was materialized on experimental stand. This stand is made study
dynamic behavior of the system under real conditions. Experimental procedure is done basically by
the same way as in the experiment by numerical simulation.
Keywords: hydraulic transmission, pumps with variable flow rate, wind turbine
1. Introduction
Experimental procedure is done basically by the same way as in the experiment by
numerical simulation.
Designed experimental bench work were introduced two modules (Figure 2.1) and filtering
module and a module for open circuit. Filtration module fitted with electric pump 5 is designed to
filter oil returning to the tank from the pump off and drain pump. Open circuit module is provided
additionally to enable bench and other elements of the composition of hydraulic transmission. In
exeperimentul of work, this module is not used for research purposes pursued.
2. Presenation the stand of experimental
Overview, experimental stand components are shown in Figure 2.2, where the observed location of
the stand closed circuit module being visible double pump 12, the turbine rotor simulation module
13 and pump control mechanism. On the left side of the figure is shown the load module. Location
of various hydraulic components would be tested experimentally is the mass M T channel, the
module is powered by a constant flow pump 6 (Figure 2.1), driven by an asynchronous electric
motor 3.
Specifications:
Load Module

maximum flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Closed loop mode: variable work flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Open circuit mode: nominal flow rate:
maximum pressure:
Filtering module:
nominal flow rate:
maximum pressure:

20 l/min
300 bar
0...27 l/min
300 bar
40 l/min
150 bar
11 l/min
10 bar
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Fig. 2.1. Experimental stand hydraulic transmission scheme automotive proposed adaptive
Structural elements of the hydraulic system names are set out below:
1 Check valve
13 Principal tank
2 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-400 bar
14 Ball valve
3 Axial piston unit
15 Three-phase asynchronous electric motor, 11 kW,
1440 rot/min
4 Axial piston unit
16 Three-phase asynchronous electric motor, 0.75
kW, 1440 rot/min
5 Pressure transducer
17 Gear pump
6 Transducer speed, torque and
18 Vane pump Vg = 27.4 cmc/rot
power
7 Proportional pressure valve
19 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-25 bar
8 Flow rate transducer
20 Pressure gauge Ø100, 0-400 bar
9 One-way valve
21 Piloted valve pressure
10 Suction filter (strainer)
22 Piloted valve pressure pilotată
11 Tank load mode
23 Pressure filter
12 Coupling type SINGLE FLEX
24 Axial piston pump in closed circuit
The data acquisition and control include the following:

1. Transducers (sensors))
a. Pressure transducer output signal unified
pressure input 0-400 bar
out 4-20 mA
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accuracy class ±0.25% BFSL
b. Flow rate transducer with signal output in unified
flow rate input 10-318 l/min
out 4-20mA
working pressure 0-400 bar
accuracy class ±0.25% BFSO
c. inductive speed sensor
speed input 0-3000 rpm
out 4-20mA
accuracy class ±0.15% BFSO
2. Distribution system National Instruments Compact FieldPoint
a. Controller cFP 2020
CPU Clock
75 MHz
System Memory
32 MB
Flash
512 Mb
Ethernet
1
RS232
3
RS485
1
Opereting system
LabVIEW Real Time
b. Analog modul cFP AIO 600
Analog input
Channels
4
Mesh resolution
12 bits
Sampling frequency
1.7 kS/s (1.7 kHz)
Input
4 mA , 20 mA
Sensitivity
3.91 µA
Analog output
Channels
4
Mesh resolution
12 bits
Output
4 mA , 20 mA
Sensitivity
3.91 µA
Output frequency
1.7 kS/s (1.7 kHz)
3. Acquisition board NI DAQ DAQCard-6036E
Analog input
Channels
16
Mesh resolution
16 bits
Sampling frequency
200 kS/s
Input
10 V
Sensitivity
4.26 mV
Analog output
Channels
2
Mesh resolution
16 bits
Output
10 V
Sensitivity
2.547 mV
Output frequency
1 kS/s
4. Computing system type IBM PC x86
5. Software
S.O Microsoft Windows XP SP 3
x86 LabView 8.5
LabView 8.5.1 Real Time
Note
System control and data acquisition was detailed only for functions that have been used in
experimental research.
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6

3

T‐slot table

OPEN
CIRCUIT
MODULE

LOAD MODULE
19

Mechanism
Pump control

12

FILTERING
13 MODULE

16
CLOSED CIRCUIT MODULE
Fig. 2.2 Overview top of the stand
An important component of the experimental stand is the automatic control loop presented
as a block diagram in Figure 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Block diagram of the automatic control loop
Physical phenomenon and receiving transducers convert physical quantity (pressure, flow
rate, etc..) In a size other mainly in voltage, the resulting signal is proportional to the size variation
monitored.
Conditioning modules provide electrical signals generated by the transducers in a form that
acquisition DAQ board can accept. Examples of signal conditioning is amplification, linearization,
filtering, isolation, etc..
Acquisition board to convert electrical signals through its basic component, analog-to-digital
converter. It attaches a numerical value to a voltage, thus making it possible to interpret the
computing system.
Virtual tool work bench consists of the hardware - digital analog converter (Compact
FieldPoint distribution system [1] and data acquisition board NiDAQ [2]) and the software taken in
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conjunction with the needs of working hydraulic stand. The resulting virtual instrument comprises
measuring devices and controls for plant automation. The graphical interface of this program
included controls and indicators made in a form similar graphics devices and real devices, the user
manevrându also their real elements.
Virtual instrumentation associated hydraulic stand was developed using LabVIEW graphical
programming environment [3], used mainly for signal acquisition, measurement and analysis
graphical or tabular presentation of data.
The front panel, shown in Figure 2.4, comprises a series of bar graphs to visualize signals
scaled unit corresponding physical quantity monitored through hardware part that receives signals
from transducers mounted hydraulic bench. Also through the front panel numeric input, or through
a virtual potentiometer, setpoint (SETPOINT) control system. The front panel was created using
display elements and control procedures extracted from library LabVIEW programming
environment and a range of filtering procedures and interpretation of signals [4], adapted to the
experimental stand.

Fig.2.4 Front panel [4]
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Fig.2.5 Virtual instruments - Block diagram [4]
Data obtained during the experiment can be viewed in numerical form (the top - Figure 2.5),
as appropriate indicators measured quantities or as my graphic window created for this purpose.
3. The adjustment calculation errors
From the answers provided in Ch.4,in which,after the transitional regime,the engine speed
practical it overlaps the speed of reference, in the case of real system response system is
achieved with some deviation from the reference value, even in the period of stabilization in
running through the adjusting system.
For calculating the steady adjusting errors using a spreadsheet program MS Excel. The
manner to achieve the calculation example is presented graphically on the methodology used
(Figure 5.23), which emphasize the area transient (A, B) and stationary zone (C):
► The area of transient - A, B - represents the period from the disruptive element up to
stabilize the value of the reference system of the motor. Transitional regime ends when the
response (spindle engine speed hydraulic motors) falls within a limit (non-standard) ± 1 ... ± 5%
from the reference value. In practice, the transitional regime cease when the answer can no longer
exceed the limits for hysteresis.
A - natural response of the system to perturbation, B - Override.
► The stationary regime – C – represents the hydraulic motors spindle speed constant and
the disruptive factor influence came to an end. The static scheme reported in tests on hydraulic
stand is nonlinear, fits within the hysteresis of ± 1 ... ± 5% compared to the reference value.
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Fig. 3.1 Graphical illustration of the methodology for calculating the absolute errors, relative
concerned
► Calculate the absolute error adjusting defined as the difference between the reference
module and hydraulic motors spindle speed value in static (enforced speed – the speed achieved);
► Calculate the relative error of adjusting, which is the ratio of the absolute error and the
reference value as a percentage;

;

► Both absolute error and relative error of were calculated for each numeric value in the
range of stationary regime, the final value of the arithmetic mean of them.
This manner of calculation was repeated for each actual step responses obtained from
experimental tests, the first series of tests (constant load, variable speed) and the tests of the
second series (constant input speed and variable load to shaft of the hydraulic motors).
The results of this calculation for the first series of tests are shown in tabel 3.1
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Table 3.1
Pressure
loading circuit
[bar]

No.
crt.
1
2
3

Hydraulic
engine speed
[rev/min]

500

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Change in
turbine
rotor
revolutions
[rev/min]
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150
50
100
150

600
50
700

800

500

600
75
700

800

500

600
100
700

800

]
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Absolute
error
∆ [l/min]

Relative
error
∆x℮%

2.38
24.78
13.36

0.47
4.96
2.47

20.04
7.19
22.84
3.77
14.87
3.61
5.57
52.87
12.14
25.83
5.80
11.56
12.21
20.79
7.04
15.68
10.57
5.05
8.86
27.80
37.54
9.31
15.14
5.47
15.02
21.36
8.43
40.88
10.50
6.67
29.55
28.56
4.51

3.34
1.20
3.81
0.53
2.12
0.52
0.69
6.61
1.52
4.77
1.16
2.31
20.4
3.47
1.17
2.24
1.51
0.72
1.11
3.48
4.69
1.86
3.03
1.09
2.50
3.56
1.40
5.84
1.50
0.95
3.69
3.57
0.56
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The figures for the second series of tests are presented in Table 3.2
Tabel 3.2
No.
crt

Hydraulic
engine Speed
[rev/min]

1
2

500

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

600

700

800

1000

Pressure
variation
loading circuit
[bar]

Absolute
error ∆ [l/min]

Relative
error ∆x℮
%

50

9.52

1.90

75

2.67

0.53

100
50

24.32
24.77

4.86
4.13

75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100

50.98
0.40
4.15
11.15
34.32
35.28
5.16
22.85
41.52
27.60
15.12

8.50
0.07
0.59
1.59
4.90
4.41
0.64
2.86
4.15
2.76
1.51

4. Conclusions

After analyzing the experimental results obtained from both series of tests, the following
conclusions were drawn:
Step responses achieved experimental resulting with an error of setting higher or lower than
the reference speed, in order to evaluate the error at steady speed, calculations were conducted in
the previous subchapter are presented both in Tables 3.1 and 3.2
From the analysis of the values of the two tables is found that the relative error of Δxe [%]
of adjustment does not exceed the permissible limits in the literature (± 1 ... ± 5%). In our case, the
maximum relative error of is Δxe = 4.96%, obtained at constant load test at 50 bar and reference
speed 500 rev / min (Table 3.1).
Adjustment errors are inevitable due to the existence game pitch drive mechanism of the
pump, as well as any delays that may occur in electronic data processing chain and the precision of
the transducers used;
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Abstract: After 1989, due to land restitution to former owners, have appeared in the farming sector
holding a number of farms of different sizes, some small, others formed by association of several
owners in an attempt to achieve some farms that can be exploited as effectively. Because today
the majority of agricultural land is in private ownership and agricultural production is insufficient,
resorting to imports, the paper presents a model for optimizing the agricultural production on these
farms.
Keywords: farms, market economy, agricultural land
1.

Introduction

The Romanian Revolution of December 1989 marked deeply the Romanian rural area. In a very
short time there were essential changes in land ownership, is radically changing social and
economic organization of agriculture, its settlement
In post-revolutionary period there were dramatic changes in terms of agricultural holdings.
Disappeared completely socialist agricultural enterprises (state and cooperative) their place being
taken by new types of associative or corporate holdings.
Following the transformations that have occurred in recent years, the Romanian agriculture has
suffered the impact of quantitative and qualitative changes in the fields of law, legal, economic and
social with adverse effects in the short term.[1]
The paper aims to present a model for optimizing the agricultural production in these new types of
holdings which were established in the Romanian economy
2.

Calculation algorithm

To substantiate the structure of vegetable crops on a vegetable farm we use an economic and
mathematical model of linear programming. The developed model should ensure the production
established and use of more complete the resources.[2]
The objective function, called optimization criterion of the model is represented by the total profit
maximizing farm. The objective function is:

y = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a3 x3
(1)
where:
• a0, a1, a2, a3 -are, in this case, the average profits for different cultures;
• x1, x2, x3 - are, area cultivated with different crops.
You can use several optimization criteria, but never simultaneously.
The restrictions model ensures the established production and the complete use of resources. To
be optimized the restrictions model are determined so as to ensure a maximum functionality of
each of them, namely:
• be fully arable cultivation;
• crop rotation restrictions;
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• use of labor at full capacity;
• ensure delivery of contracted products;
• cost per hectare is dimensioned so as to not exceed the available resources.
The restrictions are:
x1 ≤ x1 max ; x1 ≥ x1 max

x2 ≤ x2 max ;

x2 ≥ x2 max

(2)

x3 ≤ x3 max ; x3 ≥ x3 max
b1i x1 + b2i x2 + b3i x3 ≤ d i

i = 1, 2, ...., n1

(3)

b1i x1 + b2i x2 + b3i x3 ≤ di , i = n1 + 1, ......., n1 + n2
where:
• b1i, b2i, b3i are the labor is needed per hectare for different crops (for i = 1, 2, ...., n1)
expressed in man-days /ha and average yields per hectare for each crop and i = n1 + 1,
......., n1 + n2
Determining the optimal value of the objective function in the presence of restrictions is done using
the primal simplex algorithm. For this, objective function and the system of equations that define
the restrictions will be written in tabular form:
Tabel 1
j
i
1
2
3
4
5
6

x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
Y

C11
C21
C31
C41
C51
C61
E0

1
x1
D11
D21
D31
D41
D51
D61
E1

2
x2
D12
D22
D32
D42
D52
D62
E2

3
x3
D13
D23
D33
D43
D53
D63
E3

4
x4
D14
D24
D34
D44
D54
D64
E4

5
x5
D15
D25
D35
D45
D55
D65
E5

6
x6
D16
D26
D36
D46
D56
D66
E6

7
x7
D17
D27
D37
D47
D57
D67
E7

8
x8
D18
D28
D38
D48
D58
D68
E8

9
x9
D19
D29
D39
D49
D59
D69
E9

Table elements are calculated by relations:

Ci1 = di ,
Dij = bij ,

i = 1, 2, ...., n1 + n2

Dij = bij ,

i = 1, 2, ...., n1 + n2 ; j = 1, 2, ...., m

Dij = 1 ,

i = j − m ; j = m + 1, ...., m + n1

Dij = 0 ,

j = m + n1 + 1, ...., m + n1 + n2

i = 1, 2, ...., n1 ; j = 1, 2, ...., m (m - 3)
(4)

E0 = a0
Ei = ai ,

i = 1, 2, ...., m
For calculating the maximum value:

E0 = −a0
Ei = − ai

(5)

i = 1, 2, ...., m
If all coefficients of the last row of the table are positive (Ei > 0) to obtain the optimal solution [3]. If
there are negative coefficients do iterations. Interchange column (p1) is determined from the
condition:
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− Ei = max , i = 1, 2, ...., m

(6)

Interchange Line (q1) is determined from the condition:

Ci1
= min , i = 1, 2, ...., n1 + n2 ; Di,pi > 0
Di , pi

(7)

At the intersection of column p1 and of line q1 is pivotal element Dq1,p1.
Next, calculate the following elements for the following table corresponding to the next point (k).
For this the coefficients of line pivot q1 fall to pivot Dq1,p1.

Cq(1k1) =
(k )

Dq1 j =

Dq(1k j) =

Cq(1k1−1)

(8)

Dq(1k p=11)

Dq(1k j−1)

j = 1, 2, ...., m, j ≠ p1

,

Dq(1k p=11)

1

( k =1) ,

(9)

j = p1

Dq1 p1

(10)

Other elements of the table for the point test (k) is calculated from the table elements for tested
point (k-1) with the relationship:

Cq(1k1) =
(k )

Dq1 j =
Dq(1k j) =

Cq(1k1−1)

Dq(1k p−11)

Dq(1kn−+1q) 1
D (jpk1−1)

Dq(1k j−1)
D(jpk1=1)

,

j = 1, 2, ...., m, j = p1

, j = 1, 2, ...., m, j ≠ p1

(11)

E0(k ) = E0(k −1) − Cq(1k1−1) * Dm +1, p1

Ci(1k ) = Ci(1k )−1 − Cq(1k1−1) * Di , p1 i = 1, 2, ...., m, i ≠ q1

Dij(k ) = Dij(k −1) − Dq(1k j−1) * D(jk, p−11) , i = 1, 2, ...., m, j = 1, 2, ...., m, i ≠ q1
E (jk ) = E (jk −1) − Dq(1k j−1) * Dm(k+−11,)p1 , j = 1, 2, ...., m, j ≠ q1

E (jk ) = − Dq(1k j−1) * Dm(k+−11,)p1 , j = 1, 2, ...., m, j = q1

Changes, among them, the positions of the x p1 and xq1 variables. Check if the coefficients of the
last row of the table are positive [4]. If the condition is met it displays the function value:
• maximum value is y = E0 ;
• the minimum value is y − = E0 .
Values of the independent variables are the values of the coefficients Cij.
3.

Conclusions

Based on the presented algorithm was developed a computer program in Pascal, with which all
calculations were performed.
We considered a farm of 1,500 hectares total area, occupied by three crops: corn, wheat and
barley. It was followed the optimization for the areas under these crops. Average profits for corn
are a1 = 13,3 thousands ron/ha, for wheat, a1 = 17,1 thousands ron/ha, for barley and a1 = 3,5
thousands ron/ha.
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y = 13,3x1 + 17 ,1x2 + 3,5 x3

(12)

Rotation restrictions are:

x1 ≤ 937

x2 ≤ 932

x3 ≤ 1509

x3 ≥ 100

(13)

Labor consumption per hectare is b1 = 13,3 man-days/ha for maize, b2 = 2,5 man-days/ha for
growing wheat and b3 = 2,5 man-days/ha culture barley. The average yields per hectare are
considered: b4 = 5,85 t/ha for maize, b5 = 3,8 t/ha for wheat and b6 = 3,9 t/ha for barley crop.
Restrictions on labor utilization and ensuring delivery of contracted goods production (firm
contracts being 6.400t) are:

13,3 x1 + 2,5 x2 + 2,5 x3 ≤ 10.217
13,5 x1 + 2 ,5 x2 + 2,5 x3 ≥ 12.217

(14)

5,85x1 + 3,8 x2 + 3,9 x3 ≥ 6.400
After calculations we obtain the following results:
• area occupied by the three crops considered is: 600 ha corn (40% of total area), 800 ha of
wheat (53.3% of total area) and 100 ha barley (6.7% of the area);
• total production that can be obtained is: 6938 tons of which 3,510 tons of corn, 3,038 tons of
wheat and 390 tons of barley;
• use of manpower needed to get the total production is 10,249 man-days to 8100 man-days
for corn, wheat 1944 man-days and 250 man-days for barley;
• total production profit made in the circumstances, is 22,01 million ron distributed as follows:
7,97 million ron for corn, 13,7 million ron for wheat and 0,35 million ton for barley.
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Abstract:
The article deals with the biodegradable liquids used in hydraulic drive systems of the
machines that work in natural environment from agriculture, forestry or navy. Are presented
biodegradable liquids with their interaction in the way in which are illustrated in the scientific
literature.
The authors describe methods of determination of the biodegradable liquids
performances using a stand of comparative testing.
Keywords:
hydraulic drive fluid, biodegradability, testing stand, gear pumps
1. Introduction
Classical liquids used in hydraulic drive systems have harmful effect on the environment. In
order to protect nature in U.E. were introduced very harsh rules regarding the environment
protection. Thus, began to use in hydraulic drive systems of equipment from agriculture, forestry,
navy, liquids with neutral properties on the environment and which degrade in time biodegradable.
Biodegradation is the process by which organic substances are broken down by the enzymes
produced by living organisms. Organic material can be degraded aerobically, with oxygen or
anaerobically, without oxygen. A term related to biodegradation is biomineralisation, in which
organic matter is converted into minerals (Diaz, 2008). By definition, biodegradation is the chemical
transformation of a substance caused by organisms or their enzymes. There are two major types
of biodegradation – Primary Biodegradation, which refers to the modification of a substance by
microorganisms such that a change is caused in some specific measurable property of the
substance (US Army Corps of Engineers, 1999). When the term primary biodegradation is used it
refers to Aluyor et al. 545 minimal transformation that alters the physical characteristics of a
compound while leaving the molecule largely intact. Intermediary metabolites produced may
however be more toxic than the original substrate (wiserenewables. com, 2006). Thus
mineralization is the true aim. When this happens it is referred to as Ultimate or Complete
Biodegradation; which is the degradation achieved when a substance is totally utilized by
microorganisms resulting in the production of carbon dioxide, methane, water, mineral salts, and
new microbial cellular constituents (US Army Corps of Engineers, 1999).
Manufacturers and blenders of biodegradables oils promote these for use based on the
importance of biodegradability and no toxicity. But performance issues - like oxidation stability,
antiwear protection, hydrolytic stability, viscosity- temperature properties and cost factors - are
usually presented only wherever these features provide an advantage to the particular
manufacturer.
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2. Types of biodegradable liquids

2.1
Vegetable oils include corn, soybean, rapeseed (canola), sunflower, peanut, olive oil and
others. In their natural form, these oils consist primarily of triglyceride molecular structures (figure
1) and as such they have performance limitations, most notably, poor thermal, hydrolytic and
oxidation stability. For example, most natural vegetable oils cannot withstand reservoir
temperatures greater than 80ºC.

Fig.1 Triglyceride structure

In addition, water, even in small amounts of a few hundred parts per million, is the natural
enemy of vegetable oils and can cause serious foaming and degradation problems. In general,
these oils also exhibit low cold-flow abilities. On the other hand, most of these natural oils have
good lubricating qualities due to their polar nature. This provides good metalwetting attraction and
also makes them good solvents for helping keep dirt and debris off metal surfaces. Their molecular
structure provides for a high natural viscosity and viscosity index. Genetic modifications have also
overcome much of the thermal and oxidative stability problems, particularly with soybean and
canola oils. Hydraulic oils for use in mobile equipment can be made from a blend of synthetic
diester and canola (rapeseed) oil to deliver excellent temperature viscosity properties and good
oxidation stability - even in the colder operating conditions found in Northern climates.
Vegetable Oils are well-suited for use in low to medium pressure hydraulic systems, or lightly
loaded gear drives where the operating temperature does not normally exceed 60ºC (140ºF) and
where there is little chance of water ingress or high contamination. Where the threat of
contamination exists, filters must be inspected more frequently, due to the lower filterability of
these fluids. Gear boxes and hydraulic systems should be thoroughly flushed to remove debris,
sludge and silt prior to the application of vegetable-base lubricants to avoid any unnecessary
incompatibility potential. There may also be some negative reaction to sealing materials such as
neoprene and nitrile.
2.2

Synthetic oils are brefly described below.

2.2.1 Polyalphaolefins (PAOs) exhibit excellent low-temperature properties, but tend to shrink
rubber seal materials. PAOs are finding increased use as hydraulic and engine oils, particularly in
cold-climate applications and where hydraulic pressures are high. These oils are also finding
selected use as gear lubricants due to their ability to provide lower operating temperatures and
their lower coefficient of friction, both of which help reduce wear. These products are generally
compatible with mineral oils and as a result, there is no requirement for extensive flushing prior to
conversion unless required by the manufacturer. PAOs have a negative effect on certain sealing
materials causing shrinkag so initial leakage may be a problem.
2.2.2 Diesters have good antioxidation characteristics and seal swell properties. They are excellent
lubricants for compressors and turbines. Diester fluids may have a negative effect on certain
varnish or paint surfaces, due to their exceptional solvency and detergency, so it would be wise to
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remove the paint from any internal contact surfaces such as the e, so initial leakage may be a
problem. In addition, these fluids can negatively affect sealing materials, and fluorocarbon seals
should be considered for these applications.
2.2.3 Polyalkylene Glycols (also known as Polyglycols) PAGs can be both water soluble
(ethyleneoxide) and water insoluble (propylene oxide). One disadvantage of PAGs is their
tendency to emulsify water in certain equipment, such as gear boxes, which will cause
foaming, sludge and corrosion. A major disadvantage of both PAOs and PAGs is their poor
solubility with regard to additives. Today, some manufacturers are blending diesters with PAOs to
form base oils which are biodegradable, have good solubility, resist oxidation and have good
temperature viscosity characteristics. Others are blending synthetic diesters with canola to provide
similar results. Polyglycols (PAGs) can be either polyethylene or polypropylene oxide-based, with
water solubility differing according to type. Polyethylene-based PAGs are highly water soluble, are
poorly miscible with mineral oils and are very polar. As a result, thorough flushing of the system
should be carried out prior to the conversion from mineral oil-based products. Their water solubility
helps to provide biodegradability, but also provides a disadvantage in lubricant applications,
because free water contamination tends to occur quickly.
A most important consideration that is also frequently ignored is whether or not the new
biodegradable fluid is compatible with mineral oil. If it is not, serious problems may result if all of
the old mineral oil is not thoroughly flushed from the system before the new fluid is installed.
Symptoms of a poor or incomplete conversion to biodegradable fluids include severe foaming,
leaking seals, plugged filters, higher-than-normal wear on some components (such as hydraulic
pump), and increased operating temperatures.
Additionally, the high specific gravity of biodegradable fluids tends to elevate solid particle
contaminant retention (that is particles are less prone to settle). To offset this threat, the filtration
systems should be modified or upgraded to ensure that bearing surfaces are not exposed to high
contaminant levels. Three-micron filters installed in a side-stream are beneficial in controlling
contamination in hydraulic applications. Operating temperatures must be controlled in order to
avoid excessive and unnecessary evaporation of these water miscible fluids. The recommended
operating temperature should be kept within a range of about 50 ºC to 60 ºC (122 º F to 140 º F ).
Another consideration when using biodegradable water-based and water soluble fluids in a
hydraulic application is cavitation damage to pressure relief valves which may be required to
remain in the discharge or open position for long periods. Vapor phase cavitation can cause
erosion of the valve seat due to high vapor pressure, which can lead to premature relief valve
failure. Proper valve selection prior to conversion should be considered.
Generally speaking, biodegradable oils should be maintained and monitored during use just
like mineral-base oils. They must be kept cool, clean and dry (water-free) and their condition
should be monitored on a regularly scheduled basis using readily available oil analysis techniques.
3. Method for monitoring and determining the performance of hydraulic drive fluids
In patent application with number A / 00242 - 04.04.2007 is suggested a determining
method of hydraulic drive fluids performace using a testing stand, shown in Fig.2.
Alternative to endurance test stand consists of double divided tank 1, on whose upper lid is
secured the electric motor 2 with double shaft, that can simultaneously engage two hydrostatic
pumps 3.1 and 3.2 , the 3.1 pump rotating transducer of moment and rotation speed, 4, through
time, and 3.2 pump rotating transducer of moment, 5, through time.
On outlet circuit of 3.1 pump are installed pressure valve 6.1 and pressure transducer 7.1
and on outlet circuit of 3.2 pump are found mounted pressure valve 6.2 and pressure transducer
7.2.
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On return circuit of pressure valve 6.1 is found flow transducer 8.1, and on valve return 6.2 is
found mounted flow transducer 8.2.
3.1 suction pump is connected to a section of reservoir 1 and 3.2 suction pump is connected
to b section of reservoir 1.
Outlet circuit from flow transducer 8.1, returns in reservoir 1, in a section and outlet circuit
from flow transducer 8.2, returns in reservoir 1, in b section.
Connection between hydraulic equipments previously described are made truogh some pipes
and linkages.
For a good using of the stand shoud exist the condition that 3.1 and 3.2 pumps to be
indentically from constructive and dimensional point of view.
The way of functional of the stand is the following:
Fill a section with mineral oil ( hydraulic oil with spread domain of use) and fill b section and
with vegetable (biodegradable) oil.
Starts the electric engine 2, which is the moment when 3.1 pump sucks the mineral oil from
a section and escapes it thruogh the pressure valve 6.1 and flow transducer 8.1, back into the
reservoir 1, in the same a section; simultaneously 3.2 pump sucks the vegetable oil from b section
and escapes it thruogh the pressure valve 6.2 and flow transducer 8.2, back into the reservoir, in
the same b section.
Adjusts 6.1 and 6.2 valves at the same value of the discharge pressure, which is usually
the testing pressure.
If engages the electrical connections of moment and rotation speed transducer 4, of
moment transducer 5, of pressure transducers 7.1 and 7.2 and of flow transducers 8.1 and 8.2,
with one acquisition board and a system of computing, that are not on the figure, can measure the
driving times, pumps rotation speed, discharge pressure and performed flow; As it is known that:
the moment multiplied with rotation speed and divided at a constant is equal with the consumed
power, and the pressure muultiplied with the flow and divided at another constant is equal with
the usable hydraulic power, can be determined and compared the yields of the same pumps, which
function with different oils at the beginning of the tests, during the tests and at the end of
endurance.
Also, through regular monitoring of the pumps yield, can find running time, then pumps are
out of use ( when is found that the useful power falls below acceptable percentage from consumed
power).
Main advantages of the invention are:
-can test simultaneously at endurance two hydrostatic pumps, but which circulate diferent liquids,
as type and as viscosity, which do not mix with each other;
- can permanent measure basic parameters in „on line” system , for the entire period of
endurance;
- directly determines the influence of the use of inadequate oils on durability of hydrostatic pumps.

4. Conclusions
By performing stand was created a device by which we can determine performances of
biodegradable hydraulic drive fluids.
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Fig.2 Stand for determining the performance of biodegradable oils
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Abstract: The paper is presenting a hydraulic installation aimed to improve the water quality
contained in lakes, basins, reservoirs or rivers with slow motion. The proposed installation could be
also used in early stages of wastewater treatment facilities. One presents the aeration process
provided by the proposed installation and the advantages of such method in reducing the level of
lakes eutrophication. Also, there are presented the experimental results concerning energetic
characteristics of the installation in order to be powered by solar PV panels for 24 hour operation.
Keywords: water quality, water aeration, eutrophication.
1. Introduction
Water resources are the subject of increasing anthropogenic pollution from industrial or domestic
sources. There are are over 80,000 known natural chemicals obtained by industrial processes that
can create billions of effects by combining them. Water quality, determined by analyzing the
organoleptical, physical, chemical, biological and bacteriological characteristics may degrade due
to different types of pollution: pollution with fertilizers, bacterial, or chemical asphyxiation. The
forms of pollution can occur separately or together - the most frequent case. One such case is that
of eutrophication, natural evolutive process that can be enhanced by human intervention. When
the metabolic chain breaks in closed water basins bottom accumulation deposits representing
secondary source of biogenic elements arises. Enrichment of water by nutrients, mainly nitrogen
and phosphorus, lead to flourishing algae, excessive growth of aquatic macrophytes, a high
turbidity, leak of oxygen in bottom waters of the lake and, in some cases, induce a disagreeable
water's smell and taste.
Once the eutrophication occurred, either from natural or artificial causes, water quality decline from
ultraoligotrofic, oligotrophic and mesotrophic basin, to eutrophic and hipereutrofic. Final stage
resulting in aging and lake disappearance by swamp transformation. The environmental element to
quantify the degree of eutrophication of a lake is the algal biomass, eco-physiological indicator
directly dependent of the lake's state. Blue-green algae - also known as the cianophite, or
cianoprocariote cyanobacteria, algae- are the most common in the lake waters.
In order to preserve water quality relevant parameters must be monitored. The main physicochemical and biological analyzes currently made are related to: indicators of the oxygen (O2
dissolved, CCO-Mn, CCO-Cr, CBO 5 ); indicators of nutrients regime (ammonium, nitrites,
nitrates, phosphates); indicators biocenosis planktonic (phytoplankton, zooplankton) physicochemical and bacteriological aids (pH, CO2, alkalinity, Mn, Fe, total coliforms bacilli, etc.). These
indicators can take values within certain limits, and accordingly lake will be considered into the
categories: oligotrophic lakes, mesotrophic or eutrophic as shown in Table 1.
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Table no.1

Saturation degree in oxigen O2 (%)
Total nitrogen N
(mg/dm3)
Total Phosphorus P
(mg/dm3)
phytoplankton biomass (mg/dm3)

oligotrophic
lakes
minim 70
maxim 0,3
maxim 0,03
< 10

mesotrophic eutrophic
lakes
lakes
40 – 70
sub 40
maxim
minim 1,5
maxim 0,1
minim 0,15
10 (incl) -20 (excl)
minim 20

The surface of the lakes in Romania – including all the categories and anthropogenic rivers is estimated at 2,600 km ², about 11% of the country area. During the years the quality of
many lakes was monitored, and also of the groundwater - polluted with nutrients - from
Bucharest and surrounding areas. It was found that many of monitored lakes (Lake Snagov,
Morii Lake, Park Carol Lake and Park Tineretului Lake etc.) have serious problems due to
high concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus and large quantities of sulfur.
2. Aeration process and methods to improve water quality
The aeration process of the lake is necessary during the periods of the year in which the
exchange of water and matter between hipolimnion and epilimnion is in standstill - the hot season.
During this period, phosphorus, nitrogen and their compounds complex nutrients, that cause
reactions in the aquifer environment, develop blue-green algae, in lakes that presents the ratio N /
P low. An increase in temperature or excess nutrients can lead to bloom of algal and plant growth,
resulting an increase in dissolved oxygen concentration. When the algae decompose, the
dissolved oxygen decreases. Relationship between water temperature and O2 concentration is
illustrated in fig.1 a.

Fig. 1 a. Relationship between water temperature and O2 concentration (at saturation) under normal
air pressure for pure water. b.turnover phenomenon [16]

Taking into account that aquatic life is significantly influenced by stratification and by layers
inversion (turnover phenomenon mentioned above) - Figure 1 b, the methods of water quality
improvement must keep as possible the stability of the aquifer natural environment.
From this point of view, global motion induced by the proposed installation, prevents that
phosphorus and nitrogen to become source for blue-green algae bloom, which create toxic
conditions for aquatic life.
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By submerged installation is realised the water mixture that allows to nutrients to enter in the food
chain of the lake, so phosphorus and nitrogen level is no longer a problem, becoming productive
lake.
Biodiversity is reinvigorated, water becomes clean, the dissolved oxygen increase, pH values
decrease and also the chlorophyll. Regarding the rate of growth of the fish, this can reach approx.
15-20 times higher than in the previous case to place the hydraulic installation .
Methods to reduce the eutrophication of lakes and improve the water quality are variated:
chemical methods (precipitation of nutrients, dredging of the anoxic sludge from the lake bottom
or his inactivation ), biological methods (mowing and removal of algal vegetation and even fish,
application of toxic substances - herbicide , algicides, pesticides, direct manipulation of the food
chain and ecological balance through the introduction of allochthonous species etc.) and
mechanical aeration methods. In case of mechanical methods, studies in this field [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7] shows that refreshing the water's surface improves up to 7 times the transfer of gas
into and from its volume, compared to the water surface without motion. Thus a better oxygen
absorption and elimination of methane or ammonia occurs.
This paper presents a mechanical installation for water aeration, working in two versions, first with
axial impeller, second with two cross / frontal impellers, the last one is the subject of a patent
(OSIM A00706/8.10.2012) [15]. The aeration methods – the mechanical mixing, the oxygen
injection, the air injection - are closer than the natural biochemical processes, without interfering
with negative uncontrollable effects on aquatic ecosystems.
Aeration can be done through: pneumatic oxygenation equipment
with porous diffusers,
mechanical aeration equipment to ensure continuous recirculation of a quantity of water (aeration
brushes, mechanical surface aerators with slow impeller and axial impeller, etc.) and mixed
equipment [8 ], [9], [10], [11].
Proposed installation in this paper fulfill in good condition hipolimnetice aeration requirements:
keep stratification, and water temperature to the hipolimnion level does not rise significantly,
increase oxygen levels in the hipolimnionului, decreases levels of iron, manganese, hydrogen
sulfide and methane, not significantly affected zooplankton populations, does not change the level
of chlorophyll, increases the fish population in cold waters . This article analyzes the performance
of a hydrodynamic hipolimnetice aeration installation, whose main feature is a continuous
operation regime, adapted to the aquatic ecosystem in which it is placed.
3. Hydraulic installation for water aeration
Proposed aeration installation is floating, mobile, energetic autonomous and it is a hydraulic
machinery with an essential hydraulic element (the impeller) axial - figure no. 2 a - or
cross/transversal impeller- figure no. 2 b - modified to operate at lower rotational speeds in order
do not disturb the balance of aquatic microsystem between its layers, providing exogenous water
oxygen (atmospheric oxygen dissolved to 50 mg oxigen/zi/m2).
Hydraulic machine is immersed in lakes (for axial impeller) or is in deep layers (for transversal
impeller) operating as drowning and therefore requiring low power consumption, as a result,
hydraulic head will be about. 5-20 mm water column. On the other hand, imposing the condition
that the flow velocity be reduced so as not to disturb the balance of aquatic microsystem, the rate
flow of hydraulic machine is also reduced.
In such condition result that the necesary power to drive the hydraulic machine will be also
reduced, under about 100 W, considering also the efficiency of the installation. Taking account of
the reduced consumption of energy, the mechanical installation for water aeration has the
advantage of power supply from renewable sources, in this case from photovoltaic pannels.
The installation is realised in order to minimize the possible degree of turbulence mixing of water's
surface, while re-circulating water from deep layers.
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Fig. 2 Hydraulic installation for water aeration
a. Axial impeller placed under water surface; b. Transversal impeller placed near the bottom of the
water

Water flow that passes directly through the installation induces a secondary flow approx. 2-2.5
times higher in the rest of the basin. In the circulation, changing the shape of the free surface by
waves of the wind does not affect the flow induced by the installation, because the regime is
almost laminar.
The installation presented in this article was designed and manufactured in Renewable Energy
Laboratory of the Power Engineering Faculty of UPB - Hydraulics, Hydraulic Machinery and
Environmental Engineering Department. Constructive solution with axial impeller with diameter of
350 mm, was tested in order to determine the total energy balance for sizing photovoltaic solar
panels used for power supply.
The hydraulic machine is rotated with low rotational speed, about 60-70 rot/min by an electric drive
brushless, low power about 100 W, placed directly on the impeller shaft and connected to a battery
of accumulators.
The hydraulic flow is about 250-300 l / min. The installation is electronically controlled so that the
rotation speed of the electric motor to be constant and batteries are protected from overload. Also,
the installation operation is monitored by GPS, the system sending SMS reports on relevant
parameters - rotation speed, battery status, etc.. The installation was sized to be possible to store
energy in batteries, to ensure its continuous operation day / night during in the warm season.

Fig. 3. The hydraulic machine tested - version with axial impeller
a. hydraulic machine tested in air b. hydraulic machine tested in water
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In figure 3 a.b. is presented the hydraulic machine in version with axial impeller, equipping some
similar installations [16].
For the version with axial impeller was designed and tested many models of impellers, with
two or three blades and different inclination angles of them. The installation was preliminary tested
both in air, also in water, in a basin with variable level. Were drawn characteristic curves H(Q),
P(Q) and P(n) like presenting in figure 4 a.b. The flow rate Q was determinate using a hydrometer
mills movements, and the head H was measured on the diffuser circumference, previously
marked.

Fig. 4 Characteristic curves for hydraulic machine with axial impeller

The experimental results illustrated that for selected dimension of the installation Drotor =
350 mm, Dconfuzor = 700 mm – the necessary power supply was Pa = 70 W corresponding to a
rotational speed of n = 70 rot/min for a water rate flow of Q = 270 l/min.
The hydraulic installation for the renaturation of the water, presented in this paper, will be
tested „in situ” , location is set on one of the branches pond in Pipera, to verify operating efficiency
in real conditions for an operating cycle of an year.
Preliminary results expected are in Figure 5 a, b before and after placing the installation,
after a short period of its operation.
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Fig. 5 Lake state before and after the placement of the installation

Analysis the efficiency of the installation follows to confirm the aquifer environmental effects such
as increasing the level of dissolved oxygen in the hipolimnionului, maintaining as much as possible
the stratification and the temperature, iron, manganese, hydrogen sulfide and methane levels tend
to decline, zooplankton populations remain generally unaffected, the chlorophyll does not change,
fish population in cold waters increases.
5.

Conclusion

Article present a mechanical hydraulic installation for water's aeration designed, manufactured and
tested under laboratory conditions in University Politechnica of BucharestHydraulics, Hydraulic
Machinery and Environmental Engineering Department. Preliminary results made possible the
impeller selection, the most appropriate in terms of hydraulic parameters and energy. These
operating characteristics allowed to select the photovoltaic panels that acts to the motor drive and
to determinate the re-circulating water volume and implicit estimate of the water aerated surfaces.
Future experiments "in situ" will be dedicated especially to the aquifer environmental influences,
monitoring especially the pH levels, the concentration of dissolved oxygen, and the concentration
of phosphorus and nitrogen.
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Abstract: The paper presents a wear degree and durability modeling and simulation tool for oils,
by developing a fast diagnostic device for liquid lubricants, with minimum investment, with a high
precision degree and easy to use. Significant benefits are made by the proposed procedure: the
small amount of lubricant required for a determination, the short time measurement and the
possibility of adapting the method according to concrete conditions. This is used as a method of
educating and training students and specialists in the lubricating process.
Keywords:informatic integrated tool, wear, durability, lubricant
1. Introduction
Considering lubricants as lifeblood of industrial machinery, their role is to protect critical
components and to help promote enhanced operation, just as blood supports health in the human
body, [1]. That is why it is important to collect valuable insights about industrial equipment using oil
analyses. Checking the lubricant by oil analysis is useful to help evaluate the condition of internal
hardware equipment, as well as the in-service lubricant, in order to obtain information for extending
the useful lives of both. It is vital to identify early warning signs (contamination, increasing wear
metals) for minimizing unscheduled maintenance.
If lubricants degradation is an quantified process, information about physical characteristics and
chemical composition changes are important. These are caused by internal and external factors
and by the severity of operating conditions. Lubricants degradation factors over time is due to
mechanical loads, operating temperature and contamination. It is a progressive process, being
more intense as the service conditions are more severe. Some of the most important factors
involved in determining of the lubricants degradation and their disuse [1], [2] are: the contamination
with different impurities or chemical agents, during the usage, transport or storage, the mechanical
effects of thermal overstressing, the possibility of increased aeration and water penetration into the
oil, in bigger quantity.
The shortened lubricant use is the consequence of reported changes that is sometimes associated
with the equipment safety endangering [3]. The problem of a long use of industrial lubricants is
transposed over the existence of a life cycle, which is economically satisfactory. Also it has good
effects the proper lubricants choice, suitable for the production equipment that implies reduced life
cycle costs. Identifying the degradation causes is possible with a careful laboratory control made
by specialized personnel, involving determinations of specific parameters, typical tests on
laboratory stands, by using standardized methods. The interests of specialists regarding the
assessment of the lubricating environment efficacy led to the development of laboratory
methodologies to simulate real conditions, which are specific to machinery exploitation, [5].
2. International and national good practice stories
Important to note that, at international level, main directions are orientated to the preventive
maintainability domain, for applying into any closed lubrication system. Methods known from
applicative researches must be mentioned: the method of the intersection curve of acidity with the
curve of alkalinity, which is used for alkaline oil (especially when it is used a fuel with sulphur), the
microscopic oil analysis, the method of oil spot. Some examples from industrial domain are the
German MAN firm, which uses the basicity analysis method for Mobil class oils, for the oil lifetime
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determination for engines trucks, the firm Mercedes from Germany, which uses insoluble impurity
in oil, with microscopic tests for class Shell oils, (the changing moment indicators are the number
and the size of particles in suspension).
BOGE Compressors Ltd. From United Kingdom can yield up to 5% energy savings by using its
special lubricants (S46 Screw Lube mineral oil, SYPREM 8000 S), which extend maintenance life
to 40.000 hours. The importance of using the adequate lubricant and the oil changing moment at
the proper mileage can improve engine reliability and has the potential to reduce nationwide waste
and recycled oil by 325 million gallons annually, [6], and [7].
An example of the introduction of science in the service of creating sustainable solutions is DuPont
Company, which is operating in over 70 countries, offering a wide range of innovative products and
services in various fields: agriculture, nutrition, electronics, communications, safety and protection,
construction transport, electrical appliances. Over 20 years the department of lubricants - DuPont
™ Krytox offered performance for mechanical systems: turbines, gearboxes, dampers, valves,
fittings and other components. The specific technology "Krytox lubricants" provides the best
performance for equipment and the lowest life cycle cost for lubricants by:
- a longer lubrication time: By using the products offered by the company it is reduced the
amount of lubricant needed 10 times or more, thereby reducing costs and re-lubrication
frequency. "Krytox lubricants" can extend the duration of the weekly lubrication every year;
- reduced wear: "Krytox lubricants" can reduce the wear of bearings and gears, and ensure
functioning under extreme temperatures (2250F - 7500F) and chemical products, thus reducing
maintenance efforts and having a significant possibility of failure for the components;
- chemical compatibility and safety for the environment: "Krytox lubricants" provides chemical
products, that are biological and ecological inert, silicone-free, contain no hazardous materials
or chlorine. Also, working with less lubricant is thus reducing waste lubricant [4].
Experience shows that achieving a long life cycle works by reconditioning services lubricants in 3
directions: removing contaminants, "refreshing" the additives system and / or rebuilding additives
system. Considering the national level, there were made used oil changing moment evaluations at
ROMAN firm on Lubrifin oils (Romania). There is applied the oil spot method, which analyse the aspect
of the spot made on a filter paper; another method applied on Lubrifin oils, in ROMAN firm, is
represented by the photoelectric method, which allows the establishment of used oil changing
moment, according to the quantity of oil impurities.
Researches made by “POLITEHNICA” University from Bucharest and “GHEORGHE ASACHI”
Technical University from Iaşi followed the determination of the rheological properties of the mixture oil
- polymers, emphasizing their non-Newtonian thixotropic character. Same educational level,
“TRANSILVANIA” University from Braşov obtained interesting results in management of lubricants
solid residues, by using the ferografic analysis of used oils. Also lubricants properties and durability
researches were made in Romanian manufacturing bearing firms: RULMENTUL Braşov, TIMKEN
Ploieşti or Koyo Alexandria.
The industrial laboratories offered the opportunity to make physical-chemical standard tests and
tribological ones (Timken stand, Amsler stand, etc). The information obtained by analyzing these
methods give important data from performing laboratories, at high technical level, but it involves
special attention from the technical staff, a good practice experience and high level practitioners,
[8].
3. Practical issues concerning the industrial lubricants longer use
The problem of industrial lubricants longer use is reflected into the economically satisfactory life
cycle existence. The right choosing of lubricants has effects in longer use of production equipment
and life cycle costs. By lubricants selection for existing equipment within a factory it must consider
a number of factors:
- the frequency of lubrication: considering the use of lubricants, power generating equipment
may require frequent re-lubrication, which may have an impact on production and can be
expensive over time.
- extreme production environment: high temperatures and concentrated chemicals can cause
lubricant breakdown, by compromising performance and leading to a maintenance extra effort.
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safety and environmental issues: Some lubricants contain chemical volatile organic materials
or chlorinated materials that can be hazardous to the environment and employees. Frequent
re-lubrication can increase the exposure of employees to hazardous areas with high
temperatures.
It is necessary to follow a certain protocol to ensure the accuracy and correct information from
lubricant analysis results. For taking a representative sample must always use a clean, dry, dust
free area until the sample is taken. Also, specialist must draw samples
when equipment is at its normal operating temperature and while the machine is running, if it can
be done safely. Otherwise, it is recommended to draw samples as soon as possible after the
equipment has been shutdown.
Properly location consists in taking samples downstream of the filters, the critical lubrication points.
Also, it must avoid sampling from reservoirs, where unrepresentative samples may be produced by
possible stratification and sediment and distorting results. For some cases (gearboxes) where the
equipment doesn’t have a circulating system, samples must be taken from the gearbox bath or
sump, several inches deep from the bottom of the bath, to avoid accidentally including the
insoluble layer, that has appropriately settled to the bottom.
Considering viscosity as the most critical parameter for most applications, researches showed that
it can change over time or more quickly in equipment that sees extreme temperatures or high
pressures or high speeds. That is important always monitor lubricant viscosity closely, to ensure
that it is within the targeted viscosity range, thus minimizing wear between critical equipment
components. If the viscosity changes by +/-15% of its original value, it must monitor the oil more
frequently. Equipment can perform normally if the lubricant is outside of this range, but it should be
watched more closely as this usually indicates changes are needed. All equipment applications
have stated recommended operating temperatures and recommended lubricants that meet that
condition. If oil temperatures significantly vary (particularly trending higher) it is recommended to
re-review the ISO grade of the oil to ensure that an appropriate film thickness is being provided to
insure efficient wear-free performance.
Tracking equipment health also implies monitoring wear metals. As equipment ages, components
start to wear; it is important to monitor the degree of wear to permit scheduling routine, planned
repairs rather than waiting for unplanned equipment shutdown. Common wear metals to be
monitored for various systems include:
• Hydraulics: copper, iron, lead (aluminum, tin, chromium less common)
• Compressors: iron, copper, lead (tin, aluminum, nickel less common)
• Gearboxes: iron, copper, aluminum (lead, tin, chromium less common).
Iron and copper are used in nearly every piece of equipment, so monitor their presence closely for
almost all machine types. Another common cause for equipment shutdowns is contamination that
is present in different forms: dirt, dust, water. Most airborne contaminants show up in an oil
analysis as silicon. The most effective way to extend equipment and lubricant life is to implement a
comprehensive lubricant analysis program. It will help identify early warning signs of contamination
and minimize unscheduled maintenance, [9].
4. Global performance passport of the lubricants
For obtaining the integrated informatic device there were used advanced technologies, which are
present in the four working component modules, in order to realize the lubricants behavior
modeling and simulation. Their core functions are described here:
1. The theoretical module role is to analyze the phenomena which are based the lubricant film
extrusion process. Also it generates theoretical curves specific to the interstitial fluid flow, which
are necessary for the experimental results correlation and interpretation, [7].
2. The rheological experimental module is a modern one, containing an original measurement
device, which is coupled with a data acquisition and data processing system. By using a small
amount of lubricant for the diagnose (100 ml) and two semi - coupling, it is registered the time
variation function lubricant pressure and thickness. It is important to work with qualified staff or to
educate students and specialists to work with the three presure transducers and one proximity
sensor, while the oil film is expelled under the wight of the upper coupling (figure 1). Squeeze-film
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curve is recorded as the „fingerprint” of the used lubricant, that depends on many factors, including
the lubricant wear degree, [4].

Figure 1. Complex monitoring instrument, [10], [11], [12], [13]
3. Considering the viscometric validation module, this one is based on a PHYSICA rheometer and
it is composed of a mechanical unit and an electronic one. The components of mechanical unit are
represented by the measurement system, thermostat installation, training system and additional
installations. The electronic unit is composed of a transfer system for the measured parameters,
the data processing system and the central control and command unit. The module role is to
validate the experimental results which are supplied by the experimental rheological module and to
establish the necessary correlations [5], [6].
4. The spectrometric analysis module is based on the use of transmission electron microscopy by
obtaining information concerning the wear particles which can be identified in samples of worn off
lubricants. By comparing two microscopic structures of the same lubricant (Figure 2), in various
stages of use, it may reveal the wear particles, their shape and their size [8].
Among the advanced technologies used in education and training for lubrication processes a
special one is represented by the LabVIEW software - Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering
Workbench, a graphical programming environment developed by National Instruments
Corporation. The software is useful in data acquisition, processing and presentation, also for
control and industrial process control, for the systems dynamic behavior analysis.
5. The new instrument for lubricants behavior education & training esults and conclusions
The core of this global methodology for the study of industrial lubricants behavior is represented by
a complex monitoring tool, composed by four experimental modules: rheological, viscometric,
tribological and a module concerning structural analysis. The original rheological experimental
module has a measuring device mounted on a Weissenberg rheogoniometer and a data
acquisition and processing system, [10]. A small amount of lubricant is used for diagnose and the
temporal variation of lubricant film thickness is recorded, by using a proximity sensor, while the oil
film is expulsed with constant speed. The recorded information is the squeeze-film curve, the
"fingerprint" of the worn-out lubricant.
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The viscometric module based on a Brookfield viscometer validates the experimental results
provided by the rheological experimental module and establishes the necessary correlations, [11].
The tribological experimental module consists in a friction torque pin – disk tribometer, having the
role to determine the friction coefficient variation due to contact pressure and sliding speed, for
lubricants with varying wear degrees, in terms of the same friction torque use, [13].
The wear particles analysis module is based on the transmission electronic microscopy, obtaining
information on the wear particles from worn lubricants samples. The principle is to compare two
microscopically structures of the same lubricant, in various decay stages, revealing the wear
particles, their shape and their concentration, by using the JEOL Japan - JEM - 200 CX
transmission electron microscope, [12].
The four modules and the related global methodology represent a new, modern instrument for
lubricants behavior Education & Training, by assessing and quantifying the industrial lubricants life
cycle aims. Finally, the achievement of a global lubricants performance passport is a complete
characterization of the lubricants behavior, which is studied during their life cycle, in terms of
rheological, tribological, viscometric and microscopically point of view. Important issues are solved
due to this instrument:
- the global rheological lubricant feature is expressed by the maximum pressure of fresh and
worn lubricating film and it is obtained with the original rheological experimental module;
- the reference rheological lubricant feature is obtained with the viscometer validation module
and it is expressed by the variation of viscosity by the temperature, according to various
lubricant wear stages;
- the tribological lubricant feature is obtained with the tribological experimental module, which is
expressed by the friction coefficient variation according to the normal pressing force and the
sliding speed, both for fresh and worn lubricant;
- the structural (microscopic) lubricant feature is obtained with the wear particles analysis
module and it is done by the solid particles type, which are identified in the fresh and worn
lubricant, [14].

a) Lubricant Global Rheological Characteristic b)
Characteristic

Lubricant

Reference

Rheological

c) Lubricant Tribological Characteristic (Fresh) d) Lubricant Tribological Characteristic (Used)
Figure 2. Example of the Global Lubricant Performance Passport ( 10W40 oil)
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6. Conclusions
The global performance lubricants passport represents a complete characterization of studied
lubricants behavior, during their life time. Each lubricant has a specific rheological, tribological and
structural behavior, which requires continuous monitoring of these properties, all the use period,
from fresh stage till its complete depletion.
The utility of this instrument is reflected on the issues that may be solved: the assessment of the
lifetime reserve, function specific use conditions (load, speed, temperature, etc.), reducing costs
operations, (with initial investment for the preliminary experimental tests conduct), good and
available information about lubricants behavior for industry, educational and training domains. It is
necessary to notify that the achievement of a global performance lubricant passport should be
correlated with the determination of economic profitability threshold for the investment made by a
potential user.
This paper proposed a framework for developing a practical methodology for testing lubricants, by
using global performance lubricants passport model, it will minimize equipment downtime, permitting
more efficient maintenance scheduling, protect warranty claims and increase equipment resale value.
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RELAŢII PUBLICE ŞI COMUNICARE ÎN FOLOSUL ACTIVITĂŢILOR
DE CERCETARE-DEZVOLTARE-INOVARE
Ing. Radu Jecu – Centrul de Informare Tehnologică - CENTIREM
Institutul de Cercetare – Dezvoltare pentru Metale şi Resurse Radioactive - ICPMRR Bucureşti

REZUMAT
Prezenta comunicare constituie un avertisment succint în vederea reconsiderării rolului
preocupărilor pe linie de relaţii publice şi comunicare în folosul activităţilor de cercetare-dezvoltareinovare. Recunoaşterea utilităţii comunicării ştiinţei în cadrul Strategiei Naţionale pentru CercetareDezvoltare-Inovare pentru perioada 2007-2013 nu a fost urmată de implementarea consecventă
prin Programele Planului Naţional de Cercetare, Dezvoltare şi Inovare II. Criza a condus astfel la
amânarea şansei ameliorării situaţiei din sistemul cercetare-dezvoltare-inovare din perspectiva
relaţiilor publice şi comunicării, prin rezultate specifice.
ABSTRACT
This paper is a warning in order to revalue the attention for public relations and
communication in the research-development-innovation field. The recognition of the need of
science communication by the National Research-Development-Innovation Strategy for 2007-2013
was not followed by consequent implementation in the projects competitions of the Programs of
The Second National Research-Development-Innovation Plan. The crisis lead to the adjournment
of the improvement of the public relations and communications problems Romanian researchdevelopment-innovation system
Strategia Naţională pentru Cercetare-Dezvoltare-Inovare pentru perioada 2007-2013,
aprobată prin Hotărârea Guvernului nr. 217/ 2007
1. în Capitolul 3, subcapitolul Creşterea capacităţii instituţionale specifică între “Obiectivele
strategice ale sistemului de cercetare-dezvoltare-inovare” (pag. 19) menţionează:
Consolidarea rolului ştiinţei în societate prin comunicarea ştiinţei, promovarea eticii şi
egalităţii de şanse în cercetare, dezvoltarea de interfeţe dedicate dialogului ştiinţă-societate.
2. în Capitolul 4 “Cercetarea exploratorie şi de frontieră” (pag. 21) se arată că: “având în
vedere importanţa cercetării fundamentale pentru dezvoltarea cunoaşterii şi formarea resursei
umane înalt calificate, accentul va fi pus pe excelenţă, pe interdisciplinaritate şi vizibilitate
internaţională.”
3. în Capitolul 6 “Inovarea” (pag. 33) specifică:
Inovarea este practic un rezultat pentru care cercetarea poate fi una dintre surse, alături
de alţi factori precum experienţa, comunicarea, marketingul etc.
Aceste referinţe demonstrează că, în momentul elaborării Strategiei, Autoritatea Naţională
pentru Cercetarea Ştiinţifică avea o viziune conformă politicilor europene în domeniu, rolul
activităţilor de relaţii publice şi comunicare în dezvoltarea ştiinţei fiind evidenţiat în document.
Planul Naţional de Cercetare, Dezvoltare şi Inovare II pentru perioada 2007-2013, aprobat
prin Hotărârea Guvernului nr. 475/ 2007, principalul instrument prin care Autoritatea Naţională
pentru Cercetare Ştiinţifică implementează Strategia Naţională pentru Cercetare-DezvoltareInovare, este structurat în 4 programe: RESURSE UMANE, IDEI, PARTENERIATE,
PARTENERIATE, INOVARE, CAPACITĂŢI. În pachetele de informaţii, prevederile privind
comunicarea ştiinţei se rezumă la eligibilitatea cheltuielilor pentru diseminarea rezultatelor ştiinţifice
realizate prin proiecte. exceptând programul CAPACITĂŢI, Modulul II despre care vom mai aminti.
De asemenea, în Programul IDEI, la proiectele de tip Workshop Exploratoriu şi Şcoală de Studii
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Avansate şi în Programul INOVARE, la proiectele de tip Cecuri pentru Inovare, mai putin complexe
si cu finanţare redusă, diseminarea nu este expres menţionată ca activitate eligibilă.
Conform Planul Naţional de Cercetare, Dezvoltare şi Inovare II (Programul
PARTENERIATE, Subprogram “Proiecte Colaborative de Cercetare Aplicativă”, pag. 72)
organizaţia de cercetare este “entitate, spre exemplu o universitate sau un institut de cercetare,
indiferent de statutul său legal (de drept public sau privat) sau modalităţile de finanţare, al cărei
scop principal este de a conduce activităţi de cercetare fundamentală, cercetare industrială sau
dezvoltare experimentală si de a disemina rezultatele sale prin activităţi de educaţie,
publicare sau transfer tehnologic”.
În absenţa indicaţiilor din pachetele de informaţii, în majoritatea covârşitoare a cazurilor,
organizaţiile de cercetare rezumă activităţile de comunicare a ştiinţei la diseminarea rezultatelor
proiectelor la nivelul publicării în reviste de specialitate şi participări la manifestări (mese rotunde,
workshopuri, simpozioane naţionale / internaţionale, târguri naţionale / internaţionale). Acest tip de
diseminare este însă specific cerinţelor cercetării fundamentale care, fiind orientată spre
dobândirea de cunoştinţe ştiinţifice noi, precum şi spre formularea şi verificarea de noi ipoteze şi
teorii, fără a avea scop industrial sau comercial, necesită comunicare cu precădere în interiorul
comunităţii ştiinţifice respective. Pe de altă parte, menţionăm că recentele prevederi elaborate de
UEFISCDI referitoare la conducătorii de proiecte şi organizaţiile eligibile constrâng oarecum spre
astfel de activităţi indiferent de tipul organizaţiei de cercetare participante la competiţiile de
proiecte.
Diseminarea rezultatelor cercetării aplicative este restrânsă la acest nivel deşi aceasta
(cercetarea aplicativă) este orientată spre lărgirea cunoştinţelor, cu scopul de a utiliza aceste
cunoştinţe pentru dezvoltarea de noi produse, procese sau servicii ori pentru a îmbunătăţi
semnificativ produsele, procesele sau serviciile existente. Comunicarea nu se extinde spre
potenţiali beneficiari sau entităţi interesate / comunităţi afectate de rezultatele posibilei aplicări a
proiectului iar proiectele care vizează o comunitate nu sunt suficient discutate cu reprezentanţii
acesteia, nici la nivel de autorităţi, nici la nivel de masă.
Carenţele menţionate mai sus provin din mai multe cauze, între care cea majoră este
obişnuinţa de decenii a organizaţiilor de cercetare de a comunica numai în interiorul propriei
comunităţi ştiinţifice care a condus la lipsa preocupărilor în domeniul relaţiilor publice şi
comunicării. Prin Programul CAPACITĂŢI, Modulul II s-a căutat ameliorarea situaţiei în această
zonă a activităţilor organizaţiilor de cercetare din sectorul public. Programul în sine a fost creat
“pentru a permite cercetătorilor să lucreze utilizând aparatură performantă, să beneficieze de un
management adecvat şi să menţină o relaţie permanentă cu nevoile socio-economice” (Planul
Naţional de Cercetare, Dezvoltare şi Inovare II, pag. 9). Subcapitolul dedicat Modulului II al acestui
program conţine menţiuni care implică o dezvoltare a comunicării şi implicării strategiilor de relaţii
publice. Modulul II a fost destinat exclusiv proiectelor suport care vizează ca obiective orientarea
spre piaţă a cercetării-dezvoltării-inovării şi promovarea şi întărirea rolului ştiinţei în societate prin
activităţi ca: servicii, diseminare de informaţii, manifestări, acţiuni promoţionale pentru cunoaşterea
rezultatelor, imagine, studii prospective. Criza economico-financiară a determinat restrângerea
fondurilor şi restrângerea activităţilor la nivelul celor de foresight, amânând astfel şansa ameliorării
situaţiei din sistemul cercetare-dezvoltare-inovare din perspectiva relaţiilor publice şi comunicării,
prin rezultate specifice.
În contextul economic românesc, date fiind condiţiile globale actuale, dar şi de perspectivă,
ieşirea din criză presupune – între multe altele – fluidizarea comunicării între mediul ştiinţific şi
cel economic şi de afaceri, între comunitatea ştiinţifică şi societate.
După anul 2000, în ţara noastră a început să se dezvolte infrastructura de inovare şi
transfer tehnologic. Reţeaua Naţională de Inovare şi Transfer Tehnologic (ReNITT) integrează
principalii actori din domeniul transferului de cunoştinţe şi tehnologie la nivel naţional (54 de entităţi
între care: 20 centre de informare tehnologică, 14 centre de transfer tehnologic, 16 incubatoare
tehnologice şi de afaceri, 4 parcuri ştiinţifice şi tehnologice) fiind prezentă în toate regiunile de
dezvoltare ale ţării, cu precădere pe lângă organizaţii de cercetare.
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La nivelul entităţilor de transfer tehnologic şi inovare sunt prevăzute a se desfăşura şi
activităţi de comunicare a ştiinţei:
• creşterea vizibilităţii organizaţiilor de cercetare – dezvoltare;
• creşterea gradului de valorificare a rezultatelor cercetării;
• îmbunătăţirea relaţiilor între unităţile de cercetare – dezvoltare şi agenţii economici şi respectiv,
între unităţile de cercetare – dezvoltare şi societate.
Abordarea acestora din perspectiva relaţiilor publice şi comunicării reclamă apariţia unei noi
specializări/ocupaţii interdisciplinare - comunicatorii de ştiinţă - care s-ar putea implica în:
• promovarea imaginii organizaţiilor de cercetare – dezvoltare oferind informaţii structurate
conform solicitărilor mediilor interesate;
• prezentarea rezultatelor activităţilor de cercetare – dezvoltare în cadrul unor manifestări şi
evenimente stimulând încheierea de noi contacte şi parteneriate;
• facilitarea comunicării cu autorităţile, agenţii economici, organizaţiile neguvernamentale,
informarea societăţii în probleme legate de activitatea de cercetare-dezvoltare.
Totodată, feed-back-ul activităţii comunicatorilor de ştiinţă poate constitui o sursă de
informaţii extrem de utilă atât pentru unităţile de cercetare-dezvoltare, cât şi pentru entităţile de
inovare şi transfer tehnologic în sensul unei mai juste şi rapide corelări a activităţii lor cu
problemele concrete şi imediate ale economiei şi cu aşteptările societăţii.
Credem că sunt suficiente aceste motive pentru a sublinia necesitatea integrării
comunicatorilor de ştiinţă în entităţile de transfer tehnologic.
Menţionăm că, spre deosebire de relaţionişti/specialişti în relaţii publice – al căror principal
rol este comunicarea cu mass-media, comunicatorii de ştiinţă se adresează autorităţilor, agenţilor
economici, organizaţiilor neguvernamentale, comunităţii.
În loc de concluzii, propuneri:
1. Redeschiderea competiţiei de proiecte în cadrul Modulului II din Programul Capacităţi.
2. Inserarea în pachetele de informaţii ale viitoarelor competiţii naţionale de proiecte de
cercetare-dezvoltare-inovare de prevederi referitoare la:
- diseminarea adecvată a rezultatelor ştiinifice obţinute;
- consultarea autorităţilor, respectiv populaţiei în legătură cu obiectivele şi, respectiv,
riscurile proiectelor.
3. Formarea de comunicatori de ştiinţă.
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STOCK EXCHANGE OF NEW INVENTIONS
1

Petrin DRUMEA1, Niculae IONIŢĂ1, Costinel POPESCU1, Cătălin DUMITRESCU1
INOE 2000 - IHP, e-mail dumitrescu.ihp@fluidas.ro

Abstract: This paper aims to present some of the inventions which were patented in recent years
by the Institute of Hydraulics and Pneumatics in Bucharest, as a result of research work carried out
in specific areas of its activity.
Keywords: hydraulic, energy recovery, energy unconventional, medical devices.
1. HYDRAULIC
„Hydraulic gearbox” – patent no. 122974/2010
The invention relates to a hydraulic gearbox, designed coaching system of a car driving vehicles or
plant.
Gearbox according to the invention comprises a steps hydraulic transmission, which has a housing
(1) filled with oil to a manageable level, the gear pump (2) is arranged in it, that acts a hydraulic
gear motor (3), consisting of three distinct sections, through a hydraulically distributor (4) that,
depending on the position chosen field, acts the engine (3) the connections between hydraulic
equipment being made by some pipe and some connectors which contains on the supply circuits of
the hydraulic motor (3) some valves (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) which aspires oil if the distributor (4) is
closed.
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„Device for measuring torque and speed (RPM)” – patent no. 122931/2010
The invention relates to a hydraulic device for torque and speed used in laboratory for testing
rotating machines. The device according to the invention consists of a reversible gear pump (1),
coupled to a hydraulic reversible gear motor (2), supplying it through a connection plate (3), which
contains a pressure transducer (4) that receives information from both hydraulic circuits, through a
selection valve (5), overload protection circuits or lock and by two pressure limitation valves (6) and
(7) arranged in the connection plate (3), in the motor housing (2) is arranged, in the vicinity of the
gear output, a magnetic speed transducer (8).
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„Rotary hydraulic equipment” – patent no. 123329/2011
The invention relates to a flow or pressure multiplier, for hydraulic actuation. Multiplier, according to
the invention, comprises a tubular housing (1),in which is placed a rotor (2), arranged on a tubular
shaft (3), in which is placed an odd number of axial pistons (4), which together with some
separation bushes (5), forming two compression chambers (a and b) whose different volume
determines a ratio multiplier, the axial pistons (4) leaning through some springs and some balls, on
a tilted disc (6), the rotor (2) being closed with a distribution disc (7), that connects hydraulic lines,
through two holes, with a supply cover (8), which frontal rests on it and has some hydraulic
connections holes (c, d and e) and semicircular slits (f, g, h and i).
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„Rotary hydraulic machine” – patent no. 123433/2012
The invention relates to a rotary hydraulic unit that can work as a pump or motor in open circuit or
closed circuit in any hydraulic actuator, having the possibility to change the direction of rotation of
the drive shaft. Unit according to the invention consists of a rotor (1) in which can slide on radial
direction, some pistons (2) in odd numbers, which are in contact with a running path (3) with
eccentric circular seat, fixed in a outer housing (4) closed the rear, with a hydraulic connection
cover (6) provided with some holes (a and b) outer through a distribution plate (7) with two
semicircular slits are connecting with the piston compression chambers (2) through ducts (c)
applied to the rotor (1), and in front with a lid fixing (8) where there is a splined shaft (9) coupled to
the rotor (1), pressed on the distribution board (7) by a spring helical (10), for use both as a pump
and the rotary hydraulic motor.
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„Rotary hydraulic transformer” – patent no. 123434/2012

The invention relates to a rotary hydraulic multiplier equipped with axial pistons, which multiplies
pressure in continuous flow used in hydraulic. Multiplier, according to the invention consists of a
rotor (1) in which are placed some pistons (2) whose number is odd, screwing, each, to support
heads (3), pushed through ball, by springs (4) of the titled disc (6) positioned with screw (7) in a
circular housing (8) rotor (1) is fixed in part on a high pressure output connection (9), mounted in
the housing (8) by a nut (10), and, on the other hand, on a central axis of a supply cover (11),
equipped with an low pressure orifice (a), a return orifice (b) and two symmetrical semicircular slits
(a.1 and b.1) in contact with some routing holes, practiced in a distribution cover (12), which closes
tightly rotor (1).
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„Cylinder hydraulic vibrators for concrete” – nr. brevet 126576/2012
The invention relates to a vibrating cylindrical tank, hydraulic and manual handling that can be
used for internal vibrating of concrete molded into the construction works. Vibrating cylinder
according to the invention comprises a power connector (1), in which there is a control valve (2) of
the fluid flow sent through a hose (3) and returned through another hose (4) to and from an
operating head (5), screwed to a cylindrical housing (6), closed with a cover bearing (7), in which
there is a rotor (8), dynamically balanced, with radial cylindrical channels placed inclined, they find
themselves on one side of the rotor (8) sliding balls (10) the rotating is achieved by a turbine (9),
which may turn idle at low speed and may vary up to full speed centrifugal force, by running the
ball (10), on the cylindrical housing (6), for discharging by tasks of a rotor bearings (8).
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2. ENERGY RECOVERY
„Hydraulic for recovery braking energy” – patent no. 122959/2010
The invention relates to a hydraulic system, for recovery, storage and reuse braking energy to a
road vehicle in order to save fuel. System according to the invention consists of a hydraulic unit (1)
having an axial pistons with fixed displacement which receives rotation from an outlet gearbox
drive a car, a oil compensation tank (2) of which the hydraulic unit (1) aspires working fluid, a
electrically operated distributor (3) that connects hydraulic unit (1) and storage battery (4) of
recovery energy, a block (5) with protection and hydraulic valves and inertial control device,
consisting of a inertial disc (6) some guides (7), some helical springs (8.1 and 8.2) and some
electrical switches (9.1 and 9.2).
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3. UNCONVENTIONAL ENERGY
„Wind turbine” – patent no. 127087/2012
The invention relates to a horizontal axis turbine with three pallets that can capture wind energy to
turn it into rotary motion, which can be used for either driving various machines, such as power
generators, mills and pumps water. Wind turbine according to the invention consists a drive head
(1) with hexagonal shape, finished with a drive flange, in which are fixed the three axes serrated
(2), radial unbalanced position, equally spaced, but placed in different transverse planes, secured
with washers (3), which are attached by one of the pallets (4), fixed with screws (5), that have from
the mounting an angle of 45° to the plane of rotation, which can be changed by rotating the toothed
axes (2) to a maximum of 90°, driven by a multiple rack with piston (6), ensured by the snap ring
(8) and sealed with gasket (9), pressed against a conical spring (7), by the dynamic pressure of the
wind, so that, between two acceptable speed limits of the wind, the turbine maintains a constant
speed and when exceed maximum safety speed of the wind, the turbine must to stop.
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„Device for automatic orientation of a solar collector ” – nr. brevet 126700/2012
The invention relates to a mechanism by which it can be automatically oriented to the sun a
capture sunlight solar panel, photovoltaic or hot water throughout the day. The mechanism
according to the invention is composed of a metal frame (1), fixed horizontally on the ground or on
the roof of a house, which has two slide bearings (2.1) and (2.2) aligned by an tilted axis at an
angle of 550 to the horizontal, around which rotate a panel (3), driven by a gear composed of crown
(4), pinion (5), worm gear (7), driven by an DC electromotor (6), which is controlled by a photocell
(9) located in a black box (8) which is illuminated by the sun through a directional slit only if another
photocell (10) senses that the sun is in the sky, the angle of rotation from east to west is
determined by two limiters of courses (11.1) and (11.2), adjustable for position, depending on the
season.
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4. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
„Electropneumatic device for perfusion” – patent no. 122709/2009
The invention relates to an electropneumatic device for perfusion for medical interventions, using
the infusion set equipped with a liquid bag, which can be programmed and it maintains stable the
dose throughout the infusion period, whether the intervention is in hospital or rescue. The device
according to the invention consists a body (1), sealed with a cover (2), provided with a slot in which
is placed the bag infusion set, subjected to air pressure made by a proportional controller (3)
coupled to a pressurized chamber own device, protected by a safety valve (4) which can be
powered by an electrocompressor (5), on-off by a pressure sensor (6), or from an external source
through a valve (7). The device can be programmed an infused liquid dosage and can maintain
constant throughout the period of time required, because it has a flowmeter with magnetic
resonance (8), which together with an electronic block (9), powered by an electric battery (10), can
adjust the control current that is applied the proportional controller (3), corresponding to a pressure
of pressing need and keep it constant.
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EDUCATION IN DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC MODULES USING
FREE AND OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE TOOLS
Andrei DRUMEA1, Alexandru VASILE1
1

”Politehnica” University Bucharest, 313 Spl. Independentei, 060042 Bucharest, andrei.drumea@cetti.ro

Abstract: An important topic in electronics education is the design and development of electronic
modules with emphasis on embedded systems, complex activity that combines hardware and
software design. Hardware development chain consists of analog and digital design, schematics
capture and circuit simulation, printed circuit board design and generation of manufacturing
information. Software development requires tools like code editor, compiler and debugger, usually
grouped together in an Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Some key aspects of
educational software are accessibility, simplicity, quality of documentation and lower cost for a
working licence. Unfortunately, typical commercial software is expensive and too complex so, for
educational purposes, free and/or open source software can be a better option. Present paper
analyses some free and open source software tools for electronic modules development: gEDA,
Eagle Light edition and KiCad for schematics capture and printed circuit design, LTSpiceIV and
Ngspice for circuit simulation, and Code::Blocks and Eclipse for software development for
embedded systems.
Keywords: electronic modules, CAD, education, open source
1. Introduction
Education in the field of mechatronics includes electronics courses, usually related to embedded
systems development. This topic covers many important areas like software development, analog
and digital circuits design and simulation, CAD/CAM activities like printed circuit board design and
preparing for manufacturing; all these activities require software tools coupled in a chain (fig.1).

Fig.1 Typical hardware development tool chain
CAD/CAM software can be proprietary, with higher or lower license costs, or free/open source
software, usually developed by academia or enthusiasts/hobbyists. In last years, a lot of
proprietary software for electronics evolved into complex packages, hard to manage and too
complicated to use in education environment where focus is on solving simple problems and
explain principles. Free and open source software, on the other side, is developed with these
aspects in mind, and in last years it reached a performance level almost similar with commercial
software. Free software is released as binary (already compiled code, ready for run) and as source
code (that must be compiled first by the user) and this means that source code is always available
for improvements for free and open source software. A quote from GNU General Public License,
version 3, 29 June 2007, developed by Free Software Foundation Inc., describes the essence of
free software ([3]): “When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our
General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies
of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you
know you can do these things.”
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2. Tools for hardware design of electronic modules
CAD software for electronic modules design consists, at least, in schematic capture program and
printed circuit board (PCB) layout editor. Extra modules, like circuit simulator and Gerber viewer
program for preparing manufacturing files, can be available.
Commercial software for electronic design is represented by tools like Mentor Graphics, Cadence
with Orcad ([1]) and Allegro suites, Altium Designer or EAGLE.
Among these programs, an interesting option is freeware version of EAGLE (Easily Applicable
Graphical Layout Editor) ([8]), that combines all features of commercial version (same simplicity
and productivity, access to all component libraries and ability to run ULPs- user language
programs to automate some tasks) . The limits of freeware version are acceptable for education –
schematic must fit on one A4 page, printed circuit board design with no more than 2 layers and
80x100mm board size, but student projects usually fit in these limits. A GPS module board ([2])
was easy developed within these constrains.

Fig.2 Schematic capture and layout design in EAGLE framework
Unfortunately EAGLE package offers no circuit simulation tool. An excellent option is to use
another free program, LTSpiceIV, from semiconductor vendor Linear Technology. The program
has a powerful SPICE engine (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis, de facto
standard in electronic circuit simulation) and offers modern device models; it is obviously biased on
Linear Technology components but extra devices can be added into the libraries. Other
advantages are frequent updates and releases and a large and internet-active user base. Its
installation is small and the program is able to use multi-core processors for faster simulations. In
some simple examples of circuits, the program performs much better and reaches convergence
without any tweaks compared to commercial Spice implementations. In figure 3 is shown the
simulation of an astable circuit with LTSpiceIV program.
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Fig.3 Simulation of a simple circuit using LTSpiceIV
Another software tool for electronics design is KiCad. It consists of Eeschema schematic editor
(fig.4), PCBnew board editor, Gerber viewer (fig.5) and library management tools. It is open source
program, so free to use and all sources available (Eagle and LTSpiceIV sources are not available).
Its interface is not as efficient as Eagle, but is intuitive and easy to learn.

Fig.4 Schematic capture in KiCad framework
The board editor can process boards with maximum 16 electrical layers and 12 technical layers
(like solder mask, silkscreen) and has a large component database.
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Fig.5 Layout editor and Gerber viewer in KiCad framework
Another powerful CAD suite for electronics is gEDA (GPL EDA), also open source and with large
user database ([6]). It consists of gschem schematic capture, pcb board editor, Gerber viewer and
integrates also other open source tools like spice. gEDA suite is developed especially for
GNU/Linux open source operating systems. In figure 6 is shown a simple connector design with
gschem and gerbv performed by Peter Clifton ([4]).

Fig.6 Schematics capture and Gerber viewer in gEDA framework
Board editor is also very powerful and with large component libraries. Lots of electronics projects
on Internet are developed using gEDA tools. In fig. 7 is shown such a project, a lightning detector
board developed by Kai-Martin Knaak ([4]).
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Fig.7 Layout editor in gEDA framework

3. Free and open source tools for software development for embedded systems
Embedded systems development usually requires C code editor, compiler, debugger and
programmer. The large availability of open source GNU C Compiler for almost all existing
processors made it a good choice in embedded system design. Its only disadvantage is the lack of
a user friendly integrated development environment (IDE). Fortunately, in the last years 2 solutions
occurred – Eclipse framework, a Java based IDE, very complex and powerful, but hard to manage
and with large resource requirements, and Code::Blocks.
Code::Blocks is an open source IDE designed to be very extensible and fully configurable that runs
on slow machines and has a consistent look, feel and operation across platforms ([5]). It can be
extended with plugins so any extra functions can be implemented using another plugin. For
instance, compiling and debugging for different processors or microcontrollers like Intel MCS51,
Atmel AVR, Texas Instruments MSP430, ARM, MIPS, PowerPC processors or even Windows,
Mac OS X or Android applications.
For a complete embedded systems development framework, user must provide for Code::Blocks
the required (cross) compiler and debugger and to make some small configurations. After these
steps, development process runs smoothly and can be more productive than commercial solutions.
For example, for MSP430 microcontrollers, Code::Blocks IDE, mspgcc C compiler and mspdebug
debugger offer an open source alternative more productive than chip manufacturer solutions and
without any limitations in code size.
In figure 8 is shown a small C program for MSP430 microcontroller edited and compiled using
Code::Blocks framework.
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Fig.8 Code::Blocks editor with C program for MSP430 microcontroller
4. Conclusions
Education in electronics, especially in embedded system design, can be performed using only free
and open source software tools. The quality of these products greatly improved in the last years
and reached almost the same level with commercial software, but their inherent
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